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Sommeregger -  The Shaping o f Third-Party Effect Doctrines - Abstract

Summary

This tbesiSy entitled T'he Shaping ofThird-Party Effects: Prestippositions and Constraints*, is set in the context o f 

constitutional theo^ and practice and deals with the inpact o f (constitutional) fundamental rights on private 

relations, known under the slogan 'human rights and the private phere \

The thesis continus case-studies o f  different national jurisdictions through which this disarssion on 'horicpntal 

application ’ is inserted in the larger context o f  interpretation o f ffects o f  constitutional fundamental rights. It is 

argued that doctrines o f horis^ntal effect o f fundamental rights introduce a  new k jer  o f protection o f indhiduals* 

interests, adding to traditionalprotection through statutory and common law. Doctrines o f horispntality are defined 

as discourses through which thejudgejustifies the effect o f fundamental rights on private relations. These are mostly 

notframed in terms o f 'constitutional duty o f an individued*, hut involve state obligations in one form  or another. 

Eundamental rights can impact on private indiiiduals (in their relations nith other private indili duals, or nith the 

state) through ju à d a l interpretation or devehpment o f chill common law in the light o f constitutional values, or 

through judicial censoring o f government action, as well as non-adion, on the basis offundamental vaUies-based 

judicial miew.

In the following theoretical part it is argued that the vertical and horic;ontal intepretations offundamental rights 

compond to two different traditions within the liberal tradition <f the modem state, one attached to a  natural law 

liew o f inditidual freedom as phere o f autonomy, the other orientated towards fundamental values o f society 

(equally rooted in a  tradition o f natural law, but translated into positim law via the constitution), used as an 

argnmentathe tool to enhance personalfreedom, but also potentially limit private 'autononry*.

Georg Sommeregger

B S m B l n s n n H n na n





General Introduction

Introduction: Exploring the function of horizontality in different 

legal orders

The wide horizon of horizontality

In this section I want to sketch the framework of today s phenomenon o f horizontal application 

o f fundamental, or human, rights/ Rhetoric on horizontality is widespread; we might speak of 

different ‘horizons o f  horizontality*. A first outline o f the philosophical roots implies a historical 

account.

The horizontal dimension’ o f human/fundamental rights' is ‘in fashion*. It is a phenomenon 

which transcends different legal orders and legal cultures, and which is found at both the national

‘ 'Horizontality’ as used in this thesis is understood as both horizontality in the sense o f direct application o f  
fundamental rig îts to private litigation, and ‘third-part}' effect’ horizontaliu', which can be either direct or indirect 
As it will turn out, my suggestion is that, strictly speaking, there is no horizontal effect o f  fundamental rights on 
private relationships, i f  by horizontal effect we mean a constitutional duty arising for a private individual from a 
fundamental rig^t W hat is discussed under the name o f ‘horizontality*, is in reality variations o f ‘indirect horizontal 
effect’. I distinguish between ‘third-party effect’ and ‘horizontal application o f  fundamental rights’. Third-party effect 
is the larger term. It refers to all effects, or consequences, that fundamental rights have on the relation between 
private parties, directly or indirectly. The figure o f ‘horizontal application’ is narrower. It is the statement that a 
fundamental right apply directly to private parties (on a rhetoric level, the figure o f  a ‘constitutional duty’ on private 
actors), corresponding to the model o f  direct horizontality..
“ A note on terminology: The “languagie o f  rights’ has brou ^ t with it the development and usage o f  a multitude o f 
terms: depending on the context, we find ‘natural’, ‘human’, ‘indriidual’, ‘collective’, ‘moral’, ‘legal’, ‘fundamental’, 
‘basic’, ‘fundiunental legal’ rights. Some o f  the labels originate in traditions, others are inspired by an underlying 
ideolog}'. Michel From ont, for example, loosely claims the expression ‘human rights’ as belonging to the French 
tradition, whereas ‘fundamental rights’ was a German development (Capitant. Darid. Les effetsjtmàqites des dmts 

Jondameiita!c< en AUemagm  ̂Paris 2001, V)- In the context o f  the horizontal dimension o f rights, both the terms ‘human 
rights’ and ‘fundamental rights’ can be found. The general tendency is to use the expression ‘fundamental rigjits’ in 
the context o f  the national state, and to reserv'e the term ‘human rights’ for an inter- or supranational context. There 
are exceptions to this general rule on both levels: it can be argued that the rights protected under the category o f  
‘fundamental rights’ substantially overlap uith, are encapsulated by, or are really the same as the category o f  human 
rights. Others insist on a differentiation o f  the two expression. Joseph Raz, for example, insists on an intrinsic 
difference between the two and advocates the abolition o f the ‘human rights’ terminolog}', which according to him is 
logically and philosophically unsustainable, in favour o f ‘fundamental rig)its’. (Notes o f  the author, notes lecture o f 
Joseph Raz, European Uni\Trsity Institute, 2001; on file).
For the purposes o f  this ŵ ork, I will mostly refer to ‘fundamental r io ts ’. I do not, however, ascribe to this 
expression a different meaning as when 1 occasionally use ‘human rights’. The choice o f ‘fundamental r i o t s ’ can first 
be justified by the fact that the present anal\’sis covers mostly national law, where this expression dominates. 
Second!}', however, the rationale behind it is the following These human rights are ‘iundamental’ in the double sense 
o f  the word, firstly in that they are recognized in a certain society- as constitutive values o f  this system, which 
secondly is translated in legal terms by the inclusion o f  fundamental rights in the constitutive document 
(constitution) o f  the political system.



General Introduction

and trans-/international levels/ The meaning/significance ot horizontality is different at the 

international and national level. WTiat might legitimately be asked for at tlae international level 

might be the wrong question in the framework o f a national legal order.

Horizontality o f  rights has been firmly anchored in jurisprudence and academic discourse for 

several decades in the USA and Germany; in other countries the discussion is more recent. The 

State action doctrine was a prominent topic in a conference on the public-private divide held at 

the University o f  Pennsylvania in 1993."  ̂ A Jerusalem conference discussed ‘Human rights in 

private law’.̂  More recendy, in June 2004, the Central European University in Budapest organised 

a conference on the third-party effect.*  ̂ Large-scale systematic studies on the application and 

empirical scope o f  Drìttnvkung in the European Union have been conducted.^

These last are certainly colloquiums organized with a view to comparing the forms horizontal 

phenomena take in different countries. Specialists convene to expose the situation in their 

countries, and subsequentiy discuss and compare with their national counterparts. Academic 

writing undertaking a direct comparison, i.e. analysis o f  the horizontal phenomenon in more than 

one countr}' in one article, is relatively recent/ Trying to learn lessons from other systems’ 

experience is even more recent. This move occurred in a system where the introduction o f

 ̂The phenomenon o f  horizontality in international systems, like the European Convention o f  Human Rights, the 
United Nations system, the Inter-.American Court o f  Human Rights is not part o f  the object o f  research. However, 
reference will be made to some cases. As regards the European Union, chapter 5 will deal with one aspect, or 
consequence, o f  legislation from the European level, namely the German draft anti-discrimination legislation.
■* Published in 10 Const.Comm. (1993). Papers originally presented at the Annual Meeting o f  the Association o f 
American Law Schools in San Francisco in January, 1993. (only those papers referred to here are included in the 
Bibliography)
 ̂The proceedings were published as a book: Friedmann. Daniel ¿k Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Kights in Prirate Lan', 

Oxford 2001.
 ̂Sajo. .Andreas &  Uitz. Renata. The constitution in private relations, Utrecht 2005.

' See die forthcom ing publications in the framework o f  the broad E U  research project on fundamental rights and 
private law. Univers ivt'̂  o f  Bremen fcoordinatorU E U  Research project on fundamental rights andprivate law fBremen 
proJect’),souTce\ http://wu'w.fundamcntalri^ts.uni-brcmen.dc, (accessed 6 O ct. 2(H)6).
* For example. Quint. Peter E.. Free Speech and Private Law in German Constitutional Theor)’, in: 48 Mary land L. Rev., 247 
(1989), Thüsing. Gregor. Die "Drittuirkung der Grundrechte” im Verfassungsrecht der t'ereifiigíen Staaten, in: 99 Zeitschrift 
für veigleichende Rechtswissenschaften, 69-85 (2000), Tushnet. Mark. The issue o f state action{ horizontal ejffect in 
comparative constitutional law, in: 1 1.CON, issue 1, 79-98 (2003), Butler. Andrew S.. Constitutional Rd^ts in Prirate 
Litigation: A  Critique and Cotnparatiie Analjsis, in: 22 iMiglo-American Law Re\4ew, 1-41 (1993).

http://wu'w.fundamcntalri%5ets.uni-brcmen.dc


General Introduction

horizon tali tj' (in the sense o f human rights horizontaiity — and not the intrinsically horizontal 

common law) was a serious innovation: the United Kingdom and the Human Rights Act.^

Generally, there is something o f an ‘uneasyness’ about the topic. It does not seem to fit easily 

into the traditional constitutional canon. It has become a standard component o f constitutional 

law textbooks, where it tends to occupy a special place (say, ‘complicated/controversial issues’): 

e.g., in the German *bible’ o f Staaisrecbt, Isensee/Kirchhof,*® the section on Dnttmrkung figures 

prominently as part of the question o f the addressees o f fundamental rights. In U.S. textbooks, 

we find it in sections dealing with ‘The Constitution and the Problem of Private Power’."

Countries with a long legal tradition as far as this phenomenon is concerned tend to be more 

introspective, rarely looking beyond the national brim. Such is the case o f  the United States and 

the State Action doctrine. The outside perspective here is more scarce, with few articles which 

write on state action from the perspective of comparative law. These are, Clapham 1993, who 

compares the approaches to horizontaiity in the European Convention system with the one 

taken in the United States and Canada;*  ̂Quint 1989, who compares the German and American 

systems; Ellkind 2001, who tries to show lessons from state action for horizontaiity in South 

Africa; De Schutter 1992; Thusing, who researches parallels between the state action doctrine and 

the Drittmrkung in Germany. Last, there are comparative studies which contain an overview of 

worldwide perspectives on horizontaiity in constitutional law, amongst which the state action 

model is treated: e.g.. Hunt 1998.

 ̂Mflfkesinis. Basil S.. Vnvag, Freedom o f E>:presmn and the Human Rights Bill' Lessonsfrom Germa^, in: 115 Law 
Quarterly Review, 4 7  (1999); I.eigh. Ian. Horit^ntal righis, the Human Rights Act andprii>ag: lessons from the
Commomealthi, in: 48 International comparative law quarteriy, issue 1 ,57-87  (1999): Brinktine. Ral£ The H oris^td 
Effect of Human Rights in German Constitutional Law: The British àhate on horic^ntality and the possible rok model o f the German 
doctrine of*mittelbare Drittnirkung der Grf/ndrechte\ in: 4  European Human Rights Law Review, 421 (2001); Butler. 
Andrew S.. The Bill o f Rights Debate: the New Zealand Bill o f Rights Act 1990 is a Bad ModelforBritdn^ in: 17 Oxford
Journal o f  Legal Studies, 324 (1997); Cordons ky. Lauren B.. Towards a meaninfful righilo privag in the United Kingdom, in: 
20 Boston University International Law JoumiU, 393 (2002)

Isenf^ee. losef 8: Kirchhof. Paul. Handbuch des Staatsrechts derBundesrepublik Deutschland. Band Y : Allgemeine 
Gfundrechtslehren, second, revised edition, Heidelberg 2000, pp.550ff..
”  E.g., Stone/Seidman/Sunstein/Tushnet, Constitutional Law.

Clapham. Andrew. Human Rights in the Private Sphere, Oxford 1993

m



General Introduction

Analyses of horizontality on a supra- or international level naturally engender contributions on 

one topic, by authors of different nationality and legal background. This is the case o f 

horizontality in the European Convention system,^  ̂and the European Uniond"*

But there exist some genuine attempts to systematize what has been recognized as a legal 

phenomenon common to most legal orders.’^

The impact o f fundamental rights and principles on private law has been the focus of research. 

The European Union sponsors the so-called Bremen project, whose aims are:

(1) To compare theories and doctrines about the impact of fundamental rights or constitutional principles 

on private law; (2) to analyse private law cases the outcome of which is empirically determined or 

supported by argumentation based on fundamental rights or constitutional principles; (3) to select and 

analyse those legal provisions which are interpreted by Courts or scholars with reference to a 

fundamental right or constitutional principle; (4) to draft a map of the main fundamental rights 

acknowledged within the EU, indicating the ways and techniques used to give them effect in the different

E.g., Oapham . Andrew. TAi 'Drittuirkun^ o f the Conmition, in: MacDonald. R. St. T.. Matscher. F., and Petzold. H.. 
T!k Europea» System fo r  the Proketion o f Human Rî htŝ  N ijhoff 1993,163-206, Spielmann. Dean. Obligations positives et effet 
iwnŝ onîal des diposìfions de la CotnentioHy in: Sudre. Frédéric. L'Interprétation De L a  Convention Européenne Des Droits De 
L'Homme, 1998 ,133-174 , Garltcki. Lech. Relations beîneenprivate actors and the european convention on human rights. Third 
Part}’ E ffect - WTiat Happens WTicn the State Promotes Rights? 12th .*3nnual Conference on 'The Individual Vs. the 
State', Budapest, 18-19 June 2004, D ebet. .\nne. L'influence de la Convention européenne des droits de l'homme sur le droit ciril, 
Paris 2002, Alkema. Evert .Mbert. The thirdparty appÎicahiüty of'Driîînirkmff o f the European Convention on Human RJffts, 
in: Matscher. F. ëc Petzoìd. H. eds„ Protecting Human Rights. The European Dimension (Festtchnft W'iarda 11), Cologne 
1990, 33-45, Eissen. .Marc-.\ndré. L a Comention européenne des droits de t  homme et les obligations de finditidu: une mise à jour, 
René Cassin Amicorum Discipbnmque L iberili, Paris 1971,151 f f ,  Eissen. Marc-.\ndré. The European Comention on 
Human Rights and the Duties o f the ImMiidual Kordisk Tidssktift for International Ret, issue 32, 229ff. (1962), Dç 
Fontbressin. P.. L 'effet Itoric^ntdde la Convention européenne des droits de l'homme et l'atenirdu droit des obligations. Mélanges 
Eissen, 1995 ,157 : Canaris. Qaus-Vtllhelm. DntînirkungdergemeinschaftsrecbtUcben Gmidfreit)eiten,'m-. Bauer. 11. et al.. 
Umweä, W'irtschffî Und Recht: Wissenschaftäclxs Simposium Aus Anlass Des 65. Geburtstages T on Reiner Schmidt. 16/17 
N ov em ber2001, Tübingen 2004,.
*■* E.g., Gräber. Rasse. Die unmittelbare Drittuirkung der Grundfreibeiten. Eine Untersuchung anhand einer Auslegung des EG  
\'‘erTraggs, der Rechtsßl^n des Gerichtshofes und der Folgen einer angenommenen unmittelbaren Drimirkung, München 2002, 
Barents. R .. Some remarks on tlx 'iìoriepntaC effect o f directives, in: O 'K eeffe . Da\4d & Schermers, Hcni*}  ̂G .. Essays in 
European Laiv and Integration, 1982,97-104, Streinz. Rudolf and l^ible. Stefan. Die unmittelbare Drittuirkung der 
Gmndfreiheiten: Überlegungen aus Anlass von EuGH, EuZll ' 2000, 46S (in äesem Heft): Angonese, in: 11 Europäische 
Zeitschrift für W'irtschaftsrecht, issue 15, 459-467 (2lXXi); ^Xn Ger\-en. Walther. The horizontal effect o f àrectiiepmtisions 
revisited: the reality of catchwords, in: Curtin. Deidrc &■ Heukels. Ton. Institutional Dynamics o f European Inte^arion, 1994, 
335-353; Em m ert. Frank and Pereira de .'\zcvedo. Monique. L 'effet horizontal des directives: lajuriprudence de la CJCE: un 
bateau iiTeì, in: 29 R e ^ e  trimestrielle de droit européen, issue 3, 503-524 (1993); more recendy: Fors dio ff. Elrich, 
Drittuirkung der Grundfreiixiten: Das EuGH-Unell AugoneseFMJS - Europäisches Wirts chafts- und Steuerrecht, 389 
(2000); Bald us. Q ir istian. Ein unterer Schritt cyrr horizontalen Direktuirkmip? Zu EuGH. C-201/02, 7.1.2004 (Delana 
Weds) G P R  - Zeitschrift für Gemein Schafts privatrecht, 124 (2004); the monograph o f  Tsakiridis. Panagiotis. Das 
Recht der Meinungsaeussemngfreiheit nach Artikel 10 der Europäischen Menscixnrechtskonvention und die Frage säner Drittuirkung 
, Frankfurt 1988.

Cf. Hunt. .Murray. The ‘Hoiic^ntal Effect'o f tlx Human Rights Act P L, 423 (1998).
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countries; (5) to investigate whether different interpretations of the common EU fundamental principles 

really lead to disparity of protection standards and how great this disparity is; (6) to evaluate whether and 

how harmonisation or convergence can be achieved in private law matters characterised by such

disparity of protection standards 16

The convincing book by D. Clapham, ‘Human Rights in the Private Sphere", came out in 1993. 

The impact of privatiaation on human rights standards and practice is a recurring theme in 

contemporary research.^  ̂ The question is here of the consequences o f privatizations of, for 

example, drinking water, health services, education, prisons.

This already indicates that the real life situations in which horizontality is rele\"ant are very 

diverse. A random pick will show situations as different as forced disappearances in Central and 

South America, the question o f international responsibility o f  non-state actors, the question of 

socio-economic rights in South Africa, domestic violence,^® and the issue o f  whether a racist’s will 

can legally be enforced. But horizontality o f fundamental rights is also an important parameter in 

the regulation o f new technologies, internet law/regulation or biotechnologj' law/regulation.^’ 

These very often coincide with areas o f  private law-making.®

The focus on human rights violations, and possible remedies for the victims, highlights two 

possible approaches that might be pursued: firstly, the question as to how far states can be held 

responsible for the actions o f private entities, in addition to those o f state agents. This would 

amount to a sort o f  indirect responsibility o f the state, justifiable on the ground that the mere fact 

of privatizing an enterprise or a service cannot automatically absolve the state o f responsibility 

for the actions o f the formerly public entity (delegating is not enough). The second approach, 

however, would be to look directly into how and to what extent private actors themselves are

‘objectives’, a t University o f Bremen ('coordinator). EU Risearch project on fundamental rights andprivate law fBremen 
p!yea'),$ouTce: http;//www.fiindamentalrights.uni-bremen.de, (accessed 6 O c t  2006)

For example. Expert seminar on the subject o f  privatization and human rights in Venice, Italy, o f May 2004; 
Conference ‘Privatization and Human Rights’ in Maastricht, 25 Feb.2005.

Anderson. Michelle !.. W omen Do Not Report the Violence Th^ Suffer. Violence Against W'omen and tin State Action 
Doctrine., \lUanova Public Law and Legal Theorj' Working Paper Series, Villanova University School o f  Law, (2001).

For horizontality on the internet, see Karavas. Vaios and Teubner. Gunther, http:! jum t’.CompanyNameSucks.com: 
Tije Hori:;v/ital Effect o f Fundamental Rights on 'Private Parties' nit bin Autonomous Internet Law, in: 4  German Law Journal, 
issue 12 (20tì3); for bio technology", see Rouvroy. Antoinette. Human genetics andjustice: sustaining uncertainty .'genetic 
enlightenment and the metamorphoses of governance, Florence 2005.

On this topic, e.g. Snyder. David V.. Private Lawmaking, in: 64 Ohio State Law Journal, 371.

http://www.fiindamentalrights.uni-bremen.de
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accountable for violations o f human rights standards. This second tactic transgresses the pre

dominant vertical paradigm o f  the relationship between the state and private persons, and 

introduces a horizontal paradigm.

The til erne o f  state responsibility, however, does not completely disappear even if we follow the 

second path o f research into private persons’ responsibilities. The state visibly re-enters the 

picture when the question is o f  the horizontal application o f  socio-economic rights. But I do 

tiiink we can speak o f an ‘invisible presence’ o f the state also in the field o f  ‘traditional’ 

horizontality o f  civil and political rights.

Given this variety, the term ‘horizontality’ is a common bracket holding together the most 

diverse factual situations in different legal systems with different traditions. Clearly, one must be 

cautious with this characterisation: even if the respective system allows for ‘horizontality’, tliis 

‘common bracket’ could be artificial, a normative attempt to unite in one categor)^ several 

essentially different things. This bringing together under one denomination o f phenomena from 

difterent systemic logics risks emptying the study o f its explanatoty power, thus achieving no 

more than, what in linguistics arc called, ‘false friends’: words which arc employed with the same 

spelling in more than one language, but which have different meanings in the respective linguistic 

codes. Just as false friends confuse us, there is a risk that ‘horizontality’ is a common label which, 

by conflation, confuses more than it explains. It might lead us to a conviction that there is a 

uniform concept o f  ‘horizontality’ common to all legal systems, a phenomenon which fulfils the 

same functions wherever it is found.

The practical answers given in situations of horizontality such as those mentioned above are 

diverse, and their theoretical dimensions are complex. Consequently, the bracket given by the 

term horizontality is not, in factual terms, a minimum common denominator o f all these legal 

systems: the empirical evidence is too diverse. Rather, it is conceptual.

This is hinting at dae risks involved in the extrapolation of the positions on horizontality of the 

legal systems under review, and the attempt to unify these wathout taking into account their 

singular legal, social, historical contexts. This form o f extrapolation would equate to highlighting 

the intersection o f  several circles, while at the same time leaving substantial, and maybe essential, 

segments o f the circles in the shadows.

w.wmei
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Different questions are involved when the topics of discussion are ‘third-party effects of 

fundamental rights’, ‘duties o f private individuals’, the ‘constitutionalisation o f private law’, or the 

‘state action doctrine*. The particular way in which we pose the question, or the questions, will 

depend on our view o f the object, or our approach to third party effects. Approaching implies 

that we come closer to the object, and that we come from somewhere. As the phenomenon of 

horizontality is an overarching one, which touches upon private law as well as public and 

constitutional law, domestic jurisdictions as well as supra- and international ones, views and ways 

of posing the problem will differ. The looking glasses of a private lawyer, and the ones of a 

constitutional lawyer will be different, and yet again different from the approach o f an activist in 

the field o f international human rights. Partisanships will change, and interests. It is interests, and 

schooling of course, which guide the look and understanding o f the third party effect As every 

undergraduate student of history learns, the important questions to ask and keep in mind when 

proceeding with an analysis o f the text, are: who is the author? when did he write? in which 

context? with what motivation? This, I believe, also holds true for research in law. In the end, law 

and jurisprudence is made by human beings, who speak from certain positions, at a given time, in 

given circumstances.

.i\fter this to/tr d'hon\on, I now state my point of departure, which at the same time is my own 

viewpoint from which to observe the ‘horizons of horizontality’. My looking glass is one o f an 

outside observer, neither practicing law, nor adjudicating, nor advocating a position for actors to 

take, however naturally corrupted by law-school training. In this sense I hope to be sufficiently 

detached from my field of investigation as to make a werifm approach more feasible. This thesis is 

nevertheless written at a certain place and in a certain point in time. The place is the ‘neutralized’, 

‘homeless’ (in the sense of denationalized) place of the European University Institute, where 

every national legal tradition immediately gets relativized by three others. The time is one where 

the third party effect is much talked about. It is a political issue and was extensively discussed in 

the context o f the European directives combating racism and creating equality.^  ̂ Academia is

The first dirccti\'e. Council DirectiTC 2000/43/EC o f  29 lune 2000, ‘implementing the principle o f  equal treatment 
bets'cen persons irrespective o f racial or ethnic origin* (official title), also known as ‘anti-racism directive’, or ‘racial 
equality directive’, concerns discrimination on the grounds o f race and ethnic origin only, but applies to a broad field 
o f  application, public and private law alike. The second directive. Council Directive 2(KXV78/EC o f  27 November

footnote continues on next page
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fascinated by its ubiquity and blurred conceptual borders. In Germany, the debate on 

drittwirkung has taken up again following a 1993 decision by the Federal constitutional court,“  

and has stirred a wide debate amongst private lawyers. The debate was renewed at the beginning 

o f the millennium when a wide German public, academia, practitioners, politicians and 

newspapers as well, discussed how to transpose the European anti-discrimination directives. 

Recently, an important conference o f constitutional law)xrs was convened in Budapest to 

discuss: ‘Third party effect — VCTiat happens when the state promotes rights?’”̂  So the topic is in 

fashion, and its borders becoming increasingly fuzzy.

T /ie d istin ctio n  betw een h orizon ta l application , an d  horizontal effect o f  fu n dam en tal 

righ ts

The expression ‘horizontality’ is a metaphor which tries to capture, in a vocabulary' drawn from  

geometry', two concepts of the directionality“̂  o f rights. A ‘horizontal sphere’ is set in opposition 

to a seemingly pre-dominant concept o f a ‘vertical sphere’."̂  They are two different answers given 

to one key question, which may be formulated as follows: how far are fundamental/human 

rights“® effective in relationships between private actors?^

Fundamental rights (or principles)”* are said to govern the relation o f the individual and the State. 

They are said to spell out spaces o f  non-intrusion in which the individual is his/her own master.

200t), on the contrary, concerns the fields o f  employincnt and occupation only, but prohibits discrimination on all 
grounds listed in Article 13. See chapter 5.
— German Federal Constimtional Court, 19 O ct. 1993, Bürgschirfî (B V erfG E  89, 214),

Proceedings published as Sajo. Andreas 6c Uitz, Renata. The constmtion in private relations 2005.
-■* ‘\\ irkungsrichtung’ in German, i.e. a statement on the addressees o f fundamental rights.

I \i‘ill tty to show that this prima facie predominance gets however relati\'ised when doctrines o f  horizontaliw are 
put into a larger context.

“fundamental rights”: if  one does not use a jus-naturalist definition, fundamental rights are those which are put 
down in the constitution.

The horizontal dimension has a broad field o f  potential application. Depending on the context, the question m ight 
be put differently, e.g.: Do human rights apply to non-state actors? T o what extent are private individuiUs bound by 
fundamental rightsr How’ far do constitutional fiind:imental rights interfere in private litigation? Virliat are the 
repercussions that basic rights have on the structuring o f  relationships under private law? How autonomous is 
private law from constitutional law?

Understood as dispositions/texts ha\nng constitutional status, i.e., they are either listed in bills o f  rights, or 
designated as such.

, . . .  - ! __________
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Do fundamental rights also govern relationships between private parties? A horizontal 

application of fundamental rights would be the application o f fundamental rights to relations 

involving two private persons. It is the connection between these two elements, constitutional 

dispositions on one side, and the relationship between individuals on the other side, which is 

subject to debate. Doctrines of horizontality bring these elements together. They are applied in 

situations in which an individual engaged in a conflict situation with another individual, invokes 

not only norms ot ci\hl law, but a disposition o f fundamental law for his protection.

Not all forms o f ‘horizontality’ are a priori linked to fundamental rights. Horizontality is a notion 

that refers to hierarchy. Situations o f horizontality are all situations in which an individual A 

encounters a (hierarchically equal) individual B. The equal status of these persons is created by 

law. Those situations and actions o f life which the law considers worth or necessary to regulate, 

are regulated by law. With the view o f  maintaining social peace and conducting business in a 

‘civilised’ manner, it means putting certain interactions under the eye and guidance o f the law, 

thus subtracting it from the mere personal evaluation o f  the individual. The instruments designed 

to this aim are the corpus of civil law and penal law. These are horizontal situations covered by 

law, but often not perceived as such in the debate on drittnirkung.

I call this ‘quiet horizontality’. I f  I say here that civil law and penal law are fields o f horizontality, 

it is with the purpose of setting the context right. Because o f the intrinsic horizontal character of 

the civil and penal law fields, horizontality as such is not discussed there. In the narrower sense 

of horizontality  ̂ by adjudication, horizontality can be defined as the application o f fundamental 

rights (or principles) to relations between private persons. It is here that debate arises about the 

function o f adjudication.

Drittnirkung has been defined in different ways. J. Schwabe set out to answer the question 

whether, and if so how, fundamental rights are valid in private law.“̂  XXIiat is commonly

irpen. Die sogenannte Drittnirkung der Grundrechte: Zur FJnnirkung der Grundrechte auf den 
Privaimbtsterkehr, Munich 1971. This is part of, but is not the same question, as that concerning the limits o f  validity 
o f  fundamental rights ^Grenzen der Grundrechtsgeltung’); the practical examples o f Part 1, in particular Chapter 2, 
will illustrate this larger aspect. The concrete question o f  the reach o f  anti-discrimination legislation brought to the 
fore the extent to which the topic o f  third-party effect is fueled by moral and political considerations.
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understood by ‘horizontal effect’, in a general or broad sense, is the effect that fundamental rights 

produce on the horizontal level between private parties, as opposed to the vertical level between 

the individual and the state. Advocating horizontality means taking a stance in favour o f the 

application o f fundamental/human rights to private individuals, or, more generally, to the larger 

categor)  ̂ o f  non-state actors. The term of ‘privatisation o f human rights’ has been used to 

describe this phenomenon.^®

On a deep, or veiy' abstract, level, these expressions reflect Kvo different ways o f  looking at 

fundamental/human rights. We thus need to distinguish two similar, yet not equal, questions. 

Tlie first one can be formulated, borrowing from Larrj' Alexander and Paul Horton, as follows: 

'Whom does the Constitution command?'.^’ It is die question o f the addressees o f constitutional 

provisions, and more particularly o f the fundamental rights enshrined in the constitution. T he 

addressee will have duties deriving from the provisions of the constitution. In the tradition o f the 

^chtsstaat, the state itself or, more precisely, the organs composing it are bound by constitutional 

provisions. It is the ver)' core of present-day constitutionalism^" that none of the players is legibtts 

absoliitus, as exemplified by the absolute monarch o f the old pre-revolutionar)'  ̂ order.^  ̂ M ore 

divided opinions can be found on the question whether private persons are bound by

Q a pham, .Andrew. Human Kî his in the Private Spfxre 93.
Alexander &  H orton. Whom Does ti)e Constitution Command? Conceptual Analysis nith Practical Implications, New Yoric

1988.
Loosely defined as a constitutional s^ tem  o f  government, or a s\^tem o f  government according to constitutional 

principles, the core thought being the limitation o f  government bylaw. Giovanni Sartori wrote the following: 
with the decline o f  the age o f Absolutism, people began to cast about for a word which would denote the techniques 
to be used for controlling the exercise o f  State power. This term turned out to be (.Americans decided this issue) 
“constitution”. .\nd “constitution” was in no way bom as a Janus-faced concept, l l ie  tenn was re-conceived, 
adopted and cherished not because it merely meant “political order”, but because it meant much m ore, because it 
meant “political freedom”. fSartori, Giovanni. Constitutionalism: A  preliminary discussion, in; Sadiirski. Woiciech. 
Constitutional Theory, Aldershot - Burlington 2 0 0 5 ,2  reprint in: originally published in 66, 8 5 3 ,1 0  (860). He continues: 
'We may put it thus: because it denoted the distinctive political order whicli would protect their liberties; or -  to 
paraphrase Friedrich’s felicitous wording — because it not only “gave form” but also because it “limited” 
governmental action.’ fSartori. Giovanni. Constitutionalism: A preliminary discussion (2005), 10 (860). And further: '[ . . .]  
to us “constitution” means — a frame o f political societ)*, otgani:;edthrough and ly the lan\ for the purpose o f restraining 
arbitrary power.’ (ibid.)

There are, o f  course, differences in details: e.g., in some countries, the action o f courts counts as ‘state action’, and 
is as such susceptible to trigger consti tu tionjil protection o f an indiridual; in other legal systems, merely the action o f  
the legislator o r administration can trigger such protection. This is however a problem more related to the definition, 
or scope, o f  the ‘state’, and ‘state actis-in’, or ‘state action’. The overall principle that the state will be accountable fo r  
violation o f  the constitution is not subject to discussion.

10
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fundamental rights. This first question only asks whether fundamental norms directly create 

(direct, constitutional) duties on the part o f individuals.

The second question is: what is the impact o f  fundamental rights on private law relationships? or. 

how do fundamental rights influence private law relationships? Public law is subject to the 

constitution, but is the same true for private law? In a common law context, the question is, in a 

slightly different wording, whether only statute law, or also the common law, is subject to 

fundamental rights.

This is different from the first set of questions, which asks whether private persons are (directly) 

bound by fundamental rights. By contrast, this second set of questions concentrates on the impact 

o f fundamental rights on private relations. For a comprehensive discussion o f horizontality, this 

second set of questions is the more interesting one.

By tlie fact that I operate wàth a broad concept of horizontality, I go beyond the sole area of 

adjudication, and look also at the role and action of the legislator. This is more appropriate in 

order to answer the more general question of how fundamental rights can impact on private law 

relationships. Here the angle shifts from a sole focus on constitutional litigation to the larger 

picture o f  the relationship and interaction between legislature and judiciary. By this step I 

introduce the claim that horizontality largo sensu, as used in this thesis, is a function o f  the political 

process. There is a political and a jurisprudential field o f horizontality.

Different fields o f answers open up depending on whether one asks Vhom  does the 

Constitution command?’ or ‘do fundamental norms have an impact on private relationships?’ 

The question o f constitutional duty is restricted to a binary ‘yes or no’ answer. The second set of 

questions covers both a negative (‘no influence at all’) and qualified positive answers: if answered 

positively, we may further investigate how fundamental norms influence private relationships. It 

is thus important to keep in mind the difference between the question o f a horizontal application 

o f fundamental rights to private relations, and the effect o f fundamental rights on private 

relations.

11
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W hat is  It g o o d  for? The In terest o f  having T h ird-P arty E ffec t D octrin es

It is often said that there is a change from a vertical to a horizontal paradigm in die jurisprudence 

of fundamental rights. The claim that a new paradigm arises needs to be evaluated. This debate 

on horizon tal it}’ is widespread, yet not ubiquitous. Also, in academic theory’ and judicial practice, 

the influence of fundamental rights on private relationships^^ has been constructed differently in 

different legal orders. One speaks of horizontal rights under certain conditions. We find doctrines 

o f  horizontality in the German legal system, or in the Canadian and the South African one. O ther 

systems are silent on the issue. In yet others, like France for example, horizontality is, if  existent, 

more an import and translation trom German law. Why, in certain systems, is there question o f  

horizontality o f rights, and in otliers not? There are reasons why in certain systems there is no 

‘visible’ debate on horizontality.^  ̂ It appears that the different forms horizontality takes are 

nothing but the surface, and logical consequence, o f more deeply rooted assumptions stemming 

from the foundations of the current legal orders. The elements that compose the foundations o f  

the modem state are still the ground assumptions o f today’s legal argumentation.

Third-part}’ effect doctrines are contingent:^'' they appear at a certain point in die development o f  

modern constitutionalism, and serve a purpose. In the view adopted to consider this topic, 

doctrines o f  horizontality appear as tools to justify the application o f constitutional fundamental 

rights in private law litigation.^  ̂The reason of their existence is thus their usefulness as a tool. W^e

Private relationships here understood largo sensu as relationships between private persons, which can be larger than 
merely the field o f  civil law. As J.P . Müller wrote: ‘Das Drittwirkungsproblem im weiteren Sinn erfaßt alle sozialen 
Beziehungen unter Privaten, ob sie nun zivil-, straf-, oder auch polizeirechtlich relevant w’eiden.’ (Müller 1964 ,160 , 
quoted in Schwabe, lürgen. Die sogen an nie Drittnirknvg der Grtnidrechîe : ZurHinuirkmig derGnmdmhte auf den 
Prit'atrech(sierkehrl\, fii.113.

‘Visibility’ in this context means that horizontal application o f  fundamental rights causes debate, or is at least an 
action that does not go unnoticed. I will later gp deeper into the argument tliat a large part o f  influence o f  
fundamental rights on private action is diannelled th rou ^  ‘non \nsible’ areas o f  law, i.e. channels where horizontality 
is normalit}', and not the exception, and for this reason goes un-noticed, or is not theorised: statute law 
(concrétisation o f  fundamental rights by the legislator/ Parliament).

The expression ‘third-party effect’ is a literal translation o f  the German Drittmrkung Drittmrkungvcvt^% that 
fundamental rights not only govern the relationship between state authority and individual, but also deploy an e ffe c t 
on a third, private person. It is interesting to note that this expression rather conveys die idea o f  a triangular relation, 
including the state; whereas the alternatively used expression ‘horizontalit}"’ easily associates witli the idea o f  the 
relation between two individuals o f  equal status, and not necessarily linked to the state (see last chapter, section 1).

As to the notion o f  fundamental rig)its: ‘fundamental rigfits’ can be understood as general vidue decisions 
{aUffmeine Werten tscfmdut!gefl),i{om\% containing fimdamental principles {Grtindsats^ronmtî) o r ‘elements o f  objective 
law’ {,E kmente objektiren Rechts); cf. Schwabe, lürgen. Die sogenannte Drittnirkmg der Grundrechte : Zur Einulrkimg der

footnote continues on next page
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might say, following in this Alf Ross: *It’s all tu-tu.’ ®̂ Their “tu-tu identity” also allows more 

critical voices to denounce them as non-existent^'^

In this, doctrines o f  third-party effects are not different from other theories. As a general 

observation, we can say that theories arise because o f a body o f  problems, and thus because they 

are needed."**̂  Existing legal frameworks reflect the society by which they are created. The modem 

paradigm is legal frameworks which establish and try to keep a delicate balance between the 

interests o f the state and the interests o f  the individuals composing societ5̂  The emphasis in the 

philosophy o f human rights and the resulting declarations and bills o f rights is clearly the 

individual interest, which needs to be protected. This base-line o f  protection o f the naturally free 

individual is the core o f the idea o f fundamental rights. The dynamics of today’s society challenge 

this base-line o f protection and freedom. Changes in the economic and social structures of 

present-day society have lead to situations in which the existing legal framework o f  remedies is 

perceived as inadequate.'*^

For practicing lawyers and human rights advocates, the horizontal application o f fundamental 

rights can be a valuable tool. It is the tool which will only enable tliem to bring certain cases to an 

outcome favourable to their clients, cases in which a purely vertical understanding of 

fundamental rights would not have afforded them any protection. We can think, for example, of 

the area o f domestic violence, in which the horizontal application o f certain fundamental rights 

can be used to break through the thorough public and private divide which guaranteed the

Grundrechte arrf den Prìvatrechisvetdeehrl\  ̂ 146ff. T he expression ‘constitutional fundamental rights’ is understood here 
as provisions in texts having constitutional status, and which cover w’hat is commonly referred to as Tiuman rigjits*. 
Typically, these are parts o f  constitutions referred to as ‘bills o f  rights’. Charters o f ri^ ts as the Canadian or New 
Zealand ones, or the U K Human Rights Act 1998, even i f  not part o f  a formalised written constitution, count in this 
categpry o f  fundamental rigjits which w’ill be discussed in this thesis.

I owe this remark to Professor Michel Troper. Reference to the well-known article by ^Mf Ross, Ross. Alf. Tu-Tu, 
in: 70 Ha^v^L.Rev., 812 (1956-1957).

Schwabe daims that third-party effect is an illusion. For example, Schwabe. Jürgen Neue Juristische 
Wochenschrift, 229ff. (1973) and Schw^abe. Jürgen. Grundrecht und Privatrecht. Sieliungnahme Canaris, Grundrechte und
Priratrecht, AcP 184, 201 ff., in: 185 Archiv der dvilistischen Praxis, 1-8 (1985).

Martin. Rex. A  System ofRighls, Oxford 1993, 24.
This perception is itself a hmction o f  the changing moral standards o f  the sodeties we live in. The advent o f  the 

international human ri^ ts  movement after 1945 is the main factor o f  this change. In turn, this led to the creation o f 
third-party effect doctrines. Cf. Section 3 §1 o f  Chapter 6.

13
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beating partner’s impunity. " A first practical consequence o f the ‘horizontal phenomenon’, if we 

want to call it such: it brings about an enlarged scope o f protection of fundamental rights.“*̂  This 

seemed to become particularly relevant in a context of large-scale privatisations o f previously 

state owned enterprises, which followed a change in legal regime unfavourable for employees in 

terms o f fundamental rights protection.

Horizontal application o f fundamental rights in litigation can thus bring relief to h-ictims*, 

correcting what is perceived as an unjust situation. It can turn the outcome o f litigation around. 

This is the consequence o f horizontal application for the individuals A and B  opposing each 

other in litigation.'"' There is however a second, more long-standing, or profound consequence 

arising from third-party effect doctrines. It is the change in the ‘background rules’ of the legal 

order itself via siare decisis, or legal precedent. It is a profound change which goes well beyond the 

ad hoc urgency o f a particular case, or substance-matter. Change to background rules represents a 

profound Wchîimgsenîschàdnngen, or change in the basic orientations o f the philosophy underlying 

the legal system. An example is the change from primacy o f the free market to more pronounced 

state control over private business."^ In this sense, third-party effect is not necessarily horizontal, 

but can be a vector o f larger change.^^

The con stru ction  o fh o rizo n ta lity

It appears that there are two situations in which there is no need for third-party effect doctrines, 

loosely understood as attempts and strategies to apply constitutional fundamental rights in ‘the 

private sphere’. The first one is a situation where horizontality is provided for by an explicit tex t 

at the constitutional level.'*̂  Traditionally, a separate corpus o f  rules (in the two major legal

Gueguen. Morgane. L a  violence atnjugak et la Convention eurapéenne des Droits de LHomme, 
http;//www.fidh.org/femmes/frou.html, 1 February 2003).

Cf, die inspired work o f  A. Qapham, Qapham. Andrew. Human Eights in the Private Sphere 93.
^  Given the equal standing o f  private parties A  and B , Drittnirkung is a tool diat at the same time enhances and lim its 
personal freedom.

A famous example is U.S. Supreme Court, Lochnerv, New York, 198 t U  45 (1905).
^  Talk with Michel Troper, Firenze, 20.11.2004

For example the Austrian law on electronic data protection, which has constitutional rank and which in its article 1 
expressly introduces horizontality o f  the right o f  every person to have data concerning her protected; this is 
completed by a provision enabling eveiyone to avail oneself o f  this fundamental rigiht in courts o f  ci\'il law. Republic 
o f  Austria. hundesffset:;^vom 18. Oktober 1978 überden Schut̂ personenbevio^ner Daten (Datenschuts ŝeti:̂  - DSG), BG Bl

footnote continues on next page
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traditions o f  the world, these are civil law and common law) is the basis for adjudication in a 

dispute between private persons, with very little ‘interference’ from constitutional law, or no such 

influence at all. Doctrines of third-party effect disturb this seemingly clear-cut picture. Doctrines 

o f horizontality would not be necessar)^ if there were clear dispositions, and unanimity about the 

applicability and application o f dispositions of constitutional law to private law litigation. There 

are, however, very few such clear dispositions in the constitutional texts. Very few constitutions 

have explicit provisions concerning horizontally applicable fundamental rights/“ The absence of 

provisions on horizontality for constitutional rights can mean that horizontal application was not 

envisaged by the writers of the constitution, maybe because horizontal effect was not ‘needed’ at 

the time o f the drafting of the constitution; or maybe because it was not wanted. But the absence 

of textual horizontality can also mean that a lack o f horizontal applicability o f constitutional 

rights IS simply not a  problem because the legal system provides for sufficient horizontality by 

other means. In France, for example, fitting legislation seems to make it unnecessary to resort to 

doctrines o f horizontality.'*^

In this second situation, which we can call ‘concretization by legislation’, the values contained in 

fundamental rights are duly taken care o f  and transposed by the law, and thus third-party effect 

doctrines are not needed either.

It is only in a third situation, where neither explicit constitutional text, nor sufficient 

concretization by legislation are present, that third-party effect doctrines are bound to be 

developed. They appear during ‘temporal brackets’, when legislation has not caught up yet with

1987/565 , latest version: DSG 2000. §1 (5) D SG  2000 reads: .Gegen Rechtsträger, die in Formen des Privatrechts 
eingerichtet sind, ist, soweit sie nicht in Vollziehung der Gesetze tätig werden, das Gmndrecht auf Datenschutz mit 
Ausnahme des Rechtes auf Auskunft auf dem Zivilrechtsweg geltend zu machen.’the Austrian law on data protection 
fRepuhlic o f  Austria. BundesgesetiivoM 18. Oktober 1978 über dei! Schuitipersonenbet̂ v êfier Dateti (Daietischutî esefz - D^G), 
BGBl 1987/565), or the Thirteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, whose prohibition o f slavery logically 
comprises also private actors; cf. Amar. Akhil Reed. Remember the Thirteenth, in: 10 Constitutional Comment, 403 
(1993).

The Austrian law on electronic data protection, predt.
Cf. Troper. Michel. needs a tìjirdparty effect doctrine?, 2005,. Indeed, I believe the political factor o f  adequate

legislation in spedfic areas o f ch'il law to be an important parameter in determining the extent o f third-part)^ effect 
doctrines. The idea is that such legislation removes the need for judges to resort to third-party effect doctrines in 
order to reach a wanted result Cf. the chapters on the American State Action doctrine, and on the German draft 
anti-discrimination legislation.
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the perceived needs of the real world,^“ or where there is no intention to do so. In tliese 

situations, actors turn to other texts within the legal order which might serv̂ e the purpose, namely 

constitutional fundamental rights.

The condition required for an individual to invoke, against another individual, a right, or 

principle, which is inscribed in the Constitution, is that die legal system acknowledge that the 

judge has the possibility to go against statute law,̂  ̂ or to ‘make law’>52

We have now a number o f  hints as to the factors which determine whether a legal system 

teatures third party effect. At the beginning of third-party effect doctrines, there is a perceived 

need, and a will to remedy or change a certain situation. But who is to judge what is necessary, 

what is sufficient? We see from this question that issues o f horizontality are political issues. WTiat 

is discussed then is which fundamental rights should be given horizontal effect, as well as which 

is the adequate organ for creating and implementing horizontality. The question o f  wanted results 

is a political one. The fact that horizontal application is implemented by judges touches upon the 

sensitive issue o f the political function o f the judiciat)'. Especially in the continental tradition, 

where an active, creative role for the judge has for a long time not been acknowledged, third- 

party effect doctrines are criticised as sabotaging the traditional separation o f tasks between the 

Parliament and judiciar)% considered to be quasi taboo. Discourses on horizontality^ as expressed 

by the judges, contain normative positions on whether and how human rights norms and values 

(e.g., as enshrined in constitutional documents, bills o f rights) are supposed to influence the 

private/ common law field. This function is in a traditional view reserved to the ‘democratic 

process’ of parliamentaty consideration.

We have seen that the will to protect individuals’ interests alone does not necessarily produce 

third-part)  ̂effect doctrines. As mapped out in the preceding paragraph, legal frameworks are able

^  This perception is a political one.
This way o f  formulating is adequate for the background o f  the French conception o f liberties.

^ Phrasing for a common law context. This implies already a position o f  how we see the action o f  tlie judge. I do 
not subscribe to the \iew that the judge is, as traditional dogma has it, operating on the model o f  a syllogism, i.e. 
merelv subsuming the facts under a given provision in a mechanical manner. Realists would maintain that, on the 
contrar)*, the judge’s action is free, and determined by external factors like political convictions, personal biography, 
or the general composition o f  the political system. A third view would maintiiin that, if  the judge’s action is free, it is 
however determined by factors internal to the legal system (theor)' o f  constraints).
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to accommodate this will and bring a satisfactory solution by means other than third-part)" effect 

doctrines. The present situation is thus one in which not all legal orders have third-part)" effect 

doctrines, which is evidence that they appear under certain conditions only.

The existence o f ‘counter-models’ which operate without doctrines of horizontal effect open an 

interesting perspective also on systems which currently use them. A follow-up question is: if a 

system operates with third-party effects now, will this be the case in the future? ITie tendency 

towards horizontalization is also seen with a critical eye. Are third-party effect doctrines really 

necessary tools for the expansion of the scope of individuals’ human rights protection? Or, on 

the contrary", as Profs. Kumm and Ferreres suggest in a recent paper, are they nothing but 

‘avoidance doctrines’?̂  ̂Will they still be needed? Horizontality by adjudication (as created by the 

judge) can effectively be a transitory phenomenon, if the judge is merely ‘filling in’ for the missing 

activity o f  the ‘default’ legislator, namely the government and parliament. In this line of 

reasoning, judicial action in pronouncing third-party effects appears as substitute action should 

the legislator not adopt adequate legislation through which fundamental rights may be 

concretized. Through a sufficiently precise and effective law, the fundamental right is given the 

sufficient necessary horizontal effect.

In those legal orders that do have third-party effect doctrines, they are very diversely constmeted. 

Doctrines o f horizontality take different shapes and work with different vocabulary. In other 

words, die application of constitutional rights to private litigation is justified differently. What are 

the reasons for the different rhetoric/justifications? WTiy do they take the shape they have?

The actual form o f doctrines o f  horizontality, and their scope o f application, are a function of 

certain parameters o f the respective legal system.^  ̂ The aim is to make these factors explicit, to 

identify the parameters and explain their working. The presuppositions on which third-party 

effect doctrines are built, are ideological and philosophical doctrines. In addition to these

Fvumm. Mattias &  Fetreres Cornelia. Víctor. T/jepue^ngpmistenct camdmee doctrines: Are tixre ̂ d  reasons for courts 
to deny that consütutionaí rights àrectly bind indtviditalsìy Third Party Effect - U h  at Happens U hen the State Promotes 
Rights? 12th Annual Conference on 'The Individual Vs. the State', Budapest, 18 -19 June 2tX)4. [In which case one 
might propose to apply Ockham’s razor and scrap third-party effect doctrines altogether.]
^  Popular now", they might disappear altogether i f  these conditioning parameters cliange. As to the paramenters 
themselves, I give for now the example o f  thorough legislation in specific areas o f  chil law, which is a political factor.
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ideological and political factors, third-part)' effect doctrines are shaped by systemic constraints. 

Constraints o f this t)'pe arise from tlie relative position o f the different legal actors to each 

other.^^

Asking the broader question o f the impact o f fundamental rights on private relationships directs 

our view to two possible ways of concretizing fundamental rights; by way of legislation, and by 

way o f adjudication. A look at the ‘silent way’ o f horizontality reached through legislation puts 

into perspective the very visible debate concerning horizontality through adjudication. It is the 

interplay o f legislature and judiciar)' that characterizes horizontality. Other actors in the law-field, 

in particular scholars, contribute, directly or indirectly, to the shaping o f third-party effect 

doctrines (or their non-existence); their opinion may be part o f the analysis. Overall the 

constellation o f  the legal system (norms and actors) is such that third-party effect doctrines take 

this or that shape.

The somewhat more detached legal theorist will take note o f  the existence or non-existence o f  a 

fundamental right in a legal order. He can describe the exact formulation and scope o f the 

fundamental right in question. From the standpoint o f a legal or political philosopher, 

fundamental rights are not merely structures present or not in a legal order, but they are a claim: 

they appear as integrative part o f  modem democrac)'.^^

It is this technical and philosophical side o f horizontality which interests us. It is the aim o f this 

w'ork to explain the technical surface o f  doctrines o f horizontality, and their ideological grounds. 

The way in which the debate on horizontality is framed already shows that it is built on certain 

presuppositions. This can be seen if, for example, we juxtapose the widely accepted view that 

fundamental rights are a protection o f the citizen against state interference only, with the very 

idea o f  horizontality, namely that fundamental rights apply to evety'one, regardless whether they 

are private or public entities. On paper, both conceptions are possible. The predominance o f the 

vertical scheme is contingent, and can be explained by historians of modernity.

For example the relation betw'een legislative and judicial branches o f  government.
^  Pfersmann. O tto . Rechtsiimrie und Grundrecbisdmokratie. Eine Auseinanderset::̂ ing m t Ronald Dworkin  ̂in: Angerer. 
Thomas. Bader-Zaar. Brigitta, and Grandner. Margarete, Geschichte Und Keck. Fesischriß Für Gerald Stounß Zum 70. 
Geburtstag, Wien 1999 ,154-164 ,147 .
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I think that it is important to describe the phenomenon o f  horizontality, and the debates 

surrounding it, firstly, in its context, which accounts for the shapes it takes. Secondly, despite the 

existing different approaches to horizontality, different definitions of horizontality, and very 

diverse factual situations in different legal orders, I believe that these differences are merely due 

to different accents being put on parameters which are shared by all legal orders under review,

A  presu pposed  fram ew ork o f  a m odem  lega l system

The ground on which the discussion o f horizontality takes place is the legal framework furnished 

by the modem liberal democratic state. This framework is a constmetion which is based on 

certain presuppositions. These presuppositions, for example the notion (and conception) of a 

subjective right, the division o f public and private, the separation o f powers, the rule o f  law, are 

common to all legal orders under study. Within this common ground, however, the weight 

assigned to these elements, and their concrete interpretation (e.g., the concept o f right used), 

differ from one legal order to another. The combination, strength, and concrete interpretation of 

these elements are a function o f choice, which explains the existence o f different positions on 

horizontality. This means, on the other hand, that the positions on horizontality are a function of 

a combination of these parameters.

Other than the two distinct principled questions o f  the creation of a constitutional duty on 

private parties, and the impact o f fundamental rights on private action, the topic of horizontality 

can be approached from different angles. Together they give an impression o f  how diverse the 

topic of horizontality is. The most recurrent questions are: '̂ VCTiat are the jurisprudential and 

political reasons for the trend towards horizontality? Is this concept brought by the welfare state? 

WTiat are its practical consequences? Is individual liberty enhanced when the state claims to 

promote a right? How do such understandings influence the role o f constitutional and supreme 

courts? Are there equivalent doctrines to the third party effect? How does the US state action 

doctrine compare with the third party/horizon tal effect doctrine? How are these horizontal

Most o f the above questions were taken up at an international conference in Budapest which was dedicated to 
third-part}' effect doctrines. Central European Universit}^ (Budapest). Third Party Effect - VCTiat Happens Vi l̂ien the 
State Promotes Rights? 12th Annual Conference on  'The Individual Vs. the State', Budapest, 18-19 June 2004
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effects understood in the international and supranational context, for example the European 

Convention on Human Rights, and tlie European Union?^*

What becomes visible already in this type of questioning is that much of the discussion on 

horizontality is conditioned by a given and widely accepted framework. The starting point itself is 

thus already built upon, and caught in, assumptions, which can be considered an epistemological 

obstacle. Fundamentally, the question o f ‘human rights in the private sphere’ operates on the 

basis o f the public-private divide. Secondly, it reveals an ambiguity within die concept o f human 

rights: human rights, from their philosophical conception, are natural rights which may not b e  

infringed, neither by state agencies nor private persons.^’ Horizontal application o f fundamental 

rights marks a turn: in essence, it means that values as expressed in the constitution, which w ere 

created by the state for the encounter between the state and individuals, should now apply in th e  

relations between private persons. Private persons should be bound by them,“  The state goes 

beyond merely respecting fundamental rights, and starts to promote them.

C om parison a n d  description

Is tliere a ‘common essence’ to horizontality? Is it in principle justified that this expression is 

used as a common denominator for the various constmetions used in different legal systems 

under this heading? I advance that even though horizontality takes different forms in different 

legal orders, it still happens within the common ground o f the modem state. Ihird-part)' e ffe c t

These last fields are not the object o f the present research.
They may not be infringed because they ate innate to humans, or 'god-given*, as some may formulate it. In this 

Wew, they are god-given and declarations o f  rights do exactly this, they merely declare r i^ ts  pre-existing this 
confirmation by the state, and thought to pre-exist in reality the state itself. On the other hand, it is the state which 
by this act (even if  called a 'declaration*) creates and guarantees these human or fundamentiil rights. By the way o f  
putting these rights down in written form, it is first o f  all the state in all its forms which is bound by these rights, 
perceived as r i^ ts  o f  indi\iduals. It is a code o f  v a 1 u e s which the state has vowed to respect.

This seems intuitively rigfit and quite simple. But is has the somewhat paradoxical result that from the point o f  
view o f  a private person, the fundamental rights guaranteed at the same time protect and bind an individual. The 
protection part is perceived, by the person whose rights are endangered, as a mere enlargement o f  the scope o f  
protection: not only the state, but also private persons must respect the fundamental rights. From the point o f  view 
o f  the other private person who is now all o f  a sudden bound by a fundamental right provision, this leads however 
to a contradiction: the values or rights he/she is now bound to respect seem to subvert, or go against, the very value 
that is at the beginning o f  human and fundamental rights: they seem to oppose the basic value o f  individual freed om . 
From tlris second person’s point o f  view thus, rather than an extension o f  the scope o f  protection o f  fundamental 
rigfits, this process o f  horÌ2ontal application is perceived as an intmsion o f  public morale in his private decision 
making.
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doctrines grow on a ground of liberal theory of the state, or society. Vili at we see is different 

phenotypes to this one common genotj^je. This in turn means that certain fundamental 

assumptions and elements are shared by all legal orders under investigation. This does not mean 

that they are all the same. The concrete form can be very different. I refer here to the existence o f 

shared elements, e.g., the concept of ‘individual freedom’, or the figure of ‘the state’. This makes 

a comparison possible and feasible and reasonable.

An empirical survey shows that different legal systems have indeed adopted a variety of 

approaches to horizontality. Third-party effect doctrines take diverse forms. They are not, 

however, arbitrary. WTiat is under survey is the effects o f fundamental rights in private 

relationships, their direct and indirect impact. The task is to analyse the different ways in which 

these influences are constructed, in other words, to analyse the different justificatory discourses 

concerning the horizontal application o f fundamental rights.

According to Michel Troper, ‘justification [in the legal context] can be understood as a complex 

reasoning which aims to show that a decision is not only in conformity with a rule or principles 

which are part o f  the system o f positive law, but also with extra- or meta-legal principles, with 

logic, morale, or political theory.’** Analysing third-party effect doctrines is a study o f justification 

in law. The general approach is to give an account o f the positive law and o f the discourse on 

which it is grounded or which justifies it*" The point is not to determine whether horizontality is 

justified or unjustified. Instead, it examines the most common justifications with the aim of 

describing their forms, evaluating their internal coherence, and understanding the content they 

must necessarily adopt, given the configuration of the constitutional system in which they were 

formulated.*^

The ideological choice consists in an interpretation of the relationship of the individual and the 

state: the concept of right, and accordingly the role o f the state. As to institutional constraints.

Troper. Michel. Préfacê  in: Champeil-Desplats. Véronique. Les Principes ¥ondamentanx Peconnns Par Les Lais De La 
Képnbliquê  Aix-Marseille 2001,5 (my translation from French); see also: Comanducci. Paolo. Assa?^ di metaeiica dnê  
Torino 1998 9ff.
^  exposé du droit positif et du discours qui le sous-tend ou qui lejustifie
^  Cf. Troper. .Michel. T h bgk o f Justification o f Judicial mienfxcc. 1 I.CON, issue 1,99-121 (2003), 99f.
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the influence o f  the design o f  and constellations within the legal order will influence and 

determine the action o f the judge. These are what I call ‘systemic constraints’. This wing o f  

research centres, in the first instance, around the question o f a more or less pronounced 

distinction between public and private law fields.̂  ̂ The concept of right used in adjudication 

mirrors variations o f constitutionalism, o f imagining and prescribing the role o f  the state. The 

stnacture is often discussed in terms of separation o f powers.^^

This framework o f analysis is to be found in the contemporar)^ model o f Western liberal 

democracies. These systems opted to place a considerable part o f their protection o f human 

rights in constitutional documents, historically conditioned by the events o f World War II. The 

character o f  constitutionalism changed. As soon as this happens, various questions arise: to  

whom, or what, and in respect o f  what conduct do the rights apply? WTaom does the Constitution 

command?^^ Is there a correlation of rights and duties, and if so, how do they relate?*'  ̂What are 

the limits o f this obligation? Shall the constitutional provisions only apply to relationships 

between the state and the individual (Vertical approach’), or should they also govern relations 

between private individuals and bodies (‘horizontal approach’)? These two choices are only the 

outer ends o f  a broader spectrum of (more differentiated) possible answers.

One o f  the reasons why third-party effect doctrines are disputed is that they seemingly disturb 

accepted theories of separation o f  powers, and theories o f interpretation. A traditional 

understanding o f  the separation o f powers sees regulation o f private behaviour by the parliament 

as the only legitimate way o f action in the democratic state (democratic regulation by  

consideration o f  elected representatives). As for the role o f the judge, this view means that the 

judiciary only applies norms created by the parliament. According to another view, the judge does 

have a margin o f appreciation, but only in cases where legislative concrétisation is lacking, or n o t

T o  give an example, I uill try to show that the German position known as doctrine o f  indirect third party effect 
(indirekte Drittwirkung) is a function o f  the postulate o f  the independence o f  the field o f  civil law’ from 
constitutional law. While in practice the doctrine o f  direct third part)' effect and the doctrine o f  indirect third party'’ 
effect are likely to yield the same results, on a theoretical level the latter has the advantage o f  allowing for 
autonomous private law.

I wül try to show here that the -American State action doctrine owes largely to the w e i^ t given to considerations 
o f separation o f  power.
“  Alexander &  Horton. Whom Does the Constitutmi Command? A  Conceptual Analyns uith Practical implications 88.

This will depend on the model o f  right used.
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precise enough, is the judiciary called upon to decide whether or not a fundamental right applies 

to a private dispute. According to yet another view, it is the judge who makes law. This view is 

very much associated with realist theories anchored in the Anglo-Saxon orbit, however, the view 

that the norm is not the text but is only created by judicial application has been defended in a 

civil law context.*̂ ®

We are confronted with a multiplicity o f discourses in the different legal frameworks o f different 

countries. This is the instant photograph. If, in addition to that, we also take a historical 

perspective into account, the picture becomes very complex. Indeed, each domestic doctrine^  ̂

interprets and comments rights in the framework of its own, historically grown understanding of 

them. The applied definitions o f  a right or a freedom are an expression o f the political theor)' 

which underlies the legal framework. The present positions on horiaontality have emerged, and 

changed, over time, and are inserted in the specific context o f the respective legal order (or 

system). An account o f horizontality must take its historical dimension into account. In historical 

research, the interpretation of constitutional principles, when applied to historical cases, can be 

an anachronism. In a similar way, the comparison of a concept as used in different legal orders, 

which are situated on the same time-line, can miss the point. The same term can hide very 

different meanings assigned to it. A comparative approach to horizontality must be aware o f this 

risk. A diachronic approach *̂* to concepts and conceptions o f horizontality is thus suggested.

Structure of the present study

Third-part)  ̂effect doctrines have different shapes in different legal orders. Tlie third-party effect 

is of different intensity in the various jurisdictions. The focus o f  discussion is usually on systems

C f the Realist theory o f  Michel Troper, e.g in T ro p er .Michel. Pourum tfmriejuridique àeü'E.îaî̂  Paris 1994 and 
Troper. Michel. Im théorie du droit, le droit, tÈ tat, Paris 2001.

‘doctrine’: T o  be understood in the European (non-English) sense. ‘Non esiste nel linguaggio giuridico del giurista 
di common law un termine esattamente equivalente, specie se considerato nell'ambito della dicotomìa dottrina-
giiurisprudenza (tj’pical for civil law tradition).. . Il termine inglese ‘doctrine’ indica, non già la dottrina nostrana, ma 
una regola di fonte giurisprudenziale (o r a body o f  law'), e che ‘jurisprudence’ indica, non già la nostra 
giurisprudenza, ma, grosso modo, la teoria generale del diritto.’ (F. de Frakchis, Dizionario giuridico, 2, Milano 
1996, entry ‘dottrina’)
™ ‘of, relating to, or dealing mth phenomena [...]  as they occur or change over a period o f time’ (Encyclopedia 
Britannica).
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that are endorsing third-part)  ̂ effect doctrines as part of their constitutionalism, but there are 

legal systems where the horizontal effect does not exist, oris not theorised. These systems usually 

go under silence. I ti)’̂ to show the function of doctrines of horizontality, in different legal orders 

by putting the existing doctrines into the larger context and perspective of the functioning of the 

legal order, its philosophical underpinnings and logics.

Part I o f  the thesis is a compound o f  case studies which both in terms o f time and strategies 

applied cover a lot of ground. None o f them (except for the short study on the German iJ itò  

case) is about a doctrine o f horizontality in the strict sense; but all of them provide answers to the 

question o f how fundamental rights apply in the private sphere, or what effects they have for the 

protection o f  the individual, or mirror debates on horizontality: The /Vmerican state action 

doctrine (Chapter 1) is really a ‘doctrine o f verticality’, and the study of the Shdl^> case illustrates 

how die Supreme Court tried to find an answer to make the fundamental value o f  equality (in 

form o f  the equal protection clause o f  the Fourteenth Amendment) effective in the private 

sphere in spite o f the strict vertical corset of this doctrine. Chapter 2 deals with the topic o f the 

relation o f fundamental rights to the private sphere with the example o f the German attempt at 

transposing EU  anti-discrimination directives, thus the legislative counter-part to judicial 

strategies o f preventing discrimination. This gives cause to revisit and compare the legislative 

strategy  ̂ with the existing doctrines o f  horizontality. The Gmotboom case discussed in Chapter 3 

illustrates the evolution of strategies to make fundamental rights effective in the mirror of time. I 

will tr)’' to show tliat the same foundations which made the classic doctrine o f  indirect third-party 

eftect possible has now led to strategies o f application of fundamental rights which can provide 

alternative answers to solve the ‘problem’ which traditional third-part}’̂ effect doctrines tried to  

solve.

Doctrines o f  horizontality arise on need, or serve a purpose. Inserted in a common framework, 

which is the ‘construction kit’ o f  modem law, the weight o f the common elements is different in 

the different legU systems, which in turn explains the different stands on horizontality, Tliis is 

why there is much discussion o f horizontality in some systems, and in others not. The practice o f  

third-part)' effect illustrates these differences.

Part II tries to put order in the seemingly heterogeneous picture of horizontality and verticality. 

After introducing the wider context o f  horizontality at both domestic and international levels, the
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ordering starts, whereby I limit myself mostly to existing solutions at the domestic level. This is 

firstly done by grouping the existing jurisprudential solutions in categories along the lines of 

horizontal and vertical geometric metaphors (Chapter 4). Subsequently, I draw a second t)q)ologj% 

this time grouped around the arguments used by defenders o f horizontal or vertical positions, 

respectively the critiques addressed to vertical and horizontal positions (Chapter 5).

The concluding part will present doctrines o f horizontality as judicial discourses which evolve, 

and are conditioned by the framework of the modem liberal state. It will revisit the 

Enlightenment grammar which contains all elements in which the discussion will subsequently be 

framed. Doctrines o f third-party effect establish fundamental rights as an additional source for 

regulation o f private activity. On the institutional level, they are tools with which constitutional 

jurisdictions can assert their influence over civil law jurisdictions and the legislator. I will 

conclude by examining in which way doctrines o f horizontality reflect, and are conditioned by, 

different understandings of liberty, mirrored in concepts of right and the role o f the state.
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PARTI: EXAMPLES OF APPLIED THIRD-PARTY EFFECT DOCTRINES
Introduction to Part I

PART I: EXAMPLES OF APPLIED THIRD-PARTY EFFECT 

DOCTRINES

Introduction to Part I: Politics of Third-party effect. Third-party 

effect and politics

Racial discrimination and other forms o f  unequal treatment are sad facts o f life. N ot surprisingly, 

from the verŷ  outset, legal systems have been grouped around notions of justice and equality. 

The degree to which social interaction has been regulated by law has varied throughout histoiy', 

according to the moral standards prevailing at any one time.

Such is the case o f equality”, the scope o f application o f this fundamental principle has evolved 

over time, with the tendenc}  ̂ to absorb more and more forms o f social interaction. The principle 

o f treating equals in an equal manner does not define the content o f the category’̂ o f ‘equal’. The 

process o f  enlarging the circle o f firstly, the category of persons to whom equal treatment must 

apply, and secondly, the areas within which discrimination is proscribed, has been, and still is an 

on-going struggle.

Today’s controversies are less about the category o f persons which are to be considered as equals 

-  the equal worth o f all human beings now being a generally accepted legal standard — but about 

areas in which the default position should be that no discrimination is licit. Also, the concept o f  

equality itself has evolved, and to the traditional understanding of equality as equal treatment has 

been added the idea o f  equality as demanding an equal result. It is here that equality' is given a 

content, or measurable against a content, and that it joins die notion o f justice.

WTiat should be done about a racially discriminating covenant, concluded by white supremacists, 

which under the existing legal mles is prim a facie not illegal?'  ̂ Indeed, one o f the white 

supremacists concerned asked for the protection o f the law in order to enforce this covenant.

U.S. Supreme Court, 1948, Shelky r. Kraemer(^'iA US 1)
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This is one example o f  situations in which the legal framework valid at a particular time does not 

seem to provide the tools necessarj’̂ in order to reach a ‘morally good’ result. Standards o f 

morality evolve, and the legal framework has not yet caught up, or is not yet reflecting these 

changes.

The European Union felt the time was ripe, and there was a need, for the passing o f two EU  

directives concerning the promotion o f anti-discrimination in certain areas.’" The transposition o f 

these EU norms into national law led to discussion and controversy over whether non

discrimination would go too far, based on the argument that the aimed protection would unduly 

restrict private autonomy.’  ̂ In the German case the passionate reactions and expressed fears are 

forms o f expressing the (potential) conflict between the principles o f liberty and equality 

(Chapter 2), The American example o f the Shelkj case, based in a different system and at a 

different time, will show a different strategy' by which to reach equality (Chapter 1)..

It is a jurispmdential approach, as opposed to a parliamentary' process in the case o f  transposition 

o f the EU directives. Both scenarios are however situated at the intersection o f law and politics. 

The Shelly case operates in the era preceding the civil rights legislation o f the 1960s. This absence 

o f statutory  ̂regulation accounts for much in the evolution of the state action doctrine in the area 

o f discrimination. The German discussion on the draft legislation was still at the political level, 

but the arguments against and in favour were anticipating the consequences o f the application of 

this legislation in courts.

The broad view of horizontality adopted here encompasses both the judicial and parliamentary' 

processes as possible way's of ‘horizontalizing’ fundamental rights, i.c. making them eftective in 

what is traditionally regarded an autonomous private sphere. The factual problem o f 

discrimination (unequal treatment) in die private sphere can be dealt with by both processes.

’2 Council o f  the European Union. Council Dinctm 2000/78/E C  of27 Ntn’ember2000 establisfxn  ̂a generalframen-orkfor 
equal treatment in employment and ocapation. Council Directive 2(X\V78/EC, (27 Nov. 2000) and Council o f  the 
European Union. Council Directhe 2000/43/E C  of 29 June 2000 implementing tk  principle o f equal treatment between persons 
irrespectit'e of racial or ethnic ori^n. Council Directive 20(XV43/EC, (29 June 2CHXÌ).

O f  the different national actions o f  transposition,' I chose to analyse the German draft legislation o f 
nundeministeriiim fur lustiz (Ministry o f lustice o f  the Federal Republic o f  Germany). Diskussionsentwurf eines Geset:tgs 
gTfr \''er}nnderutg wn Diskriminienmgen im Zhilrecht (10 Dec. 2tH.ll),
http://\vw\v.nnngegendiskriminierung.de/de/docs/pdf/ADG-Ent«*urf-BMI.pdf (acce.ssed 13 May 2004).
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Wliereas Chapter 1 shows the example o f a jurisprudential evolution, Chapter 2 deals with the 

parliamentary side. It illustrates a different path to deal with similar real-world problems, and the 

difficulties posed.

Wliat is at stake is the political role o f  judges. On the one hand, political decisions will influence 

the extent to which judges will have recourse to third-party effect doctrines. If  existing statutes 

do not cover areas which are perceived as being in need o f  regulation, i.e. which need to be 

subtracted from the sole free will o f  individuals,'^ the horizontal application o f  fundamental 

rights by courts is one possibility to deal with the situation. It allows judges to reach a wanted 

result despite an unfavourable legal framework. By doing this, however, judges engage in political 

activity. They use the legal framework in a ‘creative way’, in the sense that their constructions will 

permit concrete outcomes o f lawsuits which would not happen without their use o f third-party 

effect doctrines, or interpretations,^^ It is with historical precedents like the evolution of the State 

Action jurisprudence in the field o f  discrimination in the United States from the 1940s to the 

1960s that I want to illustrate the strategies o f  and possible mutual influences between courts and 

legislature.

The political aspect is certainly not absent when it comes to the justiciability o f socio-economic 

rights. Tlie South African Grootboom continues a line of jurisprudence based on the idea o f a 

protective duty o f the state. If  the ground concern of horizontal application o f fundamental 

rights is to enhance the effectiveness o f  protection of the individual, Grootboom stands last in a 

line o f jurisprudence whose core thought— namely that next to their negative interpretation, 

fundamental rights also embody ‘objective values’ relevant for all areas of law— ŵas already 

expressed in the German landmark LJith case o f 1958. The aim is to show the evolution o f 

strategies o f  protection in the mirror o f  time. Ih e  idea of an objective dimension of fundamental 

rights originated in the context o f  the classic doctnne o f indirect horizontal effect, but the 

objective dimension proved a solid base to justify other strategies (doctrines), most notably its 

formulation as a doctrine of ‘duty o f  protection’. These newer developments, stemming from the 

same root idea, now come to add, or even supplant, classic doctrines of third-party effect. I f  this

Wliat is regarded to be as lacking’ or unsatisfactory is a moral/ political decision.
Tliese legal positions taken might in turn be a factor which influences political decision-making.
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goes beyond doctrines o f horizontality strictly speaking, the core themes, especially o f ‘value 

jurisprudence’ and the relation to the political process, are the same; in addition, becomes 

highlighted the question o f the ‘social democratic commitment’̂  ̂^ o f the state which is subjacent 

to the acknowledgement o f the positive role of the state (Chapter 3).

Central themes informing the chapters o f Part I are the question of limits to equality, and 

different understandings of liberty, the social dimension o f private law,’* and the impact o f a 

jurisprudence based on dignity on the realization of socio-economic rights.
td

■'ö See Tushnet. Mark. Siaie Action, Social Welfare Rights, and the Judicial Role: Some Comparative Observations Chicago 
loumal o f  International Law, issue 3 ,435-453  (2002)

See Epstein. Richard A-. Classic I Jheralism Meets the New Constitutional Order A  Comment on Mark Tushnet, in: 3 
Chicago Journal o f  Int’l Law, 455-464 (2002)

Stem. Klaus. Das Staatsrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd, I I I /1: Allgemeine Lehren der Grundrechte, München 1988, 
&i 105; see also Tushnet. Mark. State Action, Social Welfare Rights, and tlse Juàdal Rde: Some Comparative Obsenations 
(2002)
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Chapter 1 : The State Action Doctrine

It is with the state action doctrine that the United States legal system answers the question 

whether fundamental rights enshrined in constitutions are applicable on the horizontal level, i.e. 

in relationships between non-state actors.’’’

According to this doctrine,®  ̂ the first eight Amendments to the Constitution o f 1791, or Bill o f 

Rights, which lists a series of individual rights which are beyond government encroachment, only 

apply to ‘actiori o f  the ‘state’.®̂ Acts of simple individuals are not, in principle, susceptible o f 

constitutional review based on the Amendments. This ‘state action doctrine’ was spelled out 

explicitly in the G irl Rigbis Cases 1883.®*

The relevant constitutional provision for the establishment o f the state action doctrine is the 

Vourteenth Amefidment to  the Constitution, passed in 1868. It reads in its Article 1:

‘No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 

United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 

law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.’

Its Section 5 reads: ‘The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the 

provisions o f  this article.’ Read together, this so-called ‘due process’ clause addresses the member

.\nother way o f  putting it is to say that the challenge o f  horizontality is to answer the fundamental question o f  the 
application/applicability o f  constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights in private litigation or private 
relationships. But to formidate the question like this already assumes, or at least operates, with a distinction whose 
very existence or justification has been put into question: the dichotomy o f public and private, thus the existence o f  a 
public sphere separated fixjm a private sphere.

Because o f  the incoherence o f  the ‘doctrine’, many commentators prefer to speak o f  ‘anti-doctrine’ (Tribe. 
Laurence H.. American Constitution al Lm\ 2nd edition. New York 1988,1688) or simply claim that a doctrine in the 
sense o f  a uniform conceptual firamework does not exist. Be this as it may, 1 keep the term for the purpose o f  this 
essay.

‘State’ in this context is shorthand for all levels o f  government, state as well as federal gpverment. Historically, the 
1791 Bill o f  Rights did not contain provisions limiting the power o f states, as Madison's proposals to incorporate 
artides to this very purpose had not passed the Senate. In the pte-Qvil War era it was thus the states urhich were 
primarily responsible for the promotion o f  fundamental rights and fireedoms o f  the citizens. The Supreme Court had 
no superior jurisdiction over state goverments in this area. It was only by the bias o f  the Fourteenth Amendment, 
passed in 1868, and more specifically by its ‘due process’ dause that the states were bound by the Bill o f  Rights. 
Gradually, by a series o f  judidal dedsions, the prodsions o f  the Bill o f  R i^ ts  were incorporated into the Fourteenth 
Amendment (cf. Clapham. j\ndrew. Human Rights in tlx Private Spfxre 93 ,1 5 5 , footnote 16).
^ U.S. Supreme Court, 1883, G iti Rights Cases (109 US 3)
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states o f the federation and was used to give due effect, at die state level, to the first eight 

Amendments, protective o f individual rights.

Thus, litigants can claim the protection o f constitutional pro\asions as soon as the action they 

challenge is qualified as governmental action, be it state or federal governmental action. As it 

happens, governmental implication seems obvious in some cases, e.g. when the wrong was 

committed by a policeman, and is less apparent in other situations. In an era o f diminishing state 

monopolies and the ascent of privatisation and ‘private power’, there are an increasing number of 

situations where the state does not seem to be implicated at all whilst an individual’s fundamental 

rights are clearly infringed upon. A ‘safe way’ (in the sense of a clear-cut legal argument) for 

dealing with these cases is to stick to the letter of the Fourteenth Amendment and not grant 

judicial review in these cases at all. But again, the results seem to be little satisfactory' from the 

point o f view of the victim of the perceived violation. Indeed these outcomes seem to defy 

common sense: why is it that for the same factual situation, a victim can obtain redress if the 

transgression was committed by a government official, but not if it was done by a private 

individual?

Within the framework o f the state action requirement, American jurisprudence and doctrine has 

employed different strategies for coping with situations where individual rights are infringed by 

non-state actors.®  ̂A large amount o f  literature has emerged over the decades, and after all these 

years state action still puzzles the academic world, judging from the number o f contributions on 

this topic, and the many different proposals on how to solve the ‘dilemma’.®̂

Cursed for being a ‘conceptual disaster arca’®̂ or ‘chaos’,**̂  the state action doctrine has 

nevertheless survived severe criticism and calls for its abolition,®  ̂and can now look back at more

For a detailed account, see Buchanan. Sidney G .. Conceptual Histoiy the State ylction Doctrine: T h  Search fo r
Governmental ResponsiinUtf, in: 34 ,333  ^art 1) and 665 (part II) (1997).

Recent important contributions are Tushnet. Mark. The issue of state action !  boric^ntal ̂ ect in comparative constitutional 
lau' (2003), and Gardhaum. Stephen. The 'Horis^ntd E ffea'of Constitutional Rights Michigan Law Reriew, i.ssue 102 
(2003).

Black. Charles. T h  Supreme Court, 1966 Term - Fore nord: 'State Action*, Equal Protection, and California's Proposition, in: 
81 Harvard Law Reriew, 69 (1967), 95.

^tad1̂  ̂ Allen R.. State Action and the du^ o f the State to prevent private harm: The Rehnquist tran formation and the betrcr̂ al of 
fundamental commitments, in: 65 Southern California Law Reriew, 781 (1991-1992), 824.

r'---
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than a century' long tradition o f jurispmdence. The state action doctrine has a special and 

seemingly secure place in American constitutional law. It is a wrapping which has been applied, 

over time, to different surfaces and circumstances.

The aim o f the present chapter is to outline the issues involved in the debate over state action, to 

hint at the conceptual past and present logic of the ‘state action doctrine’, and to summarise 

certain findings. The essay on Shellg v. Kraemer included here is meant as a kind o f pars (iUmtiwis) 

pro toto. This classic decision of 1948 is still a bone o f contention and retains a pervading presence 

in most contributions to state action. The discourses surrounding tliis decision seemed to me an 

interesting object o f  study, as many o f  the themes underlying and fuelling the debate on state 

action converge under tliis heading.

One could say that the ‘state action doctrine’ is nothing but a doctrinal construct, which we can 

accept or simply reject if it is incoherent. The attack on the public/private divide on different 

levels, both conceptual and on the level o f  concrete consequences o f  this divide, might induce us 

to conclude that the state action doctrine, because it is built on the premise o f  this divide, is 

incoherent. Critique o f the state action doctrine, along this line, and positions brought to its 

defence, are however only the object o f my analysis. It is not my task to criticize the state action 

doctrine as incoherent, but it is my aim to describe the criticism, as well as the positions that 

favour tlae state action doctrine. The slate action doctrine represents a particular discourse in a 

field o f American constitutional law. This is evidenced by the quantity of academic discussion 

and die use o f the concept in jurisprudence.Each o f the actors involved, judges, lawyers, and 

academics, is inserted in this legal framework which imposes certain limits, or constnùnts on their 

argumentation- The essay on SheU^ v. K raem r is an attempt to explain the function o f the

E  g. Chemerinsky. Erw in. Rethinkiii^ State Aitimi, in: 8 0  Northwestern University Law Review, 5<)3 (1985); reply by 
-Marshall, William R . Diluting Constitutional Rights: Rethinking 'Rethinking State Action', in: 80 Northwestern University 
Law- Renew , 558 (1985-1986).

The state action doctrine was definitely formulated in the Chil Rights Cases ca.%t, prccit.
Sunstcin. Cass R.. The Partial Constitution, Cambridge, Mass. 1993 labels it a ‘cornerstone’ o f  the legal system, and 

the leading specialists devote sections o f  their books to it (e.g.. Stone. Geoffrey R .ct alii. Constitutionalhan’, Boston - 
Toronto 1986, Chap.X; ‘T he Constitution and the Problem o f  Private Power).
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rhetorical figure o f the state action doctrine by making its grounds explicit. What interests me is 

why it is there, i.e. what are the functions o f the state action doctrine, what is this tool used for?™

After presenting a ‘technical summary’ o f the state action doctrine, I will introduce Sòe//^^ t\ 

Kraemer, and subsequently present some conclusions.

1.1. Situating the State Action doctrine

f l :  The in satu tion a! settin g: A  F ederal System  an d  pro tection  o f  individual rig h ts a t 

differen t levels

The first observation to make is that we are dealing with a federal system. This fact influences the 

character o f the protection of individual rights at the level o f federal jurispmdence.

The United States is a federal system with decentralised law-making. U.S. constitutional law, in 

principle, is elaborated by 50 state constitutional courts and one federal constitutional court. The 

additional dimension o f the relationship between central government and the states makes this 

constellation different from a purely national system, and thus alters its theory and practice 

regarding protection o f rights.’ ’'

However, the literature on the state action doctrine is almost exclusively based on the 

jurisprudence o f the federal Supreme Court. Little attention has been paid so far to the states' 

constitutions. This corresponds to the general state of American constitutional law, which is 

heavily dominated by a virtually exclusive focus on the federal Constitution and its judicial 

interpretation.’ " Because of the historical development, fundamental rights are discussed in the 

United States mostly in terms o f the federal Constitution (the trans-state dimension), rather than

^  'Legal science does not have the role o f  justihing; it cannot describe non-existing implicit justifications, but it can 
explain the recourse to (principles! by its function o f  justification. And this function can be fulfilled b j' a coherent 
justification as well as by a non-coherent one, which certainly means that, like the other forms o f  legal reasoning, it 
does not originate in reason, but m will. Troper, Mich el Preface (2001) lOf.

For a discussion o f w'hether a federal sj'stem enhances or inhibits the protection o f  rights, see, Solimine. Michael 
E . and Walker, fames L.. Federalism, Liberty and State Constitutional Lan\ in; 23 O hio Northern Universitv' Law’ Reriew, 
1457 (1997).

VtlUiams Robert F,. State Constitutional Lav. Cases and SÎaterials, third edition 1999, xiii.
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by reference to state law. Casebooks on constitutional law are unlikely to include any significant 

treatment o f state constitutions. Only in the last 30 years has state constitutional law been 

‘rediscovered’.̂  ̂The impact of this evolution can be illustrated with two citations, separated by a 

time-span o f  24 years: Monrad Paulsen, 1951: ‘I f  our liberties are not protected in Des Moines 

the only hope is in W^ashington’. People v. Brisendlne, 1975: ‘For if our liberties are not protected in 

Washington, the only hope is in Des Moines.’^̂

The horizontal dimension is thus not absent from the state level, on the contrary it is a rising and 

ever more important phenomenon. However, conceptually speaking there are many similarities, 

as the state constitutional courts have tended, although not based on necessity, to follow the 

jurispmdence of the Supreme Court.

Some state constitutions do not require state action for the application o f constitutional 

provisions. *̂  ̂ Some provisions o f  state constitutions tend in the direction o f ‘affirmative 

guarantees’. T h i s  might be interpreted with arguments that the court must protect the 

individuals’ rights from intrusion by private parties. The jurisprudence o f state supreme courts 

has granted horizontal effect to rights in areas which are not treated as such on the federal level, 

e.g. the ‘shopping centre cases’.̂ * This expression regroups cases concerning the question 

whether regional and community shopping centres must permit leafleting on societal issues.’’ 

There is thus evidence that in certain areas the jurisprudence o f  state constitutional courts is

A comparison with tìie European Convention on Human Rights suggests that there are parallels with the federal 
level o f  U.S. jurisprudence. So in a sense, the American case has features from both the domestic and international 
level. Cf. Clapham. Andrew. Human Rights in tlx Private Sphere 93, chap.4. De Schutter. Oli\-ier. State Aition et 
Drittnirkung: du différenden Revue interdisdplinaire d'Etudes juridiques, 28 (check) (1992).

Williams. Robert F.. State Constitutional Lan\ Cam andSlaterials 99, 180; In 1986 United States Supreme Court 
justice Williiun j .  Brennan, Jr. noted that ‘[the rediscover)] by state supreme courts o f  the broader protections 
afforded their ovm citizens by their state constitution...  is probably the most important development in 
constitutional jurisprudence o f  our times.’ (idem, footnote omitted). O n the relationship bet\\̂ cen federal and state 
supreme courts jurisprudence, see Williams. Robert F .. State Constitutional Law. Cases and Mateiiah 99.
^  Quoted in Williams. Robert F.. State Constitutional Law. Cases andSlaterials 99, 179f.
^  On state action doctrine under state constitutions see generally Cole. Kevin. Federal and State 'State Action*: The 
Vndercritical Embrace of a Hjpernitici^d Doctrine, in: 24  Georgia Law Review, 327 (1989-1990).

In Commonaxalth r. Tej/r, justice Roberts refers to the Pennsylvania free speech piodsion as an ‘affirmative 
guarantee”, justice Handier, in State v. Schmid (1980) states: ‘our State Constitution [...] affirmatively guarantees to  
individuals the rights o f  free speech and assembly”.

Sec following footnote.
^  E,g,, Freedom o f  speech on private property:, New jersey Coalition against W'arin the Middle East v. JM.B.Rsalty Corp., 
650 A .2d 757 (N.]. J994Xpa these ‘shopping centre cases’, see Williams. Robert F.. State Consútntiondlam\ Cates and 
Materials 99, 270ff.)
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more protective o f individual liberties than the federal constitution. However, it has been 

criticÌ2ed that there is a tendency o f  courts on the state level to take over the federal approach.’ “̂

^2: F inding ^State A ction*

Overlooking the life-span o f the state action doctrine, patterns of narrow or broad interpretation 

o f the state action requirement emerge. E.g., tlie Supreme Court o f the so-called ‘Lochner era’ 

(1905-1937), highly protective o f private autonomy, stmek down many statutes of New Deal 

legislation. The Warren and Burger courts followed a different route, whereas pre-New Deal 

patterns seemed to re-emerge under Chief Justice Rehnquist.'. 101

The critena used to broaden the category o f  ‘state actors’ in the American doctrine are either 

functional (‘public function’) or organic (‘under the colour o f law’ and others).’*̂“ In a sense, these 

are two ‘exceptions’ to the state action requirement.'''^

I briefly outline these arguments: The ‘public function* argument runs as follows: state action is 

given if a private person assumes a function which is in principle in the domain o f public 

power.'“"* The test is on the existing links between the act of the private person and the role 

played by tlie public authority: if these links are sufficiently tight, the act of the individual can be 

attributed/assimilated to those o f the state. In many, perhaps most, of the state action cases, 

there is no question that the actor whose conduct is challenged is private, at least in terms o f its 

organizational characteristics:'“  its formal legal status, the accountability of its management, and

Cole. Kerin. Federal and State State Action': Tfx Undercritical Embrace o f a Hypertriticitĉ d Doctrine (1989-1990)
Eari Warren, Chief Justice 1953-1969; Warren E. Burger, Chief Justice 1969-1986; William Rehnquist, Chief 

Justice 1986-2005. Cf. Sunstein, Cass R . The Partial Constitution 93; Bunker. Matthew D.. Constitutional Baselines: First 
A/nendment Theory, State Action and the 'New Realism', in: 5 Communication Law and Policy, 1 (2000); Tribe. Laurence 
H .. American Constitutional Law 88
10- De Schutter. Olivier. State Action etDrittnirkung: du àfférend en droit (1992), 73; Schwartz. Martin A. and 
Chemerinfikr. Envin. Dialogue on State Action, in: 16 Touro Law Reriew, 773 (2000).

Term used by Prof. Chemerinsky, Schwartz. Martin A. and Chemerinskv. Erwin. Dialogue on State Action (2000).
U.S. Supreme Court, Marsh r. Alabama, 326 US 501 (1946) (case o f  a private company town and freedom o f  

speech); U.S. Supreme Court, Terry v. Adams, 345 US 461 (1955) (W'hites-onlgprimaries')-, ewtr̂ nx Amenevn doctrine 
suggests that for a public function argument to succeed, the function in question must be one that is traditionally and 
exclusively performed by governments, see U.S. Supreme Court, FlaggBros. Inc. v. Brooks, 436 US 149, 98 S.Ct. 1729 
(1978)

.Stone. Christopher D .. Corporate \''hes and Corporate Virtues: Do Public I  Private Distinctions Matter ,̂ in: 130 Universit)’ 
o f  Pennsylvania Law Review, 1441 (1982), 1485
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the dominant source o f its funding*̂ ^̂  The case for state action typically rests on allegations 

either that the actor, although generically private, was performing a public function *̂ ’̂ or that the 

private owner acted in concert with the state’s agents.^“® In this categorj' fall also the cases named 

‘under colour o f law’. In United States law, ‘generally, a public employee acts under colour o f  

state law while acting in his official capacity or while exercising his responsibilities pursuant to 

state law.’

According to the ‘organic’ argument, a practice can be qualified as ‘state action’ if the 

participation o f state organs before or after the commission o f a violation can be established, 

even if the direct responsibility is attributable to an individual. State action, here, arises out o f  a 

nexus, i.e. a certain degree of entanglement between the private actor and the state. This 

exxeption arises when

a. the act is committed by a state agent. This applies to so-called ‘para-statals’ (quasi-private 

organÌ2ations that are infused with government control). In hebron v. National Railroad Passenger 

CorporatioN^̂  ̂ the Court states: ‘it surely cannot be that government, state or federal, is able to 

evade the most solemn obligations imposed in the Constitution by simply resorting to the 

corporate form.’

b. the state delegates a task up until then fulfilled by the state to a private entity (effects o f  

privatisation)

c. the private action is tolerated, encouraged, or enforced by the state. Îll

It is a combination o f functional and organic arguments that works as criteria o f  differentiation 

for ‘state action’.“  ̂ In this manner, the state cannot escape responsibility by simply delegating 

tasks to private bodies. Inversely, public function needs to be completed by organic argument.

Cf.U.S. Supreme Court, Moose Lod^ No. 107 v. Inis, 407 US 163 (1972), in which the Court held that the issue o f  a 
liquor license to a discriminating club was insufficient to trigger state action.

Manh v. Alabama, 326 US SOI (1946) case, predt.; U.S. Supreme Court, AmalgamcUedVood Employees v. Logan L'dl^  
Plasma, 391 US 308(1968).

U.S. Supreme Court, Eellv. Matyland, 378 US 226 (1964) (a luncheon counter that invokes the sheriff to eject 
Black trespassers).

U.S. Supreme Court, W'est r. Atkins, 487 U S. 42, SO (1988) (a prison physician was a state actor, no matter 
whether the state's agent is on the state pajiroll or is paid by contract).

U.S. Supreme Court, Lebron v. National Kadroad Passenffr Corporation, SI 3 US 374 (199S).
For example, Shelly v. K raem rasc, predt.
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There are thus different wzys o f concluding the existence o f ‘state action’ even if the action 

appears prima fa d e  to have a private nature. Backed by tlie chain o f arguments explained above, 

action by a private person may thus be classified and labelled ‘state action’."^

Once ‘state action’ is found, then, the constitutional provisions apply to their full extent. Insofar 

as private actors, as a result of an extensive interpretation of the category of ‘state action’, are 

bound by the guarantees of the Bill o f Rights, they are subject to the same standards as ‘genuine’ 

state actors. Either the provisions apply to their full extent, or they do not at all - there is no 

middle way. This approach, similar to the functioning of a switchboard, does not allow for the 

flexibility other national systems have allowed in dealing with the horizontal dimension.

Postscriptum: Recently, new tendencies in the state action doctrine can be observed:**^ There is a 

branch of newer decisions which in fact do not rely on the broad interpretation of the state 

action link, as described above. These decisions, which come from labour law, show parallels 

between the understanding of fundamental rights in Germany and the United States. Several 

observers recommend moving away from the strictly formal system of the state action 

requirement and applying a balancing test based on substance.” *̂ This is the fundamental 

technique of the German Federal Constitutional Court. However, no ‘duty o f protection’, as is

D e Schuttef. Olivier, State Actim et Drittnirkurig: dn différend e» droit (1992), 95 ; Schwartz. Martin A. and 
Chemerinsky, Erw în. Dialogue on State Action (2000), 780ff.

The power o f  words: in order to circumvent the prohibition to eat meat during the fast, monks in the Middle 
Ages would cut the meat in the form o f a fish and declare it to be fish. A priest declares a wafer to be the body o f 
Christ.

E.g. the German doctrine o f  mediate third-party applicability o f fundamental r i^ ts  o r  ‘mittelbare Drittw’irkung’: 
according to this doctrine, the fundamental rights enshrined in the German constitution are an ‘objective order o f 
values’ which ‘radiates’ into all areas o f law. Technically, this is done by an interpretation o f  general clauses o f  private 
law, such as ‘good manners’ or ‘social practices and norms’, ‘in the light o f  the constitutional provisions. The 
phrasing ‘in the l i^ t  o f [the signifance o f  fimdamental rights]’ is first phrased by the German Federal Constitutional 
Court in the Liith decision o f  1958 (BVerfGe 7 ,198), at 208 and preambular para.5.

See Thiising, Gregor. Die "DrittuirkungderGrundrechte** im Verfassungsrecht der\''ereinigten Staaten (2000), 78ff.
Glennon. Robert 1. and Nowak, lohn E .. A  Functiona/ Ana/ysis of tire Fourteenth Amendment * State* Action RequiremenU 

in; 1976 Supreme Court Review, 221 (1976); similar Buchanan. Sidney G.. A  Conceptual Fiistoty o f the State Action 
Doctrine: The Search for Gottmmenial Responsibility (1997); Vfaggoner. iustin. Comment: Remedies concerns in an authorictation 
model o f Stale Action, in: 34 Houston Law Review, 229 (1997).
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current in the jurisprudence in Germany,"^ has emerged so far. The DeShan^ case of

1989 was ver̂ f clear in not seeing state action in ‘i nact i on’ -

It is in the field o f  labour law that American law approaches German thinking o f mediate third- 

part)' effect. Fundamental rights apply directly to work relationships in public service as defensive 

rights. Is the same true for the private sector? Should different standards apply or the same as in 

public ser\'ice? The German debate and jurisprudence in the field o f  Drittnirkung started on the 

question whether there should be ‘equal pay for equal work’ and thus on the exact question o f 

equality in private work relationships. In O 'Connor i\ Ortega, 480 US 709, the Supreme Court 

follows this trend towards equal treatment o f  public and private work relationships.

1.2. Different views of Shelley v. K ra e m e r

f/. S h e lley  v. K ra em er  (334 US 1. (1948))

The Supreme Court decision of Shelly v. Kraemet̂ ^  ̂ has been widely discussed ever since it was 

passed in 1948.^ '̂' With few exceptions, no account o f the past and present o f the state action 

doctrine falls short o f  listing this decision in the canon o f state action jurisprudence. What is it 

that makes Shelly so special? This might sound like a naïve question. Briefly, Shelly i\ Ktaemerwàs 

a decision which struck down a racially discriminating covenant on the basis o f the Fourteenth 

Amendment.^*' The time was the 1940's, and the Supreme Court took a stand on racism in the

In its decision B V erfG E  3 9 ,1 , known shorthand as “abortion” decision, o f  25.Feb 1975, the German Federal 
Constitutional Court introduces the idea tliat fundamental r i^ ts  oblige the state in certain cases to take positive 
measures in order to make a fundamental right effective (doctrine o f  Schutv^irkung or duty o f  protection incumbent 
on the state). See infra. Chapter 3.1.

U.S. Supreme Court, 1989, DeShan^ v, W'innebago County Department o f Social Services (109 S.Ct. 998); comment 
Oren. Laura. The State’s Failure to Protect Children and Substantive Due Process: DeShaney in Context, in: 68 North Carolina 
Law Renew , 663 (1989-1990).

Shelity V. Kraemer ce&Cy predt.
E.g., Henkin. Louis. Shelity v. Kraemer N otesfora Revised Opinion, in: 110 University o f  Pennsylvania Law Renew*, 

473 (1962).
Text o f  the Fourteenth Amendment (1868)

Section 1—All persons b o m  or namralized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are dozens o f  
the United States and o f  the State wherein they reside. N o State shall make or enforce any law* which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities o f  dozens o f  the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person o f  life, libert)% or 
prope^t}^ without due process o f  law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection o f  the laws. 
Section 5 "T h e  Congress shall have power to enforce* by appropriate legslation, the provisions o f  this article.
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context o f a persisting ‘Jim  Crow’ regime.*”  The ‘natural’ context in which this decision o f 1948 

is discussed is the state action doctrine.*^ Yet some say the decision was not about state action at 

all. Some say that Sheliej stands alone and was never really given a follow-up by the courts. Yet 

others see it as a high decision embedded in a stream of ups and downs of shifting social contexts 

and paradigms which conserves its relevance to this day. The privileged place of Shell̂ ' v. Kraemer 

in state action literature cannot, as its sheer volume attests, be doubted, yet accounts differ.

Some facts about the American state action doctrine have already been introduced. My comment 

on the different views on Shelly v. Kraemr'wiW start with the decision itself

These are the facts o f Shelkj v. Kraemer. A house was sold to a black family in 1945 in defiance of 

a racially restrictive covenant adopted by the private homeowners in the neighbourhood. The 

covenant was an agreement, in legally binding form, that the property would not be sold or 

rented out to ‘people o f the Negro or Mongolian race’.*"'* Nearby owners, parties to the covenant, 

sued for an injunction against the black buyers taking possession. The Supreme Court held that 

such private agreements standing alone did not violate any rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth 

Amendment (paras. 12-13), but that the actions of state courts and judicial officers in their 

official capacities were actions of the states within the meaning o f  the Fourteenth Amendment 

(paras. 14-18). It was by granting judicial enforcement of such private agreements in these cases 

that the states acted to deny petitioners the equal protection o f the laws, contrary to the 

Fourteenth Amendment (paras. 18-23). Hence the neighbours could not use the courts to stop 

the sale.

The Shelley case must be set against a background of ongoing institutionalised racial 

discrimination in the Southern United States. Racial discrimination was a persistent factor of 

social life since the aftermath of the American Civil War, and the background against which the

For a (later) overview o f  the history and persisting problems o f segregation, see A\'ins, Alfred. Ten oni Frvedom o f 
Cimice in Places o f Public and Private Accomodotiony in: 48 Nebraska Law Review, issue 1 ,21-90  (1968).
123 Although deeper issue m i^ t  be something different. As Prof. Baron pointed out: ‘[Finding state action] is just 
an excuse.’ (discussion on 2/12/2002). See infra, section 2.

334 US 1, at 4-5. Maimon Schwarzschild remarks that such racial covenants were extremely common at the time 
(Schwarzschild. Maimon. V âluepluraUsm and the constitution: in defense o f iix state action doctrine, in: 1988 Supreme Court 
Review, 129-161 (1988) 152, note 14).
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Fourteenth Amendment was passed in 1868. The jurisprudence based on the Fourteenth 

Amendment, in turn, established and informed the state action doctrine. Vi^at is seen as the first 

state action doctrine case, the 1883 C hil Rights C a s e s ,involved practices o f racial discrimination. 

Racially restrictive covenants, as in Shelly, were a widespread practice before and after the 

decision was handed down. Substantial civil rights legislation was passed in the 1960s (namely the 

CiiilRights Act o i  1964), but state action cases involving racial discrimination were frequent until 

around 1970.

Shelly is thus a case in which the Supreme Court responds, in an intuitively morally correct way, 

to ‘Jim Crow’, the practice o f ongoing and institutionalised racial discrimination. From a political 

point o f view, it was a decision taking a strong stand in an ongoing and heated debate. This might 

account for the first half o f Maimón Schwarzschild's characterisation o f Shellg  as ‘the key to 

moral and intellectual passion aroused by the state action doctrine’.̂  ̂ Morally correct, the 

concrete outcome o f  the decision might have been regretted by the part o f  the population 

involved in discriminatory practices at that time.^"’ If  this was a considerable number o f  people at 

the time the decision was reached, only a minority o f hard-boiled racists would actually object to 

the result o f the decision today. How can we then explain that Shelly, if not followed up by the 

courts, was at the centre of fierce doctrinal debate and continues to be so widely commented? 

The technical content o f the state action doctrine, namely that only state action triggers the 

protection of the amendment, cannot alone account for the vast discussion. The ‘passion 

aroused’ by Shelley must have deeper rooted reasons. My suggestion is that Shelley v, Kraemer 

touched on the very foundations o f  American society as such, which is a certain tiew o f liberty. Thus 

what makes SheUty so controversial is not so much the actual outcome o f the case but the 

decision’s potential conceptual impact, which is the demise o f  the central value o f  a private 

sphere distinct from the public sphere.

Shelly came from somewhere and can be seen as a major accomplishment, in its field, of the 

efforts o f  the New Deal and the ‘Constitutional Revolution’ o f  1937 (§ 2). But its success was

Chil 'Rights Cases case, precit 
^  Schwarzs child. Maimon. V'alue pUtratism and the constitution: in defense o f the state acùon doctrine (1988) 152

On law and morality in anti-discrimination legislation, see Buchanan, G. Sidney. Federal Regulation of'Private Racial 
Prejudice: A  Study o f Law in Search o f Morali^', in: 56 Iowa Law Reriew, issue 3, 473 (1971).
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such that it threatened the purpose of the project: the attack on the public/private divide had 

succeeded, but this situation led to a conceptual impasse. This might have to do with inherent 

structural wealoiesses in the doctrine which does not allow for flexible alternatives, as found in 

other legal systems. Following the logic o f Shelly would thus have meant leaving the ground 

commonly shared by enemies and supporters of a horiaontal dimension, which is the belief in, if 

not a natural, at least some kind o f private sphere. But how could a private sphere be justified 

after Shell^^ (§ 3)

§2, The M oral G round

I f  the Shelley decision has aroused ‘moral and intellectual passion’, we have to suppose that this 

has to do with the substantive issue involved.*’® The case was decided in 1948 against a backdrop 

o f persisting institutionalised racial discrimination, which existed in the Southern United States 

from about 1890 to 1970.*"'^

On a conceptual level, Shelley can be seen as the successful outcome o f a major transformation in 

the paradigms underlying the American constitutional system as such. In the end, one conception 

o f liberty gave way to a competing one, a process which became known as the ‘Constitutional 

Revolution’ of 1937. Shelley is thus a significant manifestation o f an ideological dispute.

S2.1. Sheftev and Civil Rights

The state action doctrine is a limit to the reach of constitutional dispositions. Against the 

background o f ongoing racist practices, the prevailing constitutional theory and practice seemed

Many commentators concur that the state action aspect o f Shelley was intimately related to its substantive 
holding. See e.g. Tushnet. Mark Shelley v. Kraemer and Theories of Equally, in: 33 New York Law School Law 
Review, 383 (1988), 384; Chemerinsky. Er^vin. Rethinking State Action (1985), 505; Horowitz. Harald-W.. The 
Misleading Search fo r  ’State Action’ Under the Fourteenth Amendment, in: 30 Southern California Law Re\new, 208 (1957) 

This situation had already informed the passing o f  the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868. The Citil Rights Cases o f  
1883, in which the state action doctrine was established, again involved racially discriminating practices. It has been 
argued that the Citil Rdghts turned the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantees into a tool o f judicial conservatism 
(Nerken, Ira. A Neu-̂  Dealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amendment rights: challenging the doctrinal bases o f the Citil RJghts cases 
a n d  state action doctrine, in; 12 Haiv^ard Civil R i^ ts  - Civil Liberties Law Review, 297 (1977), 305). This decision 
invalidated the Civil Rights A ct o f 1875, which was designed to prohibit discrimination in public accommodation, as 
an over-extension o f  congressional power to enforce the Fourteenth j'^mendment. In a sense, this decision sealed the 
total abdication o f  federal responsibility for the protection o f  the ri^ ts o f  the newly freed black people througli the 
Fourteentii .Amendment.
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impotent, because proponents o f discrimination tried to portray their action as private, and not as 

state action. In this way the substantive guarantees o f the Constitution had no grip on these 

practices. On the contrar)% by portraying discriminator)^ practices in many sectors o f  life as purely 

private action, the federal law was not only a blunt weapon against racism, but came to be seen 

by civil rights activists as an accomplice o f  the prevailing regime, as the ‘enemy’.̂ *̂̂  Charles Black 

wrote in 1967:

[The state action doctrine] now exists principally as a hope in the mind of racists (whether for love or 

profit) that ‘somewhere, somehow, to some extent', community organization of racial discrimination can 

be so featly [sic!] managed as to force the Court admiringly to confess that this time it cannot tell where 

the pea is hidden.

In other words, the state action doctrine, which functions on the logic of the division o f the 

private and public spheres, seemed a toodiless formalism against a regime of racial discrimination 

which blurred exactly this supposed line between the public and private realms.

At the time o f  Shelly', Congress had not passed any substantive civil rights legislation. It was 

widely understood that given this situation o f a defaulting legislator, courts were better suited to 

address issues o f racial discrimination,'^" As the fundamental assumption of a division between 

the public and private spheres was not put into question and the state action requirement was 

thus upheld, the technique employed by tlie Supreme Court was to expand the category o f ‘state 

actors’ in order to enlarge the scope o f protection. This technique was a way o f bypassing 

Congress. It was functionally equivalent to getting a range of civil rights legislation enacted before 

Congress was willing to do so.'^̂  Thus the stage for set.

The technique o f finding private action to be state action was dictated by the needs o f the time. 

We may conclude that formal as the state action requirement may be, substance mattered and 

influenced jurisprudence. Since then, cases related to race have received differential treatment

Strauss. David A.. State Action after tin Ciiil Ri^u^ in; 10 Constitutional Comment, 409 (1993).
Black. Charles. The Sifpreme Court, 1966 Term - Foren’orti: 'State Action\ Equal Protection, and California's Proposition 

(1967), 95.
Strauss. David A .. State Action after the Chil Riohts'(i993), 413.
Strauss. David A.. State Action after the Chil Rights (1993), 413. Let us recall that the first important G n l Rights Act 

in tliis field, and which prohibits in its Title V II employment discrimination based on race, sex, national origin, or 
religion, was only passed in 1964.
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from non-race cases, in the sense that the Fourteenth Amendment protection is triggered more 

easily when race is involved/^^

By 1948, society and perceptions had changed. The national experience with the New Deal and 

the trauma of the Second World War created a growing sense o f  the power and obligation o f the 

state to protect the rights o f  individuals and minority groups. The Supreme Court was becoming 

increasingly solicitous o f  civil rights and liberties. If  Sbe//^ is an important expression of this 

increasingly ‘liberal attitude’ o f the Court, it is possible to analyse the changes of the 1937 

Revolution differently, focusing on the underlying philosophical issues in the arena. With this, 

comes another reading o f Shelly.

62.2. Shelley, a Child of the ̂ 1937 Revolution*

At the end of the 19̂  ̂century, the Supreme Court developed a jurisprudence affirming the liberty 

o f  contract.^^  ̂This liberty o f contract theory was dien fully developed as the dominating theme 

o f the Lochner era. This period takes its name from the 1905 decision Lochner v. Nen' York^^  ̂

which invalidated a New York statute fi.xing maximum hours for bakers as unnecessary and 

unconstitutional interference with the liberty o f contract. In this period, which stretched until 

1937,^^  ̂ the Court invalidated many pieces of social legislation. The underlying theme was the 

equation of private action violating civil rights and the liberty o f contract.*^® Conigan v. 

which involved the same issue as Shelly, yet in a different constellation,*^*  ̂was decided at the 

height o f  the Lochner era. State action was not even considered, discrimination trumped in the 

private sphere.

See, e.g. Lsbron, >13 JJS 374 (1993) case, predt.; Schwartz. Martm A. and Chemerinsky. Erain. Dialogue on State
Action (2000), 78Iff.

U.S. Supreme Court, Atig^vr e. Louisiana, 165 US 587 (1897).
Lochner, 198 [73' 45 f/i^i^case, predt.
U.S. Supreme Court, West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300 US 379 (1937), upholding a minimum wage for women, and 

seen as the downfall o f  Lochner.
See Nerken. Ira. A  New D ealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amenénent rights: chalkn§ng the doctrinal bases o f the Civil 

Rights cases and state action doctrine (1977).
U.S. Supreme Court, Corrigan v. Buckley, 271 US 323 (1926).
The petitioners in Corrigan v. Buckley challenged an injunction enforcing a racially restrictive covenant on the 

sale o f  properU’ by a white seller to a black buyer.
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The battleground of the proponents o f  I-<?r ?̂/irand its critics '̂’̂  was the state action doctrine, but 

the battle was really about a certain view of society, or the relationship between the government 

and society. It in fact debated a classical question of liberal political theor)% namely the extent to 

which the government can interfere in the life o f the citizen. Upon the answer to this question 

would also depend the stand taken on the question of what is encompassed by ‘state action’.

This is a classic question o f American constitutional histor}'. From its inception, liberal theory has 

had two traditions, one o f which can be traced back to Locke, and the other one to Hobbes. 

Under the Lockian or ‘natural rights’ version, citizens retain certain inalienable rights which the 

state may not abridge because they originate in the pre-governmental state o f nature. Under the 

Hobbesian or ‘positivist’ version, all law is man-made; there is no such thing as a naturally given 

right which can be opposed to the state.*'*“

The view o f  the positivist strand that all law is man-made, and that die definition o f  rights is thus 

a matter o f legislative policy, is taken up by a group o f scholars who Matthew Bunker labels ‘New 

Realists.’*'*̂  This group o f scholars develops a normative tlieory in whose framework Shelley v, 

Kf'aemr can be seen as the accomplishment and zenith of a profound shift of paradigms, rooted 

in opposition to the Lochner era.

144This analysis turns around the ways o f seeing the concepts o f neutrality and action/inaction 

Indeed, the crucial step in the analysis o f the court when deciding whether an action is in the 

scope o f scrutiny of the Constitution is the qualification of the action as state or private action. 

Which requires tlte point to be made that the decision whether government has ‘acted’, an 

expression which already on the linguistic and intuitive level suggests the idea of movement, can 

only be judged from a fixed point, just as the absolute speed o f a train can only be measured

The critics were the i\merican Realists o f  the 1920 and 30s, comprising judges Holmes, Brandeis, and Cardozo, 
and legal theorists Pound, Wlieelcr Cook, I iohfeld. Hale, Corbin, Seavey, Cohen, Llewel\Ti. For an ovei^-iew o f  the 
revival o f  this critique with the 'New Realists’, see Bunker. Matthew D.. ConstiiuùonalBaselines: First Amendm>it Theory, 
State Action and tin 'AVw' Realism* (2000).

Brest. Paul. State Action and Liberal Theory. A  Casenote on Brothers v. Brooks, in; \30 Universitv' o f  Pennsylvania 
Law Review, 1296 (1982), 1296f.

Bunker. Matthew D.. Constitutional Baselines: First Amendment Tlmry. State Action and the *Nen- Realism' (200C)); Bunker 
groups under this designation scholars like Cass Sunstein, Louis Seidman, M arkTushnet.

See, e.g., Sunstein. Cass R.. The Partial Constitution 93.
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from the ground, but not from a second train rolling on a parallel track (from where one can only 

conclude the relative speed o f the train). This fixed point is the ‘baseline’. Any act which diverges 

from the baseline is ‘measured’ as action (in state action terms: the constitutional provisions are 

to be applied), any act which merely confirms the status quo is not perceived as ‘action’ (in state 

action terms: the constitutional protection is not triggered).

The criticism o f the so-called ‘Lochner era’ sets in at exactly this point Whereas the ‘New 

Realists’'"*̂  see the baseline as constructed by law, as a reflection of the choices made by society at 

a certain point in time, and thus as potentially subject to a re-definition or adjustment to new 

societal needs, the judges o f  the Lochner era see the baseline as pre-existing and natural.

In concrete terms this meant that ‘natural’ contractual libert)' was the baseline on which the 

Supreme Court o f  Lochner based its Fourteenth Amendment jurisprudence, no matter what the 

consequences in the real world were. Corrigan v. which involved a similar issue as Shell̂ >,

was decided at the height o f the Lochner era.*''* Discrimination in the private sphere triumphed.

Little by little, this conception o f liberty was eroded. W'est Coast Hotel v. Parrish, o f  1937, 

upholding a minimum wage for women, is seen as the downfall of Lochner. A shift o f paradigm 

was taking place. The shift consisted in seeing common law principles, like contractual liberty, 

not merely as facilitating private desires or as natural, but as the result of a conscious social 

choice. Conceived in this way, Shellg stands in a line of decisions which were the result o f  the 

shift o f  paradigms under the New Deal, and which came to be characterized as ‘the 

denaturalization o f the common law’.*̂ *

Departing from the baseline meant departing from neutrality. But if the baseline itself was subject 

to change, the judgement on neutrality could be reversed. Much o f the controversy surrounding

*'*5 As their forerunners, the Realists o f  the 1920s and 30s, c£ footnote 141.
»46 Corrigan v. Buckl^, 271 US 323 (1926).
»47 Wesr Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300 US 379 (1937) case, ptecit.
»4* Cass Sunstein sees Brown v. Board o f Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) as the end point o f  this evolution. He 
argues that Shelly the ‘bridge’ between iF est Coast Hotel and Broun (Sunstein. Cass R.. Tlx Partial Constitution 93, 56), 
because Slxlly^Ka  ̂made possible by the shift o f  paradigm o f  1937, and in turn made possible Broun, which 
denaturalized racial segregation.
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the Sbelky case seems to arise out o f different views of the nature o f  the baseline, and thus the 

view o f neutrality. Shelly  shattered a previously commonly assumed baseline. Was it naturally 

given or chosen?

The issue o f neutrality is not an easy one, as it sometimes counterintuitively seems. In his opinion 

in Shelly, Chief Justice Vinson said: *Equal protection o f the laws is not achieved through 

indiscriminate imposition o f inequalities.’ '̂’̂ ' The enforcement by the lower court o f  the covenant 

in question was without doubt indiscriminate action. But it lead to an intuitively ‘wrong’ 

outcome. These are the intricacies o f formal and substantial equality, whose theorisation and 

practice at this time were still in early days.

There is Herbert Wechsler’s well-known critique in which he attacked the decision for failing to 

employ ‘neutral principles’ o f decision-making.^^’' I f  the state court only judicially enforced racially 

discriminator}’̂ covenants its action could have been viewed as no more

'than a legal recognition of the freedom of the individual [to make such an agreement]. That the action of 

the state court is action of the state ... is, of course, entirely obvious. What is not obvious, and this is the 

crucial step, is that the state may properly be charged w^h the discrimination when it does no more than 

give effect to an agreement the individual involved is, by hypothesis, entirely free to make.’ ®̂̂

As we see from Wechsleris remark, regarding only its ‘state action’ aspect, T î//tywas a clear case: 

the invalidation by the court of a statute could not be qualified otherwise than as state action.

The real issue was thus controversy or uncertainty over substantive issues.*^" According to Mark 

Tushnet, the controversy o f  the case arose because of ambiguities about the property law rule 

regarding restrictive covenants: ‘... the issue in Shelly was whether that rule comported with 

constitutional requirements.’*̂  ̂ The decision was morally r i^ t What was wrong with the

Chief Justice Vinson, in Shel^ v. Kramer zd&e., precit., at 20.
150 Vt'echsler. Herbert. Towards Neutral Principles o f Constitutional Laa\ in; 73 Harvard Law Review, 1 (1959).
‘51 XX'echsler. Herbert. Towards Neutral Principles o f Constitutional Law (1959), 29.

As Cass Sunsteiii remarks, Shellg was 'a remarkably easy state action case’. Indeed, there was no doubt that the 
judicial enforcem ent o f the covenant was state action. V^Tiat made the case hard to decide was indecision whether the 
court 's action was complying with the principle o f  impartiality commanded by the Constitution. So according to 
Sunstcin, Shelly was not all about state action, but really about the meaning o f  the equal protection clause. rSunstpir)^ 
Cass R.- Tije Partial Constitution 93 ,160).
‘55 Tushnet. Mark V.. Shelkj r. Kraemer and Theories o f Equality (1988), 386.
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enforcement o f racially discriminating covenants was that aldiough this was an impeccable 

reasoning from a theoretical point o f view (given o f course that one adopts a certain view o f the 

baseline), the practical impact of enforcing these covenants was to perpetuate existing 

subordination o f black people.^ '̂'

To sum up, it seems that many roads led to Shelly: legal, intellectual, and social developments o f 

the post-New Deal and World War II era culminated in this decision. One could say that what 

happened in SheU^ was the ‘unrealized but undeniable break with the Lochnerian view o f private 

property and private rights.’*̂ ® In the final analysis, it was about taking a stand on the status and 

limits o f  private power. As Ira Nerken concludes, it was the final recognition that the way power 

is used in American society, insofar as it affects the rights o f citizens, is amenable to 

constitutional and judicial remedy.*^^

S h e l l y potentially iconoclastic: not only did it bring to an end the system of racially restrictive 

covenants on property, but it also ‘shattered the consensus as to the limits o f Fourteenth 

Amendment doctrine and the elements involved in state action decision making.’*®̂ In paragraph 

3 , 1 want to discuss how the legal structure of the state action doctrine was potentially affected by 

the Shellg decision, and how jurisprudence and doctrine, in the face o f the threatening 

consequences o f Shell̂ > v, Kraemer, reacted to it.

CJ. The Legai Surface: The E n d o f  S tate A ction  D octrine , , ,  A n d W hy I t Survives

Shelly  is widely perceived as logically implying the downfall of the public/private divide. Its 

outcome would lead to the impossibility of maintaining differentiated public and private spheres,

i., Thi Suprtme Court, 1966 Term - Poreuvrti: 'State Action', E-qual Protection, and California's Proposition 
(1967), 97, hints at this disproportionate impact; Tushnet. Mark V.. Shelly v. Kraemer and Tìmries of Equality (1988), 
387f. with further reference. The Court ruled differently in Washington v. Davis, 426 US 229 (1976), holding that 
not all rules with disparate impact are unconstitutional. This may account for a portion o f  the continuing controversy 
ov'er Shelley. However, in Washington v. Davis, the Court took into account the element o f  intent.
155 Nerken. Ira. A  Nea' Dealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amendment rights: chaUengng tlx doctrinal bases o f the Chi! Rights 
cases and state action doctrine (1977), 366.
*5̂  Nerken. Ira, A  Nerr Dealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amendment rights: chaUen̂ ng the doctrinal bases o f the Chil Rights 
cases and state action doctrine (1977), 362.
5̂̂  Nerken. Ira. A  Nen> Dealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amendment rights: chalkn^ng the doctrinal bases o f the Civil Rights 

cases and state action doctrine (1977), 333-
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and thus to the abolition of an autonomous private sphere. I think that the perception of this 

threat is partly due to the fact that the American state action doctrine does not allow for flexible 

solutions o f  a sort which would temper the impact o f Shelly. In any event, the theoretical 

consequences implied by the decision were not followed up by the Court, which continues to use 

the state action requirement. VCTiereas part o f  die doctrine sees this as an incoherent attitude, the 

potential consequences of Shellg seem too frighteningly radical to most actors in the 

constitutional law field.̂ ®̂ We find the surprising situation that critics o f the state action doctrine 

join its defenders, as they use as a common denominator and shared framework the liberal 

concern to preserve (at least some kind of) private sphere.* ’̂ Part o f  the doctrine looks into ways 

to justify the maintenance o f the private sphere not withstanding Shelly.

S3.1. The Public/Private Divide is Dead

Shelley v. Kraemer is perhaps the most famous culmination of a generation of successful attacks on the

public/private distinction. Morton Horwitz^®®

Ira Nerken argues that *much of the doctrinal power which sustained state action theory from its 

inception was power derived from one o f die most forceful concepts o f  the nineteenth century 

judicial theor)": liberty o f contract’*̂ * Shelly  deals a hard blow to exacdy this foundation o f the 

state action doctrine in that it denies state enforcement o f a racially restrictive c o n t r a c t . I f  we 

look closer, the blow was, conceptually speaking, deadly. With the Fourteenth Amendment 

applying to what was before seen as a sacrosanct private sphere, the bell tolled for private 

autonomy: ‘VC'ith one quick blow Shelly i\ Kraemer^ by voiding enforcement o f racially restrictive

See next section (§1).
Olivier de Schutter, in an excellent article written from  an outside (European) perspective, follows this line o f  

reasoning (D e Schutter. Olivier. State Action et Drimirkimg. du différend en dm t (1992)).
11® Horwit2r M orton !.. The Histo^ o f Ok  Public! Private Distinction  ̂in: 130 Univ.Penn.L-Rev., 1423 (1982), 1426.
Ill Nerken. Ira. A  Nen̂  Dealfor tlx protection ofFourteenth Amendment rights: challenfng the d&ctrinal bases o f the Q ril Rights 
cases and state action doctrine (1977), 298f.; see also: Tribe. Laurence H., America) Constitutional Law 88 Chap.8 ‘The Rise 
and Fall o f  Contractual Libertj’’.
11̂  This underlines very well the role o f  the state, namely the fact that without the state, there would be no ‘right’. 
That is, it would lose all meaning i f  a ‘r i^ t ’ guaranteed on  paper could not be enforced by state authorities.
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covenants, cut the Gordian knot of contractual and property arrangements which the Court had 

previously portrayed as tying its hands.

No form of private action seemed invulnerable to the threat implicit in the decision. Ever)" 

private contract needing enforcement by the state would be state action, and thus no single 

contract would be private action, because by definition contracts are agreements which are 

intended to be enforced.U ltim ately, all private action rests on the state’s willingness to enforce 

die civil and criminal rules that facilitate that action. The logical implication of Shelly to bring

under constitutional scrutiny the whole private sphere.̂ ^̂

Practice decided otherwise. The theoretical implications o f the holding were ignored. There was 

no follow-up on Shelly and thus the case came to be seen as an anomaly.̂ *̂ *̂  As Ira Nerken puts it, 

^Shelly was isolated on the judicial landscape o f modem state action decision making: the 

messenger was blamed for the message.’’*’ The tendency in jurisprudence is not to find state 

action in contracts limiting fundamental rights.’*" The rationale o f SheUg was never extended 

beyond the area o f racial discrimination.

In a sense, Shelley the great success o f the promoters of values o f the New Deal and the Civil 

Rights movement, but then had an unwanted side-effect, a backlash. Just as the French 

Revolution ‘devoured its own children’, the logical or conceptual implications of this decision 

threatened to create an embarrassing impasse. There seems to be consensus that the total

Nerken. Ira. A  New Dealfor the protection o f Fourteenth Amendment rights: cb(d!en§ng the doctrind bases o f tfx G til Rights 
cases and state action doctrine (1977), 356.

Thüsingr Gregor. Die *‘Drittnirkung der Grundrechte” im Verfassungsrecbt der Fereimgen Staaten (2000); this opinion was 
already aired in Wechsler. Herbert. Towards Neutrd Principles of Constitutional Law (1959); \Trtually all commentators 
agree, cf. e.g. .Schwarzschild. Maimon. lvalue pluralism and the constitution: in defense o f the state action doarine (1988) 135; 
Seidman. Louis Michael. The State Action Parados, in: 10 Const Comm., 379 (1993).

This parallels the case o f  the German anti-discrimination law discussed in the following chapter.
Tribe. Laurence H.. American Constitutional Law 88 1168; Wechsler. Herbert. Towards Neutral Principles o f 

Constitutiond Law (1959).
Nerken. Ira. A  New Dealfor the protection ofVourteenth Amendment rights: chaUen̂ ng the doärind bases oftlx Ciiil Rights 

cases and state action doctrine (1977), 299.
Cf. references in Thiising. Gregor. Die "Drittuirkung ekr Grundrechte” im Verfassungsrecht der Vereinigten Staaten (2000), 

75 , note 23; Seidman. Louis Michael. The State Action Parados (1993), 391 laconically remarks: ‘The Court has never 
explained why these cases are different from Shelley.’
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abolition o f the private sphere is indeed a frightening perspective. Louis Seidman characterises

the ‘paradox’ and ‘dilemma’ o f state action as follows:

The 1937 Revolution has left us unable to believe in the naturalness of the public/phvate distinction, yet 

also unable to reconcetve a system of individual rights without it We want to repudiate state action 

rhetoric because we know that it blinds us to human suffering that the state might otherwise ameliorate. 

Yet we also want to embrace the concept of a private sphere because we know that it preserves a space 

for individual flourishing that the state might otherwise destroy.

Is there a way out o f this dilemma? Jurisprudence had ignored its own hints implied by Shelley 

but from a doctrinal point o f view the question mattered: which principle could justify the 

preser\"ation o f the private sphere as distinct from the public sphere, and tlius provide a 

conceptually sound foundation for the state action doctrine after Shellej? I would like to conclude 

tliis part by introducing one interesting proposal on this behalf, and which is anchored in moral 

theory.

S3.2. Long Live the Private Sphere!

With the implications of Shelley in mind, how can privacy be justified? Maimón Schwarzschild 

provides an interesting moral justification o f  privacy, logically backing the state action doctrine.’ ®̂ 

In his view, value pluralism is the principle which justifies the existence o f  a private sphere, 

distinct from a public sphere. Value pluralism can be described as a state o f  potential choice 

available to private persons. As human values are ‘many, conflicting, and irreconcilable,’’’ ’ the 

legal system must allow for a space where individuals can live according to their choices. W'hereas 

people pursue different values at all time, government cannot coherently pursue conflicting ends 

at one and die same time.”“ Since the government is a monopoly, the constitution prescribes one 

set o f values by which the government must govern. In the case o f  the Fourteenth Amendment, 

these values are equal protection and due process. Thus, if  the private sphere were to be 

completely abolished, only publicly adopted values could be pursued. A private sphere within

In Seidman. Louis Michael. The State Action Parados (1993), 401
Schwarzschild. Maimon. \''aiue pluralism and th  constitution: in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988)
Schwarzschild. Maimon. \''alue pluralism and iÌ3e constitution: in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988) 137, paraphrasing 

an idea expressed by Isiah Berlin in ‘Two Concepts o f  Liberty’
^ Schwarzschild. Maimon. Value pluralism and tlx constitution: in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988) 137
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which action is measured by different standards from action within the public sphere must 

therefore not be rendered impossible.

Here enters again the ‘on/off switch’ feature o f constitutional law described above. 

Schwarzschild reacts to the consequences o f a system which does not recognise a middle way as 

does the German system of mediate third-party effect. With the German doctrine, it is possible 

to apply the constitutional provisions to private actors, but at the same time apply them 

‘differently’, which is not possible in the American system as long as the state action requirement 

is upheld. It is tme that numerous proposals in American doctrine advocate circumventing the 

state action requirement and entering directly into a substantial balancing exercise in order to 

decide c a s e s . T h e s e  proposals are theoretically sound. But, as Professor Charles Baron 

remarked, ‘finding state action... does not really reflect what is going on. It is just an excuse.’  ̂

The state action doctrine senses many purposes and even if one is not valid any more, it is upheld 

for other reasons.*^^

However, returning to Maimón Schwarzschild's argument, if private power has to be shielded 

from being measured by to constitutional standards, because this would suppress competing 

values, how can private power be tamed? Professor Schwarzschild thinks that it is ‘not at all 

difficult, [...] for democratic institutions to impose legal limits on private companies, through 

statutes enacted by majority vote.’*̂  ̂In a sense, this is exactly what did not happen at the time of 

Shelley. One of the reasons courts were considered to be the ‘better defenders’ o f civil rights at 

the time was that Congress took a long time, until 1964, to pass convincing civil rights legislation.

Judging from a value pluralism point o f  view, the decision in Shelley v. Kraemer cannot be 

welcomed because o f  its implicit consequences: abolishing the private sphere, the sole guarantee 

o f value pluralism, and imposing state monopoly values. In terms o f a ‘morally good outcome’.

E.g. Madn\ Allen R .. Siale Action and the duty o f the Stale lo prevent private harm: The Rehnquist iranformation and the 
betrctyal o f fundamental commitments (1991-1992).

Discussion in the seminar, European University Institute, 2/12/2002; cf. also Madry. Allen R.. State Action and the 
duty o f the State to prevent private harm: The Rehnquist transformation and the betrayal offundamental commitments (1991-1992), 
825ff.

Cf. Madrid Allen R.. State Action and the duty o f the State to prevent private harm: The Rshnqmst tranfomation and the 
betrctyal of fundamental commitments (1991-1992), 825ff.

Schwarzschild. Maimón. Value pluralism and the constitution: in úfense of the state action doctrine (1988), 138.
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however, the decision was certainly the only ‘right’ one. Professor Schwarzschild hints at the 

alternative o f using the Thirteenth Amendment to solve Shelley v. Kraemer, and more generally 

*to strike at Jim  Crow.’^̂  Professor Schwarzschild's thesis should be seen in the context o f a shift 

of paradigm also hinted at by David Straussd'® It seems that the negative image o f the state action 

doctrine, which at the time o f Shelley was perceived as a barrier to eliminating wrongs and a 

shield for injustice, was appropriate at that time, but is no longer true or suitable m a changed 

context in which legislation has filled many lacunae in the protection of the indi\adual. Indeed, 

today’s situation could be seen as exactly the opposite; the state action principle, instead of being 

an impediment to social justice, can now contribute to the preseivation of another public good, 

namely value pluralism in the private sphere.^ ’̂

1.3. Conclusion: reasonings apart: different logics of the state action 

requirement and the demand for horizontal application of fundamental rights

We may sum up that the state action doctrine is based on a certain, liberal view o f fundamental 

rights, which in its turn reflects a certain, liberal view o f the state. In this view, the state appears 

as a potential transgressor o f rights, a negative image such that the menace to individuals’ 

freedom from non-state actors is simply not accounted for in the legal texts. In this context, the 

name o f  ‘state action’ as such appears as tell-tale. It is exactly because ‘the state’, or ‘the 

government*, is perceived as being the enemy, rather than die guarantor o f  individual freedom, 

that its action is taken as a criteria to trigger constitutional protection.

As stated above, once ‘state action’ is found, the constitutional provisions apply to their full 

extent. As a result o f an extensive interpretation of the category o f ‘state action’, private actors 

are then bound by the guarantees o f the Bill o f Rights and subject to the same standards o f  

application as ‘genuine’ state actors. Similar to a switchboard, either die provisions apply to their 

full extent, or they do not at all - there is no middle way. Not allowing for the flexibility other 

national systems have found in dealing with the horizontal dimension, this circumstance may

Schwarzschild. Maimon. l'aàfe plm'alism and tbe constiiHiim: in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988), 157; see also. 
Amar. Akhil Reed. Remember the Thirteenth (1993), 403.

Strauss. David A.. State Action eftertite Chil ̂ ghts (1993).
Strauss. David A.. State Action after the CiiilRights (1993): Schwarzschild. Maimon. Vdneplnraiism and the constitution: 

in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988),
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account for the reluctance to follow up on the logical implications of decisions like Shelly't:

Kraemer.

The tendency o f  the Supreme Court to grant horizontality has remained somewhat 

heterogeneous. The third-party effect o f  fundamental rights was only acknowledged for racially 

discriminating covenants concerning land, demonstrations and public manifestations, as well as 

activities o f  the press, and only to a lesser degree for trade unions.*®*

Shelley was an attempt to solve a concrete urgent problem of discrimination which, on the basis 

o f (non) existing legislation at the time, could only have culminated in a morally unsatisfjang 

solution, namely that private acts o f racisms would not be censured, and would on the contrar)' 

benefit from indirect state-protection by the logic o f liberty o f contract. The equal protection 

clause o f the Fourteenth Amendment is used by the judges to permit the law to have a grasp on 

discriminating behaviour o f  this kind. The grasp is indirect (the racist covenant is not outlawed 

outright, as this would be the task of the ‘traditional’ legislator; but state support is denied to back 

this private behaviour), but the outcome is the one wished for. It is interesting to note, and 

central to the analysis, that the dictum in Shelley lays open the artifice of the liberal interpretation 

of fundamental rights: in the liberal tradition, rights are presented as natural rights, independent 

o f the existence o f tlie state. Shelley puts a finger on the point that without state enforcement and 

guarantee o f the rights, there would be no rights, but mere relations of power. Shelley does away 

with the fiction that rights exist independently of the state.

The state action doctrine may be seen as a lesson in verticality. It shows how a certain degree of 

horizontality is nevertheless reached. By the fact that the legal basis is strictly vertical, the 

arguments and justifications used to reach horizontality are different from other legal orders. In 

Shelley, it was shown how in this strictly vertical framework it was nevertheless possible to give 

an adequate answer to private discrimination. This does not change the fact that state action 

remains vertical. Shelley stays within the vertical paradigm. WTiat brings it closer to horizontality

Stem. Klaus. Das Siaatsrecht der hmidesrepuhìik Deutschbnd, Bd. I l l /  UAllgemeim Lehren der Grundrechte 88 1522.
U.S. Supreme Court, 18 June 1945, Kaik ê  Alail Ass'n v. O ra  (326 U.S. 88, 65 S.Ct. 1483); U.S. Supreme Court, 

Tlx Ne»f York Times r. Sullivaru 376 VS 254 {1964/̂  Logan, 391 US 308 (1968) case, predt.
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is the result: by the fact of denying state protection to a private discriminating covenant, the 

result is ‘some kind o f horizontality’, in the sense that the fundamental right included in the 

Fourteenth Amendment bears an effect on the outcome o f the lawsuit in favour o f a private 

party. It is however, and remains in Shelley, only an ifidinct effect o f  this fundamental right.

Conceptually, the state action doctrine is based on the dichotomy of public and private. Private 

parties and state actors receive, by law, a different treatment. Private parties are ordinarily subject 

to federal constitutional restraint only if  they are directly influenced by, act in concert with, or 

stand in place o f some government act or official To be sure, federal and state statutes and 

common law limit private actions to some extent. But, because o f state action restrictions on the 

federal Constitution, most non-govemmental entities are permitted much greater leeway to 

impinge upon the federal constitutional rights o f others than would be permitted for government 

agencies engaged in similar activities.

The main finding is that what is underlying the whole debate on state action, is an acceptance by 

botli promoters and adversaries o f  the state action requirement, o f  the dichotomy o f a public and 

private sphere.^*" Their common ground is the liberal conception o f the relationship between 

state and society, and the ensuing conception o f rights. I tried to illustrate this propos with a 

discussion o f  one very prominent case, Shelley i\ Kraemr{\94S).

The ‘action’ itself is measured against a baseline considered to be neutral. But depending on one’s 

view o f  the foundation and nature o f  rights, this baseline is built on rock or on sand. The 

perception o f  action/inaction will depend on how neutrality is perceived, or constructed.

The bigger picture is however a context in which no substantive civil rights legislation existed. 

This absence forced the actors to resort to the construction used in Shelly in order to reach what 

they considered a ‘just result’ o f  non-discrimination, or o f (indirect) censorship of discrimination. 

Functionally, thus, Shelly makes up for the lack of activity o f  the legislator in the area o f non

discrimination. The Supreme Court based itself on a constitutional provision containing the value

On this, cf. D e Schuttcr. Olivier. State Action et Dritt&irkunÿ du différend en droit (1992), 109f.
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of non-discrimination, which otherwise had not yet been concretized by statutorj' law, and 

regarding discrimination in the private sphere.

By this move, the Supreme Court touched upon and potentially altered a most important deep- 

lying issue o f  ^^merican constitutionalism. The principle question concerns the function, and 

subsequently the reach, o f the constitution. Does it serve as framework for the action o f  public 

actors only, or may it also apply to private action?

The answer to the question of the reach o f the constitution had been given previously. The state 

action requirement was set up precisely to limit the reach o f the Constitution, consciously 

excluding the Constitution’s easy application to relationships between private individuals. With 

the focus on Shelly  or other cases in which this set framework would lead to an undesirable result 

(judging from the currently accepted moral standards), one approaches this given framework witli 

the sole focus on its implications for horizontal application. A narrow focus. But the logic o f the 

state action requirement within the U.S. American constitutional system predates these 

considerations, was established for other reasons, and in conclusion might have little to do with 

the challenge of horizontality.

I f  the concern o f horizontal application o f  fundamental rights is the protection o f the individual, 

the safeguarding o f  individuals’ rights and interests might be covered elsewhere. Seen from this 

larger angle, comprising not only constitutional norms but the whole range o f other legal rules 

and statutory laws o f the legal arsenal at disposition, the concern o f horizontality for fundamental 

constitutional rights might appear as tangential, first, to the wider picture o f protection o f 

individuals’ rights and interests. Then, the logic motivating a horizontal application o f 

fundamental rights (protection o f individuals) might also appear as foreign and opposed or 

damaging to a state action requirement established for (other) good reasons, in a federal system.

In other words, within the debate on horizontality, the U.S. American state action doctrine itself 

can be reg:trded as a sideline issue. This is because the legitimate concerns about a sufficient level 

o f horizontality really have to be addressed at another level. Horizontality' is not the main 

concern of constitutional jurisprudence, and even less so in federal constitutional jurisprudence.
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\XTiat is legitimately asked for, that individuals are protected from abridgement of and 

interference in their rights from other individuals, can be fulfilled by different means. 

Horizontality o f  constitutional provisions is only one, and probably not the primary  ̂ option. It is 

therefore misleading to focus solely on the horizontal applicability o f  constitutional provisions 

when discussing horizontality. This eclipses other main theatres o f  horizontality like statute law 

and common law.
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Chapter 2: Horizontalizing the Equality Principle: One German 

Attempt to introduce Non-Discrimination in the Private Sphere^^^

2.1. Anti-discrimination statutes as a response to discrimination in the private 

sphere

jC/. Two E uropean Council D irectives

There is a growing awareness that xenophobia and racism, as well as other forms of 

discrimination, constitute a major challenge that must be met by Western liberal democracies. 

Given the historj  ̂ o f  this continent, Europeans are sensitized to the issue, and the societal and 

political developments of recent years are evidence of a growing readiness to combat 

manifestations o f discrimination in a systematic way. O f the different forms that the prevention 

o f and fight against racism and unequal treatment can take (e.g. education, awareness raising), 

explicit legal strategies to achieve this aim have become more frequent in the last years, and have 

now also taken shape at the level o f the European Union. In 2000, the Council o f  the European 

Union issued two directives on the topic o f  discrimination.’®̂ They are quite different in terms of 

fields of application, and in terms o f the grounds of discrimination that are covered. The first 

directive, Council Dinctive 2000!45¡E C  o f  29 June 2000, ^implementing the principle o f  equal 

treatment bcKveen persons irrespective o f  racial or ethnic origin’ (official title), also known as the 

‘anti-racism directive’, or ‘racial equality directive’, while it concerns discrimination on the 

grounds o f race and ethnic origin only, applies to a broad field, public and private law alike. The 

second directive, ConndlDinctive lO O G jlS fE C  of 27 November 2000, on the contrary, concerns 

the fields o f emplo)Tnent and occupation only, but prohibits discrimination on all grounds listed 

in Article

i8i A different version o f  this chapter was published in Sajo. .\ndreas & Uitz. Renata. Tòe constiiirtion in private nlatiom 
2005.
i*"* The legal basis for these directives is the new version o f  Article 13 o f  the TREATY ESTABLISHING THE E uropean 
CoMMUNHT, which pro\'ides for the possibility o f  gpneral anti-discrimination legislation, ‘[...]the Council, acting 
unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting tlic European Parliament, may take 
appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or 
s exu ill orien tation. ’
IBS preceding footnote.
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§2. T h e G erm an draft p ro p o sa l o f  D ecem b er2001

O f the various laws elaborated and passed in the European Union’s member states in order to 

give effect to the requirements o f the directives, I here single out a German draft proposal to an 

anti-discrimination bill dating from December 2001, crafted in order to comply with the anti

racism directive.^*^ VC^en it was first presented to the public, it caused great controversy, and was 

discussed in academic circles as well as in public forums and the press.̂ ®̂  In the end, there was so 

much political opposition that the proposed anti-discrimination laŵ *® was not enacted.^®’ This 

does not diminish its interest as object o f  analysis. Indeed, due to its elaborate and ambitious 

character, the proposed bill, although not adopted in the end, crystallizes many theoretical issues 

posed by the horizontal implementation o f  fundamental rights. It highlights certain theoretical 

and practical difficulties thrown up by all attempts o f legal orders to regulate social phenomena. 

Viliat follows is a brief outline o f  the features o f  this German draft anti-discrimination bill,*̂ *̂  and 

the reactions to it. The specific points o f  criticism addressed at the German proposal are also 

made in the discussions surrounding the implementation o f  the directives in other member 

states.’ *̂ It  thus stands as a concrete example which exemplifies general theoretical issues.

First published as ‘Diskussionsentw'urf eines Gesetzes zur Verhinderung von Diskriminierungen im Zivilrecht’ 
(Discussion draft o f  a Law for the Prevention o f  Discrimination in Private Law) on the web-page o f  the Ministry o f  
Justice (http://www.bm(.bund.de). It has since disappeared from the ministry’s webpage, but is still available on the 
internet at http://www.nrwgpgendiskriminierung.de/de/docs/pdf/ADG-Entwurf-BMl.pdf (accessed 13 May 2004).

See, for example, the exchanges o f  com ments in the German Law Journal (all articles available at; 
www.germanlawjoumal.com); Vennemann. Nicola. The German Draft Le§slation On the Prevention of Discrimination in the 
Private Sector̂  in; 3 German Law Journal, issue 3 (2002); Ladeur. Katl-Heinz. The German Proposal ojan "Anti- 
Discrimination”-Lan>: Antiwnsütuüond and Anti-Common Sense, A  P̂ sp>onse to N icola l̂ ennemann, in: 3 German Law 
Journal, issue 5 (2002); Picker. Eduard. Anti-discrimination as a Pro^am o f Private Las?, in: 4 German Law Journal, issue 
771-784 (2003); W inkler. Viktor. The Planned German Anti-Discrimination A ct: laegalYandalism? A  Response to Kari-Ueinz 
Ladeur, in: 3 German Law Journal, issue 6 (2002); for further references, see Mahlmann. Matthias. Gleichheitsschutĉ und 
Privatautonomie Z E u S, issue 3, ^ 7 -4 2 5  (2002).
188 Several versions o f  the draft were discussed. F o r  the argument in this article, I refer to the version published on 
10 D ecem ber 2001 (see footnote 5).

A phrase o f  then Chancellor Gerhard Schröder reflects very well the fears associated with the project; at a cabinet 
meeting, he warned o f  a 'bureaucratic monster’ . The news magazine Der SPIEGEL commented; ‘D er Regierungschef 
will keine neuen Regelungen, die von der U  irtschaft als Hemmnis empfunden werden könnten CThe chief of 
government does not want new regulations which could be interpreted by the economy as obstacles.’; my 
translation). Source; Der SPIEGEL, 29/2003 http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/0,1518,256941,00.html; see, however 
Engert. Andreas. A llied by Surprise? The Economic Case For an Anti-Discrimination Statute, in: 04 German Law Journal, 
issue 07 , 685.

Cf., fo r details, Mahlmann. Matthias. GkichheitsschutciundPrivatautonomie (2002).
For an overview’ o f  the implementation measures in the different EU  countries, see the web-page o f  the 

European Monitoring Center of Racism and Xenophobia, http://www.eumc.at.
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The proposal was very thorough: altiiough it was only supposed to transpose directive 43, in 

reality it combined the upper requirements o f both directives number 43 and number 78.'^” Like 

the anti-racism directive which it was supposed to implement, the scope o f application o f the 

anti-discrimination law was narrow as to the fields o f law targeted: it would apply to civil law 

only, and here, labour law was spared. However, in terms o f grounds o f discrimination, the 

intended scope o f  application o f the draft law far exceeded the wording o f the racial- 

discrimination directive, and more closely resembled directive number 78, in that it covered race, 

ethnic origin, sexual identity, handicap, and, in at least one version of the draft, even religion, 

Weitanschauimg, and age. Its practical relevance for, and potential impact on many everyday life 

activities o f individuals becomes clear when we look at the practical fields of application: the new 

anti-discrimination dispositions would have applied to the general regime of contracts (with the 

exemption o f labour law). It would have regulated the conclusion, ending, content and execution 

of contracts whose objects were goods and services offered in a market situation, i.e. publicly, 

and in particular, contracts o f purchase or sale, rent, credit and insurance. Both direct and 

indirect discrimination would have been prohibited, and, new to German law, also harassment. A 

striking feature o f  the rules o f evidence was the intended reversal of the burden o f  proof in 

favour of the plaintiff. The defendant would, in other words, be called to adequately and 

convincingly prove his/her lack of intent to discriminate. Another new item was the right of 

associations to take legal action {I'erbandskiagemht) on behalf o f the victim of the alleged 

discrimination. Associations could even have proceeded without the consent o f the victim. An 

important technical point is that the legislator chose to incorporate the new law into the German 

civil code {Bni;gerliches Gesetz^nch, short It was to be added to the already existing § 319, as

§§ 319 a-e.

192 caused the sarcastic comment o f  Picker Picker. Eduard. Anti-discrimination as a Pro^am o f Private Laa?
(2003), 775) that in implementing, Germany ‘wants to be more “European” than "Europe”’.

This drew hcaw  criticism from the Churches, and was one o f the reasons that the bill was dropped. Cf. U'Ve die 
Ydrcinn das Antidiskriminiernngs ŝetz^ZdtT^vdlbrachten (I low the churches brought down the anti-discrimination 
legislation for now). Frankfurter Rundschau, 18 May 2002.

Its significance will be shown infrUy section 3.
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R eaction s to  th e p roposed  b ill

The promotion o f non-discrimination in the private sphere proved to be a particularly sensitive 

issue. Certainly, from the outset, the proposal was in line with the official base-line, or moral 

yardstick, that racism and xenophobia, as well as discrimination in general, were reproachable 

phenomena that needed to be stopped. However, polemics about the potential ‘unwanted’ effects 

of the bill immediately arose, overshadowing its intended and potential beneficial effects. Many 

o f the critical comments pointed to the potential abuse that could occur on the basis of these 

regulations, especially concerning the possibilities arising from the shift o f the burden o f proof 

and the right o f  associations to bring legal actions.

The overall and more profound criticism, however, was that this system would leave ‘no more 

space for private autonomy’. Indeed, most commentators focused their criticism on the ‘liberty- 

cide’ effects o f legislation whose aim would be an effective protection o f everyone against 

everj'thing, or ‘a seamless equal treatment and placement o f all those participating in private 

In the end, these arguments stressing the proposal’s negative implications on private 

autonomy as an organizing principle o f large parts o f social life, and in particular its economic 

aspects, got the better over the advocacy o f promoting extended protection o f  equality in private 

relationships.

If  we see the legal framework as a tool regulating the balance between individuals’ interests and 

the interests o f society as a whole, in this case private interest prevailed. It was the defeat o f 

public considerations. The arguments against the draft legislation had as view-point the 

consequences for the private autonomy o f individuals who so far had benefited from this 

freedom (individual A). And not the betterment of the situation o f individual B  for whom the 

status quo was not satisfactory' at all. The effects o f anti-discrimination laws would appear to 

represent a reduction in the sphere o f liberty o f A to the benefit o f  B. It was for individual B  that 

the draft legislation was drafted. This intention o f betterment expressed a societal choice based 

on a consensus that discrimination in certain areas should give way to equal treatment.

' Picker. Eduard. Anti-àscrimnation as a  Pro^am oJPrivate Law? (2003).
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Fundamental rights, and subsequently anti-discrimination statutes, are such societal choices. They 

express values which are considered important, and therefore worthy to be upheld and protected, 

by society. It is an overall choice. The choice to enlarge the scope o f application of the equality 

principle intended to reverse the status quo in the areas o f social life concerned. There are winners, 

and losers. The confrontation line between public concerns and private considerations was clearly 

drawn. The non-adoption was a victory for the beneficiaries of the current status quo.

§4. A n ti-discn m in ation  b ill v. th ird-party effect doctrines

Doctrines o f  horizon tali ty are designed to patch up certain consequences o f the choice o f a 

default vertical framework which interprets fundamental rights as negative defence rights of 

individuals against the state. Third-party  ̂effect doctrines provide the tools necessarj' for holding 

private actors accountable on substance-matters of fundamental rights. Here is where traditional 

doctrines o f  horizontal application o f fundamental rights converge with anti-discrimination 

legislation. Both aim at sanctioning private violations of certain standards of non-discrimination.

Fundamental nghts can become relevant to relations between private persons in different ways. 

Firstly, the makers o f the constitution might dispose in the text o f  the constitution that this or 

that right is to be applied horizontally. Most legal orders, however, choose not to do this and 

establish as a default position that private actors are not directly accountable to constitutional 

rights. Second possibility% the legislator might create a statute which regulates the exact conditions 

o f exercise o f  a constitutional fundamental right. By this process, the fundamental right gets 

conaetis^d. Thirdly, courts may declare, for different reasons, that a particular fundamental right 

in question is applicable in the lawsuit before the court. As to this last possibility", which is the 

field o f application o f third-party  ̂ effect doctrines, the horizontal effect thus declared can be 

constructed in different ways: it is said to be ‘direct’, if the judge acknowledges a constitutional 

duty" arising from a fundamental right on behalf of a private party in a private law litigation; it is 

said to be ‘indirect’, if the fundamental right is seen to be merely influencing the interpretation of
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norms o f civil Also by this acti\*ity o f the judge the fundamental right becomes

concretized. i . i

This means that horizontalization o f  fundamental rights and principles is done by the two 

institutional channels o f legislature and judiciary.*’  ̂Both are possible means to reach horizontal 

ettects o f fundamental rights. In this large view o f the phenomenon o f horizontality, anti- 

discrimination legislation appears as the concretization, and horizontalization, of the principle o f  

equality through legislature.

In the context o f Germany, this legislative initiative adds to already existing (court based) 

doctrines of horizontality. As they deal with the same subject-matter, I will try to compare and 

situate the anti-discrimination bill relative to these existing jurisprudence-based doctrines o f  

horizontality.

My aim is to demonstrate what happens when the state promotes the value o f  non-discrimination 

via legislation, or what this fact changes in comparison to judicial w ap of concretization.

The arguments raised in the debate on the draft anti-discrimination bill are reminiscent o f  a 

historical debate that took place in Germany in the 1950s.^’® Around this time, a doctrine 

according to which fundamental rights had a direct impact on private relationships, was 

competing with the doctrine that this effect would only be ‘indirect’. Proponents o f the latter 

doctrine argued specifically that the doctrine of direct horizontal effect would mean the ‘end o f  

the private sphere’, that it would lead to the end o f liberty, or personal freedom, in a similar vein 

to the discussion surrounding the German draft proposal o f 2001. In what follows I will analyse 

more closely the arguments as to the restriction, or elimination, o f individual autonomy, and draw 

conclusions as to whefiier, or to what extent, this historical parallel is, or is not, a coincidence.

This is the scheme o f  the German model o f  ifuUrekte Drittnirkung.
I need to qualify this statement; this way o f  formulating does not pre-empt the epistemological i n s i s t  that in the 

end, it is the judge, and the judge only, who by the application o f  the text creates the norm. Vthat 1 mean here is less 
the legislator as creator o f  a norm, but as creator o f  a legal basis which will have an impact on the margin o f 
appreciation o f  the judge; see infra, section 3.

See, for details. S tem . Klaus. Das Staatsrecht derPimdesrepuhlik Deutschland, Bd. IJI/1: Ailgemeine Lehren dcr Grundrechte
88.
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The summary survey o f the academic and political reactions to the German proposal give us 

hints as to why the bill failed as a political project. Vthat the debate also exemplifies, however, is a 

dilemma which is at the very foundation of the modem legal framework, namely the delicate 

relation between liberty and equality. The basic tension between these two principles also informs 

doctrines o f third party effect. The fact that the object o f horizontalization in this case is equality 

gives the problem a special spin: the tensions underlying the figure o f horizontality itself, which 

reflect the tension inherent in modem legal systems, built on the postulate o f  both individual 

liberty" and the equality o f individuals, are highlighted here. In the debate, this has taken the form 

of a supposed opposition o f  value pluralism and value monism. In section 2.2 on 

‘constitutionalisation o f the private sphere’, I will focus on this point, which is the question o f the 

limits to private action imposed by the moral standards o f the community. This will include a 

sketch of the German doctrines o f direct and indirect horizontal effect, and an assessment of the 

critique of value monism addressed to the contemporary anti-discrimination legislation.

Section 2.3 then addresses an institutional question, which can also be considered a political one; 

what are the effects o f a concretization o f fundamental tights by legislature, as opposed to their 

concretization by judges? In the discussions surrounding equal treatment, or non-discrimination 

in the private sphere, we see that an evolution occurs, in that jurisprudence previously based on 

judge-made law is transformed into a statute-based jurispmdence. In this last section I will try to 

show how the technique of adjudication is altered by the introduction of statute law.

2.2. A  Partial *Constituttonalisation* of the Private Sphere

With regard to horizontality", several questions are asked. Structurally, they boil down to two 

different kinds o f questions, which in most cases are not properly distinguished. The first o f 

these questions is: does the bill o f rights create duties binding on private parties? The second 

question is: does the bill o f rights have an impact on relationships between private parties?'^’ The 

first question concerns the existence or lack o f a horizontal effect stricto sensû  or direct horizontal

In a common law context, this second question may be formulated thus: does the bill o f  rights influence the 
development o f  private common law? Cf. Fagan. Anton. Determining the S tahs: Binàttg and Non-Binding Bii/s o f Rights, 
in: Friedmann. Daniel &r Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Rights in Private Laa\ Oxford 2001,73-96.
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effect. It asks solely the question o f whether a fundamental right creates a direct constitutional 

duty for a private person in his/her relationship with another private person. The second 

question is larger in scope, in that the influence, or impact on the private relationship can be 

direct or indirect. The second question, unlike the first, also leads to the question of the 

relationship between legislature and judiciary as regards the concretization o f  fundamental rights.

This set o f questions brings the following set o f answers: As regards the question o f whether 

fundamental rights apply to private relationships, two principled answers can be given: either one 

finds that a fundamental right gives rise to a constitutional duty on the part o f  an indiridual 

(private person); or, one considers that no such duty arises. The former has been called ‘direct 

horizontal effect’, or ‘direct third-party effecf. The doctrine o f direct horizontal effect was 

defended in Germany in the 1950’s,̂ “° as a rival doctrine to the one o f  indirect horizontal 

effect.“'̂  ̂ The latter. Vertical’, position is believed to be the ‘classic position’ in that it defends a 

riew o f fundamental rights as directed towards governmental authorities only. It is conamonly 

acknowledged that the U.S. state action doctrine falls into this category.“ ^

A purely vertical position would maintain a watertight public-private divide; fundamental rights 

would not concern private relationships at all. In reality, however, most legal orders have 

developed ways and techniques o f providing for a certain degree of influence o f  fundamental 

rights on private relationships. In a sense, the judicial action which gives horizontal effect to a 

fundamental right is a ‘patch’ to remedy what a vertical structure cannot allow without falling 

prey to a contradiction.

The main representative was Hans C  Nipperdey. His opinion was decisive for the Bundesarbeitsgericht (Federal 
Labour Court), o f  w'hich he was president, (cf. Nipperdey. Hans Carl. Gleicher Lohn der Fraufür ¿lâche Leistung Recht 
der Arbeit, 121 (1950) 121ff.; for further references, see Stem, Klaus. Das Staatsrecht àerhunàesrepuhîik Deutschland, Bd. 
n il J : A/lgenreine Lehren derGmidnchie 8 8 ,1509ff, in part. 1519 (1988); von Münch. Ingo. Die Drittuirkicng im  
Grundrechten in Deutschland, in: von Münch. Ingo. Coderch. Pablo Salvador, and Ferrer i Riha. Josep. Zur Drimirkung 
Der Grrwdrechte, Frankfurt 1998,7-31.

Tlie latter eventually prevailed wiöi the Federal Constitutional Court’s Lüth decision o f  1958 (BV erfG e 7,198).
It is tempting to quickly describe the German position as being very different from die U.S. position; however, I 

believe that this is too hasty a conclusion, as it is often not made sufficiently clear, that from the point o f  view o f the 
first binary question o f  a direct constitutional duty for private actors, both systems do, in fact, share the non
recognition o f  such a duty. In the sense that neither recognizes a direct third party effect, both are structurally 
vertical systems.
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ƒ /. In direct h orizon ta l effect: P rotecting the individual vs. lim itation  o f  príva te stctínn

The main criticism o f a strong vertical position in which constitutional protection is only 

triggered if  the state is involved, but not in litigation amongst private parties, is the claim that the 

exemption o f  the private sphere from scrutiny according to fundamental rights is no longer 

justified in a societal context in which more and more power is held by private actors.’“̂  Their 

power gives them the possibility to infringe upon fundamental rights o f other individuals weaker 

than them. This behaviour remains unpunished as the protective umbrella o f the concept of a 

private sphere prevents them from being held accountable for their action. This can be called the 

"private power argument’.

The postulate of a horizontal paradigm was in its turn criticised for its potential theoretical and 

practical implications on the private sphere, or private autonomy. The catch-phrase of 

‘constitutionalisation o f private law (on the private sphere)’ is widely used, and evokes images o f 

a hostile take-over o f the private realm by the public sphere.“*̂" Concerns about a complete, or 

partial, demise o f the individual’s private sphere, or about the loss o f independence of the private 

law jurisdiction, are aired."”̂  One needs to ask the question whether the theoretical implications 

o f the doctrine of a direct third-party effect would lead to an "either (equalÌty)/or (individual 

freedom)’ scenario, or whether one can envisage a gradual, or partial, demise ot private freedom 

to act. The latter seems to me to be the proposition of the anti-discrimination legislation. It is an 

instrument designed to set limits to private freedom, in particular fields chosen by the legislator.

Watertight ‘pure’ doctrines are difficult to defend in theory, and they are not followed in practice. 

The well-known constructions o f indirect third party effect are attempts to elude both criticisms 

of, on the one hand, too little protection against the infringement o f  rights by private parties, and 

on the other hand, over-restriction o f  private autonomy as a consequence o f exactly this

Cf. Qapham. Andrew. Human Rights in the Private Sphere 93.
^  To the word ,constitution;ilisation’; it is o f course not meant to say that private law, before this process, was 
unconstitutional. It refers to the influence constitutional dispositions will exert on  private law.

Cf., for example, Spiess, Gerhard. Inhalukontmllè von Vertra^n - das Endeprivatautonomer VerTragŝ staltteng?, in: 1994 
D \ ^ l, 1222 (1994); Diederichsen. Uwe. Dus Bundesvetfassungs^richi als oberstes T iiil^rkht ein Lelm tikk derjuristischen 
Sletf}odenlehre, iri: 198 AcP, 171 fl998V Starck. Giristian. t'iy'assungsgerichtsbarkeit undrach^richte/m'. 1996 JZ ,  1033 
(1996).
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protection. The is the case of German Driitnirkitng, and o f  certain decisions within the U.S. state 

action doctrine, which allow the indirect influence o f  certain fundamental rights on private 

relations.

In particular the German doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect, as established by the Federal 

Constitutional Court’s famous Ljith  decision o f 1958,“”̂  was carefully devised in order to 

accomplish the balancing act required by the challenge o f taking due account o f the ‘private 

power’ critique, without, however, falling into the abyss o f annihilation of the private sphere.

I briefly recall here the structure o f  tliis doctrine taking the example o f the Ljith case. The facts o f 

the case were the following. In the 1950s, former Nazi film-maker Veith Harlan (notorious for 

his anti-Jewish propaganda film ']nd Siisd) was once again directing films. Erich Liith, an anti

fascist activist, called for a boycott o f Harlan’s new film. Harlan went to court and Liith was 

sentenced to a fine on the basis o f  a provision of die civil code. Before the Constitutional Court 

Liith claimed tliat his constitutionally protected right to freedom o f  expression had been violated 

by the judgement o f  the civil court. The Federal Constitutional Court upheld his claim, stating 

that the norms contained in the Constitution were an ‘objective order o f values’*'̂  ̂ which 

‘radiated’ in all other fields o f law. It followed tlaat the civil judge had to take the fundamental 

rights into account Technically, this is done by interpretation, in tlie light o f the constitution,““® 

of general, or blanket clauses contained in the civil code. The main n̂trtaHsfiìllnngsfàhìgen ìNomien\ 

i.e. ‘norms apt for being filled with values’, are §§138 (immoral contract, agreement contra botws 

wo/vs~ )̂t 242 { b o n a and 826 (deliberate damage contra bonos mons~̂ )̂.

In this construction, fundamental rights p er se do not create a constitutional duty' on the part o f 

individuals as such. Rather, fundamental rights pass by the screen o f private law before they reach 

die individual. Technically speaking, the judge interprets blanket clauses of the civil code ‘in the

German Federal Constitutional Court, 15 Jan. 1958, Liiih (BV erfG E 7 ,198 ). This case is considered to be so 
significant that a long entrj' o f  the free web-based encyclopaedia ‘Wikipedia’ is dedicated to it; cf. Lürlj-Urfeii, 
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%BCth-Uiteil, 2 2  June 2005).
-0" B V erfG E  7 ,1 9 8  (205) (see already B V erfG E  6 ,55 , o f  17.Januaiy 1957).

More precisely, in the light o f  constitutional fundamental rights; cf. fii 114.
‘Sittenwidri^s Rechtsgeschäft’.
‘l^eistungnach Treu und Glauben’.
‘Sittenwidrigp vorsätzliche Schädigung’.
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light o f iiindamental rights.’“̂ " On the theoretical level, die doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect 

is a hybrid construction which makes the horizontal effect of fundamental rights possible, and at 

the same time allows for the autonomy o f private law from constitutional law. It thus seems to 

successfully achieve the results asked for by the doctrine o f direct horizontal effect, wifliout, 

however, assuming the ‘dreaded’ theoretical consequences o f the latter (namely the difficulty, or 

impossibility^ o f upholding a private sphere free from the grip o f  constitutional values).

The LJiih jurisprudence takes the ‘private power critique’ seriously, from a consequential (results 

orientated) perspective. Although not a strict third party effect in the sense o f a direct 

constitutional duty" on the part o f  the individual, by the construction of fundamental rights as 

effective within the framework o f civil law, it allows for both their effectiveness and the 

presentation of the autonomy o f civil law, upholding the rhetoric based on the assumption o f a 

public-private divide.

f  2. The h orizon ta l effect o f  th e equ a lity  principle: a threat to  value pluralism ?

The proposed German anti-discrimination legislation should add to this already established 

doctrinal system o f protection. From the outset its explicit objective was to protect individuals 

against the discriminator)" action o f other private persons. It was met with the scepticism and 

criticism described above, particularly with regard to its potential limitation o f the principle of 

private autonomy. The aim of this chapter is to examine and to uncover what happens with the 

introduction of anti-discrimination legislation, or the changes to the system caused by this new 

element. The main question will be whether the introduction ot an anti-discrimination legislation 

brings a real change o f paradigm, as is claimed by some, or whether it is merely a shift o f degree 

in the balance beKveen protection and limitation.

For some, tlie proposed anti-discrimination bill took non-discrimination seriously by not 

exempting predominant sectors o f  social life from being semtinized. To others, it smacked of

BVerfG E 7 ,1 9 8  (208). The 'ma^c transformation’ from fundamental rights into civil law has as its basis the 
interpretation o f  fundamental rights as objective fundamental norms; on this point, cf. leand’heuL Bem jl. Gmndrtcbte 
im Spannmî sv r̂hältm ptmehen subjektiven Fmbeitsgarantien und objektiven Gnuidsatzptormen \L, 161 (1995).

I i'
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paternalism."^  ̂ For the latter, the introduction o f equality in the private sphere by doctrines o f  

horÍ2ontality is in substance mandated virtue imposed by the state on the indmdual. As Karl- 

Heinz Ladeur put it, ‘In a liberal society there should be a difference between prosecution o f  

public discrimination against citizens and public invasion o f privacy in order to impose ‘correct 

views on citizens.’"̂  ̂ In this criticism, the state appears as a missionary that tries to make citizens 

morally ‘good’. This echoes a line o f  argument used by Maimón Schwarzschild to defend the state 

action doctrine, and which could be called an argument in favour of moral pluralism.^^  ̂ He 

defends the view that the public-private divide not only makes sense, bu^ in fact, is indispensable 

from a moral point o f  view. Indeed, abolishing the public-private distinction would mean 

subjecting private action to the same moral yardstick (or values) as are valid for public agents, the 

result o f  which would be the crushing of the possibility o f  private choice by ‘public virtue’.

The ‘public invasion o f privacy’ by the anti-dis crimination law criticized by Professor Ladeur 

hints at a conflict between the principles o f  liberty and equality which causes controversy. I will 

revisit these principles in the context of the anti-discrimination legislation. I will in a first step 

return to the roots o f  concepts o f  equality in public and private law. In a second step I will 

describe the mechanism behind the anti-discrimination legislation as a superposition o f the 

public-law meaning o f  equality over its private-law acceptance. The conclusion will be twofold 

and both confirm and show the imprecision o f  the critique o f value-monism, Schwarzschild style.

S2.1. Two concepts of eoualitv, rather than a conflict between liberty and eaualitv

Part o f  the attraction, and difficulty, o f  the debate surrounding the German draft anti- 

discrimination legislation is the fact that, because o f its supposed collision with the principle o f  

individual liberty, it highlights certain aspects o f the principle o f  equality as such which would 

otherwise be less visible. Tliis is not the place to examine in depth the relationship between the 

principles o f  equality and liberty. Suffice it to say that equality, in the sense o f non-hierarchy

On paternalism, earlier Singer. Reinhard. I'̂ ertrags/reilxil, Grundmhte uftd der Schufz des Mensche/t vor sich seihst 
Juristenzeitung, 1133 (1S)95).

Ladeur. Karl-Heinz, The German Proposal o f an "Anii-DiscfÌTPÙnation"-l̂ n': Anticonstitutional and Anti-Common Sense, A  
Response to Nicola I'ennemann (2002), at 2, in reference to W..\.GALSTON, Liberal Egalitarianism, in: 
N.L.Rosenblum/R,C.Post, eds., Gvil Society and Government, Princeton 2002, p. 111,115.

Schwarzschild. Maimon. Value pluralism and the constitution: in defense o f the state action doctrine (1988).
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amongst individuals, places a first limit on indi\ndual liberty.“' Horizontalizing rights can be 

interpreted as a limitation o f individuals’ freedom to act unbound. In the horizontalization o f 

other fundamental rights the fundamental tension between liberty and equality is in the 

background,w hereas in the case o f the anti-discrimination legislation it comes to the fore 

because of the fact that equality itsê \% the object of horizontalization.

The hypostatic character of the relationship of liberty and equality, the fact that liberty and 

equality mutually condition each other, leads to the following remark: The intertwinement of 

liberty and equality is such that the principle of private autonomy can appear to be a variation of 

the principle of equality. We may thus formulate the apparent opposition o f equality and 

autonomy differently: behind it, there is really a conflict o f two different acceptances o f equality. 

These are, or correspond to, two different logics on the two sides of the public-private 

dichotomy.

In the public sphere, equality equals the principle o f non-discrimination. A prohibition to 

discriminate is addressed to the extensions o f die state. For the legislator, equsility demands non

discrimination in the law. In the statutes and codes, there must be no unjustified discrimination, 

for example founded on physical characteristics like skin colour, or social facts, like birth or 

wealth. For the executive (at the moment o f  applying the law) and the judiciary, we can speak of 

equality b^ore the law. Equality is here the formal requirement to treat every citizen equally. The 

material content o f  the rules to which this equality is applied is the result of public choice. It is 

one moral yardstick chosen by the community. The state may not prefer one individu^J to the 

other (Justitia is blind); it may not discriminate, or distinguish. In the public sphere, the principle 

o f  equality thus imposes a duty on the state not to discriminate (equality as non-discrimination). 

It follows also that the State itself has no right to autonomy (to private 

choice/discrimination/distinguishing) which it can oppose to the individual (except maybe for 

the principle of raison d'Etat).

TTie second limit being the interests o f  the community.
Take for example the constellation o f  a 'shopping m ^ ’ case, where freedom o f  speech (the distribution o f  leaflets 

inside the mall) clashes with the freedom o f  property (the choice o f  the owner o f  the mall to allow or disallow the 
distribution o f  leaflets on his private property). Equality only show's at a deeper level when we look at the framework 
within which the rights in question operate.
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In the private sphere, equality refers to the equal standing, or equal autonomy of the individuals 

relative to each other, i.e. the lack o f hierarchy, or ‘natural’ equality. Equality, in the sense o f non- 

hierarchy amongst individuals, is a limitation of liberty as such.̂ ®̂ But what also follows from it is 

the principle o f  free choice, which includes a possibility for a person to discriminate in the sense 

of distinguishing and preferring one person to another in what are considered ‘private’ dealings. 

This, it appears, is as such incompatible with a rule of non-discrimination in the private sphere. It 

corresponds rather to the old Latin meaning of the word, ^discrimino' meaning ‘I distinguish’.“̂ ’ 

Here, equality expresses the principle o f private autonomy. In other words, private autonomy is 

the faculty to choose. Here equality underlies the right to autonomous choice, or discrimination 

(equality as the right to discrimination in the sense o f the right to distinguish and make a choice 

based on personal opinion and taste).

This view is based on an ontological view o f the individual, and again on an anthropomorphic 

view o f the state. It is based on the observation that real life is a succession o f choices, and hence 

a constant process o f distinguishing and preferring one thing to another, because people with 

different preferences and in different situations make different choices. Citizens are many. They 

are equal ‘before the law’, but ‘different in real life’. In a sense, legal equality, as arising from the 

fact ot our belonging to the human species, totalizes, or completely magnifies, the biological 

aspect o f  our belonging to the human species, and eclipses, or legally nullifies, the other spheres 

composing the person in the real world: social position, wealth, power, influence. The private law 

concept o f  equality takes this real-world plurality into account. i

The state, on the contraiy% is only one. The requirement o f  equality o f  treatment means that every 

individual is to be treated equally. This is a formal concept. The material grounds on the basis of 

which discrimination is prohibited, are the result o f the historical evolution of public opinion (or 

leadership), and thus contingent. T o  give an example: there was no obligation on the state not to 

discriminate on the basis o f gender as regards the right to vote until well into the 20*** century. We 

can call these grounds to which the formal concept o f non-discrimination is applied common

It imposes by logic such a limit, if  we consider that the wodd is finite, in the sense o f  being limited in resources. 
As in contem porary English in, for example, ‘Pigeons were trained to discriminate human facial expressions.’
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moral yardsticks o f  society. These chosen public standards the state needs to apply equally. Public 

action is strictly subject to the (fundamental) principle o f  equality as an obligation on the state to 

treat every citizen equally, meaning the application of a single yardstick, but applied equally to all 

persons.

We can thus sum up as follows: the relationship o f the state yis-a-vis the individual is informed 

by the principle o f equality in the sense o f  non-discrimination. A fundamental principle o f private 

law, on the other hand, is the principle o f authorized discrimination, which underlies the principle 

o f  private autonomy. At this point, two logics o f equality, equality-non-discrimination (in the 

public sphere) and equality-equal-autonomy (in the private sphere), stand next to, and in contrast 

to, each other.

The passing o f anti-discrimination legislation means the trans ferrai o f  the logic o f equality in the 

public field (constitutional law field) to private law/private relationships. The introduction o f the 

logic o f equality-non-discrimination in private law, which hitherto functioned on the logic of 

equality-as-autonomy, means that in the private sphere, the element ‘state’ o f the public formula 

(i.e. the relationship state v. individual) is transformed into the element ‘individual’ of the private 

formula (relationship individual v. individual). The result o f this substitution is that the individual 

(now in the place of the state) has a duty not to discriminate (on the grounds spelled out by the 

law), but can no longer oppose his/her own rights to autonomous choice. The space formally 

filled autonomously, and arbitrarily, by individuals, is now filled by the state, and filled with the 

common standard o f the community.

The critiques of this move of public virtue into the private sphere are in the end based on the 

anthropological argument that inequality is a fact of social life, that equality is the exception 

rather than the rule in real life. O f the different spheres o f  social life, it is in the legal sector that 

this relationship is inversed: here equality is the rule, and a fundamental pillar of the legal order.

62.2. A chance of decree, rather than a new paradigm

What this line o f criticism blurs, or renders difficult, is the distinction between a principled 

critique of the introduction of equality as non-discrimination into tlie private sphere, and the 

critique of concrete legal measures, like the German draft anti-discrimination legislation. It may
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very well be that the critique of a resulting value-monism is justified, but a judgement on the anti- 

discrimination legislation on this ground only equates to throwing the baby out with the 

bathwater. The next step is to see which areas of law are concretely concerned by the mechanism 

described. One question is ‘is private autonomy crushed?’, another question is 'sphere is private 

autonomy crushed?’. The critique o f  value monism thus blurs the difference between principle 

and practice.

With the mechanism o f transposition described, the anti-discrimination legislation brings the 

introduction o f the public yardstick into private law. The transposition o f the public yardsticks 

(grounds o f  discrimination) to the private field has consequences: in factual situations covered by 

the provisions o f the law, a private person can no longer invoke his/her interest in private 

autonomy. This has an impact on the ‘base-line o f private law*.“ ® The (single) moral standard o f 

the community trumps the individual moral standards (resting on personal choice) o f the 

individuals in the specified fields. However, this replacement o f  one logic with another ‘only* 

occurs in the areas specified by law. The anti-discrimination law adds to the grounds on the basis 

o f which no discrimination is allowed, adding to the grounds o f censorship o f  private action. In 

the debate surrounding the anti-discrimination legislation, the distinction between the two levels 

of principle and practice is blurred precisely because very substantial parts of what is considered 

the sphere o f  autonomous decision-making are targeted, to the point that one could have the 

impression o f  a total demise o f the private sphere. From an analytical point o f  view, however, it 

is important to distinguish these two levels.

Private autonomy is not nullified ever}where by principle, />/ /ofo, by the transposition described 

above. It is not a question o f the existence o f  limits, but a question o f where to put the limits. It 

is a question o f quantity and not o f  essence. The anti-discrimination bill, in this view, did not 

introduce a new paradigm, but shifted the line between uncensored and censored private 

behaviour (too far for some), with the result that the private sphere is decimated, without being 

liquidated conceptually. It can be very much curtailed, and factually even be aero, but

—̂  See for this expression Tushnet. Mark. The Rslaüonship hetmen juàcial o f L^^slaiion and the Interpretation o f Non-
Constitutional Lan\ aith Reference to Third Party Effea, in; Sajo. Andreas &  Uite. Renata. The ComüUttion in Private Relationŝ  
Utrecht 2005, 167-182,
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nevertheless continues to exist This is because the anti-discrimination legislation upholds the 

public-private divide. At best the demise o f the public-private divide is partial here, and limited to 

certain fields, but the anti-discrimination legislation does not contain a principled critique o f the 

divide.

S2.3. Direct horizontal effect as compared to the proposed anti-discrimination statute

This finding marks the difference compared to the theoretical ambitions o f the doctrine o f direct 

horizontal effect, which is founded on the assumption o f  the non-existence of the public-private 

divide. This doctrine considers that in cases of discrimination, the legal status o f the offender 

does not change anything from the victim’s perspective. Consequently, it should not be possible 

to invoke a public-private distinction in order to exempt private actors from responsibility for 

their infringements, if for the same facts an actor with public status is liable. I f  this is so, the 

application o f the fundamental rights to private litigation is an automatic consequence, and total. 

Quite different from this construction, under the new anti-discrimination legislation, not all law, 

but only the fields singled out by the legislation are affected. In these selected fields, the effect on 

private autonomy is total; however, contrary to the doctrine o f direct horizontal effect, the 

annihilation o f private autonomy is an effect, a consequence, but not a previously assumed cause.

Against the background-question o f the relationship between individual and society, the anti- 

discrimination legislation gives answers to the question o f  how far the baseline values o f society 

as a whole shall be valid for an individual’s action. This piece o f  legislation is one of the latest 

efforts to augment equality in a long evolution. It is the modem paradigm to see all human 

beings, or at least citizens, as similar enough to categorize them in the same class. The American 

and French revolutions set in motion a process of enlarging the circle o f members o f the polis. 

The evolution was gradual: in fact, it has taken over 100 years to effectively apply this central 

principle to all sectors o f life.̂ ^̂  We can thus say that, conceptually, the proposed anti- 

discrimination is inserted in a historical process; it is a mere continuation of a trend. Whether this

: |i

Cf. again the example o f  the right o f  women to vote.
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proposal went ‘too far\ whether we are witnessing a new ‘Jacobinism of virtue*,^^ or whether the 

proposal is not radical enou^, are moral judgements which depend on the position and 

convictions of the speaker.

In terms o f  evolution o f the legal framework that regulates discriminatory behaviour, the anti- 

discrimination law would create a new basis for adjudication. Conceptually, the reproach o f 

value-monism as it stands needs to be qualified. The following section will review the topic from 

a different angle.

2.3. The Consequences of a changed Legal Basis of Adjudication

A narrow definition o f horizontality, i.e. horizontality as a state in which fundamental rights 

create direct constitutional duties on die part o f  an individual, excludes from the field o f  analysis 

methods o f  concrétisation by the legislative branch. Indeed, it obscures the fact that a large part 

of the phenomenon o f  horizontalization in reality passes through the ‘traditional channel’ o f 

legislation.

Rhetoric on the ‘constitutionalisation o f the private sphere’ abounds. This way o f framing it 

seems to suggest that there is a hitherto ‘unconstitutional’ territory o f  private law which is bound 

to be ‘colonised’. I do not think that this metaphor is appropriate. But even if we keep it (because 

it has become common usage), as a matter o f general consideration, even very successful 

‘invasions’ are not completely unilateral. Even annihilated people leave traces in the conqueror’s 

society.^ The field o f  horizontality is, o f  course, not a war-zone, even if some depict it thus. I 

merely want to underline that, even if we use this traditional division between public and private 

law, a detailed study will soon reveal that any dividing line is porous, and that in contact between 

the public and the private, the exchange is not solely unilateral. We may legitimately ask if the 

anti-discrimination legislation, with its process o f transposition, does not shoulder a

“  Cf. Sacker. Franz-Türgen. Venm ifi statt Fm heit! - Die Tu^ndrepiiblik der neuen Zeitschrift fur Rechts poli tik,
286 (2002).

See the example o f  the Etruscan element in Italy, given by D.H. Lawrence in Etruscan Places (Ì9S6-, first published 
as Etruscan Places by Martin Seeker, 1932).
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‘privatisation’ o f the public value o f equality. Such a finding would further relativize the picture of 

a ‘constitutionalisation’ of the private sphere.

In the previous section I showed a first relativization, namely insofar as the claim of 

‘constitutionalisation’ must be qualified. I said that in the areas specified by the anti- 

discrimination legislation, no private sphere can be opposed to the anti-discrimination rule, and 

accordingly in these areas the anti-discrimination bill’s practical consequences would live up to 

the theoretical ‘threat’ o f elimination o f the private sphere. The criticism of incompatibility with 

the private sphere was also addressed at the doctrine o f  direct horizontal effect in the 1950s. 

However, the doctrine of direct horizontal effect, as applied in jurisprudence, did not show these 

results in practice, but rather had results similar to the doctrine o f indirect horizontal e f f e c t . A s  

such, it was not exposed to the criticism o f value-monism.

It remains to ascertain whether there is a genuine difference between situations in which the 

judge concretizes a fundamental right ‘directly’ or ‘indirectly’, and situations in which he/she 

finds this fundamental right already concretized by legislation.

My suggestion is that the move from pluralism to monism in terms o f values, as described above, 

is matched by a process of privatisation o f constitutional values caused by a shift in the technique 

o f adjudication. This shift is due to a changed legal basis o f adjudication, which in turn creates 

constraints on the action o f the judge. This is a change from a case-by-case technique of 

adjudication to an adjudication based on a strong in abstnacto element. Its result is reduced 

flexibility for the judge.

§L  Change in  th e leg a i basis for adjudication

The hath  jurisprudence uses a technique o f horizontalization o f fundamental rights which is 

embedded in a civil law framework. In order to make fundamental rights effective in a formally 

private law setting, it refers to blanket clauses already existing in private law. According to this

—■* References in Stem. Klaus. Das Staatsrecht der Butidesrepubäk Deutschland, Bd. I I I /1: Allgemeine Lehren der Gnsndrechte 
88.1533 .
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doctrine, it is through a blanket clause that the judge can give effect to a fundamental right, and 

measure it against a claim based on a provision o f the civil code, or on yet another fundamental 

right. This balancing o f interests at the moment o f the hearing also takes place if the influence o f  

fundamental rights in a private setting is constructed with the doctrine o f direct horizontal effect. 

In both cases, this allows for a contextualised, in concreto evaluation o f the factual situation before 

the court.

By prescribing and defining the content o f the fundamental right to equality, and by spelling out 

concrete grounds for which discrimination is outlawed, the event o f the anti-discrimination 

legislation creates a new basis for adjudication. Unlike under the regime o f the traditional 

doctrines o f indirect and direct third party effect, here the evaluation o f the parties* interests is 

anticipated and transcribed by the rules o f  die statute. To which degree this anticipatory action 

happens will depend on the formulation o f  the statute; but even if  it is done in the most detailed 

way possible, as could be said o f the German proposal under review, it still remains an in ahstracto 

regulation. This means that the circumstances in which equality-non-discrimination prevails are 

prescribed and fixed beforehand. This changed legal basis will impact on the latitude o f  judicial 

decision-making.

§2. C onstrain ts on th e action o f  th e Tud^&

Both the doctrines o f indirect and direct horizontal effect and judgements based on the anti- 

discrimination legislation provide for a circumstanced evaluation o f  the case before the court. 

However, the anti-discrimination legislation alters the balancing process. It remains to ascertain 

why this is so, and o f  what order the possible constraints on the action o f the judge are (insofar 

as tliey arise from this changed basis for adjudication).

There are chronological and institutional differences between the two bases o f  adjudication. In 

the system pre\"ailing before the advent o f  the anti-discrimination legislation, the judge 

concretizes tlie principle o f equality by filling blanket clauses. He/she does so in the moment of 

tile proceedings in court. Tlie balancing with other considerations and interests takes place 

entirely in court. In contrast, under the anti-discrimination legislation, the balancing o f the 

equality principle is done previously, at the moment of discussing and drafting the legislation. For 

the given situations the legislator decides that private autonomy must not prevail over
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considerations o f equality; more, the legislator sees the need to provide remedies for such 

behaviour. Accordingly, by way o f the anti-discrimination statute, the legislator defines fields 

within which pnvate autonomy should be neutralized, or trumped, by a moral standard to which 

the law gives priority.

The result is that the areas and situations pre-defined by the law exclude particular litigation 

outcomes that are otherwise possible. Certain solutions are excluded. In the situations covered by 

the law, the judge cannot let considerations o f private autonomy prevail in the way he/she could 

have under the doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect. The blanket clauses of the LOTH 

jurisprudence are f̂illed by the judge’, whereas the new anti-discrimination norms are ‘filled by 

the legislator’.

Thus the change in legal basis leads to a limitation o f possible outcomes o f the litigation, as 

compared to the previous situation without anti-discrimination legislation. Vidiat flows from the 

anti-discrimination legislation is a systemic constraint on the judge: he/she has less leeway to take 

the possible weight o f personal autonomy into a c c o u n t .T h e  constraint is o f a negative nature; 

what constitutes the constraint is less the fact that the text o f the anti-discrimination legislation 

prescribes a certain content and action for the judge to implement, but rather the fact that the 

text precludes certain ways of reasoning and justifications by the judge which would otherwise (in 

absence o f a statute) be available to her.

Materially, the constraints on the action o f the judge mirror the shift to value-monism. 

Practically, in addition to the theoretical threat in terms o f value-pluralism (here, the doctrine of 

direct horizontality), the anti-discrimination legislation also brings about real constraints for 

judicial action. This is o f course the intention of the anti-discrimination legislation. Certain 

private views are considered not to be ethically acceptable and are thus consequently outlawed. It 

should not be possible to bring these views to the fore. Perceptions o f whether the lawmakers

This is a principled comment. It refers to the anti-discrimination statute as valid law. This does not preclude the 
possibility that the constitutional court may be called upon to rule on the constitutionality o f  die legislation itself. 
During the first round o f  discussions on the proposed draft, the question o f  unconstitutionality was effectively 
raised; c f  Ladeur. Karl-Heinz. The German Preposd o f an ''Anti-Discnimria!iQn''-Cm: AtiümnsîiUiüonaL and Anti-Common 
Sense. A  Response to Ntcoia I'ennemann (2002), 'inkier. \^ktor. T/v Planned German Anti-Discrimination Act: Legal 
Vandalism^A Response to Karl-Heint̂ IaidettrilCXLI).

» I
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decisions go too far, or on the contrary not far enough, are moral judgements which are separate 

from the mechanisms at work which I have tried to describe.

2.4. Conclusion

Concretizing the principle o f equality via the legislature can have radical consequences for private 

autonomous decision-making. However, there is no principled annihilation o f the private sphere 

as such.

The proposed anti-discrimination bill triggered so much discussion. Tliis cannot be explained by 

it’s form: the fact that it was to be integrated into the civil code meant tliat it would merely add to 

the dispositions dealing with discrimination. The echo comes from changes related to form and 

effects, that is, a change in paradigm from multi to mono. O f this, there are two manifestations: a 

critique expressed in moral categories joins one expressed in terms o f techniques of adjudication.

I have tried to show in more detail the mechanisms at work in a situation where the state 

promotes rights, in this case the right to non-discrimination. The significant step of the German 

draft anti-discrimination legislation examined is that the state goes beyond respecting equality as 

non-discrimination, and in addition promotes non-discrimination in the private sphere.

The main criticism o f this step, and the legislation under review’, is that it conflicts with, or 

supposedly even destroys the principle o f  private autonomy. I suggested that what happens with 

the introduction o f  the new statute is rather a substitution o f one understanding o f  equality 

(equality as right to discriminate) with anotlier one (equality as obligation not to discriminate). 

This has been termed a move towards ‘value monism’, which substitutes a value-pluralism proper 

to the private sphere. I have tried to show that this criticism is in principle justified, but needs to 

be qualified, because this mechanism o f introduction o f a single standard is confined to specific 

areas only. The consequence is a ‘partial demise’ o f private freedom to act in particular fields, in 

which the society’s common moral yardstick, transposed into law, prohibits certain formerly free 

choices. Overall, however, the restriction o f the free range of private action is a question o f 

degree, and not o f  absolutes. The recent introduction o f anti-discrimination legislation is a 

continuation o f a process of enlargement o f  the scope o f the public understanding o f the 

principle o f  equality, which is a political process, and as such subject to debate.
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Political controversy aside, I have tried to show the consequences o f this recent enlargement of 

the scope o f equality for the legal field properly speaking. I concluded that the consequence of 

this step on the character of the process o f  adjudication is the following: the anti-discrimination 

legislation introduces a constraint on the judge. In the fields and on the grounds specified by law, 

the action o f the legislator pre-empts the flexibility of the judge to evaluate potentially morally 

valid considerations o f  private autonomy. The balancing process is altered. The judge’s reduced 

leeway distinguishes the concrétisation o f the fundamental rights o f equality on the basis of 

legislation from the concrétisation on the basis of the doctrines o f  indirect and direct horizontal 

effect.

' I
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Chapter 3: Beyond Third-Party Effect Doctrines: From Indirect 

Third-Party Effect to Duty of Protection

3.1. Introduction: Third-party effect in the mirror of time

So far I have introduced the idea that horizontalization o f fundamental rights can pass by two 

different avenues. The state action doctrine is an example of making fundamental rights effective 

between private parties through court action. The concrete example showed how forms o f racial 

discrimination could be dealt with in the absence o f statutory legislation. The German example 

also dealt with the problem o f discrimination. Here, however, the main actor was the traditional 

law-maker, that is, Parliament. The draft legislation described was supposed to implement 

European Union anti-discriminati on directives, which I interpret as making the equality principle 

effective in the private sphere.

My aim was to show that horizontalization o f rights does not necessarily arise through the tool o f 

third-party effect doctrines. The latter are most prominent and most discussed because they 

challenge, in different ways, acquired assumptions about the division o f tasks between legislative 

and judicial power. They also touch upon the core o f private law, private autonomy, and with this 

challenge the assumed independence of private law from constitutional law as such. But it was 

important for me to show that the sole focus on third-part}^ effect doctrines is too narrow, 

because it only gives a partial view on the larger issue o f horizontalization o f fundamental rights, 

i.e. making them effective in the private sphere.

Third-party effect stricto sensu, as constitutional obligations on private parties, on closer study, 

slipped between the fingers o f the observer. Both the American state action doctrine and the 

German iJith  jurispmdence are vertical positions. The indirect third-party effect doctrine is 

misleading in its name, insofar as duties are only really placed on state agents.

This chapter will briefly come back to what is considered the archet)p>e of third-party effect 

jurisprudence, namely the German Liith case. We return to the ‘core business’ o f  the discussion 

on horizontality o f  fundamental rights. But again the third-party effect seems to slip between our 

fingers, as I want to show diat indirect third-party effect is a ‘surface strategy’ to make
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fundamental rights effective. The question o f a constitutional duty o f an individual party is 

denied, but really secondarj^

Under tlie surface o f  the said doctrine, the fundamental contribution of Lilth is rather a changed 

understanding of the nature o f  fundamental rights themselves. In addition to the traditional 

understanding of fundamental rights as defence rights o f individuals against acts o f state 

authority, the idea o f  fundamental rights as constituting an ‘objective value order' is introduced.

Lilth stands at the beginning o f  this evolution of expanding constitutionalism, or enhanced 

effectiveness o f fundamental rights for private situations. This decision is the first in a line of 

jurisprudence based on the idea o f the objective dimension o f fundamental rights. Already in 

Lilth, a dissociation o f  the ‘technical surface’ layer o f third-party effect doctrine and the 

justification o f horizontality on the basis o f  the objective dimension of fundamental rights can be 

discerned. I will outline what reasons could have led to the choice of the endorsement o f the 

doctrine o f indirect third-party effect as justification to reach horizontality, rather than other 

theoretically possible ones, e.g. the doctrine o f direct third-party effect.

What remains is the ‘over-arching question underneath’, namely the limits to the scope of 

influence of fundamental rights. The idea o f  an objective dimension underlying iJith  boosted this 

scope o f application. 17 years after Liith, the German Federal Constitutional Court decided the 

Abortion case.̂ ^̂  In it, the Constitutional Court introduces the idea that fundamental rights oblige 

the state in certain cases to take positive measures in order to make a fundamental right effective 

(doctrine o f Schntr^irkung, or duty o f protection incumbent on the state). In the view adopted in 

this thesis, the doctrine of a duty o f protection is a ‘surface technique’ (or technique of 

justification) different in form from the doctrine o f indirect third-party effect, but based on the 

same ‘deep level’ understanding o f  fundamental rights as an objective value order, as in Liith?'^

f Ì

The line o f value-based jurisprudence expanding the scope o f application, or influence, of 

fundamental rights, continues with the South African Constitutional Court’s decision Gtvotboom.

^  German Federal Constitutional Court, 25 Feb. 1975, Schum^rschfftsabbruch (abortion) (BV erfG E 39,1 ). 
Schwangerschffisahbrm'h (abortion) case, predi., quoting Liith at 148.

;
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Decided in the year 2000 in the specific environment o f  the new South Africa, the Constitutional 

Court takes an additional further step in making fundamental rights effective, or meaningful for 

an everj'day life situation. The Court also operates with a notion o f duty o f protection o f  the 

state, and thus with a positive concept o f  fundamental rights. The decision is also rooted in the 

idea o f  an objective dimension. Its specificity is that the subject-matter is a socio-economic right, 

and that the Court centers its justification around the value-notion o f dignity.

Building on the deep-level justification/assumption o f an objective dimension o f fundamental 

rights, which unites all three cases LfUb, Abortion, and Grootboom, the three use different ‘technical 

surface’ justifications for reaching the wanted result, namely a beneficial effect o f  the 

fundamental right in question for the life situation o f an individual.

The choice o f  these surface justifications (indirect horizontal effect, duty o f  the legislator to 

protect in horizontal as well as vertical constellations) is not random, but the result o f the given 

legal and political environment. Positions o f  expanding constitutionalism do not go unchallenged: 

on an institutional level, the judicial action in relation to parliamentary legislation is called into 

question. On a substantive level, value-based jurisprudence modifies existing legislation, or 

influences policy" choices. I want to retrace how these factors influenced the justificatory' 

discourse o f  the courts, and how they overcame the obstacles imposed.

From all this it emerges that third-party effect doctrines are a historic phenomenon. They are 

tools which are developed in times in which there is specific need for such tools in order to 

enhance the grip o f  fundamental rights over daily life situations. Over time, they are subject to 

change. The legal forms to solve similar problems change. Problems which for some time are 

tackled with the tool of third-party effect doctrines might, in a changed legal and political 

environment, be solved with a different tool.

This does not necessarily mean that the new instruments will supplant the old ones. Certainly the 

duty o f protection doctrine has become a successful tool in national as well as international 

jurisprudence. But again, the different surface techniques might fit different circumstances, and in 

combination offer a broadened arsenal o f tools for the horizontalisation of fundamental rights.
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3.2. The Shaping of the Luth  case, and establishment of the objective 

dimension by LUtbP^

§L Luth, in d irec t th ird-party effect, a n d  the ^objective dim ension* o f  fundam ental rig h ts

The Liith decision"^ o f  the German Federal constitutional court (FC Q  is seen as the cornerstone 

o f German DnUn irhing (literally: third-party effect) jurisprudence. Commonly hiith is regarded as 

the decision which settled the question o f how tundamental rights were to influence private law 

relationships.“̂

The facts of tlie case were the following:'^^ In the 1950s, former Nazi film-maker Veith Harlan 

(notorious for his anti-Jewish propaganda film *Jnd SiisY) was once again directing hlms. Ench 

Liith, an anti-fascist activist, called for a boycott of Harlan’s new film. Harlan went to court and 

Luth was sentenced to a fine on the basis of a provision o f the civil code. Before the 

Constitutional Court Liith claimed that his constitutionally protected right to freedom of 

expression had been violated by the judgement of the civil court. The Federal Constitutional 

Court upheld his claim, stating tliat the norms contained in the Constitution were an ‘objective 

order o f values’^“ which would ‘radiate’ in all other fields o f law. It followed that the civil judge 

had to take the fundamental rights into account. Technically, this is done by interpretation, in the 

light o f the constitution, o f general, or blanket clauses contained in the civil code. Examples of 

''u'ertaiiffiiUmigsJdbigtti Normen\ i.e. ‘norms apt for being filled with values’, are §§138 (immoral

Based on an intervenrion at the Centre de Théorie du Droit at Paris X-Nanterre University, Februarj' 2005.
Liith case, predt.

^  Follow-up jurisprudence: B/irgschaft casCy p red t. In this case the Gemían Constitutional Court used the general 
pTodsions o f section 138 o f  the Civil Code as well as section 242 (which obliges the debtor to perform in good faith) 
as a medium through which indirectly to apply Article 2(1) o f the Basic Law (iguaranteeing a person's private 
autonom)) to a contract o f  suretyship. The Court struck down the suretyship, in which the surety had undertaken an 
exceptionally high risk without obtaining any beneñt in the credit supplied, because the bank had failed to inform the 
surety about the nature and scope o f  her obligations, thus violating the prindple o f  contractual equality'. The 
Constitutional Court concluded that from the obligation on the court o f cidi law to take the fundamental right o f 
private autonomy o f  A rt.2(l) in account, flows a duty to control the contents o f  contracts concluded ben^-een parties 
o f  starkly uneven power and which put a heavy obligation on the weaker party. C f  the comment o f  K  Singpr, Singey 
Reinhard. Vertrag^mfyeit, Gnmdrechte und derSdmtti desMenschen vorsich selbst (1995).

As stated in Chapter 2.2.§1.1 reprint here in full for the purpose o f  quick reference and fluid reading.
BV erfG E 7 ,1 9 8  (205) (see already B V erfG E  6,55, o f  17.Januaiy 1957)
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contract, agreement contna horns morep'^), 242 {bona and 826 (deliberate damage contna bonos

moreP )̂.

This is the Drittuirkang aspect strictly speaking. As we saw with Shelly v, K raem r in chapter 1, a 

single view or interpretation can be treacherous. It is singling out one aspect to the detriment o f  

others. This is a normal process, as history, and remembering o f history, as well as descriptions o f  

objects and events work on the basis o f  reduction. Only by simplification can we reach a story 

intelligible to a broad audience. L fiib  became famous for its Drittnirkung aspect. Putting its genesis 

into the historical context reveals many more aspects o f  this decision. Recently, there has been 

renewed interest in this decision, well beyond the legal sphere alone, involving especially legal 

historians.^*  ̂There is now more knowledge about different aspects, and interpretations, o f I J i t k

WTien the Federal Constitutional Court was seized with the case in 1951, it was still a very young 

organ which had to find its role next to institutions like the High Court {BundesgerichtshoJ) and the 

Federal Labour Court (Bundesarbeitsgerichf). iJith  was one o f  the first cases o f the FCC. 

Technically, the right to free expression o f  one’s opinion was at stake. The real background and 

issue went however far beyond the facts o f  the case: Liith became to mean taking a stance, for the 

whole o f Germany, on how to come to terms with the Nazi past; still so present at the time. 

Apparently the law)'ers involved only became aware o f  this bigger stake, which was largely 

purported in the foreign press, in the course o f  the trial.^  ̂Judging Mr. Lüth’s call for a boycott 

meant deciding how to deal with the shadows o f Nazism, this time in the figure of Mr. Harlan, 

infamous creator o f  the most successful anti-Semitic propaganda film of the Third Reich.^®

'Sittenwidriges Rechtsgeschäft’
^  ‘Leistung nach Treu und Glauben’

‘Sittenwidrige vorsätzliche Schädigung*
E.g. the recent conference on the Liith decision, organized by T . Henne and A. RiedHngpr, Max-Planck-Institut 

fur Europäische Rechtsgeschichte, Frankfurt, 20./21. March 2003. See Franzius. Christine. R«7>»' oJTagung stum 
*'Uith-Uf1eir\ internet, H-Soz-u-Kult, H -N et Reviews, March 2003, URL: https://www.h- 
net.msu.edu/re\'iews/showrev.cgi?path=305 (accessed 25  July 2006).

See Christine Franzius. Reiiew ofTagmg s;im  ''L£th-UrTeiF\ H-Soz-u-Kult, H -N et Reviews, URL: https://www.h- 
netmsu.edu/reviews/showrev.cgi?path=305 (accessed 25 July 2006).

Süss is believed to have been watched by 20 million people (source: Christine Franzius. Remw o f Tagung s;um 
"Lüth-Urteä"y H -Soz-u-Kult, H-Net Reviews, URL: https://www.h-net.nisu.edu/re\news/5howrev.cgirpath=305 
(accessed 2 5  Ju ly 2006)).
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W'Tien LJith was decided in 1958, the Federal Constitutional Court was in its seventh year of 

existence. Tlie German Basic Law was only nine yean old. Ih e  Basic Law had been the fruit o f a 

legal Stnnde Nuilt or ‘hour zero’, after the break-down o f the Nazi legal system, now considered a 

perversion. The notion o f human rights was rising, after a black period in which the state had 

deprived a portion o f  its citizens the most fundamental human rights. It was the period o f  slow 

re-orientation o f Germany, of re-education towards the ideals of a liberal democracy. The notion 

o f values entered jurisprudence, and at its centre the notion of the dignity of every human being, 

which is the kej^tone o f  the German Basic Law.

It is the period in which the Federal Constitutional Court must find its way against a ministrj' o f 

justice which wants to keep it under its tight control, and against the rival high courts, namely the 

Federal Labour Court {ßimäesarbeitsgericht) and the Federal High Court {^undesgmehtshoffP^ 

Conflicts o f opinion between the courts could be of an ideological order: the Federal High Court 

did for example not appreciate the Constitutional Court's jurisprudence regarding former Nazi 

members turned civil servants o f the Federal Republic. One can also discern differences as to 

confessional convictions. '̂*^ But it is also strong personalities who put their marks on the 

jurisprudence o f die courts, for example H. Nipperdey, the president o f the Federal Labour 

Court Regarding the application o f  fundamental rights to private relations he defended the 

position of direct third-party effect, different from the position spelled out later in iJiih  by the 

Constitutional Court.

vj

iJ'tth remains famous for the theory o f indirect horizontal effect, or indirect third-party effect of 

fundamental rights {indirekte Drittmrkan£}. TTiis theor)', as all theory, is an attempt to provide an 

adequate answer to a problem. The question to answer in a post-war Germany equipped with a 

brand-new Basic Law arose in the following terms: before World War II, the German system of 

private law was a unique and admired system. In the words of K. Stem, ‘private law constituted

Baldus, Manfred, Frühe Machtkämpfe - Zu den historischen Gründen der Autorität des 
Bundesverfassungsgerichts in: Henne,Thomas/Riedlinger, Ame (Hrsg.),Das "Lüth”-Urteüin (rechts)historischer 
Sicht. Die Grundlegung der Grundrechtsjudikatur in den 1950er Jahren, (in print).

The constitutional court was said to be predominantly protestant, the federal high court was predominantly 
catholic. See StoUeis, Michael, Die Staatsrechtslehre der fiinfeiger Jahre, in: Thom as Henne / Ame Riedlinger (Hg.), 
Das Lüth-Urteil aus (rechts-)historischer Sicht, Berlin: Berliner Wissenschafts-V erlag  2005, 293-300.
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its own kingdom’,̂ ^̂  whereas fundamental rights mostly had the function o f separating the sphere 

of the state from the sphere o f the citizen. After the war, however, a general turn towards natural 

law, in the form o f  human rights, occurred. This created an atmosphere, a climate in which this 

separation between the spheres o f  civil law and public and constitutional law was called into 

question. In an article written as early as 1947, H. Kruger asked the question if  civil law judges 

would not be better o ff using fundamental rights as a source on which to base their judgement '̂*  ̂

This was the start o f  an ample debate on the nature o f the relation o f fundamental rights and ciril 

law. In the 1950s and 1960s, dais question, now discussed under the name o f or

Drittmrkungsprobkmatik^ was the grand theme o f  German Staatslehre.

In the 1950s, two rival theories existed: the first one known as direct third-party effect doctrine 

{direkte DrittnirkungsUhri), Following this idea, fundamental rights apply directly to civil law 

litigation. As mentioned before, this view was very much defended by H.C. Nipperdey, and 

subsequently by the Federal Labour Court.^“*̂  A  different view was the one o f G. Diirig.^^  ̂ His 

opinion coincides with the view o f  the FCC in iJith  on its major points. Fundamental rights are 

said to exert only a mediate influence on private law relationships. They are mediated by the so- 

called ‘general clauses’ o f civil law, which function as ‘entry gates’ (^Einbruchstellen) for 

fundamental rights.

The Lath decision is now famous for having established a constant jurisprudence under the name 

of ‘indirect third-party effect’. This involved finding a concrete solution to a concrete problem, 

namely how to formulate, in legal terms, the relationship between fundamental rights and ciril 

law.

Stem. Klflus. Das Staatsrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd. I l l / 1: AUpmäne Lehren der Grundrechte 88 ,1517 ,
Quoted in Stern. Klaus. Das Staatsrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschiandy Bd. U lf 1: AJi^meine Lehren der Grundrechte 88, 

1522.
Nipperdey. Hans CarL Gleicher Lohn der Fraufür gleiche Leistung (1950), and Nipperdey. Hans Carl. Grundrechte und 

Privatrecht, Eine üniversitätsrede, Festschrift Moätor, München 1962,17-33. References to the judgements o f  the Labour 
G)urt in Stem . Klaus. Das Staatsrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd. I l l / 1: Allgemeine Lehren der Grundrechte 88, 
1525f.

Düfig. Günter. Grundrechte und Zivilrechtsprechunĝ  Festschrift Naniasky^ 1956 ,157 .
-‘*5 Terminology taken up by the Federal Constitutional Court in LUth, and quoted there from Dürig Lf4th case, 
precit, at 29.
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If  we now change our focus slighdy and look at this decision from tlte perspective of rights 

theory, the decision shows an even more ample impact, or profound change. The view of 

fundamental rights as resorts from the LJith jurisprudence goes beyond the ‘traditional’ 

understanding o f fundamental rights as negative rights, or defence rights of citizens against 

intrusion o f ‘the state’ into what is considered their private sphere. LJiih introduces what has 

come to be known as the ‘objective dimension’ o f fundamental rights;

‘Fundamental rights are first of all defence rights of the citizen against the state. However, the 

fundamental rights contained in the Basic Law also embody an objective value order, which, as a basic 

constitutional law decision is valid for all areas of law.’̂ '*®

Both the tliird-part)' effect doctrine established in Lath, and the enlarging o f the understanding o f 

fundamental rights from purely negative rights to a positive dimension,'“*̂  have been hailed, but 

also criticized.““*̂

The decision can be seen as a deliberate move in this direction. In what follows, I wish to pursue 

certain clues which might explain how, with a given aim, the way in which the court constructed 

the judgement was not deliberate, but rather followed a certain logic, conditioned by the 

framework and ideological surroundings o f  the time.

My translation. „Die Grundrechte sind in erster Linie Abwehrrcchte des Bürgers gegen den Staat; in den 
Grundrechtsbestimmungpn des Grundgesetzes verkörpert sich aber auch eine objektive W'ertordnung, die als 
verfassungsrechtliche Grundentscheidung für alle Bereiche des Rechts gilt.“ L«///casc, precit., at 1. Further at 27: 
„E benso richtig ist aber, daß das Grundgesetz, das keine vi ertneumile Ordnung sein will (BX'erfGE 2, 1 [12]; 5 ,8 5  
[134 f f ,  197 ff.]; 6, 32 [40 f.]), in seinem Grund rech tsabschnitt auch eine objektive Wertordnung aufi^richtet hat und 
daß gerade hierin eine prinzipielle Ventärkimg der Gcltungskraft der Grundrechte zum Ausdruck kommt (Klein-v. 
Mangoldt, Das Bonner Grundgesetz, Vorbem. B I I I  4  vor Art. 1 S. 93). Dieses V̂ ’ertsystem, das seinen Mittelpunkt 
in der innerhalb der sozialen Gemeinschaft sich frei entfaltenden menschlichen Persönlichkeit und ihrer urdc 
findet, muß als verfassungsrechtliche Grundentscheidung für alle Bereiche des Rechts gplten; Gesetzgebung, 
Verwaltung und Rechtsprechung empfangen von ihm Richtlinien und Impulse. So beeinflußt es selbstverständlich 
auch das bürgerliche Recht; keine bürgerlich-rech diche Vorschrift darf in Widerspruch zu ihm stehen, jede muß in 
seinem Geiste ausgelegt werden."

Read, recently on the h istorie al background; Katz. E lisabeth. Gennari Hìsp Corni Ras More Pouer Over Le^siature, 
Grimm Sc^s, internet, http://www.law.\4rginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/grimm.htm, 27 |uly 21*00).

For an over\ieu% Stem. Klaus. Das Siaatsrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd. U lf h  Allgemeine Lehren der 
Grundrechte 8 8 ,1538ff; also Alexy. Robert. Gnmdrechte als suhjektin Rechte und als objektive Normen, in: 29 Der Staat, 49- 
68 (1990),
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f2 . P o ssib le  con stra in ts on th e C ourtis iustífícsttion

Given this framework, was the FCC constrained, in order to reach an ‘acceptable* result, to 

construct it the way it did, or where there other avenues available to solve the case? VCTiich were 

the possible constraints conditioning the action o f the judges? I come back to the three central 

aspects o f  IJith : firstly, the court goes beyond the interpretation of rights as purely negative 

defence rights (Abmhnechte) o f the individual against the state; secondly, the use o f the idea o f an 

objective dimension o f fundamental rights (objective value order, objektive Wertordnun^\ thirdly, 

the doctrine o f indirect third-party effect itself. These are linked and represent three different 

readings o f  the case.

The substantive aspects which help to clarify the motivations for the use of these ideas are the 

following; firstly, the concrete constellation of the case at the point where it reaches the 

Constitutional Court; secondly, the debate on the institutional position of the Constitutional 

Court within the German court system: would the Constitutional Court become a jurisdiction 

superior to the Federal Court?; thirdly, the strategic interest o f  the Constitutional Court in 

extending the scope o f application or influence o f fundamental rights.

The concrete constellation of the case

As to the first point: given the concrete constellation o f the case before the court, was the court 

constrained to adopt a solution which went beyond the purely negative interpretation o f 

fundamental rights? A  comparative approach shows that in the United States, the state action 

doctrine does not go beyond the interpretation o f fundamental rights as purely defence rights o f 

the individual against the state.̂ '*̂  The American solution consists in interpreting action o f  private 

individuals as state action by the way o f linking the prim a fa d e  private action to government 

action. In the case o f  Shelly, it was formally the action o f  the court, a state agency, which was 

judged as being in violation o f the Fourteenth amendment.“*  The story stops short here. No

See chapter 1 on the state action doctrine. 
See again, Shefley v. Kraemer in Chapter 1.
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further theoretical development took place to reach the ‘just result’ o f preventing enforcement o f 

a discriminating private action.̂ ^̂

This is not to say that Liith does not share this default position. The Constitutional Court 

expresses very clearly that the negative dimension is to be considered the primary one. It has 

been further pointed out that Liith could also have been constnicted in a way that did not make 

the recourse to the idea o f  objective dimension of fundamental rights necessary. One could have 

considered that the lower court’s action in placing an injunction on Mr. Liith’s call for a boycott 

constituted the state element necessarj' to find state action in violation o f the fundamental right 

o f  freedom of expression.^^

Why then did LJith not use this construction? This can be explained by the specific procedural 

position of the case before the Constitutional Court Liith asked that the decision o f the civil 

court be reversed. The focus of the deliberations of the Constitutional Court was thus the action 

o f  the civil law jurisdiction, and not the individual action o f Harlan, who had on the contrary 

sought the protection o f the court o f civil law. From the start the question of an eventual direct 

horizontal effect, in the sense of a constitutional duty of an individual, was not posed.

Wliat exactly was the ‘action’ o f  the civil law court? What was the object o f the detected 

unconstitutionality? The Constitutional Court concludes that the civil court had not taken into 

account the fundamental right o f  freedom o f expression. In other words, it says that the civil 

court had not done what it should have done. The incriminated action o f the civil law court is 

thus an omission, a non-action. A non-state action.

But how could the Constitutional Court justify the censoring of a non-action o f  the civil court? 

T he logic of a purely negative interpretation o f fundamental rights here reached its limit. The 

justification o f the judgement needed an additional, different base, given that the Constitutional 

Court wanted to reach a result different from that reached in the civil court.

“5* Statement for the federal level; for recent evolutions in jurisprudence on the level o f  the states constituting the 
federation, c f  Tliustng. Gregor. Die "Drittnirkung der Grundrechte'' im Verfassungsrecht der Vereinigen Staaten (2000). 
-5- Art. 5 o f  the Genn;ui Basic Law.
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This was fulfilled by adopting the doctrine of third-party effect. I conclude on this point th at 

tliere was no constraint on the Constitutional Court to reach the given result, but that it was a 

deliberate choice. I f  the result was to be reached, the purely negative interpretation was simply

not sufficient.253

AhematiTOs to the argument of fundamental rights as *obiective value order*

Secondly now, was the Constitutional Court constrained to introduce the idea o f an objective 

value order in order to reach this result? This second question is thus asking about the exact ŵ ay 

chosen to justify the result.

In theor)% tliere were different possible ways of going beyond the purely negative interpretation. 

Firstly, the justification that fundamental rights are not merely subjective public rights (vertical 

interpretation, fundamental rights as giving rise to an individual’s right against the state), but 

directly subjective private rights, i.e. that in the relation o f  private A against private B , a 

fundamental right creates a constitutional right o f  A against B , or, seen from the other side, that 

B has a direct constitutional duty towards individual A, This is the core o f the doctrine o f direct 

horizontal effect. Secondly, the justification by the objective dimension; and thirdly, a normativist 

justification which sees fundamental rights as a source o f obligations on the legislator to 

sufficiently concretize the fundamental rights in question.

The question which concerns us here is whether the Constitutional Court was constrained to 

choose the interpretation of fundamental rights as objective value order.

Bearing in mind that the action o f  the civil court was the object o f  the judgement. On the same facts o f  the case, 
a wholly different strategj' could have been adopted by focussing on the legislator’s action/inaction. Indeed one 
could see that the civil court did nothing but judge on the basis o f  the existing legal framew'ork, where fundamental 
rights have no direct effect on individuals, but especially where there was no legislation which might concretize tliis 
fund:iment;il rig ît o f  freedom o f expression in a w'ay that the civil law judge could use as a source o f  his judgement. 
This could be interepreted as a lacuna: the omission o f  the legislator to conretize this fundamental r i^ t . This 
omission o f  the legislator might have been a better basis for the judgem ent Cf. Pfersmann. Otto. Esqmsse d'ntie théorie 
é s  droitsfondamentaux, in: Favoreu. I .puis. Droit Des Libertés Fondamentales, Paris 2002, 69-116.
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The third possibility o f  ha\^ng recourse to the idea o f die duty o f the legislator to concretize the 

fundamental right was not possible for the constellation of Litth, where the constitutional 

complaint was directed against the action o f  the ci\nl law judge and not the legislator.

WTiy did the Constitutional Court not subscribe to the theory o f direct horizontal effect? The 

issue is actually not really discussed in L m/?. Indeed, concerning the direct obligations of private 

parties flowing from fundamental rights, the dispositions of die Basic Law in its article 1(3) 

seemed clean the fundamental rights catalogue only directly binds state agen cies.A n oth er 

position by the Constitutional Court at this point in time would have been very difficult to justify, 

the background being the prevailing understanding of the division of powers: the Constitutive 

Assembly, when writing the Basic Law, could have decided differently, but it had not. At the time 

o f the iJith  decision, the Basic Law was only 12 years old. In any event, the individual 

constitutional complaint conditions a complaint against the action o f a public body.^^

The aim of the Constitutional Court in LJitb was to insure its authority to review the civil court^s 

decision, whilst at the same time avoiding the critique that it might be becoming a ‘super court o f 

civil law’, namely superior to the Federal High Court. This was a balance difficult to strike. The 

doctrine o f direct horizontal effect as pushed by Nipperdey^^ meant that fundamental rights, 

apart from their identity as fundamental rights, are directly applicable civil law. This arguably 

would have ensured the exclusive competence of civil jurisdiction, and o f the Federal High 

Court. The Constitutional Court, in this scenario, would have no influence on the interpretation. 

These are all reasons why the Constitutional Court in U iib would not endorse the theory of direct 

horizontal effect.

T o  conclude: I f  the Constitutional Court wanted fundamental rights to have an influence over 

private law, but if at the same time it did not want this influence to be constructed via the model 

o f  direct horizontal effect, and further if the concrete procedural constellation is an action 

directed against a civil law court, then the Constitutional Court is bound to choose, amongst the

Art. 1(3) Basic Law 
-55 Art. 93(l)4a Basic Law
-56 Expressed in Nipperdey. Hans Carl. Gleicher Lohn der Frauf ìr gleiche Leistung (1950), and Nipperdey. Hans Carl. 
Gmmdrechte und Privatrecht, Line Universitätsrede (1962).
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theoretical possibilities to go beyond the purely negative interpretation given, the justification by 

the objective dimension o f iundamental rights.

Objective dimension and indirect horizontal effect

A third question regarding constraints on the justification o f  the decision is whether the 

Constitutional Court, in order to establish the objective dimension o f fundamental rights, needs 

to endorse the doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect.

The Constitutional Court can in principle ‘oblige’ the judges o f  civil law, and/or the legislator, to 

respect fundamental rights. The doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect puts a (limited, principled) 

obligation on civil law judges to respect fundamental rights. A principled different way open to 

the Constitutional Court is to recognize a duty o f  the state to protect the individual. In this case, 

the legislative body is called upon to concretize fundamental rights in a way that implement the 

values contained in and protected by the fundamental right. The German theory o f Schut:Qiirkt(n^ 

or protective effect, o f fundamental rights is based on this idea. It was established in the 1975 

Abortion case.^^ Justified on the basis o f  the objective dimension o f fundamental rights, statute 

law, the product o f the legislative process, is examined as to its conformity with the Basic Law. 

This move makes it possible also to censure non-action. This is the great leap and advantage o f  

this construction.

Why was hiith  not decided on the basis o f  the duty o f protection doctrine? First o f all, as already 

mentioned above, in the concrete constellation o f the case the object o f judgement was the 

action o f the judge o f civil law. Secondly, the doctrine o f  indirect horizontal effect was an 

argumentative means o f  avoiding the critique o f the Constitutional Court being a ‘super-court’ o f 

ciril law review. At the same time, this doctrine allowed the Constitutional Court to maintain its 

influence over civil law jurisdictions, namely in middle terms to force them to take into account 

fundamental rights in their judgements.*^® The solution o f formulating an obligation to interpret 

the general clauses o f  the civil code in the light of the Basic Law accommodated both aims.

Schii’otî erschirftsahbnH'h (abortion) case, predt.
By the mechanism o f  interpreting the general clauses o f  the dvil code, ‘in the light o f the Constitution’, cf.
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Apart from the technical factors o f  tìie legal framework, political circumstances at the time have 

to be taken into account in providing an explanation. The time o f die doctrine o f duty o f 

protection had not yet come.

Result

The doctrine o f  indirect horizontal effect allows for the formal firmly anchored autonomy o f the 

corpus and jurisdictions of civil law vis-à-vis the Constitutional sphere, but the results wished for 

by the Constitutional Court -  safeguarding its competence to review and imposing fundamental 

rights on private law -  are nevertheless achieved.

I have argued that in order to arrive at die wanted result o f an influence of fundamental rights on 

private law, the Constitutional Court must go beyond the purely negative interpretation of 

fundamental rights (the Vertical’ interpretation). The choice o f going beyond the negative 

interpretation is a strategic one. There are however constraints on the justification used by the 

Constitutional Court in order to establish this different position. The Constitutional Court chose 

the doctrine o f indirect third party effect, which was the politically feasible option at the time of 

the LJith case. However, as later experience in Germany {Abortion case o f 1975) and the South 

African Grooteboom case shows (to be discussed in the next section), there is an alternative way of 

arriving at the wanted result, which is the doctrine of duty o f protection on the state. This latter 

doctrine is also grounded in the idea o f an objective dimension o f fundamental rights.

In the light o f what has been said, I would say that the hiith case is actually very littie about 

Drittuirkung, for which it has become famous. Rather, it is a landmark case for introducing the 

idea o f an objective dimension of fundamental rights.

O n the basis established in Lmh, 17 years later the German Constitutional Court formulated the 

doctrine o f duty o f protection.^^ The construction o f state responsibility according to a duty of

Schwemgerschajtsabbruch (abortion) case, precit.; followed in 1993 by German Federal Constitutional Court, 28 May 
1993, Sch»’angrschaftsabbn4ch II (abortion II) (B V erfG E  88, 203). The subject matter o f  the 1975 decision was a 
modification to the criminal code authorizing, under certain conditions, the intermption o f  pregnancy. The legal

footnote continues on next page
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protection, or positive obligations, has become a successful model in national and international 

jurisprudence, GrvothoomwiW further build on this basis.

3.3. Dignity for all: The Grootboom  case

§J, C ontext: H orizon ta l app licab ility  a n d  effect o f  th e South A frican C onstitu tion

g l. l .  The South African Constitution of 1996: A ^horizontal constitution* and flexible 

instrument for the courts

The third-part}' effect doctrine as it was developed in Germany^^® and the American state action 

doctrine operate in legal frameworks in which only government agencies are addressees of 

fundamental rights. Only state actors are bound by the fundamental rights catalogue, only state 

action triggers the application o f fundamental rights. Strategies had to be invented to circumvent 

this textual status qnô  if one wanted to reach an impact o f  fundamental rights on private relations. 

Both the American state action doctrine and the German doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect 

manage, albeit via different techniques, to reach a certain, ‘dosed’ level of horizontal effect o f 

fundamental rights.^ ’̂

question to solve was the conflict betw een the interests o f  the mother and the unborn child. Bodt interests could be 
justified by fundamental rights o f  the Basic Law. The right to autonomous decision in the private sphere is 
guaranteed by Art. 2 (1) in conjunction with Art. 1 (1) o f  the German Basic Law (G G ). The unborn child draws 
upon Arts 2  (2) (1) (Right to life and physical integrity) and 1 (1) G G  (Human Dignity). The Constitutional Court 
decided on a principled prioriW o f  the rights o f  the unborn child over the rights o f  the mother.
Abortion reiterates the the idea o f  an objective dimension {o^ektiv rechtUcher Gehiiti) o f  fundamental norms: ‘Following 
constant jurisprudence o f  the Federal Constitutional Court, fundamental rights norm s do not only contain subjective 
defense rights o f  the individual against the state, but at the same time they embody an objective value order {objektive 
Weriordnun^y which, as a ground decision o f  constitutional law {verfassungsrechlliche Grvndentscheidnn£) is valid for all 
fields o f  law, and which gives directive lines (Kichtlinieft) and impulses for legislation, administration and jurisdiction.’ 
(148).
,The state’s duw o f  protection {Schut::pjUcht) is comprehensive. First o f  all there is o f  course the duty o f  the state not 
to interfere with the right in question. Secondly, it obliges the state to take active measures to protect the right in 
question. This encompasses a protection fiom  third parties, (at 149)
The idea o f  a duty o f  protection is linked to the fact that fundamental rights embody a social ground choice. They 
have a social dimension which asks for, and justifies positive action o f  the state, (at 150)
The state incurs a responsibility originating in the fundamental r i^ t . Private autonomy, a ‘space exempt from law’ 
{rechtsjni), must not be erected as a shield to escape this responsibility.’ (at 152)
The dutv to also activelv uphold fundamental rights is acknowledged. How exactly must it be implemented? Prime 
responsibility to  implement is incumbent on the legislator (at 153).
^  See the section on the Liith case, supra.

See Chapters 1 and 2, and Section 3.2. o f  this chapter.
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The first so-called Interim Constitution of South Africa,“*̂" which was in force from 1993 to 1996 

provided a short but significant experience o f  jurisprudence on horizontality. In the well-known 

Dh PJessis V. De Klerk case,̂ ^̂  which was handed do\vn on the basis o f this Interim Constitution, 

the Constitutional Court ruled that the Interim Constitution did not provide for direct horizontal 

effect. The Interim Constitution also did not include the judiciary amongst the government 

agencies bound by the Bill o f Rights, which was part o f the motivation o f the judgement^"* Du 

Piessis V. De Klerk further highlighted that the Interim Constitution did not grant the 

Constitutional Court authority to refashion rules of common law.“̂ ^

The constitution of 1996̂ ®̂  could already take into account this first experience. Other than tha^ 

the previously mentioned models applied in other international jurisdictions provided guidance 

for the drafting o f the sections dealing with the scope of application o f  the Bill of Rights. Most o f 

the legal basis on which Du Pkssis v, D e Klerk was decided was changed in the 1996 constitution. 

The constitutional document now in force gives a solid textual basis for the horizontal 

application of rights. Relevant sections are, firstly, section (8) on the application o f the Bill of 

Rights; secondly, section (39), entitled ‘Interpretation o f Bill o f  Rights’. Thirdly, single 

fundamental rights contain explicit reference to their potential applicability to private actors.

Section 8 reads:

‘8. (1) The Bill of Rights applies to all law, and binds the legislature, the executive, the judiciary and all 

organs of state.

(2) A provision of the Bill of Rights binds a natural or a juristic person if, and to the extent that, it is 

applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of any duty imposed by the right.

(3) When applying a provision of the Bill of Rights to a natural or juristic person in terms of subsection 

(2), a court in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or if necessary develop, the common 

law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right; and may develop rules of the common 

law to limit the right, provided that the limitation is in accordance with section 36(1 ).

(4) A juristic person is entitled to the rights in the Bill of Rights to the extent required by the nature of the 

rights and the nature of that juristic person.’

^  Republic o f South Africa, htierim Comtitution: Constitution of the Republic o f South Africa, Act 200 o f  1993, (1993) 
Constitutional Court o f  South Africa, 1996, Du Piessis v. De KJerk (3 SA 850 (C Q ).
Du Piessis V. De Klerk case, precit., at 877.
Du Plestis V. De Klerk case, precit., at 881f.

^  Republic o f  S<iuth Africa. Constitution of the Republic o f South Africa, Act 108 o f  1996, (1996).
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Section 8 (2), despite its cautious formulation, contains what many lawj êrs advocating horizontal 

application in other countries probably have dreamed o f for a long time: a well-balanced textual 

provision which allows, under certain conditions, the application o f fundamental rights in private 

litigation. It is no carte blanche provision creating an automatic constitutional duty o f  private 

parties, but the wording o f  the sub-section is such that there can be no doubt about the intention 

that in certain cases, a horizontal application is considered appropriate.

Subsection (3) then contains a sort of mode d'empki for the courts, instmctions of how to handle 

subsection (2). It features two distinct and remarkable elements: first o f all, there is a rather plain 

recognition o f the judges’ capacity to create law, by stating that the courts ‘must apply, or if 

necessary develop, the common law [...] and may develop rules o f the common law to limit the 

right’. Recognizing the law-making power o f the judges is a surprisingly frank statement if one 

considers the discussions in other legal contexts which argue with the strict formal separation o f 

power between legislature and judiciary. Secondly, it prescribes that development o f the common 

law must happen ‘to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that righf.^^ ’

This exhortation to the judges to make up for ‘omissions’ or insufficient action o f the legislator 

logically raises the question of how to evaluate legislative action, against which cnteria to measure 

it. In comes section 39 o f the constitution, which specifically addresses the question o f 

interpretation o f the Bill o f Rights. It reads:

‘39. (1) When interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum must promote the values that 

underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom; must consider 

international law, and may consider foreign law.

(2) When interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or customary law, every 

court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.

(3) The Bill of Rights does not deny the existence of any other rights or freedoms that are recognised or 

conferred by common law, customary law or legislation, to the extent that they are consistent with the 

Bill. ‘

The courts’ capacity to develop the common law with a view to ‘[giving] effect to a right in the 

Bill’ is put down in section 8 (2). Section 39 (2) instructs courts to do so ‘[promoting] the spirit.

Emphasis added.
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purport and objects o f  the Bill o f Rights.’ The interpretation of the Bill o f Rights itself ‘must 

promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, 

equality and freedom.’ (subsection (1)).

Taken together, sections 8 and 39 create powerful tools in the hands of judges, a true 

‘invitation’“̂® to the judges to apply constitutional rights to private actors.“'̂ ^

Finally, apart from the general horizontal application clause in section 8 (2), the 1996 constitution 

explicitly, or almost explicitly, makes certain rights applicable to private actors."'° It further 

contains several other guarantees binding or influencing private actors.“̂ * These single rights 

assorted with horizontal applicability deal with core concerns o f a multi-ethnic society emerging 

from a racially discriminatory regime. Equality (non-discrimination) and minority rights are 

assigned special importance.

Horizontality in the sense of a direct binding o f private actors is thus a reality under the new 

constitution, with some rights o f the Bill being explicitly assigned direct horizontal applicability. 

In situations which can be subsumed under these provisions, the constitution thus allows one to 

achieve horizontality without need to have recourse to artifices that had to be created in other

Ellmann^ Stephen. LaboMr Lap‘; A  Constitutional Confluence: American 'State Action' Lon' and the Application of South 
Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors, in: 45 New York Law School Law Review, 21 (2(X)1), 9.

Ellmann. Stephen. Labour Law: yi Constitutional Confluence: American 'State Action' Law and the Application of South 
Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2001), 26.

As listed in Rllmiinn. Stephen. Labour Law: A Constitutional Confhmue: American 'State Action' Law and the Application 
o f South Africa’s Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2001), fii. 45: 'These include ss 9(4) (banning unfair 
discrimination by any person);!5(2) (authorÌ2Ìng religious services at state-aided - but presumably private - 
institutions, provided that they meet several requirements); 29(3) (prohibiting race discrimination even by private 
schools); 30 protecting language and culture rights, but spedhing that "no one exerdsing these rights may do so in a 
m anner inconsistent with any provision o f  the Bill o f  Rights"); 31 (similarly protecting, but limiting, the rig)its o f  
"cultural, religious and linguistic communities'*); and 32(1 )(b) (guaranteeing the r i^ t  o f  access to information held by 
private persons).’

As listed in Ellmann. Stephen. Labour Lon: A Constitutional Confluence: American 'State Action' Law and the Application 
o f South Afrieds Socioeconomic Guarantees to Priiate Actors (2001), fii. 46; These include ss 12(l)(c) (guaranteeing the rig)it 
"to  be free from all forms o f  violence from either public or private sources"); 23 (labour relations, including rights to 
organize and engage in collective bargaining); 25 (6) &  (7) propertj' rights guarantees to those who lost such r i^ ts  
"as a result o f  past racially discriminatory laws or practices"); 26(3) protection against eviction); 27(3) (emergency 
medical treatment); and 28 (children's r i^ ts , including the ri^ ts  to family care or parental care, and to protection 
firom neglect or abuse).’
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systems in order to reach similar ‘horizontar results, such as the German or Canadian versions o f 

doctrine o f  indirect third-party effect.'^^

In sum it is a textual basis which allows for flexibility: courts can choose whether or not to apply 

a fundamental right horizontally in a specific subject matter. The text offers a possibility, not an 

obligation.

Indirect horizontal effect or ̂ constitutional common law*

For several other rights direct horizontal applicability is not specified in the constitutional text. 

The constitution however provides, with its sections 8 and 39, for the possibility that these rights 

become effective in the benefit or detriment o f the interests o f  private persons. I recall that 

judges are authorized and held to develop the common law (section 8 (3)), and in doing so must 

‘promote the spirit, purport and objects o f  the Bill o f Rights’ (section 39 (2)), as well as, in the 

interpretation o f die Bill or Rights, ‘promote the values that underlie an open and democratic 

society based on human dignity, equality' and freedom’ (section 39 (1)).

On the face o f it, this means a development o f the common law in the light o f constitutional 

values. It is in essence the technique proned by the German doctrine of indirect third-party 

effect, albeit formulated in a different way. ‘Indirect application’ is however also the terminology 

used in South Africa“̂  ̂ to describe this technique o f creating ‘constitutional common law’.̂ ^̂

f2 . G eootboom : w ays o f  a n d  ensuring th e effectiven ess o f  socio -econ om ic

rights

g2._l. The challenge of effective implementation of socio-economic rights

With these possibilities of direct horizontal applicability' o f  certain rights and the firm anchoring 

o f indirect horizontal application, one gets the sense that die drafters o f the Constitution united

See supra the elaboration o f  Liith, and for both Germany and Canada, infra in Chapter 5.
Ellmann. Stephen. Laboi4r Law: A  CamtiU(tional Conjlmice: American 'Stale Action* lunr and the Application o f South 

Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2001), 1 2
Ellmann. Stephen. Labour Lan̂ : A  Constitutional Confluence: American 'State Action' Law and the Application o f South 

Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2001), 12, attributing this expression to H. M o n acan .
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in one document die best techniques known from comparative constitutionalism in order to 

make fundamental rights effective to the largest extent possible, englobing private relations 

wherever possible.

Fundamental rights should permeate society and make a difference to the real life situation of 

citizens. This is in accordance with the perception of the constitution as an ‘objective value 

order’. Based on the idea o f the constitution as an ‘objective value order’, the German Federal 

Constitutional Court, in iJiiby had established the doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect of 

fundamental rights. As mentioned above, 17 years later, the German Constitutional Court on the 

same basis spelled out the doctrine o f  duty o f protection, continuing the path paved by 

The South African constitution translates into positive law both o f these approaches, with the 

possibility of development of the common in the light o f the constitution firmly anchored, and 

several rights o f the Constitution being assorted with a dut)’̂ of protection, in the form of a duty 

to implement

However, the state duty as regards the implementation o f socio-economic rights is qualified. 

South Africa here adopts a standard approach to socio-economic rights, which is a cautious 

midway consisting in the stating o f  a duty to implement, assorted with a safeguard clause 

specifying that the rights in question are to be realized by ‘reasonable’ legislation in the limits of 

‘available resources’.̂ ^̂

Given tlie overall very comprehensive and effective result-oriented approach of the Constitution 

as regards the protection o f the individual, this could be seen as a serious setback. In the 

following I want to outline how the Constitutional Court overcame the textual obstacle posed by 

the limitation clause, and how it further found a way to ease the tension springing from concerns 

o f  separation o f powers. The style and implications of the judgement are interesting in several 

regards, on which I will subsequently comment.

As D . Grimm remarks, '[since] the first Abortion case o f 1975 this dimension o f  fundamental rights starting with 
Liith is called ‘Schutzpflicht”. GrimitL Dieter. Die Karriere eines Bq̂ kotiaHjrtiJs. U"ie ein Drehbuchautor Rechlsgeschichte 
machte. Zum SO. Geburtstag des BundesteifassufipgerichtSy internet. Die Zeit 40/2001, available ac 
http://2eus.zeit.de/fext/archiv/2001/40/200140_50J._bvg.xml (accessed 10 August 3X)6).

Cf. Section 26 o f  the South African constitution cited above. I I
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S.2.2. The case before the court

The situation before the court“’  ̂ was that o f a large group o f adults and children, evicted from 

their homes, and living in a situation o f dire need, without the minimum shelter. The common 

feeling was that something needed to be done about it, that the court needed to find a way to 

address this situation. The intolerable condition warranted ‘some kind o f response’.“̂  ̂ I f  the right 

o f access to adequate housing was to have meaning, a situation like the one described above 

could not continue. In the words o f  A. Sachs: ‘The problem facing us was how to find a secure 

jurisprudential foundation for responding to their situation and how to provide a remedy [...] 

capable of meaningful enforcement.’“̂^

The judgement o f the High Court had not yet found this adequate jurisprudential foundation. It 

had found the government’s action unconstitutional based on the right o f children to shelter 

according to section 28 (1) (c). The Constitutional Court did not retain this point, considering 

that this right only applied to situations were children were removed from their families. On the 

main point of whether the right o f  access to adequate housing under section 26 was violated, the 

High Court had found no violation. It had accepted the government’s argument that the — 

admittedly vast - housing programme under way fulfilled the obligation incurred by the state 

under section 26 (2), i.e. the devising o f  ‘reasonable legislative and other measures, within its 

available resources’. No relief on this point was given, and it was thus merely on the accessory 

point o f  the rights o f the children involved that the state measures were found to be in violation 

o f the constitution.

As the Constitutional Court did not retain this accessory reading in appeal, what it was faced with 

was the challenge to overcome the formalistic reading o f section 26 by the High Court, to find a 

different way o f giving meaning to the right o f  access to adequate housing. This was the task 

ahead. A satisfactory result for the people concerned needed to be achieved. The aim was to 

make socio-economic fundamental rights infuse the population in an adequate way, and thus to

Constitutional Court o f  South Africa, 2001, Govtntment o f the Republic o f South Africa and others v. Grootboom and others 
(2001 (1) SA 46 (C Q ; 20CK.Ì (11) BCLR 1169 (C Q ).

Sachs. Alhie. T h  Judicial Enforcement o f Socio-Economie Rights: The Grootboom Case, in; Sajo. Andreas &: Uitz. Renata. 
The Constitution in Private Relations, Utrecht 2005 ,7 8 -9 7 , 91.

Sachs. Albie. The Judicial Enforcement o f Socio-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 91.
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‘give meaning and content’"®“ to the socio-economic rights in the Bill o f Rights. To reformulate 

the quote by A. Sachs above, the challenge was to find the adequate jurisprudential justification 

to reach this wanted result.

I will now retrace how tlie Court constructed its argument in order to overcome the obstacles to 

reaching the wanted result. These obstacles where a textual argument prima fade limiting the 

state’s duty o f implementation of the right to adequate housing, and an argument based on 

traditional perceptions o f separation o f powers.

a. O vercom ing the progressive realisation clause o f Section 26 (2)

Section 26 (2) obliges die state to ‘take reasonable legislative measures [...] to achieve the 

progressive realisation’ o f  the right to access to adequate housing. This inscribes a duty on the 

state to actively promote this fundamental right.̂ ®* Just how far does the duty on the state 

extend?

The background to all discussions on the status and justiciability o f fundamental socio-economic 

rights is one ground constraint o f the real world: both economic and material resources are 

limited. This is a simple observation, but foundational in tlie sense that this ground condition 

creates the need to establish distributive schemes, policies o f allocation, and philosophical 

arguments justifying the latter. It is a real world problem which lead to the real world problem 

encountered in the present case by people in the situation o f  Ms. Grootboom."®^

This ground constraint o f lack o f  unlimited resources is reflected in the same provision that 

establishes the dutŷ  o f realisation o f  the right. Tlie state has a duty to protect the right through its 

policies and measures so as to achieve ‘progressive realisation’, ‘within its available resources’.

-»0 Ibid.
281 The idea that the state not only incurs a negative obligation to abstain from infringing upon fundamental rights, 
but also must actively promote the realization o f these rij^ts by positive measures was jurisprudentially established in 
the German Abortion case {Schumgerschî habbruch (abortion) case, precit). In the South African constitution, this idea, 
or view' o f  the role o f the state, is formulated in concrete dispositions, inscribing the idea o f  duty to take positive 
measures directly in the text.
282 Cf. .Sach.s. Albic. Tbe judicialEnjotvement o f Sodo-Economic Rigb/s: Tbe Gtvoiboom Case (2005), 90.
282 Qassical civil and political rights are not subject to tltis ground constraint, o r  at least to a far lesser extent than 
socio-economic rights.
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The duty is thus not one o f total and immediate obligation. It is a qualified duty, taking into 

account the real world constraints on available resources.

International human rights law bodies have already dealt extensively with the question o f state 

obligation regarding the realisation of socio-economic rights. In 1990, the United Nations" 

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), the treaty body monitoring the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, issued a General Comment on 

the question of state parties" obligations according to A rt.2(l) of the Covenant**^ In paragraph 10 

o f this General Comment, the Conrimittee puts down the concept o f ‘minimum core obligation’ 

deriving from the rights in the Covenant and incumbent on the state party.“®̂ The Committee 

does acknowledge, in the same paragraph, that in the evaluation o f the state’s policy resource 

constraints must be taken into account. Nonetheless, the state party ‘must demonstrate that every 

effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposition in an effort to satisfy, as a 

matter o f priority, those minimum obligations’.̂ ®* <

The amiats aitiae in the Grootboom case had strongly advised the Constitutional Court to use this 

concept for the construction o f its judgement. The Court declined however to do so, motivated 

by two reasons:^®  ̂ it considered that first o f  all, the South African constitution had with its

IMited Nations Committee on Econom ic. Social and Cultural Rights. General comment n°3: The nature o f States parties 
{̂ ligations (Art.2, par.1 ), 14 D ec. 1990 90',.

Paragraph 10 o f  General Comment n®3: ‘10. O n the basis o f  the extensive experience gained by the Committee, 
as well as by the body that preceded it, over a period o f  more than a decade o f examining States parties' reports the 
Committee is o f  the view that a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum 
essential levels o f  each o f  the rights is incumbent upon every State party. Thus, for example, a State party in which 
any significant number o f  indiWduals is deprived o f  essential foodstuffs, o f  essential primary health care, o f  basic 
shelter and housing, or o f  the most basic forms o f  education is, prima facie, failing to discharge its obligations under 
the Covenant. I f  the Covenant were to be read in such a way as not to  establish such a minimum core obligation, it 
would be largely deprived o f  its raison d’etre. By the same token, it must be noted that any assessment as to whether 
a State has discharged its minimum core obligation must also take account o f  resource constraints applying within 
the country concerned. Article 2 (1) obligates each State party to take the necessary steps "to the maximum o f  its 
available resources". In order for a State party to be able to attribute its failure to meet at least its minimum core 
obligations to a lack o f  available resources it must demonstrate that every effort has been made to use all resources 
that are at its disposition in an effort to satis ty, as a matter o f  priority, those minimum obligations.’ (emphasis in 
origina^

'̂«'■Ibid.
Cf. Sachs- Alliie. The JudidalEnforrement ̂ Sodo-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 9Z
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section 26 (2) sufficiently precise language to base the judgement on;^* secondly, there was a 

feeling that the concept o f a core minimum, whilst a logical idea, would be difficult to establish in

practice.289

The provision in section 26 (2) is indeed very carefully crafted. It puts an additional safeguard 

against the government ‘getting off the hook* with regard to its obligations by merely advancing 

the argument o f empty pockets. Section 26 (2) prescribes that the measures taken be ‘reasonable’.

It is in Grootboom that the Constitutional Court for the first time used what has become known as 

the ‘reasonableness test’, measuring the government policies and measures against the criteria of 

reasonableness."’® This test allowed the court to conclude the existence o f a ‘serious gap’ in an 

otherwise vast and ambitious government programme to construct housing: The housing 

programme o f the state was declared to be unreasonable to the extent that ‘it failed to make 

reasonable provision within its available resources for people [...] with no access to land, no roof 

over their heads, and who were living in intolerable conditions or crisis situations.’^̂

Section 26 (2) contains thus a state obligation to take positive measures in order to implement the 

right of access to adequate housing, as well as a strong limitation on this obligation based on the 

availability o f  resources. Nevertheless, the criterion of reasonableness allowed the Constitutional 

Court to hand down a judgement with a view to bettering the situation of the original 

applicants."’" Secondly, the reasoning behind this judgement left the government enough space to 

devise its own exact policies o f  implementation. The latter point highlights an important 

parameter which the Constitutional Court had to take into consideration in construing its

28* The idea behind para.lO o f  the General Comment and section 26 o f the South African constitution is identical, 
namely to ensure the realisation o f  a government policy which makes the best use o f  the -  however scarce — 
resources available.
285 Sachs, .\lbie. Tix Judicial Enforcement o f Socio-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 9 2  ‘[\Ve] had no clear 
evidence before us as to how such a minimum core could be established, other than by reference to people dropping 
below’ the level that basic requirements o f  human dignity necessitated.’
250 The ‘reasonableness test’ was subsequently used in two very prominent cases: die so-called ‘TAG case’, o r 
pharmaceuticals case. (Constitutional Court o f South Africa, SUnister o f Health and others v. Treatment Action Campaign 
and others ((1) 2002 (10) B C L R 1033 (C Q ). Government action challenged under the rig)it to health (section 27) was 
measured against the criteria of reasonableness); and Constitutional Court o f  South Africa, 1998, Soobramong v. 
Minister of Health, KnaZulu-Natal ((i) SA 765 (C Q ; 1997 (12) BCLR 1696 (C Q ).
251 Grootboom case, precit ,  at 99.
253 The applicant in the case before the Constitutional Court was the state.
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decision. It is the pending critique drawn from an argument o f separation o f powers. I will come 

back to this shortly. Beforehand, I would like to draw attention to the foundations o f the 

reasonableness test itself.

b. Foundations of the *reasonableness test*: *Added Value*: dignity as justification for the enlargement of 

constitutionalism

The core values o f  modem democratic constitutionalism are dignity, equality, and liberty. The 

South African constitution of 1996 lists these founding values in this order in its section 

They recur in section 39 o f the constitution, addressing the question o f interpretation o f the Bill 

of Rights, listing as Values that underlie an open and democratic society’ ‘human dignity, equality 

and freedom’. Both the provisions on equality"’'* and dignity“’  ̂ found a central place in the post- 

apartheid constitution.

In how far the government’s measures regarding the implementation of the right to access to 

adequate housing were ‘reasonable’ was to be measured against these core values. The question 

was which o f the core values would be the adequate one for the justification o f the Constitutional 

Court’s decision.

Could the situation o f Ms. Grootboom be approached with a justification based on equality? 

Certainly equality, in the form o f  constitutional non-discrimination provisions, has been a

Section 7. ‘(^) This Bill o f  Rights is a cornerstone o f  democracy in South Africa. It enshrines the rights o f  all 
people in our country and affirms the democratic values o f  human dignity, equality' and freedom.’

Section 9 
Equality
(1) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit o f  the law.
(2) Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment o f  all r i^ ts  and freedoms. To promote the achievement o f  
equality, legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons, o r  categories o f  persons, 
disadvantaged by unfair discrimination may be taken.
(3) T he state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirecdy against anyone on one or more grounds, 
including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientafion, age, disability, 
religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth.
(4) N o person may unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds in terms 
o f subsection (3). National legislation must be enacted to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination.
(5) Discrimination on one or more o f  the grounds listed in subsection (3) is unfair unless it is established that 
the discrimination is fair.

Section 10. ‘Ever)'one has inherent dignity and the right to have their dim ity respected and protected.*
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powerful tool in the development of third-partj  ̂ effect doctrines.“’  ̂ It was furtlier the basis for 

fighting discrimination in the private sphere via anti-discrimination legislation. Yet these are tools 

to prevent injustice happening (or to sanction unjust behaviour). The prohibition of 

discrimination on the basis of gender, skin colour, age, or other grounds enjoins behaviour in the 

present. The dire living conditions of large, or specific parts o f a countrj' ’̂s population arc very 

often the result o f systematic discrimination in the past. Such was the plight of Black people in 

the United States. The dramatic living conditions of Ms. Grootboom and thousand of others in 

South Africa can too be ascribed to decades of discriminatory policies under apartheid  ̂ which 

involved forced evictions and expropriations on an enormous scale.^’  ̂Redressing injustice rooted 

in the past has been attempted in the United States with ‘affirmative action’, equality-based 

positive discrimination.

The setting o f the United States is however different. South Africa is in the position of having 

socio-economic rights inscribed in the constitution, alongside obligations on the part of the state 

to realise them. Further, where socio-economic rights are concerned, there is a qualitative aspect 

present. Tliese rights yield the promise o f a guarantee o f a minimum standard o f decent living for 

ever)"one. At the same time they warrant positive action for their implementation. Here is where 

reasoning based on equality in evaluating government action finds its limitation. Justice Sachs 

recalls an exchange o f ideas he had with Ronald Dworkin which sums up the stakes verj' well;

‘He [Dworkin] pointed out that equal protection was a powerful and principled instrument that could be 

used to strengthen the position of those whom racial policies had forced to live in disadvantage at the 

margins of society. I spent much time pondering over his words. The problem as I saw it was not simply 

to prevent the continuation of discrimination, but to ensure that everyone was entitled at least to the 

minimum decencies of life. There was a connection between the two, but not a complete overlap. As

Tlie German debate on Driffuirkupjg originated for example in the question o f  equal pay for men and women for 
equal work.

In this connection, consider the following statement by Justice Mahomed in D u Plessis v'. De Klerk, where he 
hints at the consequences o f  non-application o f  the constitution in the private sphere: ‘I would have remained 
profoundly uncomfortable if the construction favoured bv Kentridge AJ meant, in practise, that the Constitution was 
impotent to protect those who have so manifestly and brutally been \ictimised by the private and institutionalized 
desecration o f the values now so eloquently articulated in the Constitution. Black persons were previously denied the 
right to own land m 87° o o f the countrv’. An interpretation o f the Constitution w’hich continued to protect the right 
o f  private persons substantially to perpetuate such unfairness by entering into contracts or making dispositions 
subject to the condition that such land is not sold to or occupied by Blacks would have been for me a very' 
distressing conclusion.’ Du P/essisv. De KJerk case, p recit, at 85. (Interestingly, he quotes at this point Shelley v. 
Kraemer).
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eventually drafted, the equality clause in our Constitution came to occupy a central role in the new Bill of 

Rights. Yet it did not go beyond prohibiting negative discriminatory conduct and facilitating ameliorative 

action to redress patterns of disadvantage. It did not require positive acton on the part of the state to 

enable people to live in conditions consistent with at least the minimum standards of human dignity.’®®

A new approach would be necessar>  ̂ to reach the wanted result o f decent living for all. It was 

time to go beyond non-discrimination. The Constitutional Court based its judgement on the 

central value of human dignity. It allowed the court to conclude on a violation of section 26 (2), 

detailing that a housing programme which made ‘no provision [...] for relief to the categories o f 

people in desperate need’ could not be considered ‘reasonable’. It did so in spite o f a large 

housing programme under way, which in proceedings before the High Court had withstood the 

evaluation o f  the court. Dignity^-based reasonableness allowed the closing o f a manifest real- 

world gap in protection o f the m ost vulnerable.

c. Finding a way to accommodate the separation of powers argument

The government was to amend its policy accordingly.“̂  The involvement o f  judges in debates 

about social and economic policies is a delicate issue. It is true that the categorisation o f rights 

into civil and political rights, and economic, social, and cultural rights is a traditional dichotomy 

whose validity has been successfully deconstructed. '̂^® The interconnectedness o f first, second, 

and third-generation human rights has been sufficiently shown to prove the — mostly ideological 

-  insistence on a essential difference between those rights wrong. It seems to me, however, that 

in the context o f  the judicial enforcement o f  socio-economic rights some of the arguments count. 

A main argument for the distinction was that the realization o f  socio-economic rights require 

large financial means, whereas civil and political rights do not. Even though the realization of 

civil and political rights also engenders costs, there is nevertheless a difference in the net 

dimension o f sums o f money involved.^* Constitutional decisions on socio-economic

Sachs. Alhie. The Judicial Enfotremut o f Sodo-Ecommic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 84.
^  As mentioned above, the court issued a declaratory order requiring the government to act to meet the obligations 
imposed on  it by section 26 (2), which included measures to devise, fund, implement and supervise measures aimed 
at prodding relief to those in desperate need. In addition, it required the state to fui61 its obligations to provvide 
funilies witìi access to land in terms o f  section 2 5 , access to adequate housing in terms o f  section 26 as well as access 
to health care, food, water and social security in terms o f  section 27.

See, for example, Rosas. Allan & 5?cheinin. Martin. Categories and benjidaries o f human rights, in; Hanski. Raija Suksi 
Markka, Introduction to tlx International Protection o f Human Rights, Turku/ Abo 1999,49-64.

To give an example, the tinancing o f  a nation-wide housing project is certainly more costly than the organization 
o f elections.
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fundamental rights thus imply the influence o f the Court on issues that have potentially huge 

social and financial implications. The financial implications is an additional reason why the 

separation of powers argument seems to weigh even more heavily here.

The Constitutional Court was challenged with the task to reach a satisfactory result for the people 

concerned without exposing its judgement to the accusation that by censoring policy choices, the 

court was going beyond its capacities according to the traditional understanding of distribution o f 

tasks between the political process o f  parliamentary decision and the judiciar)\ According to the 

orthodox view o f  separation o f powers, the Constitutional Court, by the fact that its members are 

not democratically elected, lacked the institutional legitimacy to deal or heavily influence these 

matters, supposedly reserved for die political process and the democratically elected Parliament.

The Constitutional Court had to be very careful in order to pre-empt, or mitigate this argument. 

It did so very diligently. Here again, a justification rooted in the over-arching value of dignity 

could provide a solution. The Parliament’s default competence to devise and choose an 

implementation strategy was not challenged.^^" Effectively, a democratically elected Parliament is 

better placed to decide on these matters than an independent judiciar}'. However, when it comes 

to measuring social and economic policies against the fundamental value o f dignity, the 

independence o f  the judges turns to their advantage, as decisions can be made free from eventual 

populist pressure that potentially influences the political proccss.̂ '̂  ̂ Here again dignity is a key in 

justifying the institutional legitimacy of the Constitutional Court.^304

Another question is whether the Constitutional Court judges have the technical knowledge 

required to judge on these matters. This is the problem of expertise in court. Certainly, the 

parliamentary process is well designed to integrate and handle technical and expert knowledge in

A. Sachs remarks on this point: .Normally it is not for us to decide on how resources should best be used.’ The 
electorate can hold the government responsible for its choices, which is not the case o f  the Constitutional Court. 
However, he continues, ‘In a constitutional democracy this must be the general rule. I stress, the general tuie, not the 
inv'ariable one.’ Sachs. Albie. The fuàiàal 'Efijonemepit o f Socio-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 85f. In effect, 
the court in Grootboom states from the outset that the justiciability o f  socio-economic ri^ ts  is not a question 
decidable in abstract, but would have to be 'carefully e.vplored on a case-by-case basis.’ (paragraph 20)

Tliink o f a situation where legislation would be detrimental for a small part o f  the population only, but highly 
beneficial to a large majority.

See ver\- eloquently Sachs, .Albie. The Judicial Enforcement of Sodo-Ecoaomic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005), 86.
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the process o f crafting statute law. Despite the possibility of hearing experts in court, and the 

government having the possibility to explain its choices, the court’s capacity appears more limited 

when it comes to deep technical knowledge o f socio-economic matters. However, the court does 

not claim for itself tlie capacity" to judge on precise practical and technical measures. It would do 

so if in its judgement it were to, say, substitute the government’s plans with a detailed policy 

strategy o f  its own. This is not how the Court proceeded in Grootboom. It intentionally limited 

itself to evaluating, not the policy itself, but the outcome o f the polic}", in the light o f the value o f  

dignity". Its capacity to do so cannot easily be disputed.^“̂  Here again, dignity is tlie key argument 

to sustain the institutional capacity o f the court.̂ °*̂

The overall strategy and technical details are thus deliberately left for the government to decide. 

Wdiat the Court resetv^es for its own evaluation, and if necessar)" censoring, is only the mult o f  

these policies. The measuring stick o f their evaluation is die threshold o f a minimum quality 

result in conformity with what is to be considered dignified by the standards o f  a modem 

democracy.

The resulting judgement should be seen not as confrontational, but rather as a dialogue between 

judiciar}" and government:

‘[We] left it open to the state to decide as to whether the programnne should operate nationally, 

provincially, or locally, and as to how a programme of emergency shelter should be developed. We 

expressly left it up to the state to decide how best to deal with emergency situations, that is, whether the 

programme would involve only providing dry land on which people could erect shelters, or whether it 

would provide both land and houses or whether it would be more efficacious for the state to provide

‘We are institutionally completely unsuited to take decisions on houses, hospitals, schols, and elcctricitv'. We just 
do not have the know-how and the capacity to handle those questions. But we do know about human dignity, wc do 
know about oppression, and we do know about things that reduce a human being to a status below that which a 
democratic society would regard as tolerable.’ Sachs. Albie. T h  Judidal Enforcemeut of Socio-Economic Rights: Tlx 
Gmtboom Case (2005), 87.

Cf. Sachs. Albie. The judicial Enforcement of Socio-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2(X)5), 86. There are certain 
cases where this problem appears in a particular poignant manner. One o f  these cases is the South African 
Soobramoney case {Soobramon^ case, precit.). The applicant suffered from chronic and irreversible renal failure. His 
life could only be prolonged by on-gping dialysis treatment A state hospital refused him admission to its renal unit 
As only one dialysis machine w as available, the hospital had set up a policy according to which only persons eligible 
for a kidney transplant would be granted access to treatment, for the time tliat a donor was found. Chronically ill, the 
applicant did not m eet this requirement (as well as the additional requirement o f  not having imy otlier significant 
diseases, as he suffered also from a heart disease). The Constitutional Court rejected the application for emergency 
treatment, finding the hospital’s guidelines not in violation with the fundamental right to health care, as they were 
found reasonable in a situation where too many patients were forced to rely on too little medical equipment.
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sufficient financial assistance for the affected persons to make their own housing arrangements. There 

would be further policy choices open to the state -  for example, whether to establish medium density 

housing or provide subsidies for the private sector construction industry. Similarly, it was left to the state

to decide where it was to get the money for the emergency programme.’M 7

Overall, one gets the impression of a carefully balanced judgement, through which the 

Constitutional Court achieves the aim of giving meaning to the fundamental right of access to 

adequate housing, whilst at the same time constructing in a way that mitigates the critique based 

on the separation o f powers.

3.4. Conclusions under Chapter 3

The state o f  constitutionalism is always a reflection of the state o f society in which it evolves. It is 

subject to change. Jurisprudential solutions are the result of the will to adapt to a changing 

societal environment, combined with constraints imposed by the current existing legal and 

institutional framework. I have tried to show this with a case-study of the German Liitb case. 

Further, I have tried to place the discussion on third-part)  ̂effect (or the relation of fundamental 

rights and private law) in perspective, by inserting them in the larger picture o f other possible 

effects o f fundamental rights. Tlae recent South African Grootboom case stands at the end o f an 

evolution in terms o f the understanding o f  fundamental rights and their effects, as well as the role 

o f the state in die protection o f fundamental rights, and the relation between courts and 

parliament.

§L  A  n ew  com bin ed  g h b a l effect o f  fundam ental ng^hts

The lJU h case contained a principled statement on the nature o f fundamental rights, which, on 

the basis o f a peculiar construction (the ‘indirect third-part)" effect’) allowed for fundamental 

rights to have an influence on the outcome of civil law litigation. On the basis o f the same 

understanding of the constitution as an ‘objective value order’, the German Constitutional Court 

in its Abofiion case 1975 chose a different construction to enhance the effects o f fundamental 

rights by concluding that there was a duty" incumbent on the state to take adequate measures to

307 Sachs. Albie. T k judicial Efijorvemetit ( f  Soao-Ecommic The Grootboom Case (2CX)5), 93.
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ensure fundamental rights were effective, even in relationships between private parties. The new 

South African legal order integrates the existing techniques. Its constitution features direct 

horizontal effect o f fundamental rights, as well as a system o f  interpretation similar to indirect 

horizontal effect in Germany. In addition, the state’s duties as to the implementation o f socio

economic rights were further defined and refined in the Grvotboom case. This results in an overall 

picture o f enhanced constitutionalism, or influence o f  fundamental rights, in the action of private 

actors and in public policy choices.

The effect of fundamental rights on private situations (if the person is confronting the state) or 

private relations (relations between two private persons) is no longer a question o f being vertical 

or horizontal. Rather, we can speak o f  a ‘diagonal’̂ ”® or ‘transversal’ effect. It is less about a 

constitutional duty directly imposed on a private actor in the encounter o f another private 

person. Constitutionalism as such is expanding.^“̂  Private persons will however experience the 

effects o f such an expansion, in either their encounter with state authorities, or with other private 

persons. More generally, this holistic approach seems to loosen a fixation on the categories o f  

‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal*.

Is this any longer about third-party effect? I have tried to show that third-part)  ̂ effect doctrines 

and the doctrine o f the protective duty o f  the state are alternative answers which try to solve the 

same question o f how to make fundamental constitutional rights effective against private 

individuals. There is a continuous evolution o f the scope o f application o f  fundamental rights 

from L/iib to Grootboom, based on the understanding o f  the over-arching importance o f 

fundamental rights. This introduced implicit notion o f  hierarchy can be justified by an objective 

dimension o f fundamental rights (L?7/A), or be directly inscribed in the constitution (case of the 

new South African constitution o f 1996^^“). The concrete result is expanded constitutionalism.

Expression coined by Albie Sachs, private talk, Budapest, 19 Ju ne 2004.
See also the sub-tide o f  the proceedings o f  a conference dedicated to the third-party effect: Sajo. Andreas & Uitz.

Renata. The constitution in private relations 2005, ’expanding constitutionalism’. 
Act WS 1996,
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ff2. The role o f  the s ta te

On the basis o f the understanding that the ^objective dimension’ grounds and justifies the 

possibility for the Constitutional Court to review the state’s obligation to take positive measures 

to implement constitutional fundamental rights, the Court in Grootboom manages to enlarge this 

competence to the politically sensitive area o f  socio-economic rights. Only a ground commitment 

to a protective role o f the state can foster such jurisprudence. Again, this is in stark contrast with 

cultural environments in which the state’s duty is confined to the negative duty o f abstention, 

without possibility o f a role o f positive promotion o f rights.’311

§3. The judges^ role: The transform ed a n d  transform ing role o f  th e fu dges

The evolution towards enhanced constitutionalism, in the sense o f  an increased influence o f 

fundamental rights, modifies the role o f both constitutional and civil law jurisdictions. 

Substantive and institutional issues will be considered.

The role o f tlie constitutional courts is first o f all perceived as more active, on two fronts. By 

reversing judgements o f jurisdictions o f  civil law, firstly, constitutional courts ensure their 

influence over civil law jurisdictions. By introducing fundamental rights as directly or indirectly 

applicable sources o f  law in civil litigation, the substance of civil law itself is subject to 

transformation. From the perspective o f private law, the civil judge appears first o f all to come 

increasingly under the hierarchy o f the constitutional court, as the constitutional court imposes a 

new, value-based, basis o f jurisdiction for civil courts. But this new basis really allows the civil law 

judges to exert, in certain circumstances, considerable influence over the evolution o f the 

substance-matter of private law. These circumstances are precisely those in which fundamental 

rights ‘enter private law’, for example through interpretation ‘in the light of the constitution’ of 

the general clauses contained in private law, as was discussed in the review of the Ljith case.

More on the possibility o f  emeigence o f  doctrines o f  horizon tality in the ^ibe^al state’ and the ‘social state’ 
respectively in the Concluding Chapter. The question whether the degree o f  commitment to the social state 
corresponds to the level o f  horizontality has been raised, i.a., by M. Tushnet and S. Ellman. C f Tushnet. Mark. SttUe 
Acnoti, Socid W'ê are Rights, and the jndidjl Role: Some Compararne Observaiions (2002); Ellmann. Stephen. Labour La»’: A  
Constitutional Confluence: American 'State Action* Law and the Application o f South Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private 
Acton (2001).
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The second front is the relation o f constitutional jurisdictions and legislative and executive 

branches o f  government. The censoring o f government/state action on constitutional grounds is 

part o f  the canon o f constitutionalism, o f  the traditional separation of powers. However, by 

evaluating government policy according to its compatibility with the positive duties flowing from 

fundamental rights, the constitutional court has its range o f action increased. Non-action in the 

sense o f  lack, or insufficiency o f  concrétisation of fundamental rights is subject to censoring by 

judicial review.^^“ This visible capacity o f the constitutional court to influence policy-making 

challenges traditional views o f separation o f power.̂ ^̂  The carefully crafted Grootboom judgement 

is an example o f how the constitutional court, well aware of this potential criticism, exercised this 

power o f  declaring government policy insufficient, but at the same time tried not to substitute 

itself as the law-maker by leaving it up to the government to devise the details o f an amended 

policy which would live up to the standards required by the fundamental right in question. Rather 

than confrontation, it sought a way to install constitutional dialogue, or cooperation, in order to 

optimize the effect o f fundamental rights for the population concerned.

A similar argument has been made by O . Gerstenberg, this time in a ‘truly horizontal’ context o f 

a case o f  the European Court o f  Justice, Bosman. Gerstenberg defends the idea o f a ‘direct- 

deliberative obligation’ {àrekt-deliherative Binàm^} flowing from fundamental rights and 

constitutional principles for private actors.^^  ̂ According to this thesis, ‘private actors, in the 

ordering o f  their relations o f private law, have to orientate themselves, in a dialogic process, with 

grounds that can be validated on constitutional g r o u n d s T h e  obligation arising from the 

constitution for the private actors is direct, in that it is not mediated by a process o f  legislation. It 

seems that according to this model the private actors, bound by these principles, create their own

In Grootboom, a ‘gap’ in the effective concretization o f  a fundamental right is censored. In Shelly v. Kraemer, the 
American Supreme Court made up fo r the complete lack o f  statutory concretization o f  a fundamental right.

Depending on which tfieory o f interpretation one adopts, it is either possible to see this as a radically new 
development, or rather proof that the power o f  co-legislation o f  the court is becoming more visible.

Gerstenberg. Oliver. Private Loaf, Constitutionalism and the Umits o f tlx Judicial Role, in: Scott. Craig. Torture A s Tort: 
Comparative Perspeciitvs on the Dei'elopment ofTransnational Human Rights Litigation, Oxford 2001, reprint in: published in 
German as Gerstenberg, 141.

‘[daß die] privaten Akteure sich bei der Ordnung ihrer Privatrechtsbeziehungen sich in einem dialogischen Prozeß 
an verfassxmgsrechtlich validierbaren Gründen orientieren müssen.’
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private regime. Gerstenberg speaks o f  a ‘radical-democratic genesis o f  Interestingly, the

role o f  the judge in this model would not be to present the actors with a pre (judge)- made 

solution, but merely to ‘open up [to the private actors] forums for the process o f  justification 

guided by principles’̂ ^̂  which the actors do themselves. He identifies this new ‘mix o f activism 

and self-restraint’ in the European Court o f Justice decision Bosman?^^

§4. Jurisprudence J u stified  on th e basis o f  Values

We have seen several examples o f situations in which the concrete outcome o f the existing legal 

statutory' or policy framework was perceived as unsatisfactor)% e.g. the Shelly case in a pre-Civil 

Rights Acts America, or a whole section o f the population not benefiting from housing policies 

as in Givothoom.

Tlie Groothoom case provided an example o f how ultimate constitutional values, or principles o f  a 

democratic society, enter jurisprudential discourse. In the ‘reasonableness test’ applied by the 

Constitutional Court, dignity as ultimate justifying value was decisive in pinning down the gap in 

the government’s housing programme.

To the degree that the legitimacy o f the results of existing statutory law is put into question, 

recourse to other norms like the constitution increases.̂ ^̂  The ‘meta values* o f equality and 

dignity, being core values of contemporary democratic societies, are used as justihcatory 

aigument for the filling, or censoring, of perceived gaps in human rights protection.

All fundamental rights ultimately derive from the ‘meta values’ liberty, equality, and dignity. 

Socio-economic rights appear to have more affinity with the meta value o f dignity,whereas 

equality fuels the expansion o f civil and political rights. The South African people, after

'radifcaldemokratische Rjechtsgenese’
‘Foren fur prin2ipiengesteuerte Begriindungsprozesse’

1̂8 European Court o f  Justice, 15 Dec. 1995, \Jmon n^ale hel^ àssociétés defootball assoàation andotììers / Bosnian and 
others (Ree. 1995,1-4921).

I thank my friend Raphael Paourfor this hint. This recent evolution corresponds also to the development o f  
theories o f  interpretation encouraging recourse to principles, as defended for example by R. Dworkin.

It is tempting to see here an echo o f  fratemit}'.
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overcoming tlie apartheid state, chose a new, free society in which people could live in dignity. 

This expression o f  a societal choice explains inter a lia  the inclusion of socio-economic rights in 

the constitution. The meta-value o f  socio-economic rights is dignity. Dignity is an ‘added value’ 

belonging to newer jurisprudence.321

§5. H orizon ta l e ffect as C orrective o f  th e  P rim acy o f  th e In dividu al over the C ollective

“To recognize the true boundaries between the individual and the community is the highest problem that 

thoughtful consideration of human society has to solve,"
322Georg Jellinek, 1895

Tlie combined jurisprudence o f  effects o f  fundamental rights, but especially o f socio-economic 

rights, might contribute to a changed dynamic in the established relationship beKveen the 

individual and the community^

The Primacy of the Individual over the Collective

Tlie core idea, or Leitidee, o f modem thought, coinciding with liberal thought, is a belief in the 

central place, and intrinsic value o f  the individual person.^"  ̂The individual is seen as naturally, 

natun  ̂ gifted witii libert}^ This natural liberty of the state o f  nature will automatically foster 

‘inalienable rights’ in society. These inalienable rights hold strong against intrusion or limitation, 

be it by other individuals or by ‘the state’ (a centralized power). The verj  ̂ idea o f the state is 

interpreted in view of the primacy o f individual rights. The prime example being the United 

States: In America, a government based on the will o f the voters was limited by ‘inalienable’ 

rights o f  the individual in die 1776 Constitution.

For the role o f  the judge this means that both constitutional and private law judges appear less than before to be 
'la bouche de la lot, but a sort o f  protector o f  the morality shared by society, and expressed in the fundamental rights o f 
the Bill o f  Rights.
—̂Jellinek. Georg. The Declaration o f the Riffits ofM an and o f Citiê nSy New Y ork 1901 (1895).

See Stourzh. Gerald. I'lerPallsindien im Dienste der Spnnnsucfx, in: Brix. Em il Mantl \^btfgang. Liberaäsmns. 
Interpretationen UndPerspekiiien,'^itti-Kö\n-Gtaz 1996, 53: Tch glaube , dass jede Frage, jede ,Spurensuche' nach dem 
Liberalismus und nach seinen Gegensätzen und Gegenbewegungen von der zentralen Bedeutung des Individiums, des 
Indindualismus, von der zentralen Bedeutung des Respekts der Person und der Persöhnlichkeit ausgehen müsste, 
eben m ehr als des Respektes der iClasse oder der Masse oder des Ethnos oder der Rasse, oder was es sonst für 
übcrindividuelle, holistische’ Entitäten geben mag. Die Gegensätzlichkeiten zwischen liberalen und nichdiberalen 
oder antiliberalen Strömungen scheinen mir doch im wesentlichen zurückzufuhren zu sein auf Gegensätzlichkeiten 
zwischen dem zentralen VC'ert der Person oder des Individuums einerseits und Wertvorstellungen, die diesen 
zentralen Wert gegenüber anderen .Ganzheiten’ relatirieren.’ (emphasis in original text)
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Control mechanisms o f power have thus been framed in the language o f individual rights* Jeremy 

Waldron reminds us that the Lockian view o f society saw the primary function o f law and other 

aspects o f  social organization to be the constitution of a framework to uphold and respect the 

moral rights o f individual citizens.^“'' That entails that demands o f justice are rights-based rather 

than based on considerations of social utility. The question asked is: what are individuals entitled 

to? and not what is in the interest o f all?^^

In a philosophical understanding, then, one key element o f liberalism is the subordination o f 

collective interests to individual ‘rights’.̂  ̂ In other words, the legal recognition o f values must be 

subordinated to the recognized individual freedom of action. As Mary' Ann Glendon remarks: 

‘rights [...] tend to be presented as absolute, individual, and independent o f any necessary 

relation to our responsibilities.’̂ “̂  In the end, rights talk would carry ‘neglect of civil society’.̂  ̂

This ‘neglect’ o f  social interests has consequences. According to Axel Honneth, the insufficiency 

o f liberalism is that it is founded on normative principles that do not allow one to take into 

account all social problems that a true democracy has to affront.“ '*

Expanding constitutionalism: Revaluatino considerations of society

The 'free Europe’ is a system which can be described as ‘ l ib e ra lism  in te g ra tin g  s o c ia l co nce rns  a n d

re s p e c tiv e  o f  d e m o c ra c y  a n d  fu n d a m e n ta l l ig h ts 'G e ra ld  Stourzh330

Waldron. Jeremy. Nofisense upon stiltŝ  18ff.
Î-5 ibid.

‘Par libéralisme, la philosophie contemporaine entend principalement la thèse du primat du juste sur le bien, c'est- 
à-dire le fait que les droits collectifs doivent être subordonnés aux droits indiriducls, ou encore que la reconnaissance 
juridique des valeurs (de la vie bonne) doit être subordonnée à la reconnaissance des droits (de la liberté).’ Renault, 
Emmanuel, Axel Honneth, Le nouvel Habermas, in: Le Nouvel Observateur hors-série, décembre 2004- janrier 
2005, 66-69, p.68.

Glandon. Mary Ann. Rights Talk\9^2,12.
Glandon. Marc Ann. Rights Talk 92 ,14 .
See Renault, Emmanuel, Axel Honneth. Le nouvel Habermas, in: Le Nouvel Observateur hors-série, décembre 

2004- janvier 2005, 66-69 .
330 *\\’îr leben im ‘freien’ Europa in einem System, das als g¡ot:iaÜntegrath'er,grnndrecbísdemQkratischerLiberalismus'iu 
bezeichnen is t ’ (my translation; emphasis in original). Quoted by Man ti. Wolfgang. Carl Schmitt und (de liberal
rechtsstaatliche Demokratie, in: Angerer. Thomas Bader-ZaarBrigitta Grandner .Margarete. Geschichte Und Recht. Festschrift 
Für GeraldStourttf Zum 70. Geburtstag, Wien 1999 ,99-143 , f i i . l l l .
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‘Liberty and equality have been shaped and refined constitutionally by a philosophy of minimum 

government. Within this context they have tended to diverge. It is highly probable that their future 

constitutional development will be reshaped by expanding government controls over ever-widening areas 

of individual activity. Within this context they will probably coalesce, providing a unified doctrine as our 

dominant ideal and constitutional demand.’ Richard Wilson“ ’

The move away from rights understood as purely subjective rights towards more emphasis on 

their objective content brings back into focus the theme of limitation of individual libert)’̂ by 

fundamental concerns, or interests o f  society.

Because they perceived that human purposes and activities do not automatically harmonise with one 

another, and because (whatever their official doctrines) they put high value on other goals, such as 

justice, or happiness, or culture, or security, or varying degrees of equality, they were prepared to curtail 

freedom in the interests of other values and, indeed, of freedom itself. For, without this, it was impossible

to create the kind of association that they thought desirable 332

Constitutions do express these ‘aspirations o f society’.̂ ^̂  This is an ideal constitutional 

jurisprudence is pursuing. As I have discussed for example in the Grootboom case/^  ̂ the 

Constitutional Court here, as in other cases, built its argument around the consideration and 

concern that all citizens should enjoy a dignified life. Tliis ideal should be reached by all; those 

who cannot achieve it alone must be shown solidarity by society. In this case, we see echoes of 

the value contained in the French Declaration which for a long time was overshadowed by the 

two founding principles of liberty and equality: fraternity.

But rather than a theme o f limitation, it is a theme of enhancing freedom in the name ot 

fundamental values agreed upon by society. Progress towards horizontality o f  civil fundamental 

rights can be readily associated with tlie question o f what are individuals entitled to. WTien we 

look at the horizontal application o f socio-economic rights, it seems to me that we are moving 

further towards more broader societal considerations, although o f course the individuals’ right 

aspect is not lost. Also civil rights are o f  course the result o f society’s choice. The difference is

Wilson. Richard B.. T/je mergifî  coveepts of liberty and equidity, in: 12 (1955) Washington and Lee Law Review, 182- 
211 (1955), 183.

Berlin 2(X12/1969, 170f.
D. Grimm, quoted by: Elisabeth Katz. German Hig/j Comt Has Mors Pon erOverhe§slatm, Grimm SaySy 

http://wAv^w.law.virginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/grimm.htm, 27 July 2006).
See above. Section 3 of Qiapter 2.
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that the societal aspect here is not visible as the focus is on the individual’s right in the specific 

case. But of course judgements in favour are at the same time a reconfirmation of the 

commitment o f  society to the value enshrined in the fundamental right.

With the focus on the safeguard of fundamental values, the result o f  jurisprudence would ideally 

be a global effect o f  fundamental rights, in which horizontality or verticality would not matter. As 

expressed by A. Clapham:

‘What Is public and what private? ...in the flux of the moment, what judges chose to label as private or 

public has less to do with the essence of the thing or the object under scrutiny, than where they want to

end up... which set of values they want to protect" Andrew Clapham^^®

'We as a court have to respect human rights (...] Values are of general application (so, also between 

individuals) [...] Once you accept that a court has the obligation to ensure human rights to both sides of 

the equation [...], a lot of the problem of what constitutes public authority or not evaporates, and we have 

‘perfect horizontality*

G root boom seemingly is a step in this direction.

Notes o f  the author, notes Andrew Qapham, lecture. Simmer Academy for Human Rights, European University 
Institute, Florence, 29 June 2004;
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Conclusions under Part I

I have introduced several examples o f situations in which the concrete outcome of the existing 

legal statutor)^ framework was perceived as non-satisfactory, namely the Shdlg  case in a pre- Civil 

Rights Acts America, or tlie situation in the European Union where anti-discrimination directives 

were perceived to be necessarj' to tackle certain manifestations o f  discrimination. To the degree 

that the legitimacy o f the results o f  existing statutory law is put into question, recourse to other 

norms like the constitution increases.

I attempted to show how recent discussions over anti-discrimination statutes relate to doctrines 

o f  third-part}' effect o f fundamental rights. The argument was built on the understanding that 

fundamental rights are either concretized by the law-maker, or, in the absence o f  precise 

legislation, by the judge, 'fhe impact on private relationships can go through either o f these 

channels. I concluded that, from this point o f view, anti-discrimination statutes appear as tools to 

horizontalize the principle o f equality.

Questions arose as to the consequences judicial review might imply, challenging traditional 

assumptions regarding the separation o f powers. In newer jurisprudence regarding the 

implementation o f  fundamental socio-economic rights, which 1 then discussed, this criticism is 

more acute. Jurisprudence based on values is here taken a step further.

Decisive for the development o f  jurisprudence in the line of tlie South African Grootboom case is 

the understanding that the state may have a positive role regarding the implementation of 

constitutional fundamental rights. The philosophical idea transporting tliis tliought is the view of 

the constitution as ‘objective value order,’ introduced in die Uith case.

A similar development has not taken place in the United States, where the State Action doctrine 

based on a strict public-private divide cements a position of verticality' which is more difficult to 

circumvent.
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PART II: TYPOLOGIES OF THIRD-PARTY EFFECT DOCTRINES

Introduction to Part II: Classifying Third-Party Effect Doctrines

Horizontalltv at different levels

The examples o f  chapters 1, 2 and 3, dealing with the American state action doctrine, German 

anti-discrimination law and Drittwirkun^ and recent developments in South African law, illustrate 

the diversity o f the topic of 1̂011200tality’ and ‘third-party effecf, embedded in the larger context 

o f  a tendency o f expanding constitutionalism.^“ Read together, these examples highlighted 

different aspects o f horizontality in context

The cases presented cover a wide time-frame, ranging from the 1940s to present time, and they 

are set in die framework o f  domestic law. They involve physical private actors in their encounter 

with other physical private actors, or the state. There are o f course other fields o f horizontality, 

surpassing the national frameworks, and involving predominantly private legal persons. An 

example is the area o f  consumer protection at the supranational level o f the European Union.̂ ^̂  

Beyond the national and supranational levels, horizontality takes on yet more significance at the 

international level o f international human rights law. One central legal question here is state 

responsibility, and issues may be abduction and other criminal activities in the grey zone between 

private and state-sponsored action.^“

I f  we follow the distinction between domestic, supranational, and international legal orders, the 

issue o f and discussion about horizontality o f fundamental or human rights can be found at all 

three levels. These three levels are not neady separated; rather they are (at least as far as human 

rights is concerned) increasingly interwoven. One of the challenges o f  international human rights 

law is precisely the implementation o f  human rights at the domestic level, that is the application

This was equally reflected ia the wide range o f  topics presented at the Budapest conference on third-party effects 
in 20004. The proceedings are published as Sajo  ̂.\ndreas & Uitz. Renata. The consiituTion inprivaU nlations 2005.

Consumer protection was already the issue o f  Biirgsckafi precit.
358 P qj. example Inter-American Court o f Human Rights, 1 9 8 8 , (Annual  Report o f  the Inter-american 
Court o f  Human Rights OAS/ser.L/V/III, doc. 13); cf. Cohen-lonadian. Gerard. L.'amt VelasqmT  ̂ in: 1990 Revue 
générale de droit international public, issue 2,455-471 (1990).
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o i  international human rights standards by domestic courts. In the end, of course, there is only 

one physical real world, and the distinction between three levels is a political and leg;il
330construct.

Among the non-state actors, domestic and international levels combined, we find non

governmental organizations (NGOs), trans (inter) national companies, rebel groups, individuals, 

religious organisations, international organisations. The common bond of this otherwise very 

heterogeneous group o f actors seems to be first o f all that they are not state actors. This negative 

quality (in the sense that it is defined as lacking a certain qualit)% namely being a state-actor) is 

strong enough to distinguish them from the group o f state actors. We should keep in mind, 

however, that this scenario o f dichotomizing state actors and non-state actors is an academic, and 

more precisely legal, categorisation which runs the risk o f oversimplifying the real world.^^” 

Indeed, if  we focus not on the opposition between state actors and non-state actors but on the 

groups o f  non-state actors taken one by one, individually, their heterogeneity clearly shows. What 

is then the justification for putting them all in one common categoiy ? The reason could be that 

despite dieir differences they share one common fate o f  evolving in the over-arching, and only 

existing (i.e. recognized) supreme legal model o f  the state. Accordingly, the totality o f their 

actions is imbedded in die legal framework o f the state or inter-state law, even those actions that 

defy, and sometimes successfully so, this statai framework.^” It is precisely because the 

emergence of ‘tlie private’ (in whatever form) challenges some fundamental assumptions o f the 

state-dominated paradigm of both international and domestic law, tliat it is a focus for discussion. 

New concepts are developed, new paradigms arise.

W’ith the exception o f the South African Gwotboom case, I presented examples in legal systems 

which have a long-standing national tradition in theory and practice o f  horizontality. The 

German doctrine(s) o f Drittmrkungf and the U.S. State action doctrine are set model cases which 

are widely quoted and which have inspired subsequent evolutions in the field. Less known are

This is confirmed by the fact that in many analyses, the supranational level is not seen as a separate category, but a 
sub-categorj'^ o f the international level.

It is o f  course also a political criterion.
Take for example the zones controlled by the guérilleros o f  Colombia, or tlie case of Chiapas in Mexico.
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recent developments in horizontality in Central and Eastern Europe.^*" The discussion o f the 

horizontal effect o f human rights at the inter- and supranational levels is relatively recent, 

although the development of international human rights law testifies to the increasing tendency 

to include private violators in the categories o f addressees o f international human rights 

instruments. '̂*  ̂ Andrew Clapham’s path-breaking book Human Rights in the Private Spherê  which 

deals with horizontality in the jurisprudence o f the European Court o f Human Rights (with 

special emphasis on the United Kingdom), dates from 1993,̂ '̂* discussions of horizontality in the 

Convention system started in the early 1970s.̂ '*®

Depending on the legal system, terms and the scope of discussion can vary. For example, it has 

been pointed out that ^Drittuirkung* ttï& n  more to the repercussions that basic rights have on the 

structuring o f relationships under private law, whereas the term ‘horizontal effect’ also comprises 

die obligations o f state parties to take additional, positive measures to ensure the rights 

guaranteed.̂ *̂̂  As a tendency, I think that on the international level, the term ‘horizontality’ is 

predominant,^^  ̂ whereas in domestic systems both ‘horizontality’ (or ‘horizontal effect’) and 

‘third-party effect’ are widely used. The table o f horizontality would however not be complete 

without mentioning legal systems which have not endorsed explicit doctrines o f horizontality, for 

example France.

” 2 See KTiihn. THenek. Making Consätutionaäsm Horit^ntd: Three Diferent OntralEuropean StrategeSy Third Party E ffect - 
W liat Happens IXTien the State Promotes Rights? 12th Annual Conference on T h e  Individual Vs. the State’, 
Budapest, 18 -19 June 2004.

O ne major evolution has been the recognition o f  individual responsibilty for crimes against humanity, with a line 
o f  jurisprudence that starts w'ith the after-war Nuremberg and Tokyo trials, and extends to our days with the 
International Criminal Tribunals for Ex-Yugoslam  and for Rw ânda. The institutional result o f  this evolution has 
been the establishment o f  the International Criminal Court in Rome, 1998. Cf. also the course g^ven by Andrew 
Qapham  for the Human Rights Academy, European University Institute, Florence, Summer session 2004 (author’s 
notes).

Clapham. Andrew. H/man Righis in the Private Sphere 93.
An early contribution is Eissen. Marc-André. The European Convention on Human Rights and the Duties of the Individual 

(1962); in continuation, Eissen. Marc-Andte. L a Common européenne des droits de thomme et les obligations de tindividu: une 
mise à jour (1971); remark also the early thesis (which I did not consult) Glatzel. Horst. Die Einnirkung der Rechte und 
Freiheiten der Europäiscben Menschenrechtskonvention at^privée Kechtdugehungeti: ein Beitrag gum Problem der sog. Drittn irkungy 
München 1968.

Cf. Nowak. Manfred. L W . Cmenant on C iiiland Poätical RJghts, CCPR Commentarŷ  Kehl 1993
Maybe with the notable exception o f  the EC H R , where ‘third-party’ effect’ in various languages (Dritmirkung, 

effet tiers) is common. It is interesting to see that the vocabulary here brings the Convention system closer to 
domestic systems, a circumstance that in my opinion also is an indicator for the character o f  the E C H R
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These nuances in terminology already hint at the two basic conceptual issues involved, or at 

stake, when discussing horizontality; these are the issues, firstly, o f the duty o f private actors 

(more precisly, as will become clear, the limits to private action), and secondly, o f state 

responsibility. These fundamental conceptual issues raised by the application o f 

iundamental/human rights norms to non-state actors are mirrored at both domestic and 

international levels: on both levels, we find the topics, firstly, o f  accountability o f individuals on 

the basis o f international human rights/ fundamental rights norms, and secondly, o f state 

accountability (the question o f the positive duties of die state to actively guarantee conditions 

which make the enjoyment o f human/fundamental rights possible). State responsibility at the 

level o f  public international law, although an important aspect o f the field o f horizontality, is 

however not included in the present study. "̂*“

If  these two aspects are mirrored at both the international and domestic levels, the relative 

complexity, and longer tradition, o f  domestic legal systems brings into play other, additional 

aspects which cannot be found at the international level. This has to do with the historically 

grown, complex structure, hierarchies and traditions inherent to each domestic legal order. 

Domestic legal orders may differ, but they share, as against the international legal order, high 

differentiation and strength o f the different branches o f  government. Questions o f separation of 

power (or: separation o f tasks), in the form o f the American tradition of ‘checks and balances’ or 

the European tradition going back to Montesquieu, influence to a greater or lesser degree the 

positions on third-party effect in domestic legal orders. This is not to deny tlie law-making power 

o f international jurisdictions, but the specificity o f the domestic situation arises precisely because

International human rights law is faced with the foUo\i Ìng problem: there are situations in which indisuals’ human 
rights are violated, where state involvement is not clearly established or the act has been committed by private 
groups which have a de facto, but not de iurt authority over an area. This can for example be the case o f  forced 
abduction. In a legal framework which triggers responsibility only for state action, it is in the interests o f  the state to 
camouflage its involvement, thus shirking its responsibilty. As to private groups, they have escaped for a long time 
the grip o f  international law. Hence, the strategies pursued by human rights advocates focused on establishing a 
‘state link’ in order to trigger responsibility, see for example the recent article o f  Jinks. Derek. State R£sponsibi!t^fordx 
Acts o f Private Armed Groups, in; 4 Chicago loum al o f  International Law, 83 (200.3). This is a similar strategy to the one 
pursued witliin the ..American state action doctrine. These efforts tr\' to achieve a certain degree o f  horizontal effect 
They remain, however, in the vertical paradigmi, and merely trj- to mitigate the negative consequences o f  this given 
paradigm (i.e. tliat private actors escape their responsibilit}').Itis the equivalent, on the international level, o f  models 
o f  ‘indirect horizontalitv’ on the domestic level.
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of the traditionally strong role of the legislative branch of government which is the parliament. '̂*  ̂

This counter-weight appears weakened on the supra- and international levels.^  ̂What I want to 

point out is that the division of labour as concerns law-making presents itself differently on the 

domestic and international levels, and that it is this difference, i.e. the lack of this problem on the 

international level, which also accounts for the different ways in which horizontality is discussed.

Typologies of third-party effect doctrines

The production of each o f the different conceptions and uses can be the result o f theoretical 

assumptions or very different contexts. What they have in common is the ability to show ways in 

which fundamental rights can influence the range of individuals actions. The given legal and 

philosophical framework shared by all systems is die modem liberal state. At its core there are 

diverging interpretations o f the essence and effects of fundamental rights. These result in 

different justificatory discourses by the courts (ordinary and constitutional courts) regarding the 

horizontal application o f  fundamental rights. What can be done is not a metaphysical enterprise 

o f  trying to determine the tme nature o f a right, but an analysis o f  the given interpretations o f 

fundamental rights as regards their effects, and vertical or horizontal character. The discourses o f  

legal actors developed are object o f the present work.

As conceptions are diverse and present a seemingly vast and heterogenous picture, the 

establishing o f a typology o f positions on the horizontal application o f fundamental norms in 

various legal orders is a first step to a contextualised understanding o f third-party effect 

doctrines. Chapter 4 contains an outline o f t)pologies o f third-patly effect doctrines, o f  the 

different conceptions and uses existent/ as they appear in jurisprudence and scholarship.

The focus o f the following typologies is domestic legal systems, with references from 

supranational levels like the European Convention on Human Rights and the European Union. 

At the domestic level, very different shades o f  horizontality (or: verticality) exist. A first typology 

follows and builds upon already existing typologies. Different suggestions are given as to how to

A  classic description. In a realist view o f  the legislative process, the judiciary would be at least the co-, i f  not the 
main o r  sole legislator. See Troper. Michel. T/m h§c o f justification ojjuMciai miew (2003).

O ne can think o f  the competences o f the European Parliament.
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group third party effect doctrines.^^  ̂ They operate verj  ̂ much with the geometric métaphore o f  

‘vertical’ and ‘horizontar. The list of countries and systems I give is by no means complete. 

Rather than establish a list o f countries, I base myself on the categorisation given by existing 

academic literature, which is the division between ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ models, and will give 

examples o f  legal orders which fit the description. I tr}̂  to capture the diversity by giving a 

representative sample containing examples for each o f die major t)^es of solutions. Within the 

spectrum o f  horizontality, there are the models o f  full, or direct, horizontal effect, and those o f 

indirect horizontal effect. These can be found to varj îng degrees in American, German, English, 

French, and European Union law (Chapter 4). A second typolog)" cuts across all geographical and 

‘geometrical’ divisions and tries to list the arguments advanced in favour or against the horizontal 

application o f fundamental rights, respectively their horizontal effect (Chapter 5).

For detailed comparative ovemews, cf. Barak, Aharon. Constitutional Human Pd^ts and Pritfate La»\ in: Friedmann. 
Daniel &_Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Ri§bts in Private Lan\ Oxford 2001,13-42; Hunt. Murray. The HorittvntalEffect' 
of tix Human Rights A a  (1998); Cooper. Jonathan. Hori:;pntalit}’: The Application o f Human Rights Standards in Private 
Disputeŝ  in: English, R. &  Havers. P.. A n Introduction to Human Rights and the Common La»'̂  Oxford 2001, 53-70,
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Chapter 4. Typology using the geometrical metaphor of horizontal 

V. vertical

4.1. Introduction

f /. Social In teractions su b ject to  application  o f  fundam ental ng^hts: H orizon tal E ffect as 

R esidu al C ategory

The expression ‘horizontality’ first o f  all refers to a situation where private parties interact. The 

expression tries to capture in a geometrical metaphor a main parameter of the modem legal 

framework in which individuals have equal status before the law. They are, geometrically 

speaking, on the same level, and not in a hierarchical relation o f master and sen-’̂ ant which was 

the mark of pre-modern feudal societies. A modem social relation appears then as a horizontal 

line connecting individual A and individual B.

I first o f all want to set third-party effect doctines in perspective by situating them in the mass o f 

daily social interactions. Only a minor part o f these are potential objects o f third-part)  ̂ effect 

doctrines. Most social interaction is theoretically covered by legislation.^^“ The remaining part is 

what is loosely referred to as ‘private sphere’, in which private individuals should be able to act as 

they wish. Be it regulated by statutes or not, most social interaction evolves conflict free. 

Situations which do not give rise to contention are the first ones to be deducted from potential 

candidate situations for third-party effect application. From this obvious point we can 

nevertlieless deduct that the ground condition on which potential third-part}' effect constellations 

depend is a situation o f conflict o f interest in the relation between private actors.̂ ^̂  Doctrines of 

horizontality are only applicable to certain situations of conflict between private parties.

O f the situations in which the relation between A and B gives rise to conflict, most can be 

subsumed under relevant legislation. Continental codifications o f civil law and penal law* had

Example o f purchase o f  a bus ticket, which is legally qualihed as an act governed by the rules o f  private law. 
For the purpose o f  this work, I speak of'private individuals’ and 'private actors’ or ‘private parties’ 

interchangeably, as the main focus o f  the work is on private indinduals.
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exactly the aspiration o f creating legal instruments which would cover most, if not all, social 

r e l a t i o n s T h e s e  situations o f conflict which can be dealt with by the legal system under the 

existing rules, and without resorting to a formal invocation o f constitutional rights, will also fall 

short o f  becoming objects o f third-party effect doctrines.^^  ̂The formal claim that a fundamental 

right be applied is the second element circumscribing the scope o f application o f third-part)^ 

effect, or third-part)' effect doctrines.

By discarding conflict free social interaction, and situations o f  conflict which can be dealt with 

without the need to resort to the formal invocation o f a fundamental right, cases o f  third-part)' 

effect or application o f diird-party effect doctrines appear as a residual categor)'.^. 356

§2. *H orizom aP a n d  V ertical* L eg a l O rders

Acknowleged third-party application o f a fundamental right would add to already existing sources 

o f  A or B ŝ claim that a court legally back his/her interest. The legally protected sphere^̂  ̂ o f one 

o f  the persons involved in the conflict would be enlarged, just as the other person would appear 

to be subject to a ‘constitutional duty’ deriving from this source. It has become customar)' to 

classify legal orders into ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ camps, as regards the applicability to private 

actors o f  Bills o f  Rights contained in their constitutions. This classification depends on whether 

strictly speaking the constitution contains either a general provision mentioning horizontal 

applicability o f the fundamental rights catalogue, and/or whether the text o f some fundamental 

right provides for such a possibility' o f horizontal application. In the latter case, one can speak o f 

a constitution containing horizontal elements. Based on this enterion, is understood as a 

horizontal legal order any order in which private actors are adressées o f fundamental rights. This 

is a definition o f  horizontality pegged on the individual person. If  we want to accommodate 

situations in which, in absence o f  a textual provision, judges declare a fundamental right to be

Again the question is how far the 'private sphere’ exempted from regulation is a fact given by nature or only 
created by these regulations (by exempting them from restriction).

Schwabe. |u rgen. Die sogenamite Dnitairkung der Gmndrechie : Zur’E.inuirkung derGrundrechte aiff den Privatrechtsverhhr 
71, flt.68.

Expression used by M. Tushnet in Tushnet. Mark. Tlx ReLftionship beta een Judicial Ketiew of Le^slaHon and the 
interpretation opNon-ConsùtutionalLaìv, nith R^erence to Third Party Effect (IW S), 169f.

'Kedjis^haren’
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directly applicable (the scenario o f a doctrine of direct horizontal application), then we could 

instead work with a functional definition by sajing that direct application has the effect of setting 

aside legislation (section 4.2.). On the ‘other side’, is understood as a vertical position any 

position in which the text of the constitutional fundamental rights catalogue, or single 

constitutional fundamental rights, do not provide for application to private actors. In this case, 

the acts of private parties do not trigger the application of fundamental rights (in the functional 

definition: where a fundamental right cannot be used to set aside legislation) (section 4.3).

The criterion o f  horizontality in the constitutional text allows us to dichotomize Verticar and 

‘horizontal’ systems. It provides for a simple and rough categorisation. Systems in which there is 

no horizontal effect sfriao senstt̂  in the sense of explicit horizontality in the text, are by far the 

m ost common (section 4.3.§1.). At a closer look, however, very quickly different shades o f 

verticality/horizontality emerge. The United States’ legal system for example is vertical by default, 

but contains single fundamental rights which are to be applied between private persons, like the 

Thirteenth Amendment. Several other ways o f  justifying an effect for fundamental rights in 

private relations, other than by direct application, have been developed. There may be combined 

in one legal order a vertical stmcture and doctrines of ‘indirect horizontality’. I call these types o f 

orders mixed models. Here the argumentative burden is on the proponents of horizontality, 

whilst the system as such remains vertical, thus creating ‘nested horizontality’ (4.3.§2).

T he constitutional practice o f different countries demonstrates the wide spectrum which opens 

up between the two ideal t}^es o f horizontality and verticality. In a certain sense, the existence o f 

such a large variety o f answers to the problem of vertical or horizontal application of a Bill o f 

Right puts into question first o f all the usefulness of analyses based on die very idea of ordering 

according to verticality and horizontality.^®* I think nevertheless that the dichotomy provides a 

useful ground orientation on which to build. In the typology which follows I base myself on 

existing classifications grouped around this dividing line, amended and adapted when necessary.

In  the South African case o f  Du Pkssis t>. De Kkrk case, precit, 871D -E , fin trid ge  A .j. observed that ‘a 
com parative examination shows at once that there is no universal answer to the problem o f  vertical or horizontal 
application o f  a bill o f  rights’ and that 'the simple vertical/horizontal dichotomy can be misleading.’ Gted in Hunt. 
Murray. Tix ‘Hori:;pnial Effect* o f the Human Rights A a  (1998), 426.
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4.2. ^Horizontal* positions

Horizontal applicability o f fundamental rights, which because o f  the existence o f  other models I 

shall call for better clarity direct horizontal applicability, can have two sources. Firstly, the 

constitutional text itself can prescribe horizontal application, or provide for the possibility" o f 

horizontal applicability o f the fundamental rights contained in the constitution. (§1), Secondly, in 

absence o f an explicit constitutional text providing for horizontal application the judge maŷ ’̂ 

nevertheless apply die fundamental rights horizontally (§2).

D irec t h orìzon ta ììty  b y  provision  in  th e  con stitu tion a l te x t

The constitutional text can provide for an application to private actors in two ways: Firstly, the 

constitution can contain a general provision specifying that the rights enshrined in the 

constitutional document also apply to private actors. These general clauses are likely to be 

qualified.^^  ̂ Second!)", in addition to a general clause or even if  no such clause exists, specific 

single rights provisions can be accompanied by a clause o f  applicability o f this sort.̂ *̂ ^

Following the model o f direct horizontal application, a private part)" can, in private litigation, 

directly invoke a fundamental right. Tlie fundamental right is invoked qua fundamental right and 

is not mediated in any other way.^*" The model of direct horizontal application is the only ‘tme’ 

model o f  horizontality if taken in the sense o f binding the private actor. From a functional view, 

direct horizontal application o f a fundamental right is the dismissal or striking down o f a 

particular arrangement between private persons on the basis o f  this right.

Under certain conditions. Again it depends how one sees the actirity o f  the judge.
The example o f  Section 8(2) o iA ci 108 o f1996  ̂ (1996): ‘(2) A provision o f  the Bill o f  Rights binds a natural or a 

juristic person if, and to the extent that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature o f  the right and the nature o f 
any duty imposed by the rij^ it’

E.g. tlie Thirteenth Amendment to the United States’ constitution, which provides in its section 1: 'Neither 
slavery nor involuntai)' servitude, except as a punishment for crime w hereof the partt' shall have been duly convicted, 
shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.* Cf. Amar. Akhil Reed. Remember the 
Tlnrteentb (1993).

Mediation, or transformation, is exactly the s i ^  o f  models o f  indirect horizontal effect- See next section.
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The express textual basis for applicability to and amongst private actors is a creation by the law 

maker’, commonly identified as the organ constitutionally entrusted with the passing of legal 

texts, a function assigned in the traditional understanding o f modem constitutionalism to the 

government in conjunction with parliament.“  ̂An example is the Austrian law on the protection 

o f data, which has constitutional status and provides expressly for horizontal applicability. 364

Ç2. D irect horizontal application b v  the ju dge in absence o fan  express textual provision

In the absence of an express textual provision on horizontal applicability, the judge can 

nevertheless apply a fundamental right horizontally. In order to justify horizontal application in 

the absence of a textual provision, the judge will develop doctrines o f  horizontality.“ ® In a realist 

view o f the legal process, the difference between the presence and absence of a textual provision 

is merely that where such a text exists, the judge has a much easier argument to apply the 

fundamental right horizontally and does not need to develop justificatory discourses evoking 

doctrines of horizontality. A normative view would on the contrary see single provisions as 

orders to the judge to apply the fundamental right horizontally. But even in this view, general 

clauses of the tŷ pe described above would leave the judge a good margin of discretion when 

deciding whether to apply a fundamental right horizontally or not.

The Dutch constitution contains the interesting e.xample o f a non-written general clause, or at 

least this can be understood from what is reported by A. Hartkamp.“ * There is no e-xpress 

provision governing horizontality in the Dutch constitution. This, however, was a conscious 

choice. According to Hartkamp, ‘[ . ..] tlie problem o f the so called ‘horizontal effect’ or ‘third- 

party applicability’ was discussed in Parliament during the preparatory work leading up to the 

revision of the Constitution in 1983. There and then, it was decided that the Constitution was to

^  Under a realist view o f norm creation, one would need to distinguish bem-een the organ that creates the text, and 
the organ that implements it by interpreting it, only thus creating the norm. In this view, it is the judge ‘who makes 
law’, more precisely die norm.
^  Precit. at fii.47.

This justification is especially important i f  the phrasing o f  the application clause concerning provisions o f the 
constitution prescribes vertical application only, along the lines o f ‘Congress shall make no law ...’
^  Hartkamp. :\rthur S.. 0/i Eurupeofi Fnedoms and National Mandatmy Rides: The Dutch judiciary and the Eurropean 
Comention on Human RigbtSy in; 8 European Re\iew o f  Private Law, issue 1 ,111-124  (2000).
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remain silent on the subject.’ *̂̂ ‘J-Jowever\ he continues, ‘this decision was taken on the 

understanding tliat the development o f  die concept o f  horizontal effect would be left to the

courts. )30B

Much discretion is thus left to the courts: they can decide whether a right has horizontal effect. 

This seems to me testimony o f a general pragmatic attitude that tries to find an adequate solution 

in each particular case before court. Tlie Dutch system does not choose to elaborate an abstract 

theor)% or general rules, for the horizontal application o f  fiindamental rights. The application of 

human rights to private litigation depends on the rights in question. It would appear that, as a 

principle, the horizontal application o f  constitutional rights is taken for granted.^ ’̂ There is 

however no general rule acording to which rights are to be given horizontal effect. Whether the 

concrete case before the court warrants such an application is to be decided by the courts 

themselves. Courts fall short o f  discussing theorj'. Instead o f  discussing the theory behind 

horizontal effect and their jurisdiction, courts immediately deal with the substantive issues. There 

is thus no fixed rule. J . Cooper refers to this state o f affairs as ‘theor)" of a ‘sliding scale’.̂ “̂

Dutch legal practice allows for ‘direct horizontal effect’. It is however not theorized as such. This 

was not the case in Germany, where in the 1950s two rival theories tried to argue for direct 

application, or only mediate influence o f  fundamental rights on private law relations. The 

proponent of direct applicability o f fundamental rights in the Basic Law, H. C. Nipperdey, was o f 

the opinion that certain of these rights, especially the equality clause of Art.3 and freedom of 

opinion o f Art.5, were to be applied directly, meaning that on the basis of these rights, existing 

legislation, or for example contracts concluded on the basis o f existing legislation, could be set 

aside.^̂ * In view o f the criticism directed at the theory o f direct application, it is important to

Hartkamp. Arthur S., On Eurapeati Freedom ofidNational Mandatoiy Pjiles: The Dnkh Judiciaiy and the Eumpean 
Convention on Human Rights (2000), 116.

Hartkamp. Arthur S.. On Eurtpean Freedoms and National Mandatoiy Ruks: The Dutch Judiciary and the European 
Comention on Human Rights (2000), 116.

The practice however seems to follow a technique of adjudication equivalent to the German doctrine o f inédrtkie 
D/ittuiréung.H urtkamp, Arthur S.. On Eurtpean Freedoms and National Mandatory Rules: The Dutch Judiciary and the 
Eunpeof/ Convention on Human Rights (2000), 17ff.

Coop CL Lon ath an , Hori:;pniady: The Application o f Human Rights Standards in Private Disputes (2001)
Nipperdey happened to be tlie president o f  the German Federal Labour Court, which followed the opinion of 

direct appbcabiltty. Cf. the cases cited in Stem. Klaus. Das Siaatsrvcht der Rundesrepubiik Deutschland., Bd. 111/1: Aü^méne 
Lehren der Grundrechte 88, 76f.
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underline that even for Nipperdey, only certain rights were suitable for horizontal application. It 

has been noted that insofar as practical consequences are concerned, a circumscribed use o f the 

tool o f  direct horizontal application would perhaps not have generated results much different 

from those achieved under the doctrine of indirect horizontal application/’ ’ a doctrine seen with 

a much milder eye by majority opinion, and which eventually prevailed in the Uith case.

A further example o f  direct application is the legal framework o f Ireland. ’̂  ̂ The Irish 

constitution (the does not contain an express application provision regarding

hori2ontalit5̂  The Irish law on horizontality has been developed by the Constitutional Court 

using a justification from first principles/’  ̂An example is the principles o f equality before the law 

and equality between husband and wife o f articles 40 and 41 of the Constitution. These were 

directly applied to a private dispute. The result was that an existing common law doctrine, 

according to which a wife’s domicile was dependent on that of her husband was overridden.^’'’ 

The Irish Constitutional Court allowed indmduals to sue other private parties by directly 

invoking their constitutional rights as the source o f their claim, which is the accepted definition 

o f direct horizontality. By recognising a cause of action against private parties for breach of 

constitutionally protected rights, gradually a suigeneris constitutional tort has evolved.

O . In direct h orizon ta l effect is  n o t h orizon ta l

The doctrine o f direct horizontal application described above operates in a vertical framework,

i.e. in absence o f  an express provision providing for private actors to be bound by fundamental 

rights. According to the criterion for classification adopted, textual horizontality would be the

Cf. Stem . Klaus. Das Staatmchtàer^màesrtpuhUk Deutschland Bd. H lf 1 : Allg^mrine Lebren derGrundnchte 88 ,76 . This 
would again join the actual practice in the Netherlands. According to A. Hartkamp, ‘Dutch courts have been 
reluctant to attribute horizontal effect to human r i^ ts  provisions.’ Hartkamp. Arthur S.. On European Freedoms and 
National Mandato^ Ruks: The Dutch Judiciaty and the European ConvenUon on Human Rights (2000), 117.
.^^^On horizontality in Ireland: Butler. Andrew S.. Constitutional Rights in Private Litigation: A  Critique and Comparative 
Andysis (1993), Rinrhy. William. Constitutional Remeàes and the La»' Torts, in: O’Reilly, lames. Human Rights and 
Constitutiond Law: Esscys in Honour o f Brian Walsh, Dublin 1992,

See forther. Butler. Andrew. Private litigation and constitutiond rights under sections 8 and 9 of the 1996 Constitution 
Assistancefrom Ireland, in: 116 South African Law Journal (SALÌ), 77 (1999).

Butler. Andrew. Private litigation and constitutiond rights undr sections 8 and 9 o f the 1996 Constitution Assistance from 
Ireland

Constitutional Court o f  Ireland, 1991, CM . v. TM . ((1991) ILRM 268); quoted by Du Plessis v. De Klerk case, 
p recit, at 35.
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only ‘tnie’ model o f  direct horizontality. I nevertheless included the doctrine o f  direct application 

in the above model, as it nonetheless supposes an application o f fundamental rights to pnvate 

litigation qua fundamental rights, i.e. without prior mediation.

According to the doctrine of indirect horizontal effect, the impact of tiindamental rights on civil 

law is mediate, and the judge o f civil law, held to interpret clauses o f civil law ‘in the light of^^ 

the constitution, formally applies civil law. Direct applicability on private actors is thus not 

foreseen.

In accordance with the criterion of applicability to private actors adopted, the remaining 

doctrines o f horizontality are thus to be classified under the vertical position.

4.3. ^Vertical’ positions

§J. D efau h  vertica lity  and ^nestedhorizontality^

According to the definition adopted for the purposes o f classifying legal systems, systems which 

do not expressly provide for horizontal application are to be classified as vertical. A legal system 

is said to adopt a vertical position if  the system does not allow for the fundamental rights o f the 

constitution to apply directly to private actors.

But just as there is no pure ‘horizontality’, a water-tight separation o f the spheres of common and 

civil law from constitutional fundamental rights is today illusionaiy\ As A. Barak put it, ‘times of 

business as usual are long pasf,^ * ‘business as usual’ meaning the assumption that civil 

law/common law is a closed system which provides all elements necessary for regulating private 

relationships. Verticality, just as horizontality, is thus o f  degree.

Tliere is always some sort of horizontality in a vertical system. Most ‘vertical systems* are then 

systems with default verticality, but featuring elements o f horizontality, for example the already 

mentioned Thirteentli Amendment to the otherwise strictly vertical American constitution.

See again, fri. 114.
Barak. Aharon. Constitutional Human Riofyts and Private Laiv (2001), 18.
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To say that constitutional protection is only triggered by state action is not equal to saying that in 

these legal systems fundamental rights do not )ield any effect on the relationships between 

private actors. Within a rigid corset o f verticality, systems have nonetheless ‘found a way’ to 

provide for the effect o f fundamental rights even in private relationships. Horizontality is so to 

speak ‘nested’ in a vertical context. Horizontality is reached not in form, but from a results-based 

perspective.

Different ways o f justifying the effect o f fundamental rights on private parties in a vertical 

context have been developed. What is common to all of them is that the grammatical form of 

verticality is preserved. I f  we represent the horizontal constellation as a triangle with the ‘state’ at 

the summit, tfie baseline connecting individuals A and B , then on the baseline A -  B , no 

constitutional duty can be invoked by either party. Fundamental rights are not directly applicable 

in the relationship between private persons. Only state action (or, inaction) will formally trigger 

the application of fundamental rights.

The well-known model o f ‘indirect horizontal effect’ as developed in the German U i/b  case has 

been adopted, in modified form, by several other legal orders. German jurisprudence also 

developed the doctrine o f the duty o f  protection of the state, based on an understanding o f  the 

positive duties o f the state. This doctrine has been widely adopted to provide for horizontal 

results in vertical systems. Even the ‘strictly vertical’ state action doctrine has found ways o f 

providing for horizontal results.

T he common basis is that individuals cannot invoke fundamental rights to directly found a cause 

o f  action against another individual. The characteristic of indirect, or ‘nested horizontality’ is that 

fundamental rights are mediated before they reach individual realisation.^^  ̂ The cause of action 

will be directed against what stands between them and the fundamental rights. The first means of 

mediation is court action, with private law providing a screen between the individuals and

A. Hartkamp uses the term ‘transformation’. Hartkamp. Arthur S.. On European Freedoms and National Mandato^ 
Rules: Tin Dutch Judidaiy and iite European Conwition on Human Rights (2000), 119.
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fundmental rights (doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect). The second means of mediation, or 

second screen, is legislation (doctrine o f the duty o f protection o f  the state).

I will start with the third means o f  achieving horizontality mentioned above, which through the 

use o f different techniques of argumentation links private action to the state. Here, no screen is 

needed, as the public law regime simply applies, eliminating the need for further justification.

§2. D ire c t h orizon ta lity  as verticality: p r ív a te  action  qu a lifíed  as. or associa ted  w ith, s ta te  

action

I f  only state action can be subject to judicial review, a logical strateg)' for reaching horizontal 

results is to establish some kind o f  ‘state link’ for what prim afacie looks like a private relation.

The U.S. state action doctrine is very well able to capture situations which in substance are 

relations benveen private persons. VCliether constitutional protection is triggered will depend 

solely on the successful establishment o f a state link to the individual in question. The main 

strategies — based on functional (‘public function’) or organic (e.g., ‘under the colour o f law’) 

criteria — have been described in Section 1.1. o f  Chapter 1 o f this thesis. Canadian jurisprudence 

has equally settled on the possibility o f  applying the Charter o f Rights and Freedoms in a private 

context when one o f the parties acts on the authority o f  a statute. "̂^

, 1986, Kf and Oniario Hock^ Association, (26 D LR  (4«') 728 [54 O.R. (2d) 513]). In that case, proceedings 
were brought agiinst the hockey association in the Supreme Court o f  Ontario on behalf o f a tw elve year old girl who 
had been refused permission to play hockey as a m em ber o f  a boys' team competing under the auspices o f  the 
Association. A complaint against the exclusion o f  the girl on the basis o f  her sex alone had been made under the 
prousions o f  the appliciible Human Rights Code. It was argued that the hockey association prorided a seri'ice 
ordinarily av.iilable to  members o f the public without discrimination because o f  sex, and therefore that the 
discrimination against the girl contravened this le^slation. The Human Rights Commission in charge considered that 
it could not act in the matter because o f  the provisions o f  s. 19(2) o f  the Human Rights Code, which are set out 
hereunder.
”19.—(1) [...] (2) The right under section 1 to equal treatment with respect to ser\-ices and facilities is not infringed 
where membership in an athletic organization or participation in an athletic acrivity* is restricted to persons o f the 
same sex." In tlic Supreme Court o f  Ontario it was claimed that s. 19(2) o f  the Human Rights Code was contrary to 
s. 15(1) o f  tlie Charter and that it was according)' void. The Court o f  Appeal, however, concluded that the 
prodsions o f  s. 19(2) were in contradiction o f  the Charter and hence o f  no force o r effect. Viliat originated in a law 
suit between private parties was resoh^ed by measuring legislation against the Charter, providing the state link.
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The intricac)" o f  this constmction is that once private action qualifies as, or is linked to state 

action, constitutional protection applies directlj".̂ ®* Surprisingly then, this automatism materially 

provides for the possibilitj' o f direct application o f fiindamental rights to private relationships, 

because formally it is ‘state action’ which is at issue.

O , D octn n e o f  d u ty  o fpro tection  o f  the sta te

The second strategy is to acknowledge a ‘duty o f protection’ on the part o f the state to protect 

private individuals against invasion o f their rights by another private actor. A ‘magic 

transformation’ takes place, invasive private action in the end being ascribed to the state, because 

based on the insufficient action or lack of action by the state to protect the fundamental right in 

question. This, in turn, allows the vertically guaranteed protection to be triggered, providing a 

source of remedies for situations where previously there was none.^®" Again, the vertical 

framework is safeguarded, with responsibility not incurred by a private individual, but by the state 

authority.

The German Federal Constitutional Court developed the doctrine o f  protective duty {Schutefilicht) 

o f the state in its 1975 Abortion decision.^“  Literature on horizontality in the European 

Convention system is extensive.̂ ®"* The ground condition o f  the Convention being a supra-

Cf, equally Chapter 1 o f  this thesis.
382 ¿ g  so-called horizontal effect in human rights law, which, at Strasbourg, allowed an abuse by a person to 
become a violation by the state (through inadequate law or administration), may well, under sections 6 and 7(1)(b) o f  
the HRA 1998, allow an applicant for die first time to secure a remedy in a Northern Ireland court against the actual 
abuser o f  his human r i^ ts .’ Morgan. Austin. Dangerous Uasons, internet,
http://www.bbc.co.uk/northemireland/leaming/history/stateapart/agreement/equality/support/er2_c041. shtml
(accessed 10 November 2004)
383 Schwangerscht̂ isabbruch (abortion) case, precit.. See above. Section 2 o f  Chapter 3.
38̂  An early contribution is Fissen. Marc-André. The European Conmidon on Human Rights and the Duties o f the Inditidual 
(1962); in continuation, F.issen. Marc-André. La Convention européenne des droits de P homme et ks obligations de tinâvidu: une 
mise àJour (1971)the early thesis o f  GlatzeL H orst Die Einnirkung der Kechte undFreiheilen derEurtpedschen 
Menschenrechtskonvention auf private Kechtsbetjehun^n: ein Beifrag t^m Problem dersog. Drittairkung 68. More recendy. De. 
Fontbressin. P.. L 'effet horittpnîal de la Commtion européenne des droits de l'homme et l'avenir é t  droit des obligations (1995), 
157ff..; Spielmann, Dean. Obligationsposiîim et effet hori::pntal é s  âspositions de la Convention (1998); for a good oveivnew, 
Alkema. Evert Albert. The îhirdparty cpplicability o f’Dritîmrkun£ of the Europnan Convention on Human Rights (1990); 
Qapham, .\ndrew. Tlx 'Drittnirkun£ of the Contention (1993); Drzemezewski, Andrew Z.. La Contention etmpéenne, des 
droits de l'homme et ks rapports entrepartictéers Cahiers de droit européen, 3 (1980); .Morgane Gueguen. L a tiolence 
conjugale et la Comention européenne iks Droits de l'Homme, http://wwu'.fidh.org/femmes/ frou.html, 1 February 2003); 
Marguenaux. T.-P.. LeJugejutüciâre et l'interprétatm européenne, L'Interprétation D e La Convention Européenne D es 
Droits De L'Homme- Actes Du Colloque Des 13 E t 14 Mars 1998, Organisé Par L 'Institut De D roit Européen Des

footnote continues on next page
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national treaty made it verj  ̂dear that state responsibility must be the key to make the Convention 

rights operative also between private parties. Textual evidence speaks against the possibility o f  

horizontal application of the Convention rights. The Convention provides that only states party 

to the EC H R can be brought before the Convention organs;^®  ̂ individuals are not party to the 

Convention and therefore assume no obligations under it. The European Court on Human 

Rights took up the doctrine of protective duty by stating that the Convention created obligations 

for states which involved "the adoption o f  measures designed to secure respect for private life 

even in the sphere o f  relations o f  individuals between themselves’.̂ ®* This was affirmed by the 

Court in the context o f  the right to counter-demonstrate: ‘Like Article 8, Article 11 sometimes 

requires positive measures to be taken, even in the sphere o f  relations between individuals, if  

need be.’̂ *̂  Equally, in the European Union system, an individual can claim damages directly 

against a state for loss suffered because o f  the state’s failure to implement a directive.̂ ®®

On this construction, fundamental rights reach private relations through mediating legislation. 

Legislation put a screen between fundamental rights and individuals. In the case o f insufficient or 

lacking concretization by the legislator, the responsibility o f  the state may be invoked in court, for 

the purposes o f private litigation.

Ç3. ‘In terpreta tion  in  th e lig h t oP: In d irec t a p p ìicstìo n  o f  fundam ental riffhts in  p ríva te  h w  

li tiga tion

In contrast to the preceding model, the concrétisation o f  fundamental norms does not happen 

via the legislator, but via the ordinary judge.

Droits D e L'H om m e (U M R.CN RS.581^ Faculté D e D roit D e L'Université D e Montpellier. Sous Le Haut 
Patronage D u Secrétaire Général Du Conseil D e L 'Europe, Montpellier, 13-14.3.1998,248; Spielmann. Dean. OAf. 
s f Trib. arr. ÎMxmbourg 6 atml 2000, M... c. B... (E ffet hori::onîal de h  Convention européenne des drmts de Vhomme et preuve 
civile'), in; 2000 Revue trimestrielle des droits de l'hom m e, 860 (2000) ; Spielmann. Dean, L'effet potentiel de la 
Convention européenne des drmîs é  li)omme entre personnes privées, Bruxelles 1995 

Articles 1 and 25 o f  the European Convention on Human Rigfits.
EC tH R , 26 Mar. 1985, Case ofX  and Y  v The Netherlands (8 E C H R  235), at 23.
E C tH R , 21 June 1988, Case ofPlattform "Artpefiir dasLeben" v. Austria (13 E H R R  204, A/139 ), at 32. 
Established in European Court o f Justice, Francovich  v. Italy  (C-6/90).
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The jurisprudence o f 'indirect third party effects’ of fundamental rights was inaugurated in 

Germany with the famous LJitb decision o f 1958.̂ ®'’ The Constitutional Court stated that the 

norms contained in the Constitution were an ‘objective order o f  values’ which ‘irradiated’ all 

other fields o f  law. The civil judge had to take the fundamental rights into account.^’® Technically, 

this was done by interpretation, ‘in the light o f the constitution’ ’̂ *, o f general clauses contained in 

the civil code. Examples of general clauses are *hom mons\ ‘justified’, ‘wrongful’, ‘fair 

competition’, or ‘public policy.’̂ ’^

This construction has several consequences. From an institutional point o f view, the 

Constitutional Court enlarges its influence as it has the ultimate authority to control whether civil 

courts implement the obligation to interpret civil law provisions ‘in the light of the constitution’ 

correctly.^’  ̂This circumstance stirred debate and criticism o f the Constitutional Court becoming 

a ‘super court o f civil law’. This criticism is however counter-balanced, or at least mitigated by an 

element o f deference o f the Constitutional Court to the ordinary courts contained in this 

construction.^’“* Herein probably lies its ingenuity. The point is that technically, the decision 

remains entirely of civil law, with the civil law judge formally applying provisions o f civil law (and 

not, as in the doctrine of direct horizontal application, fundamental rights qua fundamental 

rights). The Constitutional Court refrains from acting and leaves it to the civil law courts to apply

See above. Chapter 3(2). I recall the facts o f  the case: In the 1950s, former Nazi film maker Veith Harlan 
(notorious for his anti-Iewish propaganda film Jud Süss) was directing films again. Lüth, an actitàst for christian- 
jew ish reconciliation, called for a boycott o f  Harlan’s new film. Harlan went to court and Luth was sentenced to a 
fine on the basis o f  a provision o f the civil code. Lüth, before the Constitutional Court, claimed that his 
constimtionally protected right to fivedom o f  expression had been riolated by the judgement o f the civil court.

Art. 1(3) o f  the Basic Law unequiTOcally binds the judiciarv' as addressees o f the fundamendal rights o f the Basic 
Law.

9̂1 C f. fh .l l4  and 208.
Stem  argues that although general concepts such as the boni mores will be the main entry point into private law 

fo r the basic rights, there is no reason why they should not be applied to any other rule whose meaning is unclear. 
S tem . Klaus. Das Staatsmht der htmdempublik Deutschland, Ed. I l l fh  Allgemeine hehren der Grundrechte 8 8 ,1557f., 1584.

Restated for example in German Federal Constitutional Court, 24 Feb. 1971, Mepinsto (BVerfGE 30,173), at 316. 
394 'Xhe Constitutional Court tried to weaken the blow o f  criticism by, for example, stating in a later decision that it 
could not be its task to substitute, in the style o f a sort o f  super-instance, its oum idea o f  an adequate decision for the 
decision o f  the regular courts’ ('nicht kann es seine Aufgabe sein, in jedem Einzelfall nach Art einer Superinstanz 
seine Vorstellung von der zutreffenden Entscheidung an die Stelle derjenigen der ordentlichen Gerichte zu setzen.’) 
Germ an Federal Constitutional Court, 5 Nov. 1976, Deuischland-Maga:;;tn (BV’erfG E  42 ,143 ), at 147.
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constitutional norms to private The former would only review the decision o f a civil court

if  there appeared to be a manifest error in the civil courf s evaluation.^’®

The construction, based on the premise o f ‘influence’ rather than ‘superseeding’, leads 

nevertheless to the development o f  the rules o f private law or common law in accordance with 

constitutional rights and values. Fundamental rights do enter private litigation. But they do so 

‘through the back door’. The constmction is theoretically hybrid, but effective in its outcome.

Another point is significant when speaking o f the doctrine o f indirect horizontal effect The civil 

courts, in the evaluation o f the case, engage in a process o f  balancing o f constitutionally 

protected interests against one another (for example the rigth o f  freedom o f expression against 

the right o f  dignity). The facts o f the particular case will influence this balancing process.

To sum up, in Germany, the constitutional rights set out in the Basic Law o f 1949 are treated as 

\^ues that permeate the entire legal system, finding their place in the ordering o f private relations 

through the interpretation o f the ‘general clauses* o f  the civil code. The impact of constitutional 

rights on private litigation is only mediate.

Several other countries use indirect application o f fundamental rights along the lines o f  the 

German model.^’  ̂ In the common law context, the mechanism o f  indirect application is mostly 

phrased as ‘developing the common law’. The judiciary ought to apply and develop the principles 

o f  the common law in a manner consistent with the fundamental values enshrined in the 

Constitution. To take an example, the South African Interim Constitution o f 1993 enjoined 

courts to ‘have due regard to the spirit, purport and objects of Chapter 3’ ’̂ * ‘[in] the 

interpretation o f  any law and the application and development o f the common law and

Deutschknà-Maga:fn case, precit.
Criteria are the ‘manifest erroneous interpretation o f  the meaning o f  the fundamental right (in question]’, but also 

the gravity o f  the consequences o f  the decision fo r the individual concerned. Deutschia^d-Maga:;fn case, p recit, at 
147f.

For details and case law from Italy, Spain, and Japan, cf. Barak. Aharon. Comtitutional Human Rights and Private Law 
(2001), 22f.

Chapter 3 contained the Bill o f  R i^ ts .
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customar)' According to the application clause of the final South African Constitution o f

1996, ‘a court [...] in order to give effect to a right in the Bill, must apply, or if  necessary 

develop, the common law to the extent that legislation does not give effect to that right; and [...] 

may develop rules o f the common law to limit the right [.. Section 39(2) on Interpretation 

provides: AXTien interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or customary 

law, ever)' court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects o f the Bill o f  

Rights.’

Including the judiciary as adressées

A key point o f nesting horizontality within vertical systems along these lines is the 

acknowledgement of judicial power as state power.

Art. 1(3) of the German Basic Lao^ states unequivocally that the basic rights ‘shall bind the 

legislature, the executive and the judiciary as directly enforceable law.’ ®̂* Section 3 o f the 1990 

Nea^ Zealand B ill o f Rights, expressly includes the judicial as well as the legislative and executive 

branches of government in the definition o f the bodies to which the Act applies.'*402

Briefly, a tendency to shift to this system can also be obser\'ed in the state action doctrine 

environment o f  the United States: in Shelly v. Kraemerf̂  ̂ the Supreme Court struck down the 

decision of the lower court which had enforced a racially discriminating covenant VCTiilst 

reaffirming the vertical reading that the equal protection clause o f  the Fourteenth Amendment 

did not cover private conduct, the Supreme Court held that official actions by state courts and

Section 35(3) o iA ci 200 of 1993, (1993).
*0« Section 8(3) o iA ci 108 of 1996, (1996).

Despite the wording .directly enforceable’ (which was drafted against the background o f  the experience in the 
W eimar Republic), indirect application was preferred over direct application. See Section 2  o f  Qiapter 3 on the Liith
case.

New Zealand Bill o f Rights Act, Section 3: ‘Application This Bill o f  Rights applies to  acts done (a) by the 
legislative, executive, or judicial branches o f  the government o f New Zealand; or (b) by any person or body in the 
performance o f  any public function, power, or duty conferred or imposed on that person or body by or pursuant to 
law.’ Butler. Andrew. The New Zedand 'Q̂ill o f Rights andprivate common law litigation New Zealand Law loumal, 261-266 
(1991).

SIhU  ̂r. Kraemerca$e, p rccit, see abov'e Chapter 1.
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judicial officials were subject to it. The decision o f the lower court enforcing the discriminator)' 

covenant could thus be qualified as violating the constitution.'*^"

Shelley was heavilŷ  criticised and not followed up. Also the Canadian Supreme Court in Dolphin 

deliveiŷ ^̂  shied away from including court action in state action to which the Charter"*̂  ̂would be 

applicable.'*^® The question whether a court order would qualify as state action triggering the 

application o f the Charter was central to Dolphin delix'eryf^ A hybrid"*” position resulted."411

It was held that the Charter did not apply to private litigation directly, in the sense that 

individuals could not found a cause o f action or defence against another individual on the basis 

of a breach o f a Charter right, if  the private litigation was ‘divorced completely from any

'[ ...]  State action in violation o f  the Amendment’s provision is equally repugnant to the constitutional commands 
whether directed by state statute or taken by a judicial official in the absence o f  statute.’ Sheil^ v. K>ui/wrcase, prccit, 
at 16. H ie otliet possibility o f  a state statute violating the constitution presented itself in The New York Times r. 
SulUvau, 376 US 254 (1964) case, precit.. The case again involved private litigants. A full-page ad in the New York 
Times alleged that the arrest o f Martin Luther King, Jr . for perjury in Alabama was part o f a ciimpaign to destroy 
King's efforts to integrate pubbe facilities and encourage blacks to vote. Mr. Sullivan, the Montgomer)' city 
commissioner, filed a libel action against the newspaper claiming that the allegations against the Montgomery pobce 
defamed him personally. Under Alabama law, Sullivan did not have to prove that he had been harmed. The Supreme 
Court found this law o f  defamation o f  Alabama an unconstitutioanl impairment o f  the right to freedom o f  speech.

O r at least, in an attitude o f self-restraint, it remained restricted to certain areas bke racial discrimination. Cf. 
Chapter 1 on the State Action doctrine. See how'everthe famous dissenting opinion o f justice Krieglerin DuPkssisv. 
De Klerk case, precit., which in my understanding expresses the same reasoning as the Shelley court (and which is not, 
as M. Hunt argues, a new way to see horizontabty in between direct and indirect appbeation; c f  Hunt. Murray. Tlx 
‘Hori:;prital Effect’ o f the Human Rights Act (1998).

Supreme Court o f  Canada, 1986, Retail WTMlesale zr Department Store Union, Local 580 v. Dolplnn DeUiery (2 SCR 
573).

i l i c  Charter o f  Rights and Freedom is Part I (Articles 1 to 34) o f  The Constitution Act, 1982,
Tlie application clause in section 32  was interpreted, in Dolphin delivet)\ as a dear mandate for verticabty only: 

‘(l)This Charter applies
d) to the Parbament and government o f  Canada in respect o f  all matters w'ithin the authority o f  Parliament including 
all matters relating to the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories; and 

to the legislature and government o f  each prodnee in respect o f  all matters w ithin the authority o f  the legislature 
o f  each pro\ince.[...] '

A parallel to the Luth case, where an injunction o f  the dvil court was being appealed against (as being contrary to 
the constitutional right o f  freedom o f  expression).

Expression used by Hunt. Murray. Tlx Horic^ntal Effect’ of the Human Rights Act (1998), 429.
Tlie application clause in section 32 was interpreted as a clear mandate for verticality only,Section 32 

[Application] '(l)T h is Charter appbes
a) to the Parliament and government o f  Oinada in respect o f  all matters w'ithin the authority o f  Parliament including 
all matters relating to the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories; and
h) to the legislature and government o f  each prodnee in respect o f  all matters within the authority o f  the legislature 
o f  each pro d n ce.[.. .]‘
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connection with Govemment.”“**̂  The common law governing private relations was thus immune 

from direct Charter scrutiny. At the same time, the wording o f the application clause o f section 

52(1) *̂  ̂could not be ignored. Justice McIntyre was thus quick to add that although a court order 

in private litigation would not trigger the application o f  the Charter, the Charter did have an 

effect on the common law even in the absence o f governmental action: T he judiciary ought to 

apply and develop the principles o f the common law in a manner consistent with the 

fundamental values enshrined in the Constitution.’

A  model o f  an ‘indirect effect’ approach to developing the common law similar to die German 

one is thus acknowledged. Formally, no ‘constitutionalisation’ o f  the common law takes place.^“ 

And just as in Germany, the courts later tried to ease fears that this competence would go too 

far'*̂  ̂ by trying to specify how far the development could go, and what was considered 

competence o f the legislator only. In a later case, die Supreme Court specified that ‘extending’

and ‘modifying’ the common law in order to make it comply with Charter values was a legitimate 

part of taking charter values into account, but that the judiciary should be cautious in changing 

the common law. Major changes to the common law were to be left to the legislator.*. 417

'•Injustice McIntyre in Dolphin Delivery case, precit,, at 593. Although Justice McIntyre conceded: T h e  element o f  
governmental interv'ention necessary to make the Charter applicable in an otherwise private action is difficult to 
define.' Dolphin Delii'eiy case, precit, at 599.

Canada. Constitution Act, 1982,, Section 52- ‘(1) The Constitution o f  Canada is the supreme law o f Canada, and 
any law that is inconsistent with the provisions o f  the Constitution is, to the extent o f  the inconsistency, o f  no force 
o r  e ffe c t [ . . .] ’

As A. Barak expresses it, ‘th o u ^  the court may decide that a contract that infringes human rights is contrary to 
public policy and dierefore void, it will not do so by constitutionalising human ri ¡eh ts.'Barak. Aharon. Constitutional 
Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 19.
***5 See supra the critiques against direct applicability.
“*** Obviously, the question was to know how exactly the Charter ‘applies’ to the common law in private litigation i f  
the common law cannot be directly scrutinised for compatibility with the Charter, court action being not bound. 
(Huntr Murray. The Horispntal Effeä' o f the Human Rights Act (1998), 431, In Supreme Court o f  Canada, 1995, H iä v. 
Church of Scientology ((1995) 2  SCR 1130), the Supreme Court specified that ‘extending’ and ‘modifying’ the common 
law in order to make it comply with Charter values were a leg  ornate part o f  taking charter values into account, but 
the judiciary should be cautious in changing the common law major changes to the common law should be left to 
the legislator fHunt. Murray. The ‘Horicpntal Effect’ o f the Human Rights Act (1998), 432). C f Hill v. Church ( f  Scientology 
case, precit., at para.95.

H iäv. Church of Scientology cz&e, precit,, at para.95; cf. also Hillv. Church o f Scientology cist, precit, (quoted by H unt 
Murray. Tf)e Horicpnial Effect’ of the Human Rights Act (1998), 432
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South Africa under the 1995 Interim Constitution and Canada^'* share a somewhat similar regime 

governing horizontality. In both countries, the courts expressly refused to hold that the com m on 

law governing private disputes is subject to, an had therefore to be compatible with, the 

constitutional Bill o f Rights. In both countries, the highest courts preferred instead to say that the 

common law was affected only ‘indirectly’, in the sense that its development should be ‘informed’ 

by the values underlying the constitutional document."*'^ This is a consequence o f  the fact that 

neither the Canadian Charter nor the South African Interim Constitution specified courts or the 

judicial branch as part o f the ‘application section’, the section which defined who was to be 

bound by the acts in question. In both the Canadian and the South African case-law, this 

omission was central to the reasoning used by the highest courts to arrive at the conclusion that 

the common law was not subject to constitutionally protected rights.

While this remains the case today in Canada, the situation has changed in South Africa. There, 

the final Constitution o f 1996 was deliberately altered so as to ensure that the position reached 

under the Interim Constitution was not repeated."*“̂  The application clause (section 8) o f the final 

Constitution provides explicitly that the Bill of Rights applies ‘to all law’.'*'̂  It expressly includes 

the judiciar)" in the list of organs o f the State that are bound. Section 8(2) is even stronger, 

providing that a provision of the Bill o f  Rights may bind ‘natural and juristic persons if, and to 

the extent that, it is applicable, taking into account the nature o f  the right and the nature o f  any 

duty imposed by the right.’, thus providing a rare case o f a general disposition for horizontal 

application.

Dom es. Allan. The Courts, tix Common Laa>, and the Constitutional Imperative: B^ond Doiphin Delivery, in: 27  Alberta 
Law Re\iew, 430  (1989)

Ddphin Delivery [1986] 2  SCR 573, and Manning v. H ill (1995) 126 D LR  (4 *) 129, for Canada; Du Plessis v. de Klerk 
1996 (3) SA  850, for South Africa.

It has been suggested that the Constitution was amended to give effect to Justice Kriegler’s famous dissenting 
opinion in Du Plessis v. De Klerk case, precit, at 113ff.

‘8. (1) T he Bill o f  Rights applies to all law', and binds the legislature, the executive, the judiciary and all organs o f  
state.
(2) A provision o f  die Bill o f  Rights binds a natural or a juristic person i^ and to the extent that, it is applicable, 
taking into account the nature o f the right and the nature o f  any duty imposed by the r i^ t. [ . . . ] ’
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As for the United Kingdom, the Human Rights Act 1998f^  designed to give ^further effect’*^ to 

the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), to which the U K is a part) ,̂ has excited much 

debate as to the degree to which it will change the form and substance o f  adjudication, and 

concerning horizontal effect/ "̂* The period preceding the Human Rights A ct 1998 featured the 

somewhat unsatisfjdng situation of the United Kingdom being signatory to die European 

Convention on Human Rights, but the Convention itself being unenforceable in United Kingdom 

courts. The Convention was not part o f domestic law, and courts accordingly had no power to 

enforce Convention rights directly. If  domestic legislation conflicted with the Convention, the 

courts nevertheless had to enforce it.'*^

A textual reading o f the Act would not allow for horizontal effect, as only ‘acts o f  public 

authorities’, but not o f private individuals, are contained on the list o f addressees given in its

2̂2 Great Britain. Human Rights A a 1998, (1998); the Act extends to Northern Ireland (section 22(6)). The Human 
Rights Act 1998 came into force on 2 October 2000.

Preface to the Human Rights Act 1998: ‘An A ct to give iurther effect to r i^ ts  and freedoms guaranteed under 
the European Con\Tntion on Human Rights; to make provision with respect to holders o f  certain judicial offices 
who become judges o f  the European Court o f  Human Rights; and for connected purposes.’

See, for an overview*: Hunt. Murray. The Horispntal Effect* of the Human Rights Act (1998); Cooper. Jonathan. 
Horiĉ ontahty: Tiu Application o f Human Rights Standards in Private Disputes (20Ql).Bamforth. Nicolas. The explication of the 
Human Rights A a  1998 to Public Authorities and Private Bodies, in: 58 Cambridge Law Journal, 159 (1999); Bamforth. 
Nicolas. The True Horizontal Effect of the Humcm Rights Act 1998, in: 117 Law Quarteriy Review, 34 (2001); Buxton. 
Richard. The Human Rights Act and Private Law, in: 116 Law Quarterly Review, 48-65 (2000); repeated Cooper. 
Jonathan. Horizontality: The Application o f Human Rights Standards in Private Disputes (2001); De la More. T. and Gallifant. 
K ,  The Horizontal Effect of th  Human Rights Act 1998, in: 2001 Judicial Review, 29 (2001); Leigh. Ian. Hmzpntal rights, 
the Human Rights Act andprivacy: lessonsfrom the Commonwealth  ̂(1999); Wade. VGlliam. Human Rights and the judiciary, in: 
1998 European Human Rights Law Review, issue 5, 520-533 (1998); W'ade. H. W. R.. The UK*s Bi^ of Rights, in: The 
Uni\T!rsity o f  Cambridge Centre for Public Law. Constitutional Reform in the UK* Practice and Principles, Oxford 1998, ; 
Lester. Anthony and Pannick. David. The Impoa o f tlx Human Rights Act on Private Law: The Knight's More, in: 116 Law 
Quarterly Review, 385 (2000); Markesinis. Basil. The Inpact o f the Human Rights Act on Private Law, Oxford 1998; 
Markesinls. Basil S.. Privacy, Freedom o f Expression and the Hrman Rights Bill- Lessons from Germany (1999); Oliver. Dawn. 
Common Halues in Public and Private Law and the Public! Private Dhide, in: 1997 Public Lawr, 630 (1997); Oliver. Dawn.
The Human Rights Act and tlx Public}Private Divide, in: 4 European Human Rights Law Reriew, 343 (2000); W ade. H. 
\\’. R.. Horizons of HorizpntaHty, in: 116 Law Quarterly Review, issue 4, 217-224 (2000); Wright. Jane. Tort Law  C* 
Human Rights, Oxford 2001; Beyleveld. Deryck and Pattinson. .Shaun D .. Hmizpntd Applicability and Horizontal Effect, 
in: 118 Law Quarterly Review, 623-646 (2002); from  a comparative perspective, Brinktine. Ralf. The Horizpntal Effect 
o f Human Rights in German Constttutional Law: The British debate on boriepntaUty and the possible role model o f the German 
doctrirte of'mittelbare DrittuirkungderGrundrechte' (2001).
*»25 House o f  Lords, 1991, Brind i\ Secretary of Statefor the Home Department ((1991) 1 All E R  720), at 7 2 1  This 
somewhat unsatisfying situation (that the UK. w*as a signatory o f the European Convention on Humim Rights, but 
that the Convention could not be enforced in U K  courts) was somewhat mitigated by the fact that in certain cases, 
the judges could use the Convention: ‘[in] construing any provision in domestic legislation which is ambigous in the 
sense that it is capable o f  a meaning which either conforms to or conflicts with the Convention, the court will 
presume that Parliament intended to legislate in conformity with the Convention, not in conflict w’ith i t ’ (Lord 
Bridge, in Brind case, precit, at 723).

ii I
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section 6. ~ However, this section includes ‘courts’ in the category of public authorities bound by 

the act.

The discussion in the United Kingdom has shown again that once it is acknowleged that courts 

are addressees o f  a bill o f rights, this harbours a great potential to enlarge their influence, and to 

influence the development o f the law. Really then, whether the potential inherent in review on 

the basis o f constitutional fundamental rights will be fully deployed appears to depend to a large 

extent on the attitude of the judges. I f  it is so that ‘[private] law and private litigation will, to an 

increasing degree, be governed by human rights principles’,'*"̂  this implies the power o f the judges 

to control this development. Only auto-censorship, or restraint on the part o f the judiciary will 

hinder the full deployment o f  this potential.'*^® This seems to transpire from the debate in the 

United Kingdom, where it was suggested that the inclusion o f  courts in the definition o f public 

authorities in the Human would require courts to go beyond the weak ‘indirect effect’

approach, and instead ensure that the common law is compatible with Convention rights.'*^ 

Scepticism, both at the substantive level, concerning the transformation o f the common law, and 

at the institutional level, with regard to the potential power o f  judges, transpires in one way or 

another in all systems in which horizontality is discussed. Indeed the harsh criticism o f  the Shelly  

case and the criticism of the German Federal Court becoming a ‘super court o f civil law’“*“  is 

related to this point, just as the long justificatory passages o f Justice McIntyre in Dolphin Deüivr}’ 

are testimony to it.

With this, we already enter the following Chapter 5 which will revisit the arguments invoked in 

favour and against horizontality.

Section 6 reads: ‘
(1) It is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which is incompatible with a Convention right.

(3) In this section "public authoritj-" includes-
(a) a court or tribunal, and
(b) any person certain o f  whose functions are functions o f  a public nature, but does not include either House of 

Parliament or a person exercising functions in connection with proceedings in Parliament.’
Hunt. Murray. The 'liori::pntd Effect’ o f the Human Rights Act (199S)y 168.
In a realist view, this is only half o f  the argument. See Conclusions following the next chapter.
Hunt. Murray. The ‘Hoii:;vntal Effect’ o f the Human Rights Act (\99S)y 168.
The Federal Constitutional Court, well aware o f  this criticism, has tried to circumscribe the extent o f  review, and 

overall persues a policy o f  restraint. Cf. above in tliis section.
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Chapter 5. Typology according to ideological divides

5.1. Arguments against direct horizontal applicability

'Consequences so undesirable and unsupportable’

Justice Mahomed^^^

The following arguments are raised against the direct application o f fundamental rights to private 

relations: the first series o f objections points to the danger of ‘constitutionalisation’ of private law 

through direct applicability, which would eliminate a domain o f autonomy natural and 

characteristic, and essential for all private law. The second series o f objections is that direct 

applicability would shift law-making concerning fundamental rights to constitutional courts, 

taking it away from parliament, which is seen as a violation o f the basic principle o f separation of 

powers.

These two scries o f objections to horizontal applicability, phrased negatively, have positively 

phrased counterparts which highlight the indispensability o f the vertical dimension of 

fundamental rights. Tliese justifications given in defence of a vertical approach overlap, but do 

not correspond completely, to the negative points of critique. The arguments forwarded are the 

necessity o f the preser\^ation o f plurality in tlie private sphere (as counter-piece to the ‘danger of 

constitutionalisation o f the private sphere’), and the argument that it is of the competence ot the 

legislator, as opposed to the courts, to concretize the constitutional fundamental rights."432

These Kvo sets o f objections correspond to Kvo different distinctions: both the negative and 

positive phrasing of defence of the private sphere assume a natural division between 

constitution al/public law and private law. The modus operandi is a focus on an assumed difference 

in essence (ontological difference) between constitutional law and private law. The ‘separation of 

power’ critique also assumes this division between public and private, but starts from a holistic 

view o f the legal order and focuses on a perceived opposition of the political process (legislature)

justice Mahomed in Vu Plessis r. De Klerk case, précit., at 108.
I use the term .constitutional fiondamental rights’ in order to distinguish from the argument that .fundamental 

rights’ are embodied in private law, o r tlie common law.
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and the legal process (judiciary). This last distinction operates with arguments o f  democratic 

legitimation, on the basis o f an assumed separation o f  politics and law. This view is inserted in , 

and derived from, broader assumptions regarding the function o f  a constitution.

§1. A rg u m en ts  b a se d  on d e fe n c e  o f  t h e  p r ív a te  sph ere

S l.l. A threat to private autonomy, or plurality in the private sphere

According to this line o f arguments, the horizontal application o f fundamental rights would 

install a logic o f measuring private action according to the same standards as public action."^  ̂T his 

would be equivalent to a process o f ‘constitutionalisation o f the private sphere'. The impact o f  

existing arrangements on private ordering would be such that it would bring about a threat to the 

core principle o f private law that is private autonomy. The private sphere being constitutionally 

protected, it would at the same time be a violation o f the constitution itself.

This argument is often presented like this: private law has the function o f reserving for the 

individual a private sphere free from constitutional regulation. This is justified by the values o f  

liberty, autonomy, and privacy. I f  we capture the three parties involved in the geometric figure o f  

a triangle, this corresponds to a picture where individual A has a right against the state, and so 

does the equidistant, individual B. Fundamental rights do not give rise, however, to a right or 

duty o f  indiridual A as against individual B. The baseline must be considered to be non-existent. 

Relations and interactions between A and B can be formed according to their own will, as long as 

no civil or penal law disposition applies to that action or behaviour. Enforcing fundamental 

rights in the private sphere is seen as a serious threat to, or even the end of, pnvate autonomy.

This would be so because by applying fundamental rights horizontally, private behaviour would 

be measured by the same standards as public action. What is forbidden for the state would 

comprise the yardstick against which private action is measured. This public ‘moral yardstick'.

This is what I refer to as the ‘transposition o f  a public moral yardstick’ into the private realm.
Cf. F-llniann. Stephen. Labour Law: A  Constitutiond Confluence: American 'State Action' Law and the Affllication of South 

Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2LX11), 15£f.
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uniformally applied to all, would restrict plurality in the private sphere/^  ̂Equality has often been 

cited to demonstrate the effects o f this mechanism. Once the principle established, there would 

be no stopping the scrutinizing o f private behaviour according to ‘public’ standards. Would it 

then not be possible, pushing the logic to an extreme, to invite undesirable guests to your own 

garden-party? Intuitively ridiculous, it would be difficult to conceptually separate this situation 

from others where we would more readily agree to a limitation o f  private action, for example the 

case o f a testator who wishes to bequeath his estate to his daughter only if she does not marry a 

Jew.«^

This is an argument from moral theory: it is argued that the public-private divide does make 

sense from a moral point o f  view."̂  ̂ Abolishing the public-private distinction would mean 

subjecting private action to the same moral yardstick (or values) as is valid for public agents. 

Whereas public action is strictly subject to the (fundamental) principle of equality, the obligation 

for the state to treat every citizen equally (equality before the law), which is a uniform and single 

yardstick for all, private action, it can be aigued, is by essence pluri-fold. This derives from the 

fact that whilst ‘by law’, or in our abstract identity as citizens, all individuals are equal, 

nevertheless, ‘in real life’, we are all different, and have different preferences, hobbies, tastes. 

There is thus a plurality of opinions, attitudes.

There is a slightly different line of argument within the same theme of defence o f private 

autonomy, according to which, liberty o f  contract as such, the pillar o f all private law, benefits 

from constitutional protection. Firstly, it is rooted in the equality principle, and secondly, it is 

indirectly protected by the right to property. Third-party effect could at most reduce the scope of 

this liberty, but not eliminate it altogether. From this point o f  view, the end result o f  the 

application o f constitutional human rights in the private sphere would be the infringement o f a 

fundamental human right.

^̂ 5 In federal legal orders, the argument goes further the federal level should not be in a position to limit the 
regulating power o f  the constituent parts.

We return to the founding reasons o f  the state action doctrine: Seidman and Tushnet argue that ‘the Supreme 
Court began to grapple with the state action doctrine, in an effort to devise rules that would insulate private decision 
making from assessment according to constitutional norms.’ Seidman/Tushnet 1996. Sec also Tushnet. Mark. T/je 
issue o f state actionjhontt^ntd ejfect in compamthe cmstitutioncdlasu (2003), 88.

See, for example, Schw-arzschild. Maimon. Vcdue plurdism and the constitution: in dfense of the state action doctrine (1988).
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S1.2 JMecessitv of upholding an independent framework o f private law

The critique from moral theory  ̂ is institutionally mirrored in the opinion that it is necessary to  

uphold a framework o f private law. According to this view, it is only this measure which makes a 

private sphere possible. T he private’ appears to be in need o f protection from the prospect o f  

evaluation by public standards. The private law framework appears as better suited to take 

individual choices into account, whilst at the same time limiting them according to certain 

considerations o f  ^public policy’, meaning that the moral yardstick valid in society is taken into 

account

Private law, or tailor-made statute law, is simply thought to be better suited to allowing the free 

development o f  peoples’ personal choices, whilst at the same time preventing exaggerations 

deemed inappropriate according to current moral standards in society. K. Swinton takes up this 

argument when she discusses the question o f direct application o f the Canadian Charier o f Rights 

and Freedoms.

‘Moreover, in considering whether the Charter should be directly applicable, the courts should bear in 

mind its drawbacks as a method of dealing with private action and the advantages of leaving the  

regulation of such conduct to human rights legislation or other legal controls. Legislation can be tailored 

to deal with the tension between privacy rights and equality or that between freedom of expression and 

prohibition of hate literature. It can expressly limit the applicability of equality guarantees to services or to  

areas open to the public, or specify the right to set bona fide job qualifications. The Charter is not so 

refined, and provides no guidelines for its application. These would have to be judicially determined.

This advantage o f  statutory regulation would even go further, extending to the practical aspects 

o f implementation and providing for dispute settlement solutions at a pre-trial stage:

‘As well, statutes such as particular human rights and equal pay laws contain an administrative structure 

designed to promote mediated settlements of disputes, rather than resort to litigation. There is an 

elaborate structure of conciliation preceding adjudications by an administrative tribunal, which can have

Katherine Swinton, Application o f  the Canadian Charter o f  R i^ ts  and Fredoms, in; Tamopolsky and Beaudoin, 
eds„ The Canadian Charter o f  Rights and Freedoms — Commentary, 47£ (quoted in Delivers predt., at
594Q.
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an educative effect between the parties. The Charter will be interpreted for the most part in the courts, 

where there is no built-in mechanism to encourage settlement.’̂ ^

The main point is however that it is argued that only in a private law (statute) framework can 

correct balancing o f private interests take place. By contrast, direct application of constitutional 

fundamental rights would have a negative impact on the balancing process, or be impossible 

altogether. This fear is eloquently expressed by Justice Kentridge in D a Pkssis v. De Klerk:

'Another pointer in the same direction is section 33(1) which provides that rights entrenched in Chapter 3 

may be limited by law of general application. That "lav/' may be common law, but the problem of applying 

section 33(1) to private relationships governed by the common law seems almost insurmountable. The 

common law addresses problems of conflicting rights and interests through a system of balancing. Many 

of these rights and interests are now recorded in the Constitution and on any view that means that as a 

result of the terms of the Constitution the balancing process previously undertaken may have to be 

reconsidered. A claim for defemation, for instance, raises a tension between the right to freedom of 

expression and the right to dignity. The common law compromise has been to limit both rights to a 

certain extent, allowing damages to be recovered for what is regarded as "unlawful expression" but 

allowing "dignity" to be infringed in circumstances considered to be privileged. Section 33(1) could hardly 

be applied to such a situation.

Direct application, it is argued, would introduce ‘undesirable uncertainty in private legal 

relationships which could not have been intended by the framers o f [the] Constitution [.. in a 

hitlierto sufficiently concrete framework. In the absence o f ‘limitation clauses’ for relations

«5 Ibid.
Du Pkssis r. De Kkrk case, precit, at 55. Justice Mahomed answers to this;

‘In the first place, on the approach favoured by Kentridge AJ, Qiapter 3 and therefore section 33(1) would in any 
event apply to the common law where the government or a governmental agency is involved in litigation against a 
private party and in which some right contained in Chapter 3 is invoked. The lawmaker therefore did not consider 
the problems in applying section 33(1) in such a situation to be "insuonountable". I do not think that these problems 
necessarily become insurmountable in cases where it is not the government which is involved in making or resisting 
an attack on the common law but private parties inter se (although >1 must be conceded that where the State is a 
party in litigation involving the common law it would often not be asserting a " r i^ t "  which needs balancing against a 
"right" claimed or asserted by its adversary). In m ost cases, "the balancing process previously undertaken" in 
formulating the relevant rule o f the common law has involved balancing some o f  the very rights now detailed in 
Chapter 3 and it may be perfectly possible, in the application o f section 33(1), to do the balancing act by having 
regard to the other rights articulated in Chapter 3, both in identifting the contours o f  the particular r i^ t  invoked in 
the attack on the common law and in seeking to define the permissible parameters o f  any limitation.’ Du Pkssis i\ De 
Kkrk case, precit, at 83.

Justice Kentridge in Du Pkssis v. De Kkrk case, precit, at 32, interpreting the argument o f  Justice V  an Dijkhorst in 
Transvaal Pro^4ncial Dhrision court, 1994, De Kkrk and Another v. Du Pkssis and Others (1994 (6) B C L R 124 (T)).
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between private actors, just as they exist for state action,^^~ the constitution would provide n o  

guidance as to how, concretely, the balancing process should be achieved, ‘It turns the 

Constitution, contrarj' to the historical evolution o f constitutional individual rights protection, 

also into a code o f  obligations for private individuals, with no indication in the Constitution as to 

how clashes between rights and duties are to be resolved, or how clashing rights are to b e  

“balanced”.’^̂  ̂The law would become Vague and uncertain, which is contrary to the concept o f  

the constitutional state.* Uncertainty would be aggravated by the fact that (in contrast to a 

dispute between citizen and state) in a dispute between Kvo private individuals both sides can 

invoke die basic rights, calling for a difficult balancing o f conflicting rights.'"'  ̂This could lead to a 

scenario where different courts come to different decisions.̂ *̂̂

Rather than the judges engaging in an exercise o f balancing o f constitutional rights, it is suggested 

that direct application should take place at the law-making level, such that all laws which are 

being applied by the courts already comply with the basic rights, obviating the need for direct 

horizontal application by the courts. T he ideal situation proposed is that, where relations between 

private parties are at issue, private law and the accepted balancing tools -  the result o f  a legislative 

process mindful o f fundamental rights and values - apply and must not be influenced by the 

constitutional provisions that govern the public sphere.

WTiere this is not the case, i.e. the given statutory framework is not detailed enough, rather than 

resorting to direct application o f constitutional fundamental rights, models o f indirect 

applicability are recommended: '̂*  ̂ Here, the judge stays in the framework (at least formally) o f  

applying rules o f  civil law, interpreted, to use the most frequent formula, ‘in the light o f

See below §2.1.
justice Mahomed in Du P&ssis v. De Kkrk case, precit., at 112; Barak. Aharon. ConsUtutiond Human Rights and Private 

Ltffl*(2001), 16.
'•‘W Riifiier. Wolfgang. Grundrechtsadressaten (§H 7)̂  in: Isensee, Jo se f &  Kirchhof. Paul Handbuch Des Staatsrechts Der 
Bunàsrepublik Deutschland. BandV;AUgemeim Grundrechtskhren, Heidelberg 2000,525-562.

'Vibuld the balancing formula in the private sphere be identical to that which applies between the State and 
private indiriduals? And i f  the balancing formula regarding conflicts between private parties were to be different, 
what would its substance be? These questions are particularly troubling for proponents o f  the non-application 
model, because in their riew the argument that courts should establish a balancing formula o f  their own accord leads 
to the infringement o f  human ri^ ts .’ Barak, .'\haron. Consùtutiond Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 18.

Riifiier, Wolfgang. Grundrechtsadressaten (§H7) (2000).
Comment: maintains the illusion o f  non-direct influence.
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constitutional values’. At times, even this indirect influence is considered unnecessar)^ A. Barak 

remarks: ‘In consolidating common law private law doctrines, judges will consider public law. 

Such consideration, however, merely reflects the need to suirey the entire structure o f society, its 

law and opinions and is not based on the application, direct or indirect, o f constitutional 

provisions regarding human rights in the private law sphere.’>448

What is striking in the position o f doctrines of indirect horizontal effect (which maintain that in 

private ligitation, only civil law should be applied, fundamental rights merely influencing 

interpretation), but especially positions which deny any influence for fundamental rights 

altogether, is the idea that the existing norms of civil and common law already contain the values 

which are now embodied in constitutional Bills of Rights. They had been there before the advent 

of constitutional fundamental rights, and therefore this new layer o f protection is not needed to 

regulate private relations in a manner respective of human rights. Private law is presented as the 

protector o f human rights and values, these rights and values being present, and always having 

been present, without expressly being labelled so. The advent o f ‘fundamental rights’ in 

constitutions would be a mere ‘change o f  etiquette*. The main idea conveyed is tliat fundamental 

rights are not necessarily only to be found in the constitution. It is a question o f definition. '̂*’ 

This idea o f identical values of common law/ private law and fundamental rights has again come 

up in the discussions surrounding the possible horizontal effects o f tlae United Kingdom Human

P ié is  Act 1998.̂ ^̂o

In sum, these arguments defend the view that ‘the social’ is being taken care o f in the framework 

of common and civil law, and tliat these existing regulator)' bodies sufticiently (and probably 

better) protect human/ fundamental rights, but without using the (j’ounger) rights rhetoric of 

public law.

-•■*8 Bariik. .\haron. Constiiutional ihm an and Private lunr {2001), 16.
See ^h^am■ Morris B .. Liberty, Fraternity and Equality - one ortn o alone are not enough, in: 16 Journal o f  Public Law, 

issue 3, 3-8 (1967).
•*50 Clements. Richard. Bringing It A ll Back Home: "Rights'* in English Law Before tlx Human Rights Act 1998, in: 21
Human Rights Law Journal, issue 4-7, 134-142 (2000).
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§2. A r ^ m e n ts  based  on con cep tion s o f  constitu tionalism

Based on certain interpretations o f the function o f a constitution/^^ the horizontal application o f  

fundamental rights is denied because the constitution is seen as ‘law for the law-maker’ only, and 

thus from the outset would and should not cover private activity. The more poignant critique 

says that horizontal effect as implemented by judicial review represents undue interference with 

the democratic process.

g2.1. The role of constitutions and of fundamental rights catalogues

Historical and textual arguments are advanced to back the vertical interpretation o f the 

constitution.

A classical argument advanced is that basic rights were developed in a historical setting o f civil 

society struggling to free itself from the authoritarian interference o f  the absolute state. 

According to this view, human rights were given ‘super-legislative’ normative status precisely 

because the legislative and executive branches were likely to infringe them.'*' "̂ Hence the state- 

directedness o f  constutional fundamental rights.

A ‘natural vertical disposition’ o f the constitution is invoked.

‘The automatic response to a suggestion that the Charter can apply to private activity, without connection 

to government, will be that a Charter of Rights is designed to bind governments, not private actors. That 

is the nature of a constitutional document: to establish the scope of governmental authority and to set out 

the terms of the relationship between the citizen and the state and those between the organs of 

government. The purpose of a Charter of Rights is to regulate the relationship of an Individual with the 

government by invalidating laws and governmental activity which infringe the rights guaranteed by the 

document, while relationships between individuals are left to the regulation of human rights codes, other

Cf. for example Gauson^ Ruth. What Belongs in a Conshtutioni, in; Sadurski. W ojcicch. Constitutiond Theô \ 
Aldershot - Burlington 2005, reprint in: originally publised in: 13 Constitutional Political Economy, 89.

The same argument based on the origin o f  the menace to human ri^ ts  is now used in advocacy for horizon tali ty. 
private power is as much prone to interfere as state power. See below.
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statutes, and common law remedies, such as libel and slander laws. J...] It is governmental action which 

is caught, not private action.’̂ ^

The regulation or the balancing and separation of powers, i.e. the regulation o f government 

activity, is presented as the primary function of a constitution. In this view, a constitution is a 

‘law for the law-maker’, and not for private individuals. The horizontal application o f certain 

provisions o f the constitution is at most a secondary function. Default horizontality would 

however represent a move in the wrong direction, corrupting the original function o f the 

constitution, and causing unacceptable consequences in the present

Views as to the function of constitutions stem from traditions whose is origin can mostly be 

located in the founding periods of nations or processes o f state-constitution after a period of 

struggle to overcome a previous system o f  government. Leading contemporar)' opinions can go 

back a long time, as is the case o f the United States and Germany. The South African past against 

the background o f which the current constitution was written is a more recent example. 

Insistence on the state-directedness has for example been justified as folllows:

i i

‘When interpreting the Constitution and more particularly the Bill of Rights it has to be done against the 

backdrop of our chequered and repressive history in the human rights field. The State by legislative and 

administrative means curtailed the common law human rights of most of its citizens in many fields while 

the Courts looked on powerless. Parliament and the executive reigned supreme. It is this malpractice 

which the Bill of Rights seeks to combat. It does so by laying down the ground rules for State action 

which may interfere with the lives of its citizens. There is now a threshold which the State may not cross. 

The Courts guard the door.’“^̂

I !

In other contexts, verticality is justified within the context of a federal state structure, for example 

in Canada:

'One shouid also keep in mind the concerns of the federal and provincial governments in drafting and 

agreeing to the Charter. Their focus was its effect on their own governmental operations. That is the

Katherine Swinton, Application o f  tlie Canadian Charter o f R i^ ts  and Fredoms, in: Tamopolsky and Beaudoin, 
eds.. The Canadian Charter o f  Rights and Freedoms — Commentar)^ 4 7 f  (quoted in Doipinu Dei/vp'case, precit., at 
596f.).
‘'S-* Justice Van Dijkhorst in De Klerk and Amtherv, Du PiesHs and 0/òers case, precit., at 128J 29B  (quoted by Justice 
Kentridge in Du Plessis r. De Kierk case, precit., at 32).
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reason for s. 1, requiring the courts to interpret the guarantees so as to allow reasonable limitations 

imposed by law. The override section (s. 33), allowing the legislatures to enact laws infringing the  

Charter, also indicates that governments were concerned about bounds on legislative action. The  

governments did not address the application of the Charter to private action, and indeed it would have  

been strange for them to do so, for their existing human rights codes address that matter.'^^

Both ‘verticalists’ and ‘horizontalists’ base their case on the text of the constitution/®*  ̂ O f  the 

many examples called upon in support o f  vertical application only, I give the following which I 

tliink are representative o f the main ideas. First o f all, many constitutional human rights 

provisions can logically only be aimed at the state. An example would be the act o f  extradition, 

which can only be a government act."*®̂  Secondly, the wording o f application clauses seems to  

speak a clear language, proclaiming the rights set forth in the constitution to be binding on 

legislature, executive, and -  in some cases -  the judiciary.^®“ Occasionally included, ‘respect 

clauses* -  according to which ‘every authority* o f  the state is obliged to respect the basic rights set 

down in the constitution — seem to imply that constitutional fundamental rights are directed at 

the state and not private parties. ‘‘®’ Thirdly, fundamental rights catalogues are mostly 

accompanied by ‘limitation clauses*, which offer the possibility, under certain circumscribed 

conditions, for the legislature to restrict the scope o f  the inscribed rights.“**̂  As these limitation 

clauses apparently do not encompass relations between private parties, and since recognition o f  

fundamental rights between private parties without any recognition o f  die corresponding

'•55 Katherine Swinton, AppKcation o f  the Canadian Charter o f  Rights and Fredoms, in: Tamopolsky and Beaudoin, 
eds.. The Canadian Charter o f  Rights and Freedoms — Commentar)^ 47f. (quoted in Dofpinn Delivety case, p tecit, at 
595,

A famous controversy easily accessible to the public reader is the opposing interpretations o f  the South African 
Interim Constitution done by Justices Kentridge and Kriegler in D» Piessis v. De Kkrk case, precit.
■*5̂  Art. 5  o f  State o f  Israel. Sasic Lem’: Human Dignity and Liberty  ̂45  LSI 150, (5752): ‘There is to be no burdening and 
no limiting o f a person's liberty by imprisonment, arrest and extradition or ain any other manner.’ Quoted by Barak. 
Aharon, Constifutionai Human Rights and Private Law  (2001), 16.
‘*58 For example. Federal Republic o f  Germany. Basic Law for the Federai Republic o f Germatty (GruHdgeset:;̂  ̂ (1949),
Art. 1(3): ‘The following basic rights shall bind the legislature, the executive, and the judiciary as directly applicable 
law.’
^5^4/ L S 1 130, (5752), Art. 11: ‘11. All governmental authorities are bound to respect the r i^ ts  under this Basic 
Law,’; Canada. Canaà'an Cbartenf Rights and Freedoms, Schedule B  to the Canada Act 1982, (U.K.) 1982, c. 1 1 ,, ‘3Z 
(l)This Charter applies
a) to the Parliament and government o f  Canada in respect o f  all matters within the authority o f  Parliament including 
all matters relating to the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories; and
b) to the le^slature and government o f  each pro\ance in respect o f  all matters within the authority o f  the legislature 
o f  each province.’

Ex. A rt.l o f the Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982, (U.K.) 1982, c. 11,* 1. The Canaàan Charter o f Rights and Freedoms 
guarantees the r i^ ts  and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.’
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limitations, it is argued, is impossible, constitutional human rights should apply solely \is-a-vis the 

state/**̂  The thought behind this is once again the teleological approach, that is, the argument that 

the purpose o f constitutional fundamental rights is to confer rights on individuals. If  

constitutional human rights grant private parties rights vis-à-vis one another, they must also 

impose obligations on those parties, as in horizontal constellations human rights necessarily limit 

one another. Thus, the effect o f  direct horizontal application would be to place duties on 

individuals instead of rights. It would be a negation o f rights, as opposed to the intention o f a 

charter o f fundamental rights. According to this orthodox view, only explicit legislation can limit 

or negate human rights.“*̂ "

There are, however, a few examples of constitutional provisions which unequivocally do regulate 

private activity,“̂  ̂ Althougji these provisions clearly address the potential behaviour o f private 

persons as directed against other private persons, these are seen as the (horizontal) exception to 

the (vertical) rule. As such, they are accepted, because they seemingly fit and confirm the general 

picture of the constitution as a set of rules for government agency only. They are also accepted 

because these are exceptions foreseen and created by the organ officially entrusted with rule- 

making, which is the parliament.

Third-party effect is, on the contrary, a phenomenon created by judicial review. I f  the 

constitution regulates private activity via the judicial channel, this entails that the organ deciding 

on the application o f  rights yields considerable influence. This leads to the next point.

S2.2. The ^Separation of Powers problem*: The parliament, and not the iudae shall make

The central polemic focuses on whether the judge is the appropriate organ for enlarging the 

effects of fundamental rights. On the surface, judicial review in the context o f  horizontality is

Barak. Aharon. Constitutional Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 17.
^  3arak. .\haron. Constitutional Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 17.

For example the prohibition o f  slavery in the Thirteenth Amendment to the US constitution, cf. Amar. Akhil 
Reed. Remember tlx Tlnrteenth (1993); or the Austrian law (with constitutional status) for the protection o f electronic 
data. BGBl 1987¡565,
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criticized as being un-democratic/*^'* What is at stake is something of fundamental importance, 

namely different views of the working o f  the democratic process and the roles assigned to the 

different actors. It is this source which fuels the discussion on horizontality, which is its decisive 

thriving force.

The bottom line o f  these arguments is the claim that it is not for judges to decide on the extent 

o f private autonomy, but that tliis is a task for the parliamentary process, considered the only 

'democratically legitimate’ process. The argument based on the 'democratic legitimation’ o f  

parliament, as opposed to the lacking ‘democratic legitimation’ o f judges of the constitutional 

courts, or courts o f common law (civil law), is a classic argument against judicial review. As far as 

doctrines o f third-party effect are concerned, they can be opposed with the argument that ‘it 

cannot be the task o f a ‘democratically’ legitimate court, to decide on the precise scope o f [the 

fundamental] rights.’"*̂®

The extension o f the application o f fundamental rights to private actors would entail, so the 

argument goes, that it is courts which determine the boundaries of private action, whereas this is 

traditionally the prerogative o f  the legislator. It would, in other words, lead to an usurpation o f  

legislative competency by the courts. This would constitute a violation o f the fundamental 

organisational principle of separation o f  powers, as ‘the displacing or ovemding [of] the policy 

choices o f statutory legislator’“*'̂  is clearly a political act. This opinion stands on an interpretation 

o f an exclusive, and watertight, attribution o f the function o f  policy choices and formulation to 

the government and legislator, and o f  an a-political function o f adjudication.

Apart from democratic theory  ̂ considerations, doubts as to the institutional capacity o f  

constitutional judges come into play especially in connection with socio-economic rights.̂ '̂ " This 

involves questions o f expertise, detailed knowledge o f technical subjects, or also the style o f

Ellmann. Stephen. Labour Lau" A  Constitutional Conjlumce: American 'State Action' La»’ and the Application of South 
Africa's Socioeconomic Guarantees to Private Actors (2001), lOff.

P fersmann. Otto. Rechtstheorie und Grtmdrechtsdemokratie. Eine Auseinandersetî rmg mit Ronald Duorkin (1999), 149, 
discussing democratic legtimacy in general; the argument stands true, I think, for the horizontal application o f rights, 
or the giving of horizontal effect to rights, by the courts.

.Gerstenherg. Oliver. Private Law, Constitutionalism and the Limits o f the Judicial Role (2001).
Cf. Sachs. .Mhie. The Judicial Enforcement o f Socio-Economic Rights: Tije Grootboom Câ e (2005), 86.
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decision-making which is completely different from the parliamentary system which thrives on 

compromise, bargaining, and lobbying/468

S2.3. Shift within the Courts System

This ‘shift’ in the legislative function discussed above would also have consequences for the 

relationship between the constitutional court and ordinary (or specialised) courts. Apart from the 

critique that horizontalisation o f rights ipso facto leads to an usurpation o f legislative functions by 

the constitutional courts, there exists a further critique that analyses die consequences of 

horizontalisation at the level o f the court system. Within the court system, it is argued, the move 

towards horizontalisation would shift the authority to interpret core-concepts o f private law such 

as property, contract, and tort from ordinary courts to the constitutional court. Depending on the 

legal system in question this might also appear as a shift from specialised to generalist courts.^469

This is perceived to torpedo a long-standing tradition and the self-understanding o f the system of 

private law, which is seen as autonomous and functioning according to its own logic, capable of 

integrating both individual and wider-reaching moral concerns. In brief, the system of civil law as 

it stands is seen to have it’s own logic and to be capable o f dealing with the challenges o f changed 

societal circumstances, adapting to them without recourse to or the tutelage o f the constitutional 

sphere. ‘Private law’, as Oliver Gerstenbetg expresses it, ’[would be rendered] redundant and 

superfluous, if private law is understood both as a repositor}" o f  evolving shared values and as 

shorthand for a relatively insulated (against political interference), freestanding (with regard to 

moral diversity), insistently analogical and incremental method o f reasoning and of doctrinal 

accretion tliat avoids abstractions and socially divisive conflicts between first-order principles.’"̂ “

The ‘constitutionalisation o f private law’ is heavily criticized, according to which the constitution 

appears as something o f a ‘super civil code’ and the constitutional jurisdictions accordingly as a 

super court o f  revision o f civil law.

Ibid.
This would apply to continental European systems, and less to An^o-Saxon systems. 
.Gerstenberg. Oliver. Privuie Law, ConstituHonaUsm and the Limits o f the judidd Role (2001).
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'What also needs to be considered carefully is the innpact, on the legislative process, of a directly 

horizontal application of Chapter 3 to private legal relationships. In each case when a final 

pronouncement of this nature is made through this Court, Parliament will be bound by this Court’s 

judgment. The Court has after all pronounced on the meaning and application of the Constitution in a 

particular context. Should Parliament wish to alter the law, resulting from such a direct application of the 

Chapter 3 rights by this Court, it will have to amend the Constitution. I consider this to be a most 

undesirable consequence, needlessly inhibiting the normal piecemeal statutory modification of the 

common law. It is one which directly flows, however, from a holding which in essence constitutionalises 

the entire body of private law. It could never, in my view, have been the intention of the framers to 

constitute Chapter 3 as a super civil code, to which the private common law is directly subject.

As Justice Maliomed put it in Du P/essis r. De K/erk, Jdirect] application o f  the Chapter 3 rights 

[...] will cast onto the Constitutional Court the formidable ultimate task o f  reforming the private 

common law o f  this country.’'*̂ " The charter should apply to government action only: T o  hold 

otherwise would be to increase the scope o f the Charter immeasurably. In cases involving arrest, 

detentions, searches and the like, to apply the Charter to purely private action would be 

tantamount to setting up an alternative tort system. On the area o f pnvate discrimination, an 

entirely new system of ciril liability in competition with the dispute resolution mechanisms 

fostered by human rights legislation would result’'*'̂

Accidentally, this would create practical problems like a heavily increased workload of the 

constitutional court, another argument which militates against the direct horizontal application o f 

constitutional fundamentil rights. Indeed, the Consti tu tional Court would be thrust into the role 

of an appeal court for large numbers o f appeals in what would otherwise normally be, for 

example, commercial litigation. ,,

§3. A rgu m en ts in  favour o f  in d irec t application

Within a vertical understanding o f the constitutional framework, strategies leading to an ‘indirect 

application’ of fundamental rights have been devised. '̂ '̂^Arguments in favour of non-application" ̂

lustice Miihomed in Du Plessis i\ De Kkrk case, precit., at 110.
Du Pkssis i\ De Klerk case, precit., at 112.
Do^hiu Delivery case, precit., at 597 quoting McLellan/Elman.
See previous .section on .nested horizontaliu-’.

'̂5 Rxpression used bv Barak. Aharon. Constiludoad Hutnan Rights and Private Law (2001), 18.
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of fundamental rights direcdy to private relations can take the form of favouring forms of 

indirect application,

K. Stem suggests that the major advantage of indirect horizontal application is that, instead of 

throwing out the good parts o f the existing law with the bad and setting off into unchartered 

waters, it embarks on a cautious reform o f  the existing law within its own framework/’* It allows, 

amongst others, to maintain the sophisticated balancing o f  interests proper to civil law.

In a common law context. Justice Mahomed expresses the advantages o f the indirect approach as 

follows, stressing the traditional flexibility o f the common law, and concluding that a (slow) 

development o f the common law in the light o f the constitution is enough:

‘I am contending that the law can deal effectively with these challenges through the very process 

envisaged by section 35(3), namely, the indirect radiating effect of the Chapter 3 rights on the post

constitutional development in the common law and statute law of concepts such as public policy, the boni 

mores, unlawfulness, reasonableness, fairness and the like, without any of the unsatisfactory 

consequences that direct application must ine\^ably cause. The common law of this country has, in the 

past, proved to be flexible and adaptable, and I am confident that it can also meet this new constitutional 

mandate’'*”

In the particular context of South Africa, as well as in connection with on-going racial 

discrimination in the United States at the time o f the Shelly’ judgement, the use o f fundamental 

rights to develop the common law (or in the case o f SheUg, to censor court action on the basis of 

a fundamental right) has been seen as contributing to revitalising the common law, to adapting it 

to a new societal environment. This means at the same time preventing its ossification, or its role 

in preserving past injustices. A purely vertical position is thus untenable, as it would privilege the 

autonomy and privacy o f ‘citizen-threateners’ over that o f their victims (in defending the 

autonomy o f racists, sexists, harmful speakers), or it would perpetuate past injustice.'*’* As Justice 

Mahomed put it in Du Pkssis v. D e Klerk, ‘[the] common law is not to be trapped within the 

limitations o f  its past. It needs not to be interpreted in conditions o f  social and constitutional

Stem. Klaus. Das Staatsmht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bd. IHl 1: AU^meine Lehren der Grundrechte 88,1556.
Du Piessisv. DeKierkczst, precit.,at 110.
A. Sachs recalls an episode in which black students protested against a Bill o f R i^ ts , accusing it of being a ‘Bill o f 

Whites'. Sachs. Albie. The Judicial Enforcement of Socio-Economic Rights: The Grootboom Case (2005).
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ossification. It needs to be revisited and revitalized with the spirit of [...] constitutional values 

A merely vertical application o f  fundamental rights would mean

‘in practise, that the Constitution was impotent to protect those who have so manifestly and brutally been 

victimised by the private and institutionalized desecration of the values now so eloquently articulated in 

the Constitution. Black persons were previously denied the right to own land in 87% of the country. An 

interpretation of the Constitution which continued to protect the right of private persons substantially to 

perpetuate such unfairness by entering into contracts or making dispositions subject to the condition that 

such land is not sold to or occupied by Blacks would have been for me a very distressing conclusion, 

[quoting Shelley v. Kraemer; GS] These and scores of other such examples leave me no doubt that 

those responsible for the enactment of the Constitution never intended to permit the privatisation of 

Apartheid or to allow the unfair gains of Apartheid or the privileges it bestowed on the few, or the 

offensive attitudes it generated amongst many to be fossilized and protected by courts rendered 

impotent by the language of the Constitution.’̂ ®̂

This last justice-based argument again speaks in favour o f integrating at least some ‘pockets’ o f  

horizontality in otherwise vertical constitutional frameworks. The fact is that most vertical orders 

have found wzys o f integrating, or reaching at least some degree o f horizontality. For the 

conceptual and practical reasons I have listed, however, the public-private divide is upheld by 

these orders. The general impression conveyed is that this vertical base-line is the indispensable 

foundation o f modem constitutionalism, without which the modem liberal state would certainly 

crumble. Would it? In the next section, I will counter-weigh the powerful arguments in favour o f  

horizontality.

5.2. Arguments in favour of direct horizontal application

The arguments in favour o f horizontality are, first and foremost, a critique o f the vertical 

position. These arguments can be grouped around the same themes of firstly, the public/private 

divide, and secondly, a certain view o f  constitutionalism.

■*"’  Du P/esjis r. De Kkrk case, prccit., at 86.
480 Pkssis V. De K krk case, precit., at 85. Howe%'^er he goes on adding that these concerns would be calmed by the 
obligation to interpret the common law’ in the light o f  constitutional rights and principles: ‘most o f  the common law 
rules, upon which reliance would have to be placed by private persons seeking to perpetuate unfoir privilege or 
discrimination, would themselves be vulnerable to invasion and re-examination in appropriate circumstances.’ (at 86).
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The themes are mirrored, but they are mirrored in a negative way. The negative sides o f a 

predominant private sphere are shown, and the public-private divide as such exposed to harsh 

critique. At the centre is a rejection o f  the public-private divide, arguing that at least in the 

modem context, constitutional rights and values are threatened by extremely powerful private 

actors and institutions as well as governmental ones. Behind this stands a mix o f principled and 

pragmatic conviction: for human rights to be fully effective in our times, they must take into 

account oppression in the private sphere. So more than being merely a negative critique, it is also 

a positive and forward-looking approach, in the sense that the horizontal application o f rights 

brings additional scope for protection for the individual.

This last point already hints at a different understanding o f constitutionalism, o f  the competences 

and roles o f  the different constitutional actors. If  the judge brings about an enlarged scope of 

protection via the application o f doctrines o f horizontality, this is seen as a positive development, 

contrar}" to the cntique of ‘judicial law-making’ in the previous section. It is acknowledged in this 

mirrored view that the judge may have an active role in the implementation of fundamental 

rights, adding to, or complementing, die action of parliament, perceived as the traditional ‘law

maker.

j7 .  A ttacks on  th e  p u b lic /p r ív a te  d iv id e

As we have seen, the textual argument is invoked by verticalists in order to demonstrate the 

vertical orientation o f the constitutional framework.'“  ̂ There are, however, certain provisions 

which are expressly or logically aimed at the behaviour o f private persons.'*®' Other provisions are 

‘textually open’, or framed in such a way that horizontal application remains linguistically 

possible.̂ ®̂

See above.
For example the Thirteenth Amendment to the US G>nstituion.
For example, Art.3 o f  *̂ 5 L S 1150, (5752): ‘every citiaen or resident o f  the State is entitled to engage in every 

occupation, profession or business.’ G ted  by Barak. Aharon. Onstitutional Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 14.
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i\lso the historical account o f  proponents o f verticalism, which presents the vertical orientation 

as ‘naturar,'̂ ®̂  is challenged. The historic account might simply be wrong. Far from being 

‘natural’, verticality would simply be the successful 19* centurj' interpretation of the directionality 

o f rights. Private threats have been present all the while, and in the history o f  ideas pre-date 

threats by the state. However, their place in constitutional law was neglected for several reasons, 

the main reasons being that constitutional law itself was only developing in the 19* centur)% and 

that a liberal interpretation was successfully lobbied for, as a result of which a vertical 

interpretation o f fundamental rights became the quasi-monopoly. The framework o f  

constitutional law within the modem state effectively took a vertical turn, and received an almost 

exclusively state-oriented interpretation for a long A look at certain founding

philosophical social contract theories, or the subsequent French Decoration o f the Rights o f Man an d  

o f the would make it clear that in reality, horizon tality predates the vertical interpretation.'*®*

Seen like this, the vertical account appears to be an ‘illusion’.'*®̂

The discussion o f fundamental rights in connection with private behaviour resumed on a larger 

scale only after World War IL'*®® The liberal ‘state v. individual’ paradigm was increasingly 

challenged. The critique was powerful. Different post-modem streams o f philosophy, in law 

most prominently the critical legal studies movement (CLS) and gender studies, deconstructed 

many o f the ‘myths’ of orthodox constitutionalism, revealing the ‘cold face o f power’ behind the 

mask o f law,
r>' ’

Questioning the validity o f the public-private divide is a central point in pro-horizontality 

advocacy. Following the ‘private power’ argument, the ‘traditional’ directionality o f  rights as 

vertically opposed to the state only is no longer justified, because nowadays fundamental rights 

are endangered not only by governmental power, but especially, and increasingly so, by private

See abo\T.
This is not to say that the threat that had to be neutralised came merely from the state. It was more that 

constitutional law, grosso modo, did not deal with them. Private dealings were regulated in other fields o f  law, the 
traditional common law' and continental private law tradition which in the 1 9 *  century steered towards codification.

For example, the French Declaration abolished corporations, which is equivalent to setting the individual free 
from the private corset o f  guilds.

Gjnv'crsation with Jeremy NX'aldron at the E U I, where he used the expression 'illusion o f  verticality’.
488 Xhey are back in the spotlight now, and even i f  this process, or discussion has been under way for some time (the 
German debate, for example, dates back 50 years, the American one even more than a century), the framework has 
not adapted yet to certain new demands.
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power. Vi^at does it matter to me whether it is the government which steps on my toe or a 

private person? The pain is the same. For human rights to be fully effective, they must take into 

account forms of oppression in the private sphere.

This argument became particularly poignant in the context of an era o f privatisation.^’’ It cannot 

be, it is argued, that a change o f legal status can lead to a lack o f  protection o f  human rights.'*’’ 

The results o f a vertical framework which attaches different legal consequences to the public or 

private status o f subjects or objects in litigation are perceived to be unjust, and unjustified.*’  ̂ In 

this view, horizon tali ty in these cases is perceived as a patch for a problem situation which came 

about because o f a perceived ‘error’ in the system, namely that the change in status, all other 

things equal, entails the loss of a sphere o f  personal protection.

Other than arguments based on real world consequences of the change in status from public to 

private, a second, and more far-reaching, line of criticism attacks the foundations o f  this 

mechanism. The power of a private person’s action, so the argument goes, is only at first sight 

truly private. Under closer scrutiny, the fact that this power is publicly grounded and protected is 

revealed. It is the regime of private power itself that is formed by politics and protected by it, e.g. 

the regime o f private property.'*’" I f  no remedy is possible against private action in the specific

Cf. Clapham. Andrew. Human Vàghts in the Private Sphere 93.
Frcquendy cited examples are the so-called ‘shopping mall’ cases. They engage the constitutional right o f  fireedom 

o f  speech. Leafletting or similar private activities have been obstmcted in shopping malls on the premise that the 
latter are private property. In consequence, the owners were in right (according to the regime o f  private property) to 
prohibit undesired private initiatives, without the activists being able to invoke their right to freedom o f  speech, as 
the private status o f  the mall precludes triggering this right, opposable only in a ‘public’ context. Constitutional 
jurisdictions have dealt differently with this problem, using different strategics to construe a state link. US courts 
have acknowledged constitutional protection based on ‘state action* with the argument that although privately 
owned, shopping malls nowadays fulfill a ‘public fionction’, being the centre o f  social life. An example in the 
European context is European Court o f  Human Rights, 2003, Case î Appk^ and Others r. The United Kingdom 
(no.44306/98).

In legal systems which have distinct jurisdictions o f  public and private law, the qualification will already determine 
the competence o f  either public or private law jurisdiction, and in further consequence determine the outcome. J .  
Schw'abe cites the Schmid cAse o f the German Federal Constitutional Court (B V erfG E , (BV erfG E 12 ,113)). In 
the factual situation o f  Schmid̂  the handling o f  the case by a public law chamber w’ould lead to the direct application 
o f  Art. 5 o f  the German Basic Law; whereas a private lawr chamber wrould be constrained to construct its judgement, 
faute de direct applicability o f  Art. 5 in private law* litigation, with the doctrine o f  indirect third-party effect.

J .  Schwabe expresses the thought that there can be  no ‘private power’ independent from the state as follows: ‘The 
fact is that private powers and infringements would only w*orry us in a society without law, and even then only for 
the physically weaker part. \Xithm the framework o f  the Rechtsstaat the infringement caused by private parties, and 
which has to be endured, owes its meaning to the fact that the legal order supports it — that it can thus, in the given

footnote continues on next page
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realm, it is because o f the conscious decision and support o f  the state. In this view, no action 

appears as purely private."”  The argument that private autonomy itself is regulated by and based 

on public power throws a different light on the ‘threat to private autonomy’ argument o f  

‘verticalists.’

The argument has been pushed even further in the context o f  a critique o f  doctrines o f indirect 

horizontal effect. The whole discussion about the applicability of fundamental rights to private 

law might be flawed from the outset, as the starting question itself might be wrong. Schwabe 

speaks o f an ‘erroneous thinking in terms o f directionality.’"'’"

'[...) the liberty right or the beneficiary of fundmental rights is opposed, on the one hand, to the state, and 

on the other hand to a private person. In this picture, the two opponents appear as not connected at all, 

even as standing anti-thetically next to each other. [...] Starting from this basis of course it appears highly 

questionable whether the legal regime valid for the relation to one opponent (the state) also has a 

bearing on the legal regime towards the other opponent.’"®̂

The public/private divide should not guide the question o f  the applicability o f  fundamental 

rights: J .  Schwabe sums up as follows: ‘’Private power’ should be expressed in terms of private 

law, public power in public law. Fundamental rights apply directly to the latter. ‘Fundamental 

rights in private law’, however, lead to the problem o f 'V>rìtìmrknng\ This application o f the direct

validity o f fundamental nghts {unmiîîelbare Gnmdrechtsgdtim^ to the dichotomy public — private law 

can however not be executed {undnrchfithrijar) and is thus erroneous. The reason is that most legal

case and if  needed, be enforced by statai executive power.’ (my translation from German) Schwabe. J i iryen. Die 
so«emmite Drittnirkmig derGmidmhie : Zur Eitmirkung der Grundrechte auf den PrivatrecbtmrkehrlX, 16 f,

Mark Tushnet remarks the fallowing: ‘The tliich statutory regulation o f  private life, often in the service of, if not 
necessarily compelled by, constitutional norms, means that private life is already not //jt?/private.’ (Paper for the 
Budapest Conference, 18-19 June 2(X)4, on file with thesis author). Cf. also Sunstein. Cass R .. The Partied Constitution 
9.̂ : even a private act [...] will be grounded in allocation done by politics; the baselines o f  private law are shaped bv 
it.

Verfehltes Richtungsdenken’
das Freiliheits recht oder der Grundrechtsinhaber dem Staat cinese its und dem Privaten andereseits 

konfrontiert. Dabei scheinen diese beiden Gegner beziehungslos, ja antithetisch nebeneinander zu stehen [...] Bei 
solcher Ausgangslagc erscheint natürlich in hohem Maße fraglich, ob die für das Wrhälmis zu dem einen 
Kontrahenten (dem Staat) geltenden Rechts be Ziehung auch von Einfluß auf deas Rechtsverhältnis zu dem anderen 
Gegener sind.’ Schwabe. Jürgen. Die sogenannte Drittüirkung der Grundrechte ; Zur Ehmrkung der Grundrechte auj den 
PriratrechtsrerkehrlXy 12.
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norms which limit personal freedom cannot be classified as public or private law. On certain 

occasions, the legislator can choose between a public-law or private law regulation, however, such 

a possibility cannot be replicated for the validity of fundamental rights. The conclusion is that 

there are not two kinds o f validity in public law and private law, but only one single validity vis-à- 

vis state law and vis-à-vis those who create it and apply it. In conclusion, there is no special area 

o f ‘validity o f fundamental rights in civil law’ aka J . Schwabe dimisses

Drittairkung as a ^Schdnprobkm\ a pseudo-problem^’^

§2, A rgum ents b a sed  on differen t con ception s o f  consatutionab'sm

The verticalist position very much pointed at the ‘undesirable consequences’ of a direct 

applicability o f fundamental rights for the orthodox model of separation o f powers, namely that 

the weight o f constitutional jurisdiction would grow, in essence usurpating the law-making 

competences of the parliament The default competence of the traditional legislator for giving 

effect to fundamental rights and principles is not challenged by proponents o f direct applicability. 

However, if the judge brings about an enlarged scope o f protection, this is seen as a positive 

development, contrarj" to the critique o f ‘judicial law-making’. It is acknowledged in this mirrored 

view that the judge may have an active role in the implementation o f fundamental rigiits, adding 

to, or complementing, the action o f parliament

This is based on a larger understanding, or view, of a ‘bigger picture’ o f  horizontality, where the 

concretization of fundamental rights is the task of the legislator, but where in absence o f 

appropriate legislative action judges may act to fill a perceived ‘gap* in human rights protection.*’® 

This view inserts the discussion on Drittnirkung o f fundamental rights stricto sensn into the larger 

context of other possible effects o f  fundamental rights on the state. In particular, the doctrine o f 

the duty o f protection o f the state appears here as a tiirther development and possible solution to 

problems for whose solution conventional doctrines of third-party effect have been developed.499

Schvabe. Jürgen. Die sogenannte Drittvirknng der Gntndrechte: Zur Einnirkung der Grundrechte auf den Privatrechtsverkehr 
7 1 ,154f.

This expression, Schwabe. Jürgen. Die sogenannte Drittnirkung der Grundrechte: Zur Einnirkung der Gntndrechte auf den 
Pfivatrechtsrerkehr 71 ,157 .

Controversy arises precisely about the action o f  identification o f  a 'gap’, which is as such a political statement. 
See Section 3.3.§2 o f  Chapter 3 on the G rootboom  case.
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Mere again, should the legislator not execute his duty to take the appropriate measures to realise 

the rights in the constitution, or in case o f omission, the review capacity of the constitutional 

court is called for, which is a particular)^ sensitive subject in the domain o f fundamental socio

economic rights. This global view o f etfects o f fundamental rights does include traditional 

doctrines o f third-part)' etfect, but goes well beyond them. Judicial action regarding the 

horizontal application of fundamental rights is however placed in the context o f  the effects o f  

fundamental rights on legislation.^“

Back in more traditional waters, indirect horizontal effect is supposed to provide a solution to the 

‘problem’ that fundamental rights in principle do not apply to private relationships. As already 

mentioned, J . Schwabe thinks that even this starting position, based on the dichotomy o f public 

and private, is erroneous.

In D/i Pkssis De K/et'k, justice Kriegler speaks o f  Jurisprudential and practical conundrums 

inherent in the verticalbutindirectlyhorizontally (sic!) irradiating interpretation.’™* The only true 

alternative to non-application, it is argued, is direct application. A. Barak expresses the 

contradictions inherent in the ‘indirect application’ model as follows:

'Surely, if constitutional human rights are protected solely vis-à-vis the State, they are not applicable, 

directly or indirectly, to relations between private parties. The indirect application model simply attempts 

to ease the ‘digestion" of the application of rights deriving from public law in private law. This attempt is, 

however, misplaced. If human dignity, liberty and property are constitutional rights that are held only vis- 

à-vis the State, how do they succeed in shaping values like public policy, which are concerned solely 

with relations between private parties? Why is a contract that limits freedom of occupation contrary to 

public policy, when freedom of occupation in principle is not directed at other private parties, but, rather, 

vis-à-vis the State?’™̂

In the context o f  Gemiany, Schwabe points to the 'abnormality, or striking feature, that the discussion o f  
Dnttuirkmig h  clearly separated from the discussion o f  the influence o f fundamental rights on civil law legislation. 
.Schwabe. liiryen. Die sogenannte Drittnirkimg der Grundrechte: Zur Einuirkung der Grundrechte auf den Privatrechtsi'erkehrl\, 
It).

Du Pkssis r. De Kierk case, precit., at 146.
Hiirak. Aharon. Constitutional Himan Rights and Private Laiv (2001), 25.
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Courts should thus be able to apply, in private litigation, fundamental rights qua fundamental 

rights, which would be a more honest solution, a ‘clean* and clear path as opposed to models of 

indirect application.^“̂

It is only logical, it is argued, that courts should also be bound by fundamental rights. Some legal 

orders which are defined as vertical, but which feature indirect application, readily grant that 

courts are bound by fundamental rights.®  ̂ For at least one legal order, in which indirect 

development of the common law ‘in the light o f  constitutional values has been acknowledged, it 

has been denied that a court order is to be measured against constitutional rights.“ ® Here, it is 

argued, the vertical position is trapped. As A. Barak puts it, ‘[why] should the restriction as 

embodied in fundamental rights not apply to the courts, as it applies to legislature, with regard to 

the development o f the common law concerning relations between private parties? I f  

constitutional provisions regarding human rights are not directed at the judiciary at all, what then 

limits judicial development o f the common law?®“* Consciously or unconsciously. Justice 

McIntyre in Dolphin Delivery was ready to accept this drawback, as the vertical interpretation as 

such was at stake. In the words of, again, A. Barak:

‘Indeed, the perception of the court as a State body subject to constitutional provisions implies that the 

no-application model cannot stand. After alt, even if this model prevents the infiltration of constitutional 

human rights into private law by means of direct application, in the end, the court will be entangled in 

constitutional provisions because it is a State authority. Thus, again, the direct application model proves 

to be preferable to non-application because it is the 'cleanest* means of reaching an inevitable end.'“ ^

50̂  Barak. Aharon. Constitutional Human Rights and Private Laiv (2001), 15.
See above Section 3.§3 o f  Chapter 4.
The case o f  Canada. Cf. Do^hin Deiit̂ ry case, precit. Binding o f  the courts has been denied on the grounds that it 

grants too much induence to judges.
^  Argument presented against the position taken in Dophin Delivery case, precit.

Barak. Aharon. Constitutional Human Rights and Private Law (2001), 20.
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Conclusions under Part II;

1. Different views of horizontality. Whom do doctrines of horizontalitv 

command?

As the typology underscores, there are different understandings o f what horizontality actually 

implies: is it only the creation o f a duty on the part o f  non-state actors (horizontality sirie/o sens/i)? 

In this view, the fundamental rights and values o f the constitution directly create a duty on the 

part o f an individual. Or is horizontality a much larger phenomenon of indirect horizontal effect 

(liorizontality ¿af̂ o sensn)? In this view, it is not individuals who are direct addressees o f  

fundamental rights (= bound by them), but the representatives o f state power, that is, the 

legislature and the judicia )̂^

In what follows I try to clarify these views.

L The vertical p o sitio n

The view that the sole addressees o f  fundamental rights are public authorities has gone 

unchallenged for a long time (this is tlie ‘vertical position’). In this view fundamental rights are 

individuals’ rights against tlie State (in the terminology o f Jellinek: ‘subjective public rights’), 

meaning that the individuals are beneficiaries of the fundamental right (right-holders), and the 

public authorities are addressees o f  the fundamental rights (bound by them).̂ ^̂ ®

BENEFICi.\RV (RIGHT-HOLDER) .'\DDRESSEE
PCBLIC ALTHORniES CSTATE’) NO YES

PRIVATE PERSON \ES NO
fig.1: Directionality of Rights: ‘Vertical' approach

As w*e have seen, this is still the position of the American Supreme Court in its state action doctrine. Also the 
German Federili Constitutional Court interprets fundamental rights as directed against the state, but only ‘primarily’ 
and not exclusively as it appears in the .American position. (U ith  case, precit.).
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2. P o s s ib le  d is t in c t  u n d ersta n d in g s  o fh o r iz o n ta U ty  o f  fu n d a m en ta l r ì^ t s

It seems that the vertical scheme (as in fig.l) would only allow for the alternative o f horizontality 

of fundamental rights in the sense o f an inclusion of private persons in the category of addressees 

o f fundamental rights. The Constitution would then also be binding for private individuals. That 

seemingly leads to a situation where in a relation between two private persons, at the same time 

as being beneficiaries o f fundamental rights, the private persons are also potential addressees of 

fundamental rights.̂ ®® The obligations o f State authorities stay the same.

BEN EFICIA RY (RIGHT-HOLDER) ADDRESSEE

PRIVATE PERSON A YES \’ES

PRIVATE PERSON B M£S

PUBU C AUTHORITIES N O YES

fig.2: Directionality of Rights: 'Horizontal' scheme ( 1 )

According to this scheme, individual A would be entitled, on the basis of a fundamental right FR, 

to demand certain behaviour o f individual B. Individual B  would have the duty, in regard to the 

fundamental right FR, to adopt certain behaviour towards A.^“*

But we have to be more precise. Concretely, we have to ask what kind o f reality the horizontal 

schema (in fig.2) corresponds to. It seems to me that one can distinguish three understandings of 

horizontality, o f which only one is a situation where doctrines o f horic;pntaïity come to play. These 

three understandings o f horizontality differ because the real situations in which they occur are 

different.

5® Nota bene: it needs to be stressed that the individuals migfit invoke different fundamental r i^ ts  to back their 
positions. It can thus get more complicated than a situation in which indiridual A invokes an infringement by 
individual B  o f  Tiis* fundamental r i ^ t  Individual B  might equally base his action on *his’ frind amen tal r i^ t.

This is the situation for one fundamental rigjat. Individual B , under a duty derived from F R I, might however in 
the concrete situation invoke a FR2 in his favour. But this does not change tltc schema as such.
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(S7. H o n z o n ta litv  a s  p h i lo s o p h ic a l  c la im : o u ts id e  th e  cou rt, a n d  a b s e n c e  o f  h o r iz o n t a l  

n o rm s

The first kind is a situation where an individual claims a fundamental right to x against another 

individual. He does so outside the court, and in absence o f a provision that declares the 

fundamental right in question horizontally applicable. This claim can be based on a moral or a 

religious conviction. It is a philosophical claim. As such, it appears to me to be pre-modem, in 

tliat it functions without the presence o f  the state.^” Instead, it evokes and works with an idea o f  

‘natural libert)"’ which would correspond to a pre-modem Aristotelian position. I think that it 

supposes unit)" o f the state and civil society.

§2 . H o r iz o n ta litv  a s  p r e - lit ig a t io n  s itu a tio n : E x is t in g  h o n z o n ta l n o rm s  in flu e n c in g  

in d h id im l b e h a x io u r

Let us now think o f a situation where there exist textual dispositions that prescribe horizontal 

applicability for a fundamental right. However, no court case has yet been brought (fig.3).

Fig.3: Pre-litigation situation: Psychological scheme

.\n Arisfotclian scheme. Cf. the discussion on different images o f  the state in Section 1 o f  Chapter 6.
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It becomes dear that the law-maker can ‘horizontalise’ a fundamental right in two ways: the most 

direct way o f  reaching this result is for the creators o f  the constitutional text to foresee the 

horizontal application o f fundamental rights; secondly, however, there is also the possibility that 

the ordinary legislator ‘concretizes’ the fundamental right in the form of statutory law, thus giving 

it horizontal form (an example is anti-discrimination legislation). This second way is a ‘quiet 

form’ of horizontality which is often not perceived as such, because horizontality is here intrinsic.

In this situation, i.e. in the presence of constitutional dispositions or statutory law that grant the 

applicability o f an individual right to interpersonal relationships, an individual can foresee the 

probable judgement o f  the court, would he go to court. The sentence ‘I have a constitutional 

right’ means here (differently from the inner belief described in point a.) that the individual is 

confident that in the case of litigation he would Svin’, i.e. that the court would grant him this 

constitutional right as a shield against the action of individual B. Individual B, on the other side, 

might anticipate the great probability o f  losing in court, and in anticipation not do what he 

usually would do (ex. make a racist last will). More than philosophical, this is a psychological 

schema, which takes horizontality as resulting from (constitutional or ordinar) )̂ legislative activity 

into account.

Both the philosophical claim to horizontality and the anticipator)' behaviour because of existing 

textualhorie^ntati^ are valid but they do not invoke doctrines of horizontality. This is only possible 

on the third understanding of horizontality.

§ 3 . H o r iz o n ta lity  in  litig a tion

In private litigation, the judge can use the following sources to build his argument: The 

applicability o f fundamental rights to relationships between private persons can be foreseen by 

the constitutional legislator. Fundamental rights can also be ‘horizontalized’ through 

concretization by the ordinar)' legislator. Doctrines of horizontality are discourses produced by the 

judge to justify the horizontal effect of fundamental rights in the case of absence of textual 

horizontality.
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1. Textual horizontalitv

Horizontality strifto sema is horizontality as a direct constitutional obligation on a private actor. I 

subnnit that in this definition, horizontality only exists as a model o f textual horie;;putallt}\ ‘Textual 

horizontality’, i.e. horizontal application is provided for in the constitutional text, is not to be 

confounded with doctrines o f  horizontal effect. These occur precisely, and only, in situations 

where there is no textually defined horizontality o f  a tundamental right. Doctrines o f  

horizontality are justificatory discourses used by the judge in order to reach a certain degree o f  

horizontality within systems which are really vertical. The horizontal effect is the result o f a 

judicial discourse, and judicial rule making.

2. Horizontal statute legislation

Horizontality lar^o senstt is a state, or quality, o f legal texts, be it the constitution itself, or statutes 

concretizing die constitution. There is the possiblity o f precise definition o f the mode o f exercise 

and application o f a fundamental right, i.e. its concretisation, within the constitution itself. Are 

thus considered fields o f horizontality, firstly, constitutional provisions which provide for their 

horizontal application. Most o f  the time, however, constitutional rights ;ind principles are 

concretized by statute law, or codes. The second field o f horizontality is therefore civil law and 

penal law. It is a sort o f ‘silent horizontality’, as there is no controversy about it.

3. Horizontalitv as judicial creation: doctrines of horizontalitv

Let us now imagine a situation where there is neither constitutional text provision foreseeing the 

horizontal applicability of the fundamental right, nor statutor)" legislation which has 

horizontalised the fundamental right in question. The absence o f  a textual disposition alone is not 

an obstacle for the judge to apply the fundamental right horizontally. But if she does so, she 

needs to justify this application (because o f the presence o f  other players), or the taking into 

account of the fundamental right in a litigation between private persons. Doctrines of 

horizontality are these justificator)^ discourses.

We can now see why, by definition, doctrines o f horizontality arise in situations o f litigation, why 

they presuppose litigation. Fig.4 tries to give a picture o f this third kind of horizontality. It 

integrates the possibility o f a situation where a court o f  civil law% contraty to the hypothesis that it
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wants to apply a fundamental right horizontally, refuses to do so. In this case the Constitutional 

Court (h}"pothesis o f centralized judicial review) can impose on the civil courts such an 

application (and needs in turn to justify this command).^^^

fig.4; Situation for doctrines of horizontality

It also tries to capture the relationship between judicial action and the action o f the legislator. 

Without the constitutional court in the picture, the legislator is free to concretize fundamental 

rights in the form o f statutory law (an example is anti-discrimination legislation). If  however the 

legislator, in (the concretizing product which is) statute law, provides for horizontal appHcabilitj  ̂

o f  the fundamental right in question, then this is not horizontality as judicial doctrine. O. 

Pfersmann calls this ‘additional horizontal effects’.®'̂  Another, even more direct way of reaching 

this result is for the creators of the constitutional text to foresee the horizontal application o f 

fundamental rights.̂ "̂* But even this situation does not warrant a doctrine justifying horizontal 

application.

5*2 'Phis was the constellation o f  the Liith case {iJiih  case, precit).
5*3 Pfersmann. O tto. Esqtnsse d "me théorie des drotisfondamentaux (2002), 108f.
5*̂  An example o f  this is the Austrian law (with constitutional status) on the protection o f  electronic data, which in 
its article 1 explicitly introduces the rig^t o f  each individual to the protection o f  the secrecy o f  electronic data 
concerning her, completed by a disposition which allow’S one to invoke this fundamental rigjit in ch’il law litigation. 
BGBl 19871565,
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It is with the doctrine o f  the duty o f  protection o f the state that the constitutional court 

establishes its claim to influence legislative action. The doctrine is based on the understanding o f  

existence o f positive duties o f  the state, deriving from the quality of fundamental rights as an 

‘objective value order*. On this view, the state needs to create the legislation and procedural 

guarantees necessary to give effect to fundamental rights. State non-action in this domain can 

consequently be reviewed by the constitutional court. This doctrine o f  protective duty thus 

commands the legislator.

VC'here are the individuals in this equation? Claiming responsibility from pnvate actors would only 

be the case in the constellation of ‘pure horizontal effect’, this is a direct duty o f  the individual 

arising from a fundamental right. The view defended in this thesis is that when horizontal effect 

is at stake, what happens is that the individual turns to state organs to ask for protection from 

another individual. The ‘right’ o f  the individual to be protected derives from fundamental rights, 

but the ‘duty’ to realize this protection lies with the state,

2, Historical Context of the Emergence of Third-party Effect Doctrines

The arguments in favour o f  horizontality' challenge central paradigms o f traditional 

constitutionalism, grounding their postulate on the need for change in an environment o f social 

change. The existing framework is not enough, or is not flexible enough, to accommodate these 

needs. Effectively, from the typologies verticality'̂  emerges as the default position. One could 

however argue that the legal order in its globality’ is rather horizontal, and that the focus on 

constitutional law gives a faulty impression o f verticality. '̂  ̂The vector of die proposed change is 

the judge.

It is the focus which determines our judgement Analog)' with the religious situation in Iran; the Shi’a majorin’ 
and the Sunni minority. In the total o f  world muslim population, however, Shi’as arc by a long way in the minority.
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theor)" is in the end grounded in reality. History within the framework of the state has been, 

over the last 200 years, oscillating between ‘liberty and ordering’/̂*̂  not to use the recent term of 

‘social engineering’. It is the changing balance between indi\nduals’ interests and the common 

interest of society. Third-partj" effect doctrines are a ‘liberal theme’ in the sense that they are 

situated in this very friction line, or oscillating space, between freedom and ordering (personal 

and political freedom), between individual and collective interests. Just as the liberal state was the 

historical answer to absolutism, third-party effect doctrines might be answers to contemporary 

‘absolute privatism’, i.e. certain situations in which the private power o f  an indiridual endangers 

central interests of another individual, situations which are not, or not sufficiently, covered by 

existing legislation. Third-party effect doctrines only developed in the years following World War 

II.

1. N e w  p a r a d ig m s  o f  c o n s tiw o o n a lis m  a ft e r  W orld W ar I I

The major crimes committed by states against the rights and livelihood of their own citizens 

produced a post-World War II political climate which had consequences both at the international 

and domestic levels. On the international level, the need was felt to establish mechanisms in 

order to prevent similar catastrophes from reoccurring. The idea was to protect the citizens 

against their own states, establishing an international system of control o f  states. These were the 

early roots o f tlie global human rights movement, which found expression in the United Nation’s 

Universal Declaration o f Unman PJ^ts o f 1948.®*  ̂ On the state level, the same conviction that the 

dignity and equality o f  all persons should be safeguarded lead to the inclusion o f these values in 

post-war constitutions. The understanding was that new legal orders were built on these very 

foundational values. Most prominently, Germany, emerging from national-socialist rule, placed 

dignity in Article 1, making it the keystone o f  its Basic Law.̂ *̂

,2wischen Freiheit und Ordnung’
United Nations General Assembly . \Jnmrsd DeclaraUon of Human Rights, Resolution 217A  (lU)̂  UN Doc A/810 , 

(12 O ct. 1948).
518 dignity' o f  man is inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty o f  all public authority.’ Cf. the South 
African constitution in response to the gravity o f  the human rights denials and abuses under Apartheid. See supra. 
Chapter 3.
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Clearly inspired by the massive crimes committed by state power, and hence erected as a 

safeguard against the violation o f these fundamental values by public authority, the idea that 

fundamental rights should also protect against private power was close at hand. The main 

consideration was that, given the new standards of behaviour which applied to state action, why 

would private actors be exempted from being measured according to fundamental rights, 

considered fundamentel standards o f  civilization? The philosophy o f human rights already 

contained the seeds o f going beyond government responsibility: human dignity could also be 

attacked by fellow citizens.

One o f those who did see the usefulness o f  such an approach was the German lawyer Hans Carl 

Nipperdey, who championed the idea that certain fundamental rights, because o f their objective 

fundamental importance, should naturally apply to private law relations. As the president o f the 

Federal Labour Court he also had the opportunity to put his theory into practice, namely by 

applying the equality clause o f Article 3 o f  the Basic Law to labour relationships.®'^

The question o f  the relation o f constitutional rights and private law was thus put, and with the 

growing success o f  fundamental rights catalogues posed itself in similar terms in different 

countries. The core thought was that a comprehensive protection o f the human person must not 

be hindered by legal structures built on the organising principle o f a public-private divide, that

on the contrary the need for protection would trump and break down these traditional 

assumptions in order to hold private power in check if  need be. The ‘modem paradigm’ put the 

state at the focus o f attention. Threats to freedom were seen as emanating from the state. Tlie 

division o f state and society was an expression of that power difference. Legal safeguards in the 

form o f  fundamental rights were installed giving protection to the (weak) individual against the

Nipperdey. Hans C arl Gleicher Lßhtt der Frau fü r gleiche Leistung (1950).
Example o f  shopping centers: This seems to be a trivial point to make, but in reality it is exactly the automatism 

o f  public and private categorisation with separated legal consequences attached to them that creates the perceived 
‘gap’ in human rights protection. The application o f  freedom o f speech in a ‘horiaontal way’, i.e. in a litigation 
involving only private parties, is seen as a remedy to a situation whose outcome would otherwise be perceived as 
‘unjust’. E C tH R  cases, by the fact that only state parties are, by principle, addressees o f  the convention rights, 
illustrate verj^ well the dilemma o f  a jurisprudence which is caught in rigid categories: here, a horizontal alternative 
seems to be barred from  the beginning, as only states can be defendants before the courtThis statutory' constraint 
brought about alternative lines o f jurisprudence which despite this initial obstacle find a way o f  finding state 
responsibility for actions which a priori do not involve state authorities. It is the line o f  jurisprudence of'd u tj' o f 
protection’ o f  the state, or positive duty o f  the state.
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(strong) state - hence the establishment o f  rights as defence-rights. The new attention given to 

private actors, this ‘new paradigm’, shows that the perception o f  the source o f threat for liberty 

has changed. However, at the root o f both is the preoccupation with preserving liberty, and the 

question o f the limitation of liberty.

Seen from the point of view o f power/threat, the state v. individual constellation is but one 

possibility. It is one manifestation of a situation where the strong stands against the weak. From 

this perspective, liberal rights should enclose both defence against intrusion by the state, and 

against intrusion by fellow individuals.

The definition o f freedom and its limits as regards contractual relationships fell within the 

traditional tasks o f private law (of the common law). The relationship o f  the individual to public 

authorities brought about a distinct body o f administrative or public law.®"' These rules spelled 

out what public authorities (‘the state*) were supposed to do, but more importantly what they 

were supposed not to do. In the 19* century, domestic public-privates had given rise to 

individuals* protection, but coming from the opposite direction: then, the call was for subjecting 

public authorities to the same rules as private actors. Today, the call is for a judgement o f private 

actors according to public standards.

The efficiency o f this protection dwindled in the moment that the public grasp on the 

individual’s sphere is being reduced. The calls for horizontal application became stronger at the 

time of mass privatization, especially from the 1970s onwards. It seemed more and more 

important to keep private individuals in check.

^  Consider the following example, as related by A. Qapham: at the end o f the 1 9 *  century A.V. Dicey (1835-1922) 
made the claim that the state and private indi\iduals should be judged according to the same standards and by the 
same judges. His claim came from exactly the opposite direction from that inspiring today's claims for horizontality. 
Dicey wrote on the basis o f  a concern that ofhdals should not escape responsibility. Qapham advances that ‘the 
ensuing Anglo-Saxon emphasis on state actors has led to the conception that only state actors can violate the r i ^ t  to 
libert) .’ This means o f  course at the same time that Dicey was writing on a background 180 degves reversed than 
today’s, in which private responsibility was the standard toward which public responsibility should evolve. Today it is 
indeed the opposite, and the trend o f horizontality is one o f  asking the same duty for private actors as the one 
deriving from fundamental rig)its for public actors. Qapham. Andrew. Human PJghts in the Private Sphere 93 125
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The main impetus for the current discussion on the horizontal applicability o f  constitutional 

provisions comes from efforts to control private power. Private power-holders are mainly 

controlled through statutes and civil law, but it has been argued that this protection is no t 

sufficiently effective, that it does not meet today’s needs. The amendment or evolution o f  

jurisprudence showed that there was a consciousness that individuals sometimes suffered de facto  

infringement o f  important individual liberties at the hands o f powerful private entities and 

existing legal controls on the arbitrary exercise o f  non-governmental power were inadequate. 

Horizontality o f  constitutional fundamental rights would add an additional layer of protection 

which would contribute to remedying this perceived ‘gap’ in protection.

Doctrines o f horizontality were thus embedded in overall strategies to make up for tlie loss o f a 

protected sphere. Traditional solutions became perceived as insufficient, or incoherent The 

additional protection which could be drawn from fundamental rights seemed the adequate 

instrument to do so, and enhance, or re-enhance, the protection o f the individual.

This ground conviction that human rights needed to be ‘introduced in the private sphere’ was not 

necessarily shared by all actors in the fields which traditionally dealt with private relations, field o f  

private law and o f the common law. In response to the claim to introduce human rights in 

private law, the counter-argument goes that private law would already protect ‘human rights’ and 

fundamental interests of persons, and would do so better than a jurispmdence o f fundamental 

rights. These were older traditions o f protecting and ordering.

2. T h e  h o r iz o n t a l c o n d itio n  in  s o c ie t y : T h e  a b s e n c e  o f  h ie r a r c h y  le a d s  to  c o n flic t o f  

r ig h ts . T h e  n e e d  fo r  r eg u la tio n

The concept o f  individual rights follows from the assumption o f personal autonomy. In an 

interpersonal relation, two spheres o f  autonomy potentially oppose each other on an equal 

footing. Tlte problem o f the horizontal condition is then the following: if we see fundamental 

rights as permissions to act, if  there is two permissions, it can happen that both cannot be
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satisfied at the same time. It is a situation o f conflict, or coercion.“  ̂ We find a conflict 

situation between spheres o f autonomy, or in other words, a conflict o f rights.

Limits are inherent in the modem notion o f  liberty.’^ Personal liberty never exists in reality as it 

exists in its ideal conception.®“  There is the idea that in society, rights can and must®’’ be limited, 

either by the freedom of others, or by the needs of social living under the law,®“ i.e. the interests 

of society.®^

In vertical relations, the power difference between the state and the individual is taken into 

account by granting the individual rights against the state, the state being bound without 

benefiting from fundamental rights. In horizontal relations, regulation (implying limitation and 

protection) is necessary, as the (real world) power difference between two individuals is not taken 

into account from the start due to the principle of formal equality.

^  According to Otto Pfersmann, we can speak o f  conflict i f ‘une meme situation constitue la condition de plusieurs 
obligations, permissions ou interdictions et que ces conséquences ne sont pas simultanément réalisables. D s'agit 
d'un conflit au sens strict ou horÌ2ontal où les normes en question ne présentent pas entre elles de diÉKiences 
hiérarchiques.’ Cone same situation constitutes the condition o f several obligations, permissions or prohibitions, and 
the consequences o f  which cannot be fulfilled simultaneously. We are then in the presence o f  a conflict stricto sensu 
or horizontal conflict, where the applicable norms are not hierarchically distinguishable.’ My translation) Pfersmann. 
O tto. Esquisse d'urn théorie des droitsfondamentaux (2002), 85.

*To coerce a man is to coerce him o f  his freedom (liberty ). Coercion implies the deliberate interference o f  other 
human beings within an area in which 1 would otherwise act.’Berlin. Isiah. T»v Conçois o f Liberty, 2002, reprint in: 
Henry R \ R D Y  (ed.), 2002.

This idea already inherent in the construction o f  rights, from ancient times on. E .g., in ancient Greece, isommia, 
the quality before the law, 'isd meaning ‘equal’, constituting a limitation to which the ^mmiJ (or any other object, like 
in HsoHmid, equal respect for all, or 'ise^itid, equal freedom o f speech) is subject, taking into account the principle o f  
equality and respect o f  the rights o f others.
^  It is the difference between liberty as a philosophical idea and liberty as a legal concept. Vertical positions hold 
the idea o f a pre-political private sphere; horizontalists see the private sphere as constituted by law.

The practical reason o f  limited resources.
®̂ *‘As individuals do not liv'C alone, but in the community, their private r i^ ts  must often be integrated into the 
conunon good, otherwise society would be destroyed.’ Daes. Erica-Irene. Restrictions and limitations on human rights, 
René Cassin Amicomm Disdpulorumque Liber III, La Protection Des Droits De L ’ Homme Dans Les Rapports Entre Personnes 
Privées, Paris 1971, 79-93,87. Because too much freedom would destroy freedom, safeguards need to be erected. An 
interesting example is Article 29(3) o f the Vtàversal Declaration c f Human Rights, which reads: These rights and 
freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles o f  the United Nations.’ The tools 
given to people may not be used in a way to endanger the very existence o f  these tools. This comes close to 
highlighting the fundamental problem and a \nilnerable spot in the liberal ideal: how to treat enemies o f  liberty.

The seeming contradiction o f proclaiming personal freedom, only to restrict it in a second step is perhaps 
inherent to democratic social contract models: insofar as they transfer sovereignty ftom the king to the people, the 
dichotomy o f ruler and ruled becomes schizophrenically blurred.
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Hence, there must be rules establishing boundaries between private spheres. Before the relatively 

recent advent o f  fundamental rights as included in constitutional documents, and the turn in 

constitutionalism after World War II which made them potentially relevant for private relations, 

rule setting and adjudication regarding interpersonal relations were confined to the parliamentary 

process and the common law. Limits and sanctions to individual action, by this way, are laid 

down in criminal law and civil law o f both civil and common law systems.

3  A d d it io n a l r e g u la tio n  o f p r ív a te  a c t io n  on  th e  b a s is  o f  F u n d a m en ta l R ig h ts

Two ways of concretising fundamental rights

The inclusion o f  fundamental rights catalogues in constitutions opens another potential source 

from which to draw rules regulating individual behaviour.

On the face o f it, the modality o f  actual fundamental rights protection, i.e. the enforcement o f  

rights, is not pre-empted by the liberal position.^ *̂* The liberal position as such only postulates 

that individuals are holders o f  certain rights, but does not prescribe modalities, or give priority to 

certain types o f technical implementation o f  these rights.

In the view o f the legal order as a hierarchy o f norms, the legislative process fulfills the task o f  

giving fundamental rights, ‘on top o f  the pyramid’, adequate translation and concrétisation as 

rules in the relevant areas o f civil law. In certain legal orders, the legislative process is perceived, 

conceptually at least, as ‘perfect’. These do not provide for ways of concretising fundamental 

rights. In these systems, if legislation seemingly does not translate a fundamental right in a statute, 

or does so badly, then the process stops here. However, even if  in some systems the legislative 

process is theorized as perfect procedure, ‘[no] procedure’, as O . Pfersmann remarks, ‘can insure 

that there will be a strict congruency between the constitution and the legal act concretizing it.’®̂*

Pfersmann. O tto . Rechtstheorie und Grunàmhtsdemokrarie. Bine Auseinanàersetc^mg mit Ronald Dworkin (1999), 148. 
‘Kein Verfahren mag sicherzustellen, daß zwischen der Verfassung und dem sie konkretisierenden Rechtsakt eine 

strikte Übereinstimmung heigesteilt wird.’ Pfersmann. Otto. Rechtstheorie und Grundrechtsdemokratie. Bine 
Auseinan(krsetc;̂ mg mit Ronald Dworkin (1999), 147.
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Other systems, in case o f a perceive *gap* in legislation, judges apply fundamental rights ç ia  

fundamental rights (without prior concrétisation by legislation) to private law litigation, or 

develop other methods o f ensuring an influence of constitutional fundamental rights on private 

law litigation: discourses of horizontal applicabîlit)% or horizontal effect o f constitutional 

fundamental rights appear on the legal surface. Courts appear as second channel of concrétisation 

of fundamental rights. They are given the task as state organs, in the same way as parliament, to 

make constitutional fundamental rights effective.

Who should set the limits? The issue of judicial law-making

How should legal/social change be brought about? The role o f the judiciary in this process is 

contested. There is resistance against the courts Tilling gaps’. The balance between legislature and 

judicature is a political agreement. The identification of ‘gaps’ and their eventual remedy implies a 

moral or political evaluation.“  ̂ This, according to the traditional view o f the separation o f 

powers, should be left to the legislative branch.

Ordering and transfomiing

In the spectrum between freedom and ordering, third-party effect doctrines are situated on the 

‘ordering’ side, which makes them a target for criticism. The mechanism o f third-party effect 

indeed brings about a ttumping o f certain indmdual interests by ‘principles’, or ‘values’, in this 

case those contained in the constitution. It is criticised as illiberal tool. The rebuke of defenders 

o f third-party effects is that the liberal card-game can be faulty and that the trumps of individual 

rights themselves sometimes need correction, limitation, need to be trumped themselves.“ ^

Paolo G)m anducei presents the mutual inOuences the three fields exert on each other as follows (in: Comanducci. 
Paolo. Assart ài metaetica dite 98):

L ^ ^  P ^ ^  E 

--------------------^

(scheme adapted fromComanducci. Paolo. Assag^ di metaetica due 98, 7)
The rules o f ethical action (E) influence those o f  politics (P), which in their turn influence the legal actions (L), and 
lice  vers a. Furtliermore, there is a direct influence o f  legal rules and actions on the field o f  ethics.
Comanducci. Paolo. A ssa^  di metaeùca due 98.

I f  the criterium o f  the judgement passed is the degree to which individual freedom is enhanced, third-party effect 
doctrines are both reducing liberty, and hence ‘illiberal’, but at the same rime guaranteeing the other individual’s

footnote continues on ne>dpage
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Further, the grammatical form o f the discussion, which is all framed in terms o f  individuals’ 

rights and duties would camouflage that third-partj  ̂ effect doctrines have the pretension to give 

effect to societies’ choices, as reflected in the constitutional documents. The doctrine o f  third- 

party effect understood as a tool to enhance the individual’s protection displays the third-party 

effect as a tool to remedy, or patch certain problems inherent in the modem liberal conception o f  

the state.

Apart from limiting and enhancing individuals’ freedoms third party effect doctrines are also 

tools for developing the common law, potentially bringing substantial changes in central areas o f  

private law, namely the regime o f propert)% contract, and tort law. Mark. Tushnet refers to these 

as ‘background mles’.̂ ”  WTiat happens is that by the mechanism o f third-party effect doctrines, 

these background rules are subjected to judicial review.

Horizontality and Verticality of Rights: On Illusions

The fact is that the position taken by many constitutional courts corresponds to a vertical view o f  

rights, with the horizontal interpretation only reluctantly gaining ground. The impression o f  

verticality, which is the starting point for any call for horizontality, can however be misleading. It 

is only true if the sole focus is on constitutional jurisprudence. Here indeed, one may argue that 

in certain cases, an individual cannot benefit from the protection o f constitutional fundamental 

rights in his encounter with other individuals. But this has to be seen in the context o f  a global 

picture o f  rights protection offered by die legal system. The legal system in its totality is largely 

horizontal: such is case in the area o f private law, and penal law. In this respect, by the narrowed

liberty, thus fteedom-enhancing, and liberal. There is no paradox whatsovever, it is the simple observation that a 
one-sided reproach of'illiberalism’ simply eclipses one half o f  the equation and only sees the individual whose libert)’ 
o f  action is effectively being reduced, widiout seeing the other individual whose freedom is enhanced.

Cf. Tushnet. Mark. T/x Reladonship hetu'een Judicial Reiiew ofLt^lation and the Interpretation o f Non-Constitutional Lon', 
nith Reference to Third Parp Effect (2005).
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focus on the lacking horizontality o f constitutional fundamental rights, we might be victims o f  an 

‘illusion of verticality/̂ ^®

4. R ights scep ticism  and traditional wavs o f  regulation

N. Bobbio called our contemporarj" the ‘age of rights’/^ It is a period o f human rights protection 

whose leading paradigms were set on the philosophical bases o f  the Enlightenment. A quasi

canon of telling the success story o f rights mostly starts with the English Magna Carta o f 1215 and 

Bill o f Rights o f 1689, leads to the high-points of the American and French Declarations  ̂ and leads 

over to our days with the Universal Declaration o f Human Rights o f 1945 and the subsequent 

international human rights instruments over the last decades.̂ ^̂  Progress in standard setting has 

been considerable on the international level, which in turn has influenced the domestic law o f the 

internationally committed states. As a result, there is today a wide range o f institutional and 

systemic safeguards established in order to guarantee the fundamental or human rights of 

individuals and groups, and sourced in supra-national law.

So over time, different mechanisms of regulation o f individual behaviour have been applied. 

Country specific legal traditions have developed common law or civil law protection, statutes, 

combined with (or without) constitutionally enshrined rights. The protection o f rights by 

constitutionally enshrined bills o f rights is one amongst other choices.“ ® It is far from being 

universal, and in many o f those systems featuring bills o f  rights, these have had only a declaratory 

character.“ ''

Credits and thanks to Jeremy Waldron for this expression (author’s conversation with Mr. Waldron at die 
European University Institute, May 2002).

Bobbio. Norberto. T h e ofRightsi99ò
5̂ ’  For reference and text o f  the most important human rig)its treaties, consult the hompagp o f the Office o f  the UN 
High Commissioner for Human Rights at http://www.ohchr.oig.

For a th o rou ^  discussion o f  this mode o f  protection, see .Mston. Philip. Promoting Human Rights Through Bills o f 
Rights: Qimparatm Perspectiveŝ  Oxford 1999.

For example, in the French legal order, the Declaration o f  1789 was the Preamble o f  most constitutions, but not 
executory as such.
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‘Rights scepticism’ was widespread when the first bills o f  rights were proclaimed. The well- 

known critique o f Bentham that natural rights were ‘nonsense upon stilts’ "̂“ condemns their 

philosophical foundations. R. Clements points to a climate o f  ‘indifference to Bills of Rights’ in 

the later 19th centur)" England.®^  ̂ The highly influential A.V. Dicey criticised the very fact that 

rights were enclosed in a constitutional document. ‘He considered that case law and, to a lesser 

extent Actors o f  Parliament, were a far better protection for liberty than statements o f rights in a 

constitution.’̂ “*“ These constitutional rights were simply regarded as less effective. R. Clements 

states: ‘Tliese rights could not always be enforced, unlike case law, and as respect for the Rule o f  

Law was inherent in our constitution it was harder to repeal or ignore than a mere statement o f  

rights.’̂ "*̂  In the French legal order, the Declaration o f 1789 became the Preamble of most 

constitutions, but not executory as such.®^

The tide has changed since. Empirically, the use o f bills of rights for the protection of indmdual 

rights is widespread and gaining ground. A recent wave of ‘constitutionalisation’ took place in the 

former socialist countries o f  Central and Eastern Europe witli the establishment o f strong 

constitutional courts.̂ "*̂

Rights protection in private law

The slogan o f  ‘introducing human rights in the private sphere’, one might think, presupposes or 

at least suggests that there were fio human rights in the private sphere before constitutional or 

international human rights impact on it. The call for horizontal application o f constitutional

'natural rights is simple nonsense: natural and imprescriptible rights, rhetorical nonsense,— ^nonsense upon stilts.’ (1- 
Bcntliam. .‘\jiarchical Fallacies).

Clements. Richard. Brining It A ll Back Home: 'Rights" in English han  ̂Before tl)e Human R iiftsA a 1998 (2000), 135.
ibid.
ibid.
In France, part o f  the leading doctrine (ex. the late professor Favoreu) would probably reconstruct the historical 

evolution in the following way: First, establishment o f  the constitution with protection o f  r i^ ts  but without effect 
because o f  the obstacle that is the idea that the law’ must be sovereign. Second, later establishment o f  constitutional 
courts which evaluate the law against the consritution and with regard to its respect for fundamental rights. Third, 
this means that the constitution becomes a real legal norm and because o f  this quality can also be applied to relations 
between private indiwduals. In other words it is not because fundamental riglits were perceived as applying vertically 
only that they were not applied horizontally, but because the existence o f  fundamental rights was simply not 
recognized. I thank my friend Raphael Paour for this hint.

For a critique, see Sadurski. W bjciech. Promoting Rights in the Shadow of th  judiciary: Towards a Fact-Sensitire Theoy of 
]udidal Retiew, European University Institute (EU I)* VC'orking Paper L.'VW N o .2001/14, Florence 2001.
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fundamenta! rights is confronted with a line of arguments which in its core makes horizontal 

application o f constitutional fundamental rights appear as superfluous, or at least wants to have 

the effect that calls for horizontal application of fundamental rights appear as less ‘dramatic', or 

less urgent. This line o f arguments consists in saying that such horizontal application is not 

necessary, because the values o f  what is today called liuman rights’ are already perfectly well 

protected, but not labelled as such, in private or common law. Not only would civil/common law 

and statutes already protect fundamental human rights, but they would protect them better.

The key argument is that ‘hum2in rights’ would only put a new label to rights contents whose 

protection stretches back centuries before the rhetoric o f  ‘rights’ was adopted or the term ‘human 

rights’ was finally coined. Civil/common law would be the ‘true keeper of rights’.

The argument has been raised by private lawyers that there is no need for having resort to 

fundamental rights, as the rules o f  civil law/ common law would already contain the values o f the 

fundamental rights. '̂'* It has been suggested that indeed, long before ‘human rights’ or 

‘fundamental rights’ terminology entered the fore of legal systems, the areas protected under that 

name had long been guaranteed or regulated by the traditional fields of law o f  civil law®̂  ̂ and 

criminal law. As to the latter, E . Alkema remarks: ‘Long before human rights as such had 

developed into a concept, the law prohibited and punished certain acts, such as unlawful killing in 

the form of murder, manslaughter, etc., and sought to guarantee the right to life among private 

persons.’ The ground stock o f domestic legal orders in the Western hemisphere roots in an 

understanding of law developed in the Roman empire. The legal tradition then established is the 

basis for both common law and civil law traditions. At its core is the mediation and ordering of 

interpersonal relationships in view o f solving or preventing conflict and maintain social peace.

^  Friedmann. Daniel &  Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Rights in Private Law  2001 
Friedmann. Daniel &  Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Rights in Private Law  2 0 0 1 ,3
Alkema. Evert Albert. The third-party rppiicabikty of*Drittuirkun£ o f the European Convention on Human Rights (1990), 33

I
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Opponents o f  the horizontal application o f fundamental rights point to the drawbacks o f this 

method. The arrangement o f protection o f individuals in private relations would not necessarily 

be ‘a matter o f  constitutional dimension.’̂ "'’

Constitutional protection would be ‘ineffective as a basis for systematic protection o f individual 

rights from powerful non-governmental infringers.’^* Better alternatives o f systematic protection 

offered by the legal order would be private or common law, and statutory provisions. In federal 

systems, an additional argument is made by referring to protection at the level o f the states 

composing the federation.^^’

An example o f a different strateg)  ̂o f  making rights effective is the period preceding the Human 

Pdghts A ct in the United Kingdom. This strateg)'̂  is based on a rhetoric o f ‘rediscovery’ o f  

common law rights. Speaking on the situation in England prior to the adoption o f  the Human 

Rights Act 1998, R. Clements observes: Traditionally, the common law has been hostile to Bills 

of Rights.’̂ ~̂ And although the UK adhered to tlie European Convention on Human Rights, the 

Convention rights could not be enforced by UK courts.^̂  ̂ English constitutionalism, with the 

belief in Parliamcntar}’̂ supremacy, did not provide the power to the courts to use this supra

national instrument in legislation effectively. '̂ '̂* The common law thus stood alone, in a similar 

way as the German civil law under Bürgerliches Gesetsî jud?̂  ̂ stood alone in the Weimar Republic, 

hardly influenced by constitutional law provisions.®* There is in many systems a tradition

‘\X’e believe, however, the adjustment o f these rights among private parties is not necessarily a matter o f 
constitutional dimensions. I f  it w*ere, significant governmental intrusion into private individuals’ affairs and relations 
%'ould be likely to occur. This intrusion itself would deprive individuals o f  important rights o f  freedom. Free people 
regulate their priv'ate affairs through individual adjustment. \X'e should be wary o f  insulating that development 
against legislative, judicial or private change by enshrining a particular position in the text o f  the constitution. Social 
and economic developments require a flexible legal framework which can adapt to them. Our common law provides 
such a framework.’, W'esterft Pern^b'ama Socialist W'orkers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut General Life Ins. Co., 515 A.2d 
1331, 1335 (Pa. 1986)

Argument adv'anced by R. Williams in the context o f  the state action doctrine, Williams. Robert F.. State 
Constitutional Law. Cases and Materials 99, 267.

C f Williams. Robert F., State Constitutional Law. Cases and Materials 99, 267.
Clements. Richard. hrin§ng It All 'Back Home: "Rights’’ in English Law Before the Human Ri^ts Act 1998 (2000), 154. 

553 The Brind case o f  1991 is exemplary’ o f  this position. In it, Lord Acton states; ‘the Convention is not part o f  the 
domestic law, that the courts accordingly have no power to enforce Conv'ention rights directly and that, i f  domestic 
legislation conflicts witli the Convention, the courst must nevertheless enforce i t ’ fl^rWease, precit, at 722.
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claiming that private law was a system that ‘provided for all’, i.e., it also takes care o f ‘human 

r i ght s Pr i vat e  law does so by covering in its provisions the exact same values as inscribed in 

fundamental rights catalogues. In the situation of the United Kingdom before the Human Rights 

Act, there was a similar movement of ‘rediscovering rights in common law which just happen to 

be nearly identical to the rights in the Convention.’̂ *̂

In Germany, from the outset, rather than being in a hierarchical relation, civil law seemed to 

stand on an equal footing, separate from constitutional law.̂ ®̂  From an inside perspective, highly 

sophisticated systems like the German civil code of 1900 appeared as closed and ‘rounded’ 

systems, not in need o f influences from outside and thus independent from the sphere o f public 

or constitutional law. This picture o f an independent civil law was upheld for a long time. The 

discussion on Drittnirkun^ then, became the grand theme o f constitutional and private law after 

World War II.''°

Congnienq^Ja values as reason for doctrines of indirect third party effect doctrines

Accepting the argument that values which inform and which are expressed by the rules o f  civil 

law find their match in the different fundamental rights,“ * horizontalists perceive ‘gaps’, i.e. 

situations where fundamental rights enshrined in constitutional documents seemingly cover more 

ground than is concretised in civil law legislation. In a situation where the civil law is not able to 

provide an individual with a remedy, it is in the comparison with constitutional fundamental 

rights potentially applicable to the case that a call to apply this provision finds a place. It is, in this

Cf. Friedmann. Daniel &  Barak-Erez. Daphne. Human Rights in Private Las' 2001.
Cf.Qements. Richard. Brin̂ in̂  It AU Back Home: "Rights" in English Law Before tl>e Human Rights A ct 1998 (2000), 

136. He then puts it this way "Rigfits” are part o f  the common law tradition, th o u ^  it may not have been very 
prominent in the last hundred years or so.’ (at 142)

In Germany, Drimirkung is a symptom of, or maybe the price to pay for, the dogmatic belief in a self-sufficient 
sj'stem o f civil law.
^  See again. Stem. Klaus. Das Staatsrecht der Bundesrepubäk Deutschland, Bd. 1X1/ ItAl^emeine Lehren der Grundrechte 
88,1518. O. Gerstenberg observes:, The question o f  the relationship between private law and constitutional law, 
however, has always been a focal point o f  private law theory.’Gerstenberg. Oliver. "Radikale Rechtfortbildun^' im 
(Europäischen) V̂ ertrags- undHcftungsrecht: Ein Beitrag t̂ r̂MethodendLtkussion, in: Toerges. Christian & Teubner, Gunther. 
Rechtsivifassungsrecht, Recht-Fertigung Zwischen Privatrechtsdogmatik Und Gesellschcftstheorie, Baden-Baden 2003, 61; cf. also 
Schwabe. Türgen. Die sogenannte Drittairkung der Grundrechte: Zur Einttirkung der Grundrechte auf den Privatrechtst erkehr 71, 
58.

'[ ...]  daß sich weite Bereich der beiden Rechtssphären zwar nicht der Richtung, aber doch dem übrigen Inhalt 
nach mit Grundrechten decken.’ Schwabe. Jürgen. Die so^nannte Drittwirkung der Grundrechte: ZurEinnirkung der 
Grundrechte a if den PrivatrechtsverkehrlX, 58.
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sense, an application default o i  legislative action. The gap, in this view, is a promise embodied 

in the fundamental right, and not fulfilled by civil law. In this case, the claimed congruency 

between constitutional fundamental rights and civil/ common and statute law is not fulfilled.^“  

Horizontalists conclude that there is a partial overlap o f  constitutional rights and civil law only, 

and advocate horizontal applicability in order to ‘fill the gap’.

5. The R esidu al Character o f  h o rizo n ta l applica tion  o f fu n d a m e n ta l tig h ts

According to Mark Tushnet, ‘in modem democracies [...] the third-party effect doctrine is in 

many ways simply a residual category, to deal with those aspects o f the private economy left 

untouched by the relatively thick regime o f  statutory interpretation applicable to most private 

actors.’ Effectively private law mles cover the great majority o f social interactions, and ensure 

in most cases a flawless running o f day to day dealings between private persons.

Statistically the large majority o f  litigation is settled on the basis o f  these traditional mles. With 

our attention focused on the field of constitutional law, where horizontality is debated, it seems 

important to recall this fact. The horizontal application of the constitution remains numerically 

marginal.

In the view advanced by M. Tushnet, doctrines of horizontality are thus a function o f the political 

process, as they apply in fields ‘untouched’ by private law regulation. Third-party effect doctrines 

are thus used when legislation does not give an answer, or not a clear answer. *̂'*

^  Cf. 'Kein \'’erfiihren mag sicherzustellen, daß zwischen der Verfassung und dem sie konkretisierenden Rechtsakt 
eine strikte Übereinstimmung he tges teilt wird.’ ‘N o procedure can insure that there will be a strict congruency 
between the constitution and the legal act concretizing it.* (my translation) Pfersmann, Otto. Rechistheorie und 
Gmidrechtsdemokratie. Eine Auseintjndmet::;un  ̂mit Ronald Daorkin (1999), 147.

See also Tushnet. Mark. The Relationship beiiteen Judicial Rsvieu' o f Ee^islation and tite Interpretation of Non-Constitutional 
Lan-, uitb Reference to Tlnrd Party Ejjeä (2005)

This view neglects to see that direct application has the effect o f  setting aside legislation, and common law is 
developed, i.e. substantially transformed in case o f  interpretation in the light o f  fundamental rights.
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Concluding Chapter: Doctrines of horizontality in the framework of 

modernity

Opening: Three assumptions about thlrd-uartv effect doctrines

D ifferent shapes o u t o f  one Com m on Ground: Poh'acal U berahstn  as G round and Cause 

o f  D octrines o f  H orizon ta lity

My first approach to horizontality is that third party-effect doctrines are built on the common 

ground, and with the elements, o f the liberal democratic state. The political philosophy 

underlying modem statehood and constitutionalism is the philosophy of the Enlightenment. 

Wliat I retain from the contractualist scheme is not so much its justificatory  ̂ function for the 

establishment of tlie national state, but rather the two fundamental principles of individual 

liberty, and equality o f  all individuals. The combination o f these two postulates creates a ground 

tension pervading all legal orders based on the principles o f the Revolutions. The ground tension 

between liberty and equality should not be exa^erated in the overall explanation o f the 

phenomenon o f horizontality, but it provides the indispensable ground for this phenomenon. It 

is easier to see if we formulate it the other way round: without the postulate o f all individuals’ 

equal liberty, the problem of horizontality would not arise.

That the emphasis is on the construct o f an individual’s right {suhjektim  RicM or droit subjectif \n 

German and French legal tradition) and not on the justification o f state power can also be shown 

by the fact that this second element is interchangeable as regards the horizontal effect of rights: 

the horizontal phenomenon can be found in national legal orders as well as in ‘post-national’ 

constructions like the European Union or supra-national jurisdictions like the European 

Convention system.

In a sense, the peculiarity o f the horizontality phenomenon, or what makes it difficult is exactly 

that in a horizontal constellation, the state is seemingly not involved. Wliat occurs is a conflict 

between two individuals. The horizontal constellation has the peculiarity fliat both opponents are
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holders ot individual rights. Wliat is postulated is, in one interpretation, exactly the reverse side o f  

a right, namely that the one’s right implies another person’s duty. 565

But is tlie state really excluded? One can argue that some form of centralized power other than 

the two individuals opposing each other is needed, be it the national state or a supra-national 

entity. Without it, there would be no-one able to give effect to fundamental rights. Still, it is less 

the liberal state but rather the ground-assumptions o f political liberalism which lead to the 

problem of horizontality.

So when we go back to the root causes o f  the problem of horizontal effect, it quickly shows that 

it involves the major principles o f  modem law. The common ground of all debates on 

horizontality is the modem state based on a system of political liberalism. Political liberalism 

postulates, firstly, an independent rational individual; secondly, it demands that certain modes o f  

behaviour, considered the domain o f  liberty o f individuals, cannot be the object o f restrictive 

regulation. Tlie second principle, however, which underpins the democratic dimension, is 

equality  ̂ The combination o f both the principle o f freedom and the equalitŷ  principle lead to the 

ground tension that fuels third-party" effect doctrines.

The modem system o f political liberalism is essentially rights-based, more precisely individual 

rights-based. In a world with limited resources it is clear that liberty, however philosophically 

unfettered, must find limits in the real world. The whole project of modernity" is tlius to justify, 

and to find the right measure in setting limits to individual liberty. Horizontality" is one such tool 

which allows the setting of limits to cermin private persons’ behaviour. Altliough the horizontal 

application o f a fundamental right is ptim a Jade  the object o f  contention, horizontality" rather 

poses the question of limits to rights, or non-rights because of the applicability" of a disposition of 

constitutional law. Often this is phrased as the question of duties of individuals as derived from

This is the model o f  horizontality" which I will classify as direct horizontality (as opposed to indirect horizontality). 
In the mode] o f  direct horizontality, the idea is indeed that a constitutiona] duty derives from a constitutional 
provision on the side o f  the ‘aggressor’, namely the duty to abstain, just as the state abstains from interfering with the 
individual’s riglits. If, however, we consider the model o f  indirect horizontal effect, the picture is quite different 
here, the judge invokes a fundamental right in order to ward o ff a disposition o f  the civil law (common law); cf. die 
Liith case.
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the constitution. The question o f a duty is posed in the context o f a field dominated by a 

discourse of indi\’idual rights.

How can we conceptualize the steps leading to the phenomenon o f horizontality? The 

philosophies o f  its foundation (gn?sso modo social contract accounts) have their building stones and 

internal logic. In a schematic way, in order to illustrate the general idea, we can consider five 

steps; Firstly, there is the postulate o f individual liberty; this is logically followed“* by the second 

step o f the establishment o f boundaries to this individual liberty; this task, thirdly, necessitates the 

establishment o f  a centralized state power; this step, fourthly, also creates a public and private 

distinction, in which, fifthly, many o f the present-day legal orders are caught: a legal tradition 

which operates on the division o f state and society, reflected in a separate set o f mles for 

individuals and for public authorities, is in (at least theoretical) difficulties when it comes to the 

justification o f constitutional dispositions as applied to private disputes.

This last remark leads to the next point. We see more clearly that the presuppositions o f the 

modem state are the cause of the discourses on horizontality, but they also condition them. They 

cause the discussion, because the legal framework established is not capable alone o f accounting 

for private violence; it needs, in order to bridge a perceived gap in individual rights protection, 

the doctrinal construct o f a third-party' effect; but these presuppositions also set the framework, 

in the sense o f the outer limitation, within which the discussion takes place.

This setting is the ground on which discourses about fundamental rights, as produced by the 

legislature, judiciary, and academic commentators, take place. W îthin the general framework o f 

political liberalism, different accounts o f  life in society coexist. They coincide, or take their 

expression, with different interpretations o f  rights. O f these accounts, the legal order and the 

practice of the judges determine which ones exist in practice. The chronological change in 

interpretations, and the dynamic character o f  the discussion on horizontality', can be seen as the 

result o f the fact that rights, in essence, can be conceptualised in different ways. O f the different 

possible accorded meanings, some come up at different times and with different strength.

^  As a combination o f the postulate o f equality underhing social contract theories and o f  the fact that resources are 
not unlimited (were they, there would be no need for boundaries).
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The C onstruction  o f  a h orizon ta l e ffec t is  a function  o f  th e  con cept o f  r ig h t u sed  in  th e  

respective  le g a l orders

It is submitted that positions on horizontality correspond to the view of rights as purely negative, 

or as also requiring positive action by the State.

Tlie issue o f horizontality appears here as a small part o f the bigger picture o f constitutionalism, 

understood as ‘the process o f social agreement over the normative organisation o f a polity’.̂ ^̂  

ITae rules o f constitutionalism are made for the constitution o f a polity taken as a whole. Against 

this background, positions on horizontality reflect the degree to which a legal order adapts this 

small field of constitutionalism to current needs. Alternatively it shows how stuck the system is. 

Moreover, it shows tlie constraints which prevent the legal order from allowing for horizontality, 

e.g. considerations of federalism in the United States; considerations of autonomy o f private law 

in Germany.

Tlie positions on horizontality are shaped by different views on rights. Some positions on liberty 

can account for horizontality, others cannot. At the core it is the interpretation o f  a right which 

then determines the stmcture/concept o f  horizontality. From the inception, many senses are 

open, but only a few are visible at a time. At other times, other senses o f liberty/duty surface, and 

may even take the lead.

The task is tlius to establish a list o f the different concepts o f  fundamental rights used. In other 

words, views on horizontality correspond to different views on rights. Each interpretation 

accounts for a different effect o f  fundamental rights. Interpretations o f fundamental rights as 

subjective rights, or as constituting ‘an objective order o f  values’, fundamental rights as
568permissions' , etc

am grateful to Michael Wilkinson for this observ̂ ation.
E.g., Pfersmann. O tto. Esquisse d ’m e théorie des droitsfondamentaux (2002).
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Does It a ll m atter? A  R ea list p o in t o f  view

The typologies established, both based on the formal criterion o f horizontal applicability', and 

ordered according to arguments invoked in favor or against the one and other position, convey a 

picture of the strength o f public-private divide, and of the intensity o f arguments with which it is 

defended or fought against.

The potential change in the content o f private law, in other words the shift o f  ‘baselines* o f 

private law, under the influence o f  fundamental rights is invoked. The central point to me seems 

however not to be this substantive aspect o f  transformation, but rather the actor who performs 

this transformation. The separation of powers argument expresses very dearly the scepticism and 

fears about a situation in which courts, by their power o f  review, are in a situation to participate 

in the legislative process (in the view of verticalists, ‘usurping legislative powers’).

In which way is the power of the courts, and especially constitutional courts, increased? 

Dispositions o f textual horizontality provide the judge with an instrument to apply fundamental 

rights horizontally (situation for common law and civil law jurisdictions). For the constitutional 

court however this means that it can review the decisions o f common and dvil law courts as to 

their respect for and due taking into account o f the fundamental rights in cause. Thus is 

established the power o f  control o f the Constitutional Court over civil and common law 

jurisdictions. In reality', then, textual dispositions for horizontality, even though possibly phrased 

in terms of ‘binding on individual persons* are addressed to the courts. They are a strong 

argumentative constraint for civil law jurisdictions to apply fundamental rights, and establish the 

authority o f the constitutional court to review compliance o f the task performed by the civil 

courts. In short, dispositions o f horizontality command the judge o f  dvil law.

The same is true for doctrines o f horizontality. These arise in absence o f  textual prorisions for 

horizontality'. In this case, it is the Constitutional Courts who habilitate themselves to review 

whether the action o f lower“  ̂ courts is in compliance with constitutional fundamental rights.

The power to redew introduces this situation o f  hierarchy
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Doctrines of horizontality contain the argumentative means in order to justify this control. 

Modalities and exact formulations o f these doctrines can differ, but in this view focusing on the 

review power o f  the constitutional court, doctrines o f  direct and indirect horizontal effect are not 

different, as they both establish tliis control. Doctrines o f  horizontality, then, command the 

courts o f  common and civil law. This power gets enhanced when following the doctrine of the 

duty o f  protection o f the state, which implies the understanding that an obligation o f positive 

action is incumbent on the state (justified by viewing the constitution as an ‘objective value 

order’), the constitutional court is in a position to review omission, or non-action, o f the 

legislator. Doctrines o f duty o f protection comnaand the legislator.

From the perspective of die judge, texts and doctrines o f  horizontality are discursive arguments 

which justify this new institutional position o f power. They are argumentative means to 

overcome objections based on die separation o f power argument and otherwise traditionally 

assumed or concorded institutional arrangements, which in their turn place an argumentative 

constraint on the judge.

Third-party effect doctrines as *tu-tu* language

As was demonstrated in a magnificent way by ^Mf Ross, '̂'  ̂ legal language is mostly framed as 7//- 

ù/ discourse. Legal concepts like contract, right, etc. do not have a reference in themselves,^^  ̂

they are actually meaningless; however, they can be part o f a meaningful discourse, and, more 

than that, they are indispensable Vehicles of systematization’̂ “̂ which ensure the smooth 

functioning o f the legal system.̂ ^̂  Alf Ross pointed out that what makes concepts relevant is the 

consequences attached to them.̂ '̂* These consequences in turn only exist on the condition of a 

previous common agreement in the politically oiganised society.

570 Ross, A lf. Tu-Tu (1956-1957).
57̂  They are ‘words without meaning, without any semantic reference’. Ross. Alf. Tu-Tu (1956-1957), 814.
572 Ross. A lf. Tu-Tu (1956-1957),
57̂  They ‘ser\'e a purpose only as a technique o f  presentation.’ Ross. .Mf. Tu-Tu (1956-1957), 814. The ‘person’ is 
such a legal concept, and the amount o f  ‘rights’ and ‘duties’ assigned to personhood has been subject to controversy. 
57̂  The concept o f ownership will allow the 'owner* o f  an item to recover it from die possession o f  another person. 
The holder o f  a French passport has the unconditioned right to enter French territoiy.
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‘Horizontal applicability’ is then the discursive tool with the aid of which a court can .irtiajUtc 

riiat a certain condition a (for example, the existence of a right to freedom of expresM ci in the 

constitution) will have a certain consequence b in the real world (iKing tlipble for a nght t » 

freedom of expression, being able to invoke it in pnvate litigation against another indnuluab. Jlic 

legal consequence is also the triggering o f the protection of the state apparatus for an mdiudual

person 575

The discourse strateg)" used by the judge is to link the (wanted) consequence to an existing 

category of ‘right’ in a way that is plausible and accepted in the rc*specnve legal order and polity. 

I f  certain way's o f constructing the result (for example direct applicati(>n of the fundamental ngjitj 

encounter too much resistance, other means of justification which attain a similar/equal result 

(effect of fundamental rights on private relations) can, or must he used. 'Ihe effect ttf constraints 

on the action o f the judge arising from the structure and actors of the legal system is tn lurrow 

down to a few, or sometimes only one, possible answcr(s) the theoretically pissihle justihc.itinns 

for the judge.̂ ^̂

1. Liberal (EnliahtenmentI grammar of third-party effect doctrines

Discussions on horizontal effect use a language and grammar which was sh.iped hy tlie political 

philosophy and practice o f the Enlightenment, manifested in the modem liher.d state. Iliese 

historical underpinnings set the stage for third-party ettects.

® A l f  Ross explains for the concept o f contract ‘Nothing is created as the result o f /■! and cxth.initing a fr»' 
sentences legally interpreted as a contract o f  purchase. .lMI that has occurred is that the iudjy uiU ni>w ukc ilû  
into consideration and give judgement for the purchaser in an action for recovery.' Alf. Tu Ttr 19>' '• 
821).
576 Here I have drawn on a point o f  view which uses a ‘bottom up' anal\'sis, starting with the f.ilso thn>iv>1'\iTC al' 
end-point or result o f  litigation and re-constructing how this result came about. It is impm.int to sec. h-»« ever, th-»* 
results o f ‘horizontal application o f  r io ts ’ have many ma.f0rjs jtid moiirjrionf. The result of hon/nm-ilm tan tome 
about as a mere side-effect o f  something more important that was at stake; but it can also l>c the m.un p u < ’f i ' 
considerations. What I want to express here is that ‘horizontality’ is an intrinsically different catcpm-.<*r c«iiKCpt- 
fo r  example ‘contract’, ‘propertv ’̂. It is much more heterogeneous.
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§1. *H orizontalitv* an d  ^Third-party effect*: A vocabulary reflectin g  its  liberali ro o ts

‘Third-part)' effects’ are also known as ‘horizontal effects’. These two notions are however not 

exactly congruent. ‘Third-part)' effect’ is the translation o f the original German term 

*Dnttjmknn£, It is short for ^Drittuirkutig der Grundrechk\ or ‘third-part)' effect o f  fundamental 

rights’. WTio is now the ‘third part}'* referred to, and what are the effects o f fundamental rights? 

To answer this we have to go a bit further, both in scope and in histor)'. The predominant 

interpretation o f fundamental rights is the idea that they are negative entitlements, protecting the 

individual right-holder against encroachment by public authorities (extensions of the state). This 

relation between the individual and the State has been called ‘vertical’. This is in itself an 

interesting expression. I think that intuitively, more than a simple straight vertical line, it evokes 

and contains the notion of hierarchy. Historians have often represented the relationship o f  ruling 

and subjected classes in the shape of a pyramid.

Fig.1

This is a very old image, and firmly anchored in our mind. Asked to depict our contemporary 

democratic society, we would probably also draw a pyramid, on top o f which we would place an 

authority, ‘the state’, and at its base the community o f citizens. Those among us versed in 

political philosophy might think then o f the basis o f our present democratic system, which are 

social contract theories. Here, the pyramid is the result o f the way the state o f nature is 

overcome. By signing the hypothetical social contract, ‘free and equal men’ subject themselves to 

a single authority. For their conceptions o f the social contract, the philosophers o f  the 

Enlightenment used already existing elements. They wrote in a given environment, and for a 

given purpose. '̂  ̂ WTiat they accomplished was a re-interpretation o f authority, or the justification

Hobbes for example soug^it to answer tlie question whether or how it is possible to be a free man in the given 
political system o f  absolute monarchy.
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of authority. Authority is thus the key word. Some social contract theories helped to create a 

democratic legitimation for authority, the much older sources being god or charisma.*'*

579Fig.2 (taken from a 1 dollar bill)

§2^ R iddles o f  M odernity: B ein g ru led  a n d  being free (H ierarchy as precon dition  o f  th e  

vocabulary o f  h orizon ta iity an d  verùcality)

The fact o f the democratic re-interpretation o f authority did not change the shape o f the pyramid 

as such: it continues a tradition o f thinking society in terms of hierarchy. This is not to say that 

the contractualist philosophers were not genuine spirits: given indeed the factual need o f a 

government, the Rousseauvian ‘General Will’ provided an original tool allowing for concei\nng o f 

the People as governing. The cutting o f the King’s head shifted the source o f authority from God 

to the People. It created however a certain schizophrenia, which is still felt in those countries 

whose conception o f the State and o f  individual rights derives from and stay’s close to the 

contractualist scheme. In France, the sovereignty of the legislator, formally conceived as the 

sovereignty o f the people, made it difficult to accommodate minority dissent. It also shaped the 

discourse on individual rights: until recently, individual rights in France were solely conceived o f 

as l̂ibertéspubliquts\ i.e. liberties given to the individuals by the State. This is a tradition going back 

to Montesquieu, according to whom political liberty’ is ‘the possibility to do what you ought to

I I

The sources o f  authority according to Max Weber.
For further explanations, see http://www.niehs.nih.gpv/kids/triviadollar.htm.
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do’,®*® which in the language o f rights equals a ‘right to do what the law permits*. The notion o f 

liberty is thus very firmly and openly linked to the State. The notion o f ‘(individual) right* 

(corresponding in ‘continental’ terminology to the German subjekthts Recbt̂  ‘subjective right*) is 

simply not very important in a conception o f society which upholds the unity o f the sovereign 

authority and the citizens in civil society.

fig.3; Social Contract and Civil society 
(system of ‘public liberties'“ ’ )

Although there really is a public authority exerting power over the citizens, civil society is 

theorized as a ‘community o f free and equal men*. But the old Aristotelian notion o f  koinonia 

pobtike (at the origin o f our term ‘civil society* via the Latin translation) is here transformed. 

While with Aristotle civil society and polis (State) formed one unit, namely the ‘community o f free 

and equal men’, in the state o f nature,“ " the modem conception maintains this notion o f civil 

society as a community o f free and equal men, but creates authority as an artifice, and only after a 

break with the state o f  nature.̂ ®̂

580 xhe exact quote is: ‘Dans un Etat, c’est-à-dire dans une société où il y a des lois, la liberté ne peut consister qu’à 
pouvoir faire ce que l’on doit vouloir, et à n ’être point contraint de faire ce que l’on ne doit pas vouloir.’ 
Montesquieu. De l'esprit des h is I, Paris 1748, Livre X I , chap. I l l ,  p. 292. 

note: the private is a function o f  the Public.
Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics.
C f Colliot-Thelene. Catherine. 'État et société ciiik\ in: Raynaud. Philippe Rials Stéphane. Dictionnaire De Phihsopfne 

Politique, Paris 1196,.
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oikos 
private sphere')]

fig.4; Aristotle

With the creation o f the sovereign authority, producing the rift between authority and subjected 

citizens, a notion o f hierarchy is introduced.^*^ This is the precondition for the usage o f  the 

vocabulary o f horizontality and verticality: the Aristotelian conception is intrinsically horizontal in 

that the ‘community o f free and equal men’ were called at the same time to rule and to obey. The 

rift between ‘the state’ and ‘the individual’ is however limited to diis situation o f subordination 

(which due to the construction o f popular legitimacy is not a ‘real’ subordination, but a ‘free 

decision of free men*). But despite this subordination, and the view o f liberty as ‘the right to do 

what you ought to do’,̂ ®® the breaking with the State is not complete, because, in this view still, 

‘ZE/tf/, e ’estnoni. Hence the schizophrenia (of being ruled and being free).^“

§3. The State confined: the in dividu al w ith ou t the State

A different development has taken place in the Anglo-Saxon sphere, and lead to the individualist 

‘rights culture’. Under the influence o f  the Anglo-Scottish philosophers like Ferguson (An Essay 

on the History of Civil Society, 1759) and Adam Smith (The Wealth o f Nations, 1776) a new

As compared to the Aristotelian scheme. As compared to the political regime prior to the Revolutions, one might 
say it was ‘maintained’ (see above on hierarchy).

Montesquieu. De I 'esprit des Ims 1 1748.
A further question is the constitutive moment as such: This relationship is a paradoxical — circular one: on the one 

hand, society constitutes the individuals, who, in their turn, constitute society. This paradoxical relationship is a kind 
o f  a priori o i  all solutions found for the problem o f  human rights. ‘Die als Personen kommunikativ konstituierten 
Menschen aus Fleisch und Blut machen sich trotz aller Sozialisierungen als zugleich nicht-kommunikativ 
konstituierte Indmduen/Körper störend bemerkbar und pochen auf ihre »Rechte*. Teuhner. Gunther. Der Umgang 
mit Reehtsparadaxten: Derrida, Ijehmatm, WiethöÜer. in: Joerges. Qiristian Teuhner Gunther. Rechtstttfassungsrecht, Recht- 
Fertigmig Znischen Privatrechtsdogmatik Und GeseUscheftstheorie, Baden-Baden 2003 ,25-46  30.
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conception o f  society emerged, opposed to the Aristotelian view o f the political nature o f man, 

and o f  the Contractualist view o f  a constructed sociality (against nature): the shifting o f civil 

society towards the activities o f  production and exchange, which used to be confined to the 

domestic sphere, implies a revision o f the function o f political authority: it is not on the sovereign 

any more that the existence o f the social order depends. The social order comes about through 

the interests and passions o f  individuals. The State is subsequently reduced to the role o f  

regulator of the conditions o f the dvil society, but has lost its ethical significance. It is now in the 

private space o f  economic and cultural relations that the individual gets ‘civilised’, i.e. achieves 

human excellence, and not in the participation in political activity (as was the Aristotelian 

conception).^®^

fig.5: ‘liberal’ model o f‘private liberties’

The private is not seen as a function o f the public any more. It is only in this model that we can 

understand the notion o f ‘individual rights* as negative rights against intrusion by the state.

f4 . The p o s s ib ility  o f  th e qu estion  o f  d irection atity  o f  fundam ental righ ts

Apart from the differences between the model o f liberty as ‘public libert)'* (fig*3) and model of 

‘private liberty’ (fig.5) we find in both a division between a public and a private sphere. In this 

setting takes place the development o f a differentiation between a set of rules for the dealings

5®̂ Colliot-Thélene. Catherine. 'État et sodêté civile' (1196).
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amongst branches o f the State (the constitution), a set o f rules regarding the relation between 

authorities and private persons (to be included or not in the constitution), and a set o f rules to 

regulate interpersonal relationships (private law/ common law).

The fact o f a hierarchically shaped distinction between public and private sphere, and the 

evolution o f distinct sets o f rules to gpvem the relationships o f  all actors, gives rise to the 

question o f directionality o f fundamental rights,®*® and subsequently theories o f ‘vertical’ and 

‘horizontal’ effect.

This shift o f civil society (cf. the changing position o f ‘the private’ from figs. 4 via 3 to 5) and the 

resulting consequences for role and image o f  the State will also determine, to a large extent, the 

contemporary answers given to the question o f directionality of fundamental rights, as reflected 

in the different models o f horizontality and verticality revisited.

2. Explaining the form of third-party effect doctrines by different 

Understandings of Liberty, Rights, and the State

Jm rodu ction : D octrines o fh orìzon ta ìity as a m irror o f  the im age o f  the sta te

WTiy are there third-party effect doctrines in some systems, and others not? WTiat favours, or on 

the contrary obstructs, the emergence o f  third-party effect doctrines? My argument is that 

different views on liberty engender different views on rights, which in turn are mirrored in the 

role assigned to the state in different systems. Third-party effect doctrines, their existence and 

form, are a function o f these understandings. It is thus these deep philosophical/ideological 

underpinnings o f the debate on horizontality that help to explain why in certain legal orders 

doctrines of honzontality develop, and in others not

Jellinek, in Tellinek. G eorg  T h Declaration o f the Rights o f Man and o f 1 posed the question in discussing the
origins o f  the ‘Rights o f Man’. But refer to Jellinek, Georg. Sĵ stem dersubjekiiven offentächen ^chte, 2nd ed. edition, 
Tübingen 1905 ((anastatic print o f 1919)) for his concept o f  t i^ t  that will most influence German thought on 
DrittMi'irkung. C f  the detailed discussion in Leisner, Walter. Grundrechte und Privatrechte, München 1960,1-15.
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From the ver)̂  inception, the state appears in modem political thought as a janus-headed 

protector o f and threat to individual liberty. ‘Rights* were the modem currency introduced to 

accompany and flow from liberty. State obligations arising from fundamental rights can be 

described in two ways: first, by dividing them into categories o f negative obligations, which 

consist in a duty o f  the state not to interfere in the spheres o f  freedom spelt out in fundamental 

rights, and positive obligations, going beyond mere abstention and obliging the state to take 

positive measures. The first approach can be coined ‘freedom from the state’, the second 

approach ‘freedom through the state’. In the first approach, which opposes the vulnerable 

individual to the powerful state, the state potentially threatens liberty, accordingly this potential 

misuse o f power is checked by its obligation to abstain, not to act. It is the second approach 

which justifies a positive state obligations towards individuals. This positive obligation in turn can 

take the form o f  a duty of protection, which takes up the second stream o f liberal tradition in 

which the state is a guarantor o f freedom (for example, in a case where the state in the form of 

police agents needs to protect demonstrators from a group o f  counter-demonstrators); it can 

further take the form, in the tradition o f  the Sor^alstaat  ̂ o f a duty o f state funding o f  certain 

private activities. An example can be die state funding o f  private schools. The idea behind it is 

that the state needs to guarantee the material basic requirements for an optimised exercise o f  

fundamental rights and values enshrined in the constitution.

As to the effect o f  fundamental rights in interpersonal relations, the judges might want, or might 

not want, to reach the result o f the applicability o f  fundamental rights, or the effect o f 

fundamental rights, on the horizontal level. After all, they themselves are products o f schooling 

in a particular culture of understanding o f  rights. But notwithstanding the will or personal 

convictions of the judges, their action is embedded in these ground understandings o f  libert)', the 

role o f the constitution and the role o f  the state. These external factors limit the choice o f 

discourses available to the judge, sometimes to one possible choice.

In principle, the judge can use different strategies to justify the influence of fundamental rights 

on private relations. A textual basis opening the possibility for a direct application of a 

fundamental right to private litigation will be the most straightforward solution. As has been 

mentioned, even though the phrasing o f such provisions is in terms o f duties o f  private 

individuals, all provisions for direct horizontality are directed at die judge, who by his judgement 

guarantees, i.e. creates, the right As we have seen, however, legal orders which offer this
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possibility are rare. In the absence o f a horizontal constitutional framework, the jurisprudential 

position might just remain in a position o f strict verticality. This is associated with a ground 

understanding of fundamental rights as negative liberties only, accounting solely for a duty o f the 

state to abstain. But even here, ways o f  bringing private action into the purview o f the 

constitution have developed (section 2). The absence o f a textual provision for horizontal 

application does not in principle bind the judge. He can simply state that the fundamental rig^t in 

question applies horizontally, even though there is no textual support. We have seen that 

doctrines o f  (direct) horizontal application have rarely succeeded. More successful were other 

doctrines aimed at ensuring the influence o f  fundamental rights over private relations. All three 

doctrines o f indirect horizontal effect and o f duty of protection are rooted in the view o f  the 

constitution as containing overarching fundamental values, as being an ‘objective value order*. 

What enabled the emergence o f these doctrines was the understanding that the state could, and 

should, incur a positive role in the aim o f  protecting the individual (section 3). Certain systems 

have not developed a discourse on horizontal applicability o f fundamental rights at all, either 

because their constitutions do not contain a fundamental rights catalogue, or because, in the 

presence o f constitutional fundamental rights, they do not feature an organ habilitated (or which 

habilitated itself) to exercise review on the basis of these rights. I will, as a first point, give 

examples of such situations (1.).

§ J , tegiccn tT Ìc system s: *H onzonta!ity o f  fundam entuì righ ts does n o t apply*

On the basis o f the understanding that doctrines of horizontality imply the power o f the court to 

set aside legislation in favour o f a constitutional fundamental right, they cannot occur in 

legicentric systems, i.e. systems based on an understanding o f parliamentary supremacy 

(sovereignty) or where fundamental rights do not exist as legal rights because they cannot be (or 

are not) enforced by the courts. These legal systems organize themselves differently for the 

regulation o f  private behaviour.

This was the case o f  France until very recent times, before the Conseil Constitutionnel began a 

cautious line o f jurisprudence reviewing legislation. Liberties in France have traditionally been 

defined as libertés publiques, or libert)" through the state, and only through the state. In France, it is 

the community, in the form of the Parliament, which decides which rights individuals ‘ought to 

hav’e.* This is an old line o f thinking going back to Montesquieu, according to whom political
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liberty is ‘the possibility to do what you ought to in other words a right of doing whatever

the law permits. This French model (which again, is under transformation due to the impact o f 

international norms like the European Convention) in a way only went half-way in the modem 

project of separating the state from civil society. The individualist perspective is o f  course 

present; after all, following the Rousseauvian model, the volonté générak, or common will, is 

nothing but the sum o f the individual wills. However, this results in a constmction in which 

'L'Eial, c'est nous\ an ideal unity o f  government and governed, and which does not distance civil 

society from the state, but on the contrary leaves the latter to evolve witliin the former. They are 

in reality but one entity. In ‘community based’ France, then, the state has the role of defining and 

protecting liberties, liberties V e ought to have*. There is no space, in such a construction, for 

fundamental liberties as liberties the individual could oppose to the state -  which does not 

matter, as the individuals are the state. By over-stylizing the protector and creator role o f  the state, 

this model makes it difficult to theorize violations o f individuals’ rights by the state. The result o f 

what I would call the legicentric model is that there is ‘no need’ for third-party effect, or better, 

that it would not make sense to speak o f third-party effect for fundamental rights, as fundamental 

rights do not exist as such. Again, this is a model o f French liberty which in recent years has 

undergone transformation. This is for example reflected in the fact that recent law textbooks now- 

speak oÌ*Ubertésfondamentaìes*\nste.3.d o f 'libertéspubliqm*.

Based on a different understanding o f liberty, with a clear tradition of individual liberty in 

opposition to a potentially aggressive state,^^ the United Kingdom was, regarding the existence 

of justiciable fundamental rights, in a similar position to France, This was before the entry into 

force of the Human Vàghts A ct 1998, which incorporated provisions of the European Convention 

on Human Rights into domestic law.®̂  ̂ The United Kingdom was previously party to the 

Convention, but in the period preceding the Act, courts did not have the power to review 

legislation on this basis. In the United Kingdom, the entry into force of the Human Rights Act 

1998 implied a move away from a purely legicentric system. With the Act, fundamental rights as

The exact quote is: ‘Dans un Etat, c’est-à-dire dans une société où il y a des lois, la liberté ne peut consister qu’à 
pouvoir faire ce que l’on doit vouloir, et à n’être point contraint de faire ce que l’on ne doit pas vouloir.’ 
Montesquieu. De l ’esprit des lois 1 1748, Livre X I, chap. I l l ,  p. 292.

The Hobbesian and Lockian tradition. Mill’s *hanns to other’ principle.
Again, not a formal constitution as the A ct itself is an act o f  Parliament, but in the UK tradition o f non-wiitten 

constitution.
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justiciable rights are only created with the power of courts to review (put aside) legislation on this 

basis. Courts themselves are addressees o f  fundamental rights, which opens the possibility of 

developing the common law in the light o f  human rights principles, thus a variation of indirect 

horizontal effect Wliat is certain is that the Human Rights A ct 1998 puts a constraint on the action 

of the legislator, and enlarges the power o f  the judges. In order to illustrate this I would like to 

cite a judgement which is representative o f the line of reasoning and argumentation used in the 

period immediately preceding the Act®’  ̂ In die Brind case of 1991, Lord Acton stated: ‘the 

Convention is not part o f the domestic law, [...] the courts accordingly have no power to enforce 

Convention rights directly and [...] if domestic legislation conflicts with the Convention, the 

courts must nevertheless enforce it.’”  ̂ It would be difficult to sustain this argument after the 

entry into force of the Act.

§2. Libera! stran d 1: ^freedom from  the state*. C ensonng sta te  action

I have su^ested earlier on that the USA are in a cultural-political situation in which civil society 

has shifted to the private sphere and in which the division between government and society is 

perceived as complete.^’  ̂The private sphere appears as autonomous and disconnected from the 

state, it is subtracted, as in latin ^privatus\ from the grip o f public authority. The state is seen as a 

potential ‘enemy’ of the natural liberty o f  the individuals. The private sphere, on the contrary, is 

depicted as auto-nomos, existing independently o f the state, thus the idea o f pre-political natural 

liberty.

The ‘deep-level philosophical condition’ finds its equivalent historical explanation in the founding 

days o f the federation. When the English colonies protested against what they considered a 

violation of their fundamental rights by taxation laws, they were faced with the argument of

Cf. Qements. Richard. Bringing It A ll Back Home: "Rights" in English Lam Before the Human Rights Act 1998 (2000), 
135.

Bhndcust, precit.
Brind case, p recit, at 722, This somewhat unsatisfying situation (that the U K is signatory to the European 

Convention on Human Rights, but that the Convention cannot be enforced in U K  courts) was somewhat mitigated 
by the fact that in certain cases, the judges could use the Convention: ‘pn] construing any provision in domestic 
legislation which is ambigous in the sense that it is capable o f a meaning which either conforms to or conflicts with 
the Convention, the court will presume that Parliament intended to legislate in conformity with the Convention, not 
in conflict with i t ’ (Lord Bridge, in Brind case, precit, at 723).

Section 1 o f  chapter 6.
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supremacy o f the British parliament^ *̂  ̂ ‘One purpose o f  the American Revolution, therefore, was 

to strengthen and protect the people’s fundamental rights’^̂  ̂ understood as being against the 

state intruder. This is first visible at the level o f language o f the Bill o f Rights, which contains 

passages reflecting the perceived source o f  menace, for example ‘Congress shall pass no law ...’.

The Bill of Rights is almost exclusively state-centred^^ and, by trying to preempt action seen as 

menacing, confines the state to a passive role,̂ ™ a duty of non-doing. The negative image o f 

government activity has a long tradition. Today still, the rhetoric o f an active role for the state is 

close to politically taboo. A positive image o f  the state is absent, and consequently a positive or 

active role for the state is not welcomed.*̂ ®̂

This understanding has consequences in judicial practice. The Supreme Court only sanctions 

state action, but not state non-action (omission). Consequently, no duty of action on the part o f 

the state is recognized, as stated in the prominent DeShan^ case o f  1989.^“

The key point o f  the State Action doctrine as an answer to the question o f applicability of 

fundamental rights to private actors is that only the state, and not private action, triggers 

constitutional protection. Based on this understanding, the only way to make private action come 

under the purview o f  the constitution is to associate it to, or qualify it as public action.*'“  This

Cf. Elisabeth Katz. German High Court Has More Power OierLe^laUm, Grimm Sojis, 
http://www.law.virginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/gnmm.htm, 27 Ju ly 2006).

EJisaheth Katz. German High Court Has More Power Over Legislature, Grimm Says, 
http://www.law.vifginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/gnmm.htm, 27  Ju ly  2006)

The American constitution bears seemingly positively phrased rights, for example the ‘right to bear arms*. This 
may however be rephrased as ‘State may not interfiere with the right to bear arms’.

One o f  the few exceptions is the prohibition o f  slavery in the Thirteenth Amendment, which foresees application 
to private parties.

Rodriguea Ruiz. Blanca. Discourse Theory and the Addressees o f Basic Pights, in: 32  Rechtstheorie, 87-133 (2001), 87.
It is rhetoric. The ideal o f  economic liberty without state interference readily ends were state subsidies start. State 

interventionism and econom ic foreign policy in order to keep private economic liberty thri\4ng is enormous. See the 
example given o f  the cotton  industry in part 1 o f Pietra Rivoli, The Travels o f  a T-Shirt in the Global Economy, 
Hoboken 2005.

DeShan^ case, precit.
For different strategies cf. Section 1.1.§2 o f  Chapter 1. The surprising result o f  the technique o f  establishing the 

‘state link’ is however that private action, once linked to or qualifed as ‘state action’, is directly exposed to the 
fundamental right in question. The application then is not further qualified or mediated, as it is in die case o f 
doctrines o f  indirect third-party effects. It is an on/ off mechanism. Seen like this, it is the eqxiivalent o f  direct 
horizontal application, although o f  course not labeled as such. Thus, in America, only direct horizontality or no 
horizontality can be considered. It is a binary system which does not allow for the nuances a civil law system, such as 
in Germany, can offer.
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way o f circumventing the straight corset o f  a water-ti^t public-private distinction can yield good 

practical results. It is, so to speak, the best one can do given the logic o f this particular legal 

framework.

But at the same time, on the basis o f  a purely negative understanding o f the role o f the state, it is 

close to impossible for American jurisprudence®*  ̂ to use other approaches to account for an 

influence o f fundamental rights on private actors. I will come back to the American situation 

after introducing these other solutions. Let us rerain for now the crucial point that only state 

action is subject to constitutional review, and that state non-action on the contrary goes 

unscrutinised. The state has solely the negative duty to abstain from encroaching upon individual 

rights, but no dut)̂  to positively uphold and protect them.

CJ. Liberal stran d  2: freedom  through th e  stated' C ensoring s ta te  non-action

Most other legal orders“ ® share this ground position o f verticality, but whereas the American 

Federal Supreme Court remains in a position of verticality only (the State action doctrine), 

accommodating with difficulty an effect for fundamental rights on private parties, other legal 

orders have developed alternative ways o f  providing horizontality. The challenge was to go 

beyond the negative (subjective) interpretation of fundamental rights, according to which 

fundamental rights are personal entitlements o f individuals against intrusion by state power 

only,®“  and which could not account for fundamental rights as legal arguments against intrusion 

by other individuals.

Constructions going beyond this have as a precondition the acknowledgement of a positive role 

for the state in protecting the individual.

At the federal level. On the state level, there are recent developments which indicate that a sort o f  indirect 
horizontal effect migfet be coming into use, cf. the article o f  Thüsing. Gregor. Die ''Drittnirkung der Gntndrechte*' im 
V'erfassungsrecht der I'̂ ereinigten Staaten, in: 99 Zeitschrift fur \^igleichende Rechtswissenschaften, 69-85 (2000).

For example, Germany, Canada, and South Africa under the Interim Constitution.
^  In the terminology o f  Jellinek, ‘subjective public rights’ {subjective öffentliche Cf. also Rodriguez Ruiz. Blanca.
Discourse Theo^and t/je Addressees o f Basic Rights {2ß01), 87.
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The German Federal Constitutional Court in principle shared the view o f the Supreme Court that 

fundamental rights are negative rights, protecting the individual against intmsion by state 

authorities. Tliis negative interpretation o f fundamental rights warrants a purely passive attitude 

by the state. Any other position necessarily needed to justify a non-passive, and thus active, role. 

The only way to enable (and oblige) state authorities to adopt an active attitude for the benefit of 

individual interests was to justify it differently. In the Ljitb  decision, the Court did so by resorting 

to the image o f the Constitution as an ‘objective order o f values’.̂ ®’ This gives fundamental 

rights, in addition to the acknowledged negative dimension, a further positive dimension, leading 

consequently to the legitimation o f  action by the State. There is a large consensus against taking 

this step in the USA.

The idea o f  an ‘objective dimension’̂ ''* takes up the second strand o f liberal thought according to 

which the state is a protector and guarantor o f  indhidual freedom, charged with insuring peaceful 

cohabitation.“ ’ Often quoted in this context, Article 4 o f  the French Declaration o f 1789,*“ 

which defines liberty  ̂ as ‘freedom to do everything which injures no-one else,’ and which thus 

clearly states that it is not only freedom from government, but also freedom from interference by

In the Liith decision, the Geim an Federal Constitutional Court obliged a civil law jurisdiction to use the 
fundamental right in question as a source in the adjudication process. The ruling o f  the Federal Constitutional Court 
in Liith means that the civil law judg^ is obliged to mediate the relationship o f  A  and B  on the basis not only o f  the 
civil code, but also o f the fundamental r i^ ts  applicable. A  magic transformation occurs, in that the fundamental 
rights do not apply as such, but in the process gpt transformed into civil law! This is the effect o f  the construction 
according to which the obligation o f the civil judge is to interpret certain provisions o f  the ci\il code (the so-called 
‘general clauses’) ‘in the light o f  the constitutional provisions (Xifzécase, precit., at 208).
'objektii'e Wmordnm¿. This is an argument transforming fundamental r i^ ts  into ‘objective public rights’, i f  we want 
to adapt Jellinek’s ‘subjective public rights’.

See Jeand’heur. Bemd. Gnmdrechte im Spmnungst>erhaltnis :;pmhen suhjekííven Ymheitsgarantien und objekhven 
Grundsatt^iomen (1995); Alexy. R obert Grtmdrechie als subjekiive Kechte und als objeküm Kormtn (1990) .Wahl. Rainer. Dit 
objektiv-rechiliche Dimension der Grundrechie im iníemaüonakn V'etgieich, http://www.jura.uni- 
freiburg.de/institute/ioeffr6/download/verfgrund.pdf, 1 May 2005).
^  Hobbes. Cf. also Zupancic. Bostjan. Constitutionafisaiion o f international law, or internationalisation o f constitutional lawî  
Third Part)  ̂E ffect - W hat Happens When the State Promotes Rights? 12th Annual Conference on ‘The Individual 
Vs. the State*, Budapest, 18-19 June 2004. T he State fulfils this duty in enacting penal law. Private transgression 
triggers public prosecution. The second pillar is civil law legislation.

Cf. for example Troper. Michel. Who needs a third-part̂ ' effect da-trine?̂  Third Party Effect - Víhat Happens \Xhen the 
State Promotes Rights? 12th j\nnual Conference on 'The Individual Vs. the State', Budapest, 18-19 June 2004; 
Rivero. Jean. L a protection des droits de I ‘homme dans les rapports entre person nes prims, in : Institut International des droits de 
1 'homme. Rene' Cassin Amiconm Disc^idorumque Uber, L'alJll, Paris 1971, 311-22
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others, implying that state authority is justified in its task o f protecting liberty on the horizontal 

level.'"

What is projected is a positive image o f  the state. Here also, the historical roots of German 

constitutionalism may provide an explanation. Constitutions containing bills o f rights were 

granted by the kings and princes o f  the several German states in the 19th century, acting on the 

defensive following pressure from the bourgeoisie. At the time, the rights contained in these bills 

Svere interpreted as [...] obligations o f  the legislature to do what these fundamental rights 

promised, reform the old feudal system and turn them into a legal order.*'" This state tradition 

was never completely lost throughout the regime changes in German history. ‘The state always 

retained the role o f  being the representative o f the higher aspirations o f society.*'" The ‘re

discovery* o f  the objective dimension o f fundamental rights stands in this tradition.

In legal terms, the idea that the constitution contained objective norms valid for all areas o f law 

was shared by the main protagonists o f  the debate on Drittnirkung, which in Germany o f the 

1950s opposed as main figures H. C. Nipperdey, the first president o f the German Federal 

Labour Court,'" and G. Diirig, professor o f  law in Tübingen. From this shared common basis, 

they then drew different conclusions, Nipperdey maintaining that certain rights o f the Basic Law 

would bind private law relations ‘immediately*, without the need for the legislator to concretise 

them previously,'" Diirig defending the view there could be no direct applicability, but a ‘mediate 

effect’ of fundamental rights.'" For the reasons referred to above,'" and mainly because o f  the

‘Obligation pour chacun de respecter la liberté d'autrui, et pour l'E tat de tenir la main à ce respect telle est la 
pensée de 89.’ (‘Duty o f  everybody to respect the liberty o f  others, and [the duty] o f  the state to assist in this 
respecting this is the philosophy o f 89.’ ) (Rivero. Jean . L i  protection des ávits de / 'homme dans les rapports entre personnes 
privées (1971), 316; my translation). The core thou^it is that human/fundamental rights are so fiindamental and 
essential that they deserve protection against any encroachment, be it public or private. Cf. Alkema. Evert .'Mbert. The 
third-party cppUcability of*Drittwirkm¿ of the European Convention on Human Rî ĥts (1990).

Dieter Grimm, quoted in Elisahedi Katz. German High Court Has Mon Poner Oter Legislatun, Grimm Sayŝ  
http://www.law.virginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/grimm.htm, 27 July 2006).

Dieter Grimm, quoted in Elisabeth Katz. German H i^  Court Has Mon Poner OterLepslatun, Grimm Says, 
http://wrww.law.\tirginia.edu/home2002/html/news/2006_spr/grimm.htm, 27 July 200^.

N ipperdey. Hans C arl Gleicher Lahn der Fraufür gleiche Leistung (1950), and Nipperdey. Hans Carl. Grundnchte und 
Privatrecht, Eine Universitätsnde (1962).

‘Sie binden daher auch den Privatrechtsverkehr unmittelbar, d.h. nicht erst auf Grund von Gesetzen, die w m  
einfachen Gesetzgeberin Ausführung der Grundsatznorm erlassen worden sind.’Nipperdey. Hans Cari. Grundnchte 
und Privatmht, Eine üniversitâtsné (1962), 2 3 f.
616 r>,irirr r :ünter. Grundnchte und Zitilnchtspnchung (1956); referred to in hüth case, predt., at 204.
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explicit challenge to traditional perceptions o f  the public-private divide,̂ ®̂ i.e. the threat the direct 

position was perceived to have on the public-private divide in terms o f the independence o f civil 

law,̂ ^̂  the doctrine o f direct horizontal application was denied, and the doctrine o f  indirect 

horizontal effect consecrated in LJUk

In terms o f  the power o f control which the Constitutional Court acquired by this construction, 

the difference between the two doctrines might be o f d e g r e e , b u t  is not a principled one. In 

both constructions, the Constitutional Court places a duty on the courts o f civil law to take into 

account (apply, or interpret in the light of) fundamental rights in their judgements, duty which 

the Constitutional Court habilitates itself to review. Again, even if  rhetoncally direct application 

would place a ‘constitutional duty’ on private persons,*̂ “̂ in reality the claim o f the opponent in 

private litigation is directed against the state, i.e. a claim to the court to uphold this ‘right’. In 

both models, the court is the mediating screen between fundamental rights and the individuals. 

All doctrines of horizontality thus place a duty on the state (and not on the individual person).

Cf. Section 3.2. o f  Chapter 3.
The core thought being that law is constitutive o f  the private sphere. There is thus no pre-political private sphere. 

As M. Hunt puts it, ‘State lurks behind both legislation and the common law’ (Hunt. Murray. T/je Effect* oj
the Htman Rights Act (1998), 424). J .  Schwabe speaks o f  the ‘magic word o f  private autonomy’ Schwabe. 1 ürgen. Die 
sogenannte Drittnirkung der Grundrechte: Zur Einnirkung der Grundrechte auf den PrivatrechtsverkehrlX  ̂ 19. As the private 
sphere is constructed by law, it needs some test o f  justiScation. It would thus be artificial to subject only the public 
sphere to control. All law should be subject to review for compatibility w'ith fundamental rights.

The entique o f the Constitutional Court becoming a ‘super court o f  ci\il law’, potentially transforming key areas 
o f  private law. This critique was also raised against the Lüth judgement. It was clear that Lüth was a break-througjh in 
its material and institutional consequences, even i f  not formally. The Federal Constitutional Court did not apply the 
freedom o f  speech provision o f  the Basic Law horizontally. But by putting a duty on the civil courts to take 
fundamental rig)its into account in the interpretation o f  general clauses, fundamental rigjits would have, from now’ 
on, a potential effect on civil law litigation.

Lüth case, precit.. This decision was always perceived as a landmark case. It has never lost its actuality and has 
proven to be a, i f  not the, corner-stone o f  jurisprudence, also confirming the place and importance o f  the German 
Federal Constitutional Court (for a respectful review o f  the significance o f  Lüth for a theory o f  fundamental rights as 
objective values, see Rainer Wahl. Die objekXiv-rechtUche Dimension der Grundrechte im internationalen Vergleicĥ  
http://www.jura.uni-freiburg.de/institute/ioeffr6/download/ver%rund.pdf, 1 May 2005)). Now seems to have 
come the time to historiase the decision: on 20-21 February 2003, a conference ‘The LÜTH-Decision o f  1958 and 
the Early Fundamental R i^ ts  Jurisprudence from the Ilegal Historians’ Perspective’ took place in Frankfurt. An 
English [summarized] version o f  Lüth can be found on: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/laws/global_law’/german- 
cases/cases_bverg.shtml?15janl958 (accessed 7.Z2005).

From the perspective o f  civil law% the doctrine o f  indirect horizontality is supposed to ‘soften’, or better control, 
the impact o f  fundamental rights.

In the terminology o f  Jellinek, directly binding individuals would establish ‘fundamental r i^ ts  as subjective 
(private) rights’.
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Only the ground understanding that the state may and must fulfill a positive role in the 

implementation of fundamental rights gives the Constitutional Court the adequate framework to 

develop the argumentative discourse of third-party effect doctrines.

The doctrine o f indirect application obliges the courts o f  civil or common law to interpret civil 

law ‘in the light o f  constitutional values.^“  The power o f the Constitutional Court consists in the 

possibility to censor both state action (a ‘manifestly wrong’ interpretation o f fundamental rights 

by the civil court), or state non-action (if the dvi! or common law court does not take due 

account of constitutional fundamental rights).

L/ith was the landmark case o f the early, and what one could call, speaking from a position o f a 

certain historical distance, ‘classical period’ o f third-party effect doctrines. It was civil and 

political rights which were the object o f scrutiny as to their aptness to be applied horizontally.“̂  ̂

Once the ground prepared, with the introduction of the idea o f an ‘objective dimension’ in iJiib , 

the Constitutional Court went a step further in enlarging its competence in a later line of 

jurisprudence. In Lutò, as well as in the doctrine o f direct applicability, the Constitutional Court 

focuses on the obligations of the civil judge.“̂  In a later line o f jurisprudence, however. 

Constitutional courts started to focus on the eventual obligations o f  the legislator.“̂

The next, and nowadays much more significant, specification o f the ‘objective dimension’ of 

fundamental rights only came in the mid-70s. Here, the German Federal Constitutional Court 

passed another landmark decision, known under the name of the Abir&bung (abortion) case.“"̂  It 

was in this case that the court spelled out its doctrine o f Schntv̂ pJIicht, or duty o f protection 

incumbent on the state, to take the appropriate measures to make fundamental rights effective, to 

actively uphold fundamental rights.

^  TTieme o f development o f  the civil law/ common law. Hence the stakes o f  courts being induded in the 
application dauses o f  bills o f  rigjits.

Liith concerned the horizontal application o f  freedom o f  speech.
The Federal Constitutional Court needed to do so because o f  the concrete procedural situation in which it was 

seized. Cf. my exposé in the Nan terre Seminar, 14 Feb. 2005.
^  Cf. Groolboom case, predt.

Sdm’angmchaftsabbnh'h (abortion) case, predt.. The conflict brought before the court was betw’een the rig^t o f  the 
m other to take her own decision, and the rig^t o f  the foetus to live.
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The Constitutional Court can censor the legislator in cases o f non-action (omission to 

legislate). "̂® Fundamental rights are again mediated; they reach private behaviour through the 

screen o f legislation.

The line o f jurisprudence based on a duty o f  protection o f the state is prolonged by decisions of 

the South African Constitutional Court in the field o f  socio-economic rights.^^ These are not 

necessarily cases o f  Drittmrkung> as in most constellations an individual, representative o f 

thousands or hundreds o f thousands o f fellow citizens in the same position, claims his rights 

against the state. As is understood by now, however, horizontal claims are directed against the 

state as a claim to guarantee and uphold fundamental rights (in reality, then, to create the right). 

The difference is then simply that in a horizontal constellation, the protection ‘from the otheri 

brings the enhancement o f liberty for one, and a limitation o f liberty for the other. In the case o f 

a vertical situation o f implementation o f socio-economic rights, the effect is merely protective — 

enhancement of liberty for one (in the place o f many). The theme o f the duty of protection is 

then reconducted and extended, and in the ultimate justification o f  the state’s obligation figure 

fundamental values o f  society.^^“

The opinion that the constitutional state should take specific measures to enforce, help, and 

promote constitutional rights in private relations through active governmental action gains 

further ground. This doctrine o f the duty o f  protection o f  the state, otherwise known as the 

positive duties of the state, has been readily adopted by many other juris dictions The position 

o f the German Federal Constitutional Court is that the negative function o f fundamental rights 

comes first, and the objective dimension is only additional, and serves to strengthen this primary

‘State responsibility’ in the case o f  supra-national systems like the European Convention on Human Rights.
For an argument that the objective dimension o f  rights is intimately linked to welfare rights grounded in 

fundamental rights, the duty o f  protection o f  the state, see Tushnet Mark. State Action, Social Welfare and the 
JaeUcial Role: Some Comparative Observations (2002); Alexy. Robert. Grundrechte als subjektive Rechte und als objektive Normen 
(1990), 49.

For a critique, with reference to C. Schmitt, Die Tyrannei der Werte, in: FS E . Forsthoff, 1967, 37£f, see Alexy. 
Robert. Grundrechte als subjekiive Rechte und als objektive Normen (1990), 50.

This later extension in the scope o f  application o f  fundamental r i^ ts , as based on the objective dimension o f  
fundamental rights, became particularly relevant in the context o f  socio-economic r i^ ts . It also applies, however, to 
‘classic’ civil and political rights, e.g. freedom o f  expression in: A r^  fü r das Leben v. Austria precit.
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orientation R. Wahl argues that this does not correspond to today’s reality: now, the objective 

dimension o f fundamental rights has long Wertaken’ in importance their defensive function 

{Abn'ehrfunktion)!'^  ̂ It is largely anchored in judicial thinking and practice/654

No positive duties are however recognized in the United States o f America/“  As I have said 

above, the state has solely the negative duty to abstain from encroaching upon individual rights, 

but not a duty to positively uphold and protect them. The crucial result o f this \riew o f the role of 

the state is that only state action is subject to constitutional review, and that state-non action on 

the contrary is not scrutinised. Now, the essence o f the doctrines o f horizontality which 

developed from the acknowledgement o f a positive obligation on and role for the state in the 

implementation of fundamental rights is exactly the capacity o f the Constitutional Court to 

censor the state’s non-action, or omission to act. In case o f the doctrines of direct and indirect 

horizontal application, this duty is incumbent on the civil and common law courts. Doctrines of 

duty of protection target review o f the activity o f the legislator.

We can thus conclude by saying that the influence o f fundamental rights on common law 

litigation cannot be adequately conceptualised with the tools provided by a culture o f 

interpretation o f rights as merely negative rights o f individuals against the state. The legal corset 

is too straight, and if there is no statute law covering the area, this corset has to be stretched to 

breaking point in order to provide solutions to real world problems arising from private action. 

In the case of a laama in legislation, however, the framework o f fundamental rights as individual 

rights against the state only is not sufficient to develop third-part)' effect doctrines. Although

lJ4th case, predt., 205; reiterated in German Federal Constitutional Court, Mitbestimmung (BVerfGE 50,290), 
336ff.
655 ‘Dig objektive G rundrechtsfiinktion ist weit mehr als nur eine sekundäre *Verstätkung* der Abwehrfunktion; sie 
hat jene an Bedeutung längst überholt’ Rainer Wahl. Die ohjektip-reehttiche Dimension der Grundrechte im internationalen 

http://www.jura.uni-freiburg.de/institute/ioefft6/download/verfgnjnd.pdf, 1 May 2005), 21.
R- Wahl argues: There is now a general understanding o f  fundamental r i^ ts , in w*hich .Studierende 

hineinsozialisiert werden und das fur juristische Professionen ebenso prägend wird wie für die Wssenschaft. 
Deutsche Juristen denken in den Bahnen der objektiven Dimension der Grundrechte.* Rainer Wahl. Die oiyektiv- 
rechtliche Dimension der Grundrechte im internationalen Vergleich  ̂http://www.jura.uni-
&eiburg.de/institute/ioeffi6/download/ver^nmd.pdf, 1 May 2005), 21f. [fii 88 on p.22: ‘Auche wenn er als 
VCissenschaftler oder als Exponenteines ‘einfachen’ Rechts oder als sog. (sic!) Fach richtet die objektive Dimension 
zuweilen kritisiert; jenseits solcher Kritik bleibt regelmäßigem breiter Raum der selbstverständtichen Prakli:;̂ erung der 
objektiven Dimension.’ (my emphasis).

Blumoff. Theodore Y.. Some Moral Implications o f Finding No State Actiony in: 70 Notre Dame Law Review, 95 
(1994).
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recent tendencies at the state (composing the American federation) level shows a creeping 

tendency to adopt solutions similar to the doctrine o f  indirect horizontal effect,^̂  ̂ at the federal 

level jurisprudence is likely to remain limited to the ‘state action’ doctrine.“ '̂

Cf. Thiising. Gregor. D ie "Drittairkung der Gruadrechie" im Vetjassungsrecht der Vemriigen Staaten (2000), 78fF, and 
supra Section 1.1.§2 o f Chapter 1,

One notable exception has been mentioned (cf. supra Chapter 1): Shelly  was an exception. The Court in Sbeil̂  
tried to go other ways, and was heavily criticised. WTiat the court did in SheÜ ŷu?& censoring of state (court) action 
on the basis o f the equal protection clause o f the Fourteenth Amendment This is the essence of doctrines o f 
indirect horizontal effect censoring o f  court action, or non-action. Shelley came close to this. The lower court had 
only applied the law (respective o f  private autonomy). Had it acted? This depends on the view of what is action/ 
non-action: Every omission is 'acting by failure to act*. The Supreme Court could only censor state action, but not 
non-action.
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